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STANDARD
AX700 mkll

 RECEIVES
100kHz - 2000MHz

 MULTI MODE RECEPTION
AM - WFM - NFM - SSB - CW

 1200 MEMORY CHANNELS
 CHANNEL SCOPE SPECTRUM ANALYSER

that allows monitoring of 40 channels at a glance

 CHANNEL SCOPE PEAK SEARCH
During searches you can tune in the strongest
signal displayed on the channel scope

 ADVANCED SCANNING FEATURES
that allow selection of these types of scanning.

Programmed Scan

(up to 10 groups)
Programmed Memory Scan
Any Memory Scan
Mode Scan
(not found on many scanners!)

VFO search

Dual VFO search
Band encursion scan
Priority scan
Any channel ship scan

 USER FRIENDLY FEATURES
Help messages - Personalised Channel names -
Memory cloning - Auto memory write scan -
Beginner/Expert Mode - Memory Tune Mode

 LARGE CLEAR ILLUMINATED DISPLAY
with switchable backlight for easier use at night

 TIMER FUNCTIONS
With auto ON/OFF facility

 BATTERY SAVE FACILITY
For extended use

 SQUELCH CONTROL
Fully adjustable and switchable squelch control

 STYLISH CABINET WITH LARGE SPEAKER
For clear sound quality

 A SUPER SENSITIVE RECEIVER
 DUAL VFOs
 FACILITIES FOR CLONING ANOTHER SET
 BUILT IN 14 HOUR CLOCK
 DISPLAY - CONTRAST - CONTROL
 LOW BATTERY ALARM
 SWITCHABLE ATTENUATOR
 SELECTABLE CONTROL BEEP TONE
 KEYPAD LOCK CONTROL

SCANNING RECEIVER WITH PANORAMIC DISPLAY

A beautifully engineered radio perfect for home or mobile use.

See up to I MHz of Bandwidth at a glance on the large panoramic

display plus full information on the channel being monitored.

 50 - 904.995MHz
 100 memories
 12V or 240V operation with power

supply supplied
 Sensitive receiver
 2W audio output
 I 0/12.5/20/25kHz scanning steps
 Price includes power supply

 MAINS DROP IN CHARGER
For easy and convenient use

 NICAD BATTERY PACK
4.8V DC 700mAH NiCad battery pack

 BELT CLIP
 CARRYING STRAP

 FLEXIBLE LOW PROFILE
ANTENNA

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency 100kHz - 2000MHz
Memories 1200

Scan Speed 25 ch/sec

Scan Steps Selectable (50Hz - 500kHz)
in 20 fixed steps

Receiver Triple Superheterodyne
Dimensions 57(H) x 150(W) x 25.5(D)
Weight 320g

(with EBP-37N Battery pack)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
EBP-33N Small size 650mAH NiCad...139.95

EBP-34N Long life 1200mAH NiCad..149.95

ESC -29 Standard Soft Case £7.95

EBC-6 Mobile Mounting Bracket i I 2.95

EME-6 Earphone E10.95

YAZOO VS. 1%.

YAESU FRG -100
This receiver provides solid coverage from 50kHz to 30MHz with all mode

reception of AM. SSB and CW. 50 fully tunable memory channels store frequency,

mode and filter selections. The FRG -I00 has twin 12 hour and 24 hour

programmable clocks with on timer and sleep timer. The set requires I2V DC.

New low price (469 £449

FM option available - add £39
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A new low cost receiver from this famous

American manufacturer with exceptional

sensitivity, selectivity and dynamic range.

A ruggedly built radio that is easily

transported with optional carrying handle or

vehicle mounted for mobile use.

.11.21) '32/50
A cracking new receiver aimed at the Broadcast and

Shortwave listener. JRC build some of the World's

finest receivers and this is no exception. Designed to

ve mid interference free

 100kHz - 30MHz
 AM/SSB
 100 memories
 Easy tuning
 Selectable Sideband

Synchronous detection

 AM synchronous detector

 Low noise PLL chip

 Wide dynamic range

 Sensitive receiver

 Noise bunker

 Dual antenna inputs
 Long wire short wave

antenna

 12V DC operation

 RS232 computer 1/F

 100 memories
 Clock/Timer functions
 Supplied complete with

mains adaptor

VK FIWEIIIIMMITE
ERU YUP R 800

U MVT
With a range

exceeding 2000MHz, a

real time bandscope.

twin VFO receiver, and

a host of other
features, this will be
Yupiteru's flagship
model in 1997!

Note the EU version is

especially designated

by Yupiteru for the UK
and Europe to meet

full EMC specifications

and is supplied with

Yupiteru's own original

English handbook.

7 00 Li' U

Yupiteru's own EMC version 2_

of this popular radio.

 530kHz-1650MHz
 AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
 1000 Memories
 CM NiCads & char

PRICE
MATCH
promise
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ICOM'S NEW COMPUTER

RADIO SYSTEM
1 00kHz - 1300MHz 144, LOTS
ALL MODE RECEPTION HoRE!
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 All mode -
FM, WFM, SSB, CW, AM Receiver

 Newly designed 'BUSY CATCH SCAN'
 Wide band coverage with all mode

receive capability
(0.5MHz - 1300MHz)

 1000 memory channels with
memory name function

 VSC (Voice Scan Control)
 Full computer access capability
 Auto mode and tuning step

for simplified operation
 4 AA NiCads or 4.5-I6V

external power supply

57/11
 All mode

FM, WFM, SS8, CW. AM
 500kHz-1900MHz
 Computer control
 Data clone
 1000 Memories
 C/w NiCads & charger

£299.00

 r - / Jr
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 Frequency:

108kHz- 170, 300 - 470.
806 - 1000MHz

 200 memories
 Selectable steps:

6.25, 10, 12.5, 25kHz
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for further details contact

Phil Jeffery
in our TRADE DEPARTMENT

Phone: Intl (0044) 1705 698113

Fax: Intl (0044) 1705 690626

NEVADA
communice ons

Retail I Mail Order

01105 662145

01105 690628

I.
189 London Road  North End

 Portsmouth P02 90E

 E-MIIIL info@nevada.co.ok
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" Built for Speed
The new Iti I

Test Receiver...
...If there's RF, you'll catch it!

Dal

The NEW R11 is a Nearfield FM Test Receiver capable of sweeping 30MHz - 2GHz in less than one

second. The R11 can lock onto a 5 watt UHF signal as far away as 500 feet and demodulate the sig-

nal through its built-in speaker. A unique feature of the R11 is its ability to determine what band the

frequency is transmitting in and display it on its LED indicator. When speed is an issue, reach for the

R11 Test Receiver, You won't find a faster nearfield FM test receiver anywhere.

TEST RECEIVER

MD LOCK
MID LOCKOUTS
MD AUTO HOLD

FEATURES
.Frequency Range: Analog FM, 30MHz - 2GHz

'Locks onto 5 watt UHF signals as far away as 500 feet
.Fasy to use keypad functions: Frequency Hold, Frequency Skip, Frequency

Lockout, and the Shift key feature for Audio Mute, Enable/Disable Lockouts,

and Lockout Clear
'Squelch and Volume control knobs
LED frequency range indication display
 Built-in speaker for instant frequency demodulation and

headphone jack for earphone audio

'Interface with the Scout for Reaction Tune
.TA100S Telescoping whip antenna included

'Built-in NiCad batteries (4 hour discharge) and

power supply included
Reaction Tune

with Scout
using optional

CB-RT

0111\ 179191011411 Ir" MOIRik II I 11.1

N...01
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR A MODERN PLANET

5821 NE 14th Avenue  Ft. Lauderdale. FL  33334

Check Out Our Web Site:
www.optoelectronics.corn

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
132 High Street  Edgeware  Middlesex HA8 TEL
Telephone: 01819515781 Fax: 0181.951.5782

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS
22 Main Road  Hockley *Essex  SS5 4QS

Telephone: 01702 206835 Fax: 01702 205843

MADE IN U.S.A.
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NEWS

New Booklet from BDXC
A new edition of the popular British DX Club publication Radio Stations in the United
Kingdom has just been published. This 1997-98 (I5th) edition - a 48 -page A5 booklet - has
been completely revised and updated It includes all UK domestic am. and fm. stations
currently on the air - both BBC and independent stations. it is suppled with a free
supplement covering radio stations in the Republic of Ireland.

Included in this new edition are:
 Many new stations on the air since the last edition was published 18 months ago.
 Stations listed by frequency and by name.
 Frequencies cross-referenced to show parallel channels.
 Transmitter powers and sites shown for each frequency.
 Includes postal and E-mail addresses, telephone and FAX numbers.
 Brief background to the various radio services.
 Advice on reception reports and verification signers.
 Details of low -power stations at football grounds/race circuits, etc.

The post inclusive prices for Radio Stations in the United Kingdom (airmail postage within
Europe, surface mail elsewhere) are:

UK £2.50 pounds sterling - Rest of the World: £3.00, $5 US or DM I 0 - $ and DM
payments in cash only, or.seven IRCs.

Radio Station In The United Kingdom - 15th edition is available from BDXC's London
address: British DX Club, 126 Bargery Road, Catford, London SE6 2LR. E-mail
enquiries to: bdxc@bigfoot.com

NRD-345 Winner
Drawn out of the Editorial Hat this month, is
the winner of the July/August competition for
the Japan Radio Company NRD-345 h.f.
receiver. The lucky winner of this fine receiver
which has been donnated by Lowe Electronics,
is David G. Wells of Crowborough. Well done
David and happy listening with your new radio.

Oops
We have spotted some errors in the
component overlay for the CW Filter project
published last month. For your convenience we
will be publishing a replacement to Figs. 2.8 and
2.9 next month. If you can't wait, please send an
s.a.e. to the Editorial Offices marked CW Fitter
Project

Hoka Sales UK
All change, for UK distribution of the Hoka suite
of data decoders and analysisers. Back on the

scene, is Neil Thompson. formerly of NTech
Communications. Neil and Christine look
forward to providing their usual high level of
expert service to both new and existing
customers.

If you need price or technical information
on any of the Hoka range, then call: (01232)
487919, for both 'phone and FAX. E-mail:
hokasales@pavilion.co.uk. By mail contact
Hoka Sales UK, PO Box 2630,
Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 9RU.

SARCON 97 Unclaimed Lucky
Programme Prizes

Two Lucky Programme Numbers drawn at this
year's Scottish Amateur Radio Convention at
Edinburgh remain unclaimed. If you have kept
your programme and it has either 1650 or 2006
printed on it in the correct place you may still
claim your prize by contacting Tommy
GM I GEQ who is QTHR.

Relocated Web Pages
The WSHB and KHBI web pages have been relocated on to The Mother Church's web site.

The URL for their home page is now http://www.tfccs.com
If you want to go directly to the short wave pages, the URL to try is
http://www.tfccs.com/GV/shortwave/shortwave schedule.html

Also planned are additions to the short wave listening pages to reflect the programme
type and language for each slew each day. This should be up and running by the time you
read this.

C. Ed Evans, Senior Station Manager, The Herald Broadcasting Syndicate,
RR2, Box 107A, Pineland, SC 29934, USA. Tel: + 1 803 625 5555.
E-mail: cee@wshb.csms.com

.4"-.......- .....-.
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The Antique Wireless
Newsheet
Tudor Gwilliam-Rees has just sent us a copy of
the The Antique Wireless Newsheet No. 160. This
is an 8 -page, A5 newsletter containing some
useful tips, free readers' advertisements and, of
course, bits and pieces available from Savoy
Hill Publications, 50 Meddon Street,
Bideford, North Devon EX39 2EQ,
Tel: (01237) 424280 or E-mail:
tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net

You could also try their web site at:
http://freespace.virgin.neetudor.
gwilliam-rees

Rechargeable Alkaline
Batteries
The conventional NiCad rechargeable cells have
been around for a long time now. They do,
however, have several drawbacks - they have a
'memory' effect, they have a cell voltage of only
I .2V and they self -discharge over a fairly short
time scale.

The ordinary alkaline cell has none of these
disadvantages - they just have to be disposed of
when they are 'empty' - so a rechargeable
version should be a best seller!

Rechargeable up to 250 times using the
special charger, no memory effect, cell voltage of
1.5V, high initial capacity, long shelf life of up to 5
years. Alkaline rechargeable cells with these
advantages have just been introduced by
Waters & Stanton Electronics, Spa
House, 22 Main Street, Hockley, Essex
SS5 4QS. Tel: (01702) 206835. Prices are
£4.99 for a pack of four cells or £ 17.99 for the
special charger with four cells.

Elegant Switch Mode Power
Supplies
The 'Many' plug -top power supply is stated to
be the smallest of its type available in the world.
The elegant design, by Professor Beranek of the
Technical University, Vienna, makes bulkier and
less efficient competitors now appear obsolete.
The Mainy is short circuit proof and maintains a
stable output voltage under all load conditions.

At present, three models are available with
tolerances of I to 10% and a power rating of
6W. A 12W rating will be introduced in the not -
too -distant future. The Mainy is available with
UK plug, IEC 83 European plug, Japanese plug
and US plug. As well as this, a plug-in cable
facility is also available to cater for different
connectors. Thus it can be supplied with or
without a cable. The 1% Mainys are designed for
medical applications to EN 60 601 and
instrumentation where professional accurate
measurement is critical, while the other
tolerances Mainys are ideal for use with lap -tops,
modems, telecoms and industrial
electrical/electronic designs.

Relec Electronics Ltd. can be contacted
on (01962) 863141, FAX on (01962) 855987
or E-mail at sales@relec.co.uk

SWM November 1997
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Lynch's New Number
From October I st, callers to the Martin
Lynch & Son store in London will have a new
telephone number to dial for sales enquiries.
The '07000' prefix series are becoming very
popular with companies wishing to make it
easier for their customers to remember the
telephone number.

Martin chose '73 73 73' as an obvious
choice for his business. Even someone starting
afresh in amateur radio will know the meaning
of '73' and Martin chose that over any other
combination.

Martin and his team can still be contacted
on the old number (0181-566 1120) and this
too will be kept in addition to 07000 73 73 73.
Customer services remain on their 018 I 566 0
566 number (for the time being!).

Interference Filter
Up until recent times, broadcasters had to take
a number of measures to combat interference
arriving at a site on the same channel. These
included antenna phasing to null interference,
terrain shielding and anti -phased antennas. Some
problems could not be solved.

Tennatron Industries (N.Z.) Ltd. have
produced a co -channel offset interference filter
(N.Z. patent application No. 314762) that very
significantly reduces the effects of this type of
interference electronically. The device can be
connected directly between the antenna and
transposer or receive input for Band I and Band

FEBA's Rapid Link
Technology
New, but not yet fully proven, Rapid
International Links (RIL) technology under
development at Feba in Worthing was used
to transfer a completed Network
programme tape, specially recorded to
respond to the recent death of Diana
Princes of Wales, to the transmitters in the
Seychelles.

Just four days later the Network team
were back in action following the death of
Mother Teresa of Calcutta. Again, RIL
technology was used to transfer the
programme to the Seychelles.

The new RIL technology, developed by Feba's technical staff is a cost-effective means of
moving radio programmes from the studios of origin to the transmitters in the Seychells. As
soon as production is completed, the programmes are converted into a digital format and
transferred over the Internet to the Seychelles. It is hoped that the system will be operating
regularly, so that Network's programmes can be produced the day before a broadcast is
scheduled.

As this technology can be used in all countries that have Internet connection, staff will be
working to make this technology available to all of Feba's overseas bases.

Philip Athyal producing Feba's Network

II reception, or at i.f. for use with a transposer
on any Band I, II, III, IV and V Channel. The if.
filter can operate on any interfering line offset as
close as /. line offset. Also available is a
baseband (Video) version.

There is significant advantage using the fitter
where the co -channel interference arrives from

the same direction and polarisation as the
wanted signal and is almost impossible to null
with older methods.

If you would like to find out more, contact:
Steve Fogerty, Tennatron Industries
(N.Z.) Ltd., 283 High Street, PO Box
218, Motueka, New Zealand.

OBITUARY
Arthur Cushen MBE 1920-1997
Arthur Cushen MBE, one of the world's leading a.m. and short wave
DXers, based in Invercargill, New Zealand and a major contributor to
DX radio programmes world-wide and a contributor to many DX club
magazines around the world, died on Saturday 20 September 1997.
The following tribute was written by G.Victor A. Goonetilleke 4S7VK

"The passing away of one of Radio's best known personalities comes
with sadness for many of us who knew Arthur very closely. For some
time Arthur had been ill and his advanced age drew him closer to his
last days on this earth. Inevitable as it had to be, for those of us with a
passionate love for our hobby, Arthur in many ways was the
embodiment of what a very personal hobby meant, and his leaving
removes a link with the pioneering days of s.w. radio listening. As long
as Arthur was in the hobby we felt that continuity even though those
early days of radio were romantic tales from a bygone era.

I remember my early days as a teenage DXer in the sixties when
the name Arthur Cushen inspired awe in us. He was famous, and no
DXer or s.w.l. who called himself such failed to respect that name. The
articles about Arthur were many, and his DX -tips floated through the
ether to our small domestic radio sets through many DX -programmes.
Radio Netherlands and DX Juke Box with Arthur's Pacific DX Report
along with Sweden Calling DXers were the most valuable sources of DX
information for us in Asia. His voice giving those DX -tips, both hard to
hear and new frequencies for better known stations, always helped us.
Those were the days when World Radio TV Handbooks were rare and
being members of foreign DX -clubs was unthinkable due to their high
cost.

Arthur showed us that, even though he lost his sight in the prime
of his youth, life could be lived happily and meaningfully and with it
came more and more dedication to his work on radio. His work during
the second world war, picking up messages of prisoners of war and

passing the information to the authorities to be passed on to their
families will stand as a memorial to him.
And his work for the blind, for which he received the order as a
Member of the British Empire, shows how he took his hobby beyond
personal enjoyment to mean much to his community and it also
brought joy to many others.

He was a good man and in many ways showed that the respect
we showed him, or the fame he enjoyed didn't distance him from us
s.w.l.s. My first letter to him as a relatively unknown DXer brought an
immediate response and in the last 25 years he never failed to send us
a Christmas greeting. Ralda and Arthur were special people and close
friends of many all over the world. Last year when I asked Arthur to
mail me a copy of his book Radio Listeners Guide he sent it to me
personally autographed as a gift with a beautiful letter and a
photograph with Ralda taken on their Golden Wedding Anniversary.
When ever I wrote to Arthur and Ralda I felt that here was history of
radio. A man who was there at the start, experienced those early days
and I felt we too belonged to that era which hadn't ended because
Arthur was still there.

With him an era has suddenly ended. His life as a DXer
Broadcaster and an s.w.l. should inspire any one who has a love for
radio.

He was fortunate to experience and enjoy those fine times and
even more to have a constant companion in his wife Ralda. We are sad
for Ralda for whom it must be very difficult times. While extending our
deepest sympathies to Ralda we also thank her for the fine example of
love and to-getherness that she displayed and the great support she
herself gave for us to receive the gift of Arthur in his fullness. Even as
you grieve may you be surrounded with fond memories of a man who
was respected and loved by friends all over the world. Arthur gave
much to the world of radio. brought so much joy to us DXers. May his
soul be raised in to the heavens that was so much a part of his daily
life. Goodbye friend. May your soul rest in peace."

Send your news to Zoe Crabb at the Editorial Offices

SWM November 1997
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NEWS

Activity Weekend
The next activity weekend for The World
Association of Christian Radio Amateurs and
Listeners (WACRAL) is scheduled for Friday
28th and Saturday 29th November on h.f. and
2m s.s.b. and c.w., commencing at 1900UTC on
3747kHz. A full schedule of operating
frequencies and times for both EU and DX
bands is published in the October edition of
WACRAL News, available from G3XNX.

The Association's own callsign G3NJB, will
be QRV on all bands from the QTH of G4UJW.
Listen for the call 'CQ WACRAL and their
distinctive sign -off blessing code of '501'. Look
out also for a brand new 80m Christian Net,
which has been introduced on Wednesday
evenings at 2130 local time on 3.747kHz, to
which all readers are invited to call in or to
listen.

More information on WACRAL frequencies
and an illustrated brochure are both freely
available from WACRALs Membership
Secretary: G3XNX, 51 Alma Road,
Brixham, S. Devon TQ5 8QR, Tel:
(01803) 853504. For their latest updates,
check the Web at:
http://www.gOppq.demon.co.uk

Mini Plug -In Coil Formers
Isoplethics 120, 20mm diameter; B9A coil base formers
have been developed to combine small size with ease of
winding without sacrificing performance. With a winding
space of 20mm diameter by 37mm high, 120 coil formers
are about the same size as a B9A valves. Vertical slots loss
allow simple termination of coils. A hexagonal flange at
the top of the former makes for good grip for ease of
changing.

Ideal for both compact valve and semiconductor
short wave radio receivers, v.f.o.s and low power at.u.s,
120 formers are available moulded in black or brown. Use
of a carefully selected, low loss polyester resin allows Q -values in excess of 200 to be achieved at
30MHz - Q reduction due to former loss is less than 4%.

Hard copper pins combine maximum grip with good self cleaning action and minimise
resistive loss, thus largely compensating for the smaller pin area of B9A. Side access and hot
tinning of the tops of the pins make for easy and reliable soldering of connections.

120 formers, together with a comprehensive data sheet, are available ex -stock direct from:
Isoplethics, 20 Greenway Close, North Walsham, Norfolk NR28 ODE at £3.25 each
or four of either colour, or mixed, for £9.95, inclusive of VAT and P&P within the EU.

BARTG 1997 AGM
BARTG AGMs are always seen as friendly affairs
with the absolute minimum of formality and are
usually enjoyed by all who attend (perhaps
because of the biscuits and coffee supplied!).
They certainly provide an excellent opportunity
to meet the BARTG committee and discuss all
matter of topics related to data comms within
amateur radio.

In the past, the AGMs have been held in
many venues, including London, Sutton
Coldfield, Luton and Worcester, to try and
provide AGMs local to many of BARTG's
members. However, the details for this year's
AGM are as follows: The Strathmore
Thistle Hotel, Arndale Centre, Luton
LU1 2TR on Saturday 8th November at
1400.

Young Amateur Of The Year 1997
The RSGB is pleased to announce the result of the search for the 1997 Young Amateur of the Year. The winner is 15 year old Emma
Constantine 2E1BVJ from West Yorkshire. The runner-up is 14 year old Mark Haynes 2EOAPH from Essex.

The two were chosen from the highest number of applications received for many years, all of which were of an extremely high standard. The
judging panel was comprised of representatives of the RSGB and the Radiocommunications Agency (RA).

The winner, Emma, is a founder member of the Rishworth School Amateur Radio Club, GOSQA, and has been Secretary of the club since she
was 12. She helps to run Novice RAE courses for pupils and friends of all ages and she has recently started lunchtime Morse code sessions at the
school. The school's Head of Science, Anthony Vinters GOWFG, described her as 'an excellent ambassador for amateur radio.

Emma is actively promoting 'post -Novice' activities for the school radio club and is currently planning an IOTA (Island on the Air) expedition
and contest activity. She is involved in setting up a packet node at the school and monitoring amateur radio activities from the MIR space station.
Emma has established links with a school radio club in Lithuania and at Moi University in Kenya, and has donated text books to Kenya also.

Emma is also participating in the Duke of Edinburgh award scheme and is learning Morse code, which she will offer as a skill for the award.
After her GCSEs are completed, she plans to take the full RAE and hopes then to qualify for the Duke of Edinburgh Gold award.

Emma has been appointed communications officer of a school
group planning an expedition to Belize next year. She will be
responsible for all radio and other communications on the
expedition, which is part of the Duke of Edinburgh World
Challenge'. After A -levels, she plans to go on to become a veterinary
surgeon.

This year's runner-up, Mark Haynes 2EOAPH also set up a radio
club at his school and has gone on to teach Morse code to two
school friends. Mark himself can now send and receive at around
16w.p.m.

Mark became the youngest radio amateur in his home town of
Harlow, Essex, at the age of 12, when he gained his first Novice
licence, 2E1ERN. Since gaining his class A Novice licence less than a
year ago, Mark has been very active on 28MHz and worked
hundreds of stations all over Europe using 3W, despite the poor
propagation on that band in recent months.

Emma and Mark received their prizes back on the 28 September
at the RSGB HF IOTA Convention in Windsor.

Emma Constantine 2E1BVJ - Young Amateur of the Year 1997.
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This venue is close to car parking and the
rail and bus stations. It was used for an AGM,
held back in 1995, and its facilities are excellent
(which ample tea, coffee and biscuits). The
committee has a morning meeting to prepare
for the AGM and then takes a lunch break

Members are, as usual, most welcome to
join the committee for lunch and are requested
to contact the BARTG Secretary, Ian
Brothwell G4EAN, for further details. Ian can
be contacted by post at: 56 Arnot Hill Road,
Arnold, Nottingham NG5 6LQ or by
telephone on 0115-926 2360 or by E-mail at
secretary@bartg.demon.co.uk

New Name Newsletter
Back in the June 1997 issue of SWM, we
mentioned a piece on Airscan, a group formed
by some if the former members of the Black
Cat Aviation Group. However, we have now
been informed by Dave Mulligan, Co-
ordinating Editor, that the group has a new
name. They are now called The Command
Post, and have a new contact address, this is
17 Eldo Gardens, West Row, Bury St.
Edmunds IP28 8PZ.

Unfortunately, meetings are no longer held,
as most Mil enthusiasts prefer the newsletter
only! So, if you would like to find out more and
keep up-to-date on all the latest military airband
news, drop a line to Dave Mulligan at the above
address.

National Transmitter News
Liverton: A new television relay station
opened back on the 20th June for Liverton,
about 7km north-west of Newton Abbott.

Provided jointly by NTL on behalf of the
ITC and Castle Transmission International Ltd.
on behalf of the BBC, it is located on a mast at
Ingsdon Hill and is designed to bring good
television and teletext reception to over 1000
people in the villages of Liverton, Blackpool,
Halford, Coldeast and Exeter Cross, near
Newton Abbot.

Station Details

Channels: BBC I (South West)
BBC 2
ITV (Westcountry)
Channel 4

Antenna Group: C/D
Polarisation: Vertical
ERP: 12.5W

55
68
48
65

Micro Counter
Optoelectronics Inc. are pleased to
announce the second product to be
released under the new Techtoyz name,
the Micro Counter. The Micro Counter,
just like the DTMF Decoder that was
released back in July of this year, it is
housed in a pager style case, making
portable operation easy and convenient.
Just clip the counter on your beht or put it
in your trouser pocket or jacket pocket.

With a frequency range of 10MHz to
I.2GHz, the Micro Counter can lock
onto a 5W uh.f. radio from as far away
as 38m using the optional TMC100
rubber duck antenna. With an initial
accuracy of I p.p.m. and a sensitivity level
of <5mV, the Micro Counter is ideal for
testing radios in the shop or in the field.
In addition, there are three selectable
gate times for increased resolution of the
frequencies captured.

The Micro Counter has four modes
of operation, Normal, Fitter, Recall and
our Patented Digital Audio Capture. The new Techtoyz Micro
Once a frequency has been captured, it Counter.
will be logged into one of three
memories for later recall.

To order you new Techtoyz Micro Counter, contact you local distributor, Waters &
Stanton Electronics on (01702) 206835, Haydon Communications on 0181-951
5781 or Nevada Communications on (01705) 662145.

Famous White Papers
The SWM Book Store have recently taken into stock the famous RDI White Papers, which are
produced by the Intermational Broadcasting Corporation in the USA. They give an in-depth report
on the various popular receivers about.

Each report is £6 and is of tremendous value in making that vital decision before spending out
on a receiver. Code numbers are as follows for the White Papers:

PW-01
PW-02
PW-03
PW-04
PW-05
PW-06
PW-07
PW-08
PW-09
PW-10
PW- I I

PW-12

AOR AR3030
Drake R8A
Drake SW8
(corn R7 I ND/E
Icom R9000
JRC NRD-535
Kenwood R-5000
Lowe HF-150
Sony ICF-2010/1CF-200 I D
Yaesu FRG -100
How to interpret receiver
specifications and lab tests
Popular outdoor antennas

Please note that P&P is included
for any quantity!

Order from the Book Store now by
contacting Shelagh or Michael on
(01202) 659930 or FAX your order
on (01202) 659950 or alternatively E-
mail at:
bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

London Christmas Rally
The latest news from RadioSport is that the CB community are taking great interest in the London Amateur Radio & Computer Christmas Rally,
held on Saturday 15 and Sunday 16th November 1997. The British Citizens Band Confederation have booked a stand and will be running a station
throughout the event and CB traders will be offering for sale all kinds of equipment, including the latest 80 channel sets.

Now that the event has been expanded to two days, the major Japanese manufacturers of amateur radio equipment will be in attendance, so
visitors can look forward to seeing all the latest from Yaesu, Kenwood and Icom. Computer enthusiasts will be well catered for, with systems and
upgrades galore!

Short wave listeners should find interest in the stand of Roberts Radio and the Association of International Broadcasters. All in all, around 100
companies and organisations will be exhibiting in two large halls.

On -demand Morse tests will be available and even more convenient now that Lee Valley Leisure Centre is equipped with a photo booth!
Candidates will also need to bring the standard test fee and identification.

Talk -in will be provided on 2m and 70cm and on CB. Special Interest Groups will be in attendance and the Southgate Amateur Radio Club will
be running a Bring & Buy stand. Also, there will be priority admission for any disabled visitors.

Signposting to the Lee Valley Leisure Centre was upgraded earlier in the year, so getting there should be easy, but if you would like detailed
directions and maps these are available on RadioSport's Website at: www.radiosport.co.uk The Website also contains an exhibitor list and other
useful information.

For further enquiries, telephone RadioSport on (01923) 893929 or FAX on (01923) 678770.
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EDITORIAL

Editorial
By the time you read this the main
amateur radio rally season will be
almost over, leaving us with the
'Christmas' ones - doubtless I will get
someone writing, or E -mailing, to tell
me that their club's rally is still to come
and is not a 'Christmas' one!

Having taken the Short Wave
Magazine and Practical Wireless stand to
around twenty rallies this year, I have
noticed that the number of true radio
stands seems to have dwindled in favour
of stands dealing in computer goods and
CD-ROMs in particular. I also get the

Dear Sir
My wife and I visited the Fairford Air Show last
weekend, having won the tickets in your
recent competition. We had a superb day,
which included a rare sighting of the 'Stealth
Bomber', along with plenty of activity on the
scanner!

Thank you very much for a memorable day,
keep the competitions coming! Best wishes to
all at SWM, it's a great read!
Donald Andrews G4NNP
Ilfracombe
N. Devon

Thank you for taking the trouble to write and let
us know how much you enjoyed your prize. Ed.

Dear Sir
In response to Roger Waldron's enquiry about
Soviet signals during the 1970s, I suggest that
he contacts the American ARRL for more
information. Besides the 'Tuck -Tuck -Tuck' from
the 'Woodpecker' (from their over the
horizon radar on h.f.) the Soviets
experimented with multi -megawatt arrays
covering the Russian Steppes to attempt to
control global weather patterns.

During the Cold War, the Soviets believed
that the country who ruled the weather
patterns would be able to manipulate the
outcome of future land and sea battles. Thus,
by having the ability to whip up weather fronts,
typhoons, blizzards, etc. at will, the Soviets
could cripple any NATO forces ready to strike,
i.e. the aircraft of the West would be
grounded and NATO shipping would have to
heave -to in heavy seas, land -based troops
would be bogged down or certainly
encumbered by snow, etc.

During these high powered multi -megawatt
(I don't remember the e.r.p. figures)
transmissions, the ionosphere's polarity was
altered to suit. Remember, all of the power
plays havoc with the electromagnetic layers E -F
and so on.

Their scientists related electromagnetic flux
in the zones (upper) to weather patterns
(local). Needless to say, the r.f.i. generated
towards these ionosphere layers culminated to
bumper crop harvests throughout the USSR

impression that the attendance at several of
the rallies has been down on previous years
and I have often heard the complaint that
there is too much computer junk and not
enough amateur radio content. Is this true? I
must admit that at many of the shows there
are no stands selling basic components, let
alone the useful 'pre -owned' bits and pieces
that come in so useful for those future
projects.

Those shows that operate a 'flea market
are, to me, the most interesting and I can
return home loaded with useful things -
often nothing to do with radio. Even Brown

azimargamia-

etters
Is there something you want to get off your chest? Do you have a

problem fellow readers can solve? If so then drop a line to the Editor

IF YOUR LETTER IS PUBLISHED YOU WILL RECEIVE
A LS VOUCHER TO SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE.

that year and this was by no fluke.
On the flip side of the globe (SE Asia

inclusive Japan/Australia) that year brought
absolute disaster in the form of floods and
crop failures. Some of the worst natural
disasters occurred that year, with the loss of
many lives. Never repeated.

The task of monitoring these Soviet
transmissions fell on several agencies in the
West and somehow ARRL got involved. I trust
that the ARRL have kept records of the events.
Noteworthy is, that whilst these massive
arrays were in use, a dedicated power station
was needed to feed them with electricity. All
types of transmissions were blotted out in
Australia and the Far East and even taxis in
New York (6m band) were jammed on
occasion, such was the r.f. power radiated
from the Russian?

Of course, the Western governments did
all they could to prevent these high powered
transmissions but as it was at the height of the
Cold War, the Kremlin snubbed them and
denied all knowledge of these transmissions.
For the technically minded, during these
transmissions, many countries experienced
power surges in their national electricity grids.
This caused untold damage to computers and
sensitive electronics.

Even light bulbs in Russian cities lit up from
the r.f. generated, like r.f. wands. I may add that
millions of light bulbs that were switched on at
the time of transmissions, simply exploded
from the surge. Eventually, the Soviet military
co-ordinated with Russian engineers to shut
down electricity grids/networks before
transmitting got underway, with lower e.r.p.

The transmissions disappeared as

Owl managed to buy four useful cups
for 25p each - with a free saucer per
cup thrown in - at last Sunday's rally!
Well, she originally only bought two,
but I suggested that she went back and
got a further two as insurance against
breakages.

What do you find lacking in present
day rallies? Are they too computer
orientated, or is that a sign of the
times? Write and let me know.

Dick Ganderton G8VFH

mysteriously as they had begun but the idea of
controlling weather pattern remains. Another
side to Soviet transmissions was to attempt
'mass mind -control' through the use of subtle
radio emissions beamed at Western Germany
of old. We are not quite sure how this was
supposed to work and the KGB dismantled
the systems about the time of dismantling the
Berlin wall. (No evidence of such a project
exists today).

If Mr Waldron has a contact in the USA he
may ask them to look through scientific
archives for evidence of my claims. At the time
of said transmissions, the Science and
Technology journals in America ran very well
informed articles on these matters and so did
the ARRL magazine called '73, the US
equivalent of the RSGB journal RadCom, as you
know.

Perhaps this is old news to you in 1997, but
I would very much appreciate it if you could
somehow get the contents of this letter to Mr
Waldron for his research. Thank you for your
patience and I trust that Mr Waldron will
benefit from his research.

PS: He may want to investigate the
'numbers' stations one day. This will lead him
down blind alleys and a red -herring chase will
no doubt follow.
Andy

Dear Sir,
With reference to the letter from Bob
G8KNZ (SWM October 1997), I think he is
confusing two quite different over -the -horizon
radar experiments.

Bob is quite correct in asserting that the
Americans experimented with a spread
spectrum OTH system, and that Orfordness
was involved. However, this was not the
Woodpecker'. The American system could
sometimes be heard on the short wave bands
in the form of brief bursts of sound, but these
lasted only a few seconds on any given
frequency.

The 'Woodpecker' was indeed a scourge. It
didn't only affect the amateur radio bands. I
can recall one occasion when I worked at BBC
Monitoring in the mid -70s. The monitor
complained that the 'Woodpecker' was
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drowning out reception of Radio Moscow -
and in those days that took some doing!
Andy Sennitt
Editor -in -Chief World Radio TV
Handbook

Dear Dick,
Bob G8JNZ intimates that the 'Russian
Woodpecker' was in fact a facility in Suffolk.
The facility to which which he refers was built
at RAF Orfordness, Suffolk in 1969 after a
design layed down in 1967 by RCA.

This facility, system 441A, and referred to
as AN/FPS-95 or Cobra Mist, started high
power testing on 17th July 1971 but the full
testing was delayed due to the failure of
Transmit/ Receive switching and one of the
processing computers. Further testing
eventually started with the facility accepted for
use on 9th February 1972. Design Verification
System Tests (DVST) were started on I st

March 1972 and on 30th June 1972 unwanted
noise with centre values to -65dB (Noise
Modulation sidebands 10 to 30Hz from the
carrier with median values up to -60dB) were
encountered. The reason for the noise was
discovered but never released.

This OTHR facility was designed to observe
a 91° azimuth section, 19.5 to 110.5°E from
true North, i.e. Western Russia, with the
intention of surveillance of the air and missile
activity in that area. A range of 2000 nautical
miles was expected. The frequency range was
6 to 40MHz with pulses having a pulse
repitition frequency (p.r.f.) of 40 to 160Hz. The
designed peak output power was I OMW, with
an average of 600kVV. The substantially lower
lower peak of 3.5MW was reached. The
antenna had a gain of 25dBi.

The facility was beset with problems.
Antenna failure, arcing and corona problems as
well as unwanted noise led to the final,
permanent, shutdown of the facility at 1730z
on 29th June 1973. It was dismantled almost
straight away, the site totally cleared by 1975.
The directional antenna array of Cobra Mist
pointed in an eastern direction towards Russia.

On 4th July 1976 the rapid pulse signal of
the 'Russian Woodpecker' was first noted.
Frequency coverage was from 3.26 to
17.540MHz with a p.r.f. of 7Hz. The estimated
peak output power of the facility, located near
Kiev, was 20MW. The antenna array was
pointed towards the USA and believed to be
several miles long. Because of the sheer
impulse power from this facility, blocking of
receivers several thousand miles away was not
uncommon. Any station that used frequencies
swept by the 'Woodpecker' was blotted out.

Note the start and finish dates of the
Orfordness facility and also the start date of
the Russian Woodpecker. In addition to the
difference of around three years, the technical
evidence is also there. The frequency coverage
is different and the pulse trains transmitted are
also very different.

It is worth noting that a section of the
population of Oregon USA claimed strange
medical symptoms, including anxiety, pain and
pressure in the head and in some cases, noise.
It is not uncommon for patients undergoing
ultrasound investigations, (frequency around
I 21 5kHz )in the cranial cavity, to be aware of a
pulsing sound and to suffer headaches as a

result. Cobra Mist antennas were pointing in
the wrong direction. The power was also
insufficient.

Whilst Bob is correct in the fact that the
facility was operated by the Americans he is
totally wrong in his assumption that the
interference termed the 'Russian Woodpecker'
was from Cobra Mist.

The only interference that I am aware of
from the Suffolk facility was to trawlermen
who fished off the Suffolk coastline, and had
arcing and corona in the rigging used with their
nets!

Best wishes.
Paul Beaumont G7VAK

Dear Dick
Look for HR2369 newsflash at
http://www.popcomm.com/ This is an
interesting piece concerning the serious
reduction and limitation of frequencies (and
possible banning of scanners) available to
scanning enthusiasts in America. The article
suggests that this move is to protect users of
the business channels.

I can see that attitude taking off over here!
73

Paul Beaumont G7VAK

Dear Sir
For polar orbiting satellite monitoring I am
currently using a frame store made up of five
131072 word x 8 -bit SRAMs to provide a 1200
pixel per line, 540 line display on a
monochrome monitor, i.e. hardware only, no
software. This set up provides a 4.5 minute
slice visual or IR selectable from a tape
recording of a complete pass. Because of the
SRAM access time of 85ns the line frequency is
limited to about 10kHz resulting in a field
frequency of about 18Hz. Screen persistence
makes flicker quite tolerable, indeed, excellent
pictures are routinely obtained (Timestep
PROscan 4. I receiver).

Now, short of screen photography, no
hard copy is available. Toying with the idea of
purchasing a FAX machine for domestic use, it
occurred to me that it might be possible to
construct an interface which would permit the
contents of my frame store/D to A convertor
to be delivered to the FAX machine to be
recognised and printed in the normal manner.

At the Patent Office Library I found CCITT
Data Standard v. 29 for FAX Machines (Group III,
Class 1). This refers to 9.6Kbit/sec; combined
amplitude and phase modulation; synchronous
mode of operation; carrier frequency
1700±1Hz; scrambled data stream divided into
groups of four consecutive bits, etc.

Help! Are there are readers who are
knowledgeable in this field who could suggest
viable solutions or know of any publications
which give detailed descriptions of the
workings of office FAX machines.

Thank you for an excellent magazine.
B. W. Smithers
Harrow
Middlesex

I don't doubt that Lawrence Harris, our 'Info In
Orbit' expert will be able to answer your questions,
or know a man who can. Ed.

SWM Services
Subscriptions
Subscriptions are available at £30 per
annum to UK addresses, £35 in Europe
and £38 (Airsaver), £45 (Airmail)
overseas. Subscription copies are
despatched by accelerated Surface Post
outside Europe. Airmail rates for overseas
subscriptions can be quoted on request.
Joint subscriptions to both Short Wave
Magazine and Practical Wireless are
available at £50 (UK) £59 (Europe) and
£63 (rest of world), £74 (airmail).

Components for SWM Projects
In general all components used in
constructing SWM projects are available
from a variety of component suppliers.
Where special, or difficult to obtain,
components are specified, a supplier will
be quoted in the article.

The printed circuit boards for SWM
projects are available from the SWM PCB
Service, Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry
Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF.
Tel: (0956) 374918 (Mon.-Fri.9am-5.30pm).

PHOTOCOPIES AND BACK ISSUES
We have a selection of back issues,
covering the past three years of SWM. If
you are looking for an article or review, or
whatever that you missed first time
around, we can help. If we don't have the
whole issue we can always supply a
photocopy of the article. Back issues are
£2.85 each, photocopies are also £2.85
per article, plus C1.00 for subsequent
parts of serial articles.

Binders, each taking one volume are
available for £6.50 plus CI P&P for one
binder, £2 P&P for two or more, UK or
overseas. Please state the year and volume
number for which the binder is required.
Prices include VAT where appropriate.

Orders for back numbers, binders and
items from our Book Service should be
sent to: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST
Post Sales Department, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone
Dorset BH I B 8PW, with details of your
credit card or a cheque or postal order
payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Cheques
with overseas orders must be drawn on a
London Clearing Bank and in Sterling.

Credit card orders (Access, Mastercard,
Eurocard or Visa) are also welcome by
telephone to Broadstone (01202) 659930.
An answering machine will accept your
order out of office hours and during busy
periods in the office. You can also FAX an
order, giving full details to Broadstone
(01202) 659950.

Technical Help
We regret that due to Editorial time
scales, replies to technical queries cannot
be given over the telephone. If you
require help with problems relating to
topics covered by SWM, please write to
the Editorial Offices, we will do our best
to help and reply by mail.
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RALLIES AND BANDSCAN

Some very good news: The Canadian
government is going to give Radio Canada
International 'full funding' for 1998 and 1999,
to the tune of just over $15.5 million
(Canadian) each year.

The proposed sale of Herald
Broadcasting's (Christian Science Monitor)
Monitor Radio news service to World Time,
Inc. did not go through. Thus, as planed,
Monitor Radio closed down at the end of June
and the only programming now heard on the
Herald Broadcasting's two short wave stations
is religious and the languages used vary from
day-to-day. The two stations are still for sale.

Prophecy Countdown, the religious
organisation which bought Herald
Broadcasting's WCSN in Maine a couple of
years ago has been forced to close down due
to lack of funds. It was unable to pay the local
electric company and a finance company soon
took over the entire property.

All WVHA employees contracts were
terminated and the facility is empty and silent.
The new short wave station in Georgia
mentioned last time has not yet come on the
air, although it is expected to be operational
soon. The expected call is to be WVVBS, with
initial operations on 11.910MHz.

Meantime, there's word that still another
new short wave station will come on the air,
near Lake City, Florida. Much of its air time
would be used to carry Chuck Harder's For the
People programme now aired on US stations
WHRI and WWCR.

The station WRMI, Miami, on 9.955 is now
operating on a 24 hour per day schedule,
although there are a few breaks from time to
time. The programmes are in English and
Spanish and include everything from station -
produced shows to commercial religious
broadcasters to programmes with various
political agendas to rebroadcasts of foreign
pirate programmes.

In Peru, Radio Chaski has come on the air
from Cusco with I kW on 6.087 (assigned
6.090) with broadcasts in Spanish and
Quechua. It is operated by Baptist Mid
Missions. The address is: Apartado 368,

October 25: The G-QRP Club Mini Convention is being
held at St. Aidans Hall, Sudden, Rochdale, Lancashire.
Admission is LI and doors open at 1000. Talk -in on S22.
There is a large social area, lectures on QRP subjects, Bring
& Buy. surplus, junk, components, kit traders, food and drink
all day. Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV on Tel/FAX: (01706)
631812.

November 8: AMS '97, Computer & Electronics Show, will
take place at Bingley Hall, Stafford County Showground,
Weston Road. Stafford. Admission is L3 for adults, children
under 14 - 50p, concessions, OAPs, RSGB Members, Student
Card, U1340 - L2. Contact the organisers Sharward

f3andscan'America,
Gerry L. Dexter,

do SWM Editoriar Offices,
Broadstone,

Dorset BH 18 8PW.
Bandscan

Cusco, Peru. The initial schedule doesn't
involve a lot of hours. UK listeners should
check between 0000 to 0200.

Another new Peruvian is due on the air
soon, owned by Adventist World Radio. It will
broadcast from Juliaca with a 5kW transmitter
broadcasting programmes in local languages
Quechua and Aymara, as well as Spanish.

Recent receptions of other Peruvian short
wave stations include:

MHz Radio MHz Radio
3.230 El Sol de los Andes 5.677 Frecuencia San Ignacio
4.039 Marginal 5.730 Santiago
4.410 Lider Bambamarca 5.767 Master
4.461 Nor Andina 5.728 Naylamp
4.567 Gotas de Oro 5.993 Melodia
4.750 San Francisco Solano 6.018 Victoria
4.757 Huanta 2000 6.045 Santa Rosa
4.790 Adantida 6.140 Huallay
4.822 Atahualpa 6.188 Oriente
4.840 Andahuaylas 6.250 La Voz
4.855 La Hora 6.261 JVL

4.887 Villa Rica 6.536 Huancabamba
4.890 Chota 6.676 Huamachuco
4.914 Cora del Peru 6.726 Satelite
4.969 Imagen 6.798 Ondas del Rio Mayo
4.991 Ancash 6.895 San Miguel
4.996 Andina 7.401 San Ignacio
5.025 Quillabamba 7.142 Ayabaca

5.047 Integracion 9.505 Tacna

5.522 Sudamerica 9.675 del Pacifico
5.630 Illucan 9.722 Victoria

(Frequencies have been rounded off to the
nearest kHz. Almost every one of these
stations operates a few hertz high or low.

Station Activity
In Mexico, XEQM in Merida, has been
reactivated on 6.105. Mexican stations,
unfortunately, have a history of returning to
short wave for only brief periods before going
silent for long stretches, so it's impossible to say
how long this particular this showing will be.

This station has long used the slogan `Su
Pantera' (Panther). While the comings and
goings of mostly inactive Mexican stations is
something we've more or less come to expect,
the appearance of a brand new Mexican
station is a rare event.

Indeed, the average serious DXer
(including yours truly) probably wouldn't even
want to hazard a guess as to when such a thing

Promotions, Knightsdale Business Centre, 30
Knightsdale Road, Ipswich IPI 4B, Tel: (01473) 741533,
FAX: (01473) 741361.

November 8/9: The North Wales Radio & Electronics Show
is being held at the Aberconwy Conference & The Bew
Theatre, Llandudno. The show opens at 10am both days. B.
Mee GW7EXH on (01745) 591704.

November 9: The Midland Amateur Radio Society
Birmingham 9th Radio & Computer Rally is being held at
Stockland Green Leisure Centre, Slade Road, Erdington,
Birmingham. Doors open 1000 to 1600 and admission is LI.
There is a large free car park, free hamper draw, trade stands.
local clubs, special interest exhibits. Trader details from
Norman G8BHE on 0121-422 9787 or general information
from Peter Haylor on 0121-443 1189.

November 9: The 7th Great Northern Hamfest (formerly the
Barnsley Amateur Radio Rally) will take place at the
Metrodome Leisure Complex in Barnsley Town Centre, less
than two miles from junction 37 MI, five minutes walk for the

last happened. But now it has!
XERTA, Radio Transcontinental de

America, is now active on 4.800 (or a fraction
higher) and also using the slogan 'RTA - la voz
comercial de Mexico' and apparently beamed
to the US and Canada and even airing some
English. The address is: Radio
Transcontinental de America, PO Box
375, Tijuana, BC, Mexico.

There's some doubt on the actual location
of the transmitters, although the main office of
the organisation is in Mexico City. They
announce a power of 50kVV. European DXers
should be able to bag this one in the post 0000
hours, although there can be a lot of
interference from other stations on or near
4.800.

The government's Radio Mexico
International continues to operate on a regular
basis. The current schedule is 1200-1600 and
1800 to 2300 on 5.985 and 9.705. Then, 2300
to 0500 on 9.705 (this runs to just 0400 on
Saturdays and Sundays). There are half hour
programmes in English at 1400, 1500, 1900,
2000 and 0300 daily except Sundays. Also at
0400 Monday through Friday.

Check 6.075 for Radio 88 Estereo, which
is supposed to be active from San Jose, relaying
a local f.m. stereo station on 88.5. Normal sign
off is at 0500, though the closing time may be
different on the weekends. La Voz de
Guatemala, long absent from short wave, has
resumed broadcasts on its old frequency of
6.180. This was always a great source of
marimba music.

Another station long gone from short wave
is SODRE in Montevideo, Uruguay. But that one,
too, has now returned to the higher frequencies,
operating on 9.621 (nominal 9.620), running to
0300 with relays of the local 1050 medium wave
station. This is, apparently, using rather low
power and, it seems, is having a bit of a struggle
to keep all the parts working properly.

Recent Brazilian short wave loggings include
(top of the next column):

Despite many technical problems and spare
parts difficulties, Radio Havana Cuba continues
to hang in there. It is currently on the air with

train and bus station. Doors open at 1000. The venue is all on
one level with two large halls, with disabled facilities. The event
will feature all the usual trade stands, covering amateur radio,
computers (hardware and software), electronics components
and kits and much, much more. This year, there will be Morse
tests on demand from 1200 to 1500hrs (candidates must bring
the appropriate documentation). Talk -in on 522, disabled car
parking in leisure complex, all other parking in surrounding car
parks, admission to Hamfest is L1.50. Ernie G4LUE on
(01226) 716339 or mobile on (0836) 748958.

November IS: The London Amateur Radio & Computer
Christmas Rally is to be held at the Lee Valley Leisure Centre,
Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton, London. Doors open at 10am
to 5pm each day. Admission is L2.50 for adults, L1.50 for
pensioners and E1.50 for under 14s. With around 100
exhibitors, special interest groups a huge Bring & Buy stand,
disabled facilities, bars and restaurants, it's the event with
something to interest every radio and computer enthusiast.
RadioSport Ltd., 126 Mount Pleasant Lane, Bricket
Wood, Herts AL2 3XD or telephone on (01923) 893929.

SWM November 1997
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COMING NEXT MONTH -
DECEMBER
REVIEWED!

Richard Newton GORSN puts the Palstar KH6 hand-held 50MHz transceiver to the test.

* Rob Mannion G3XFD and Tex Swann GI TEX take a joint look at the new AKD HF3E
receiver.

BUILD!

Part 2 of Geoff Pike GIOGDP's Crystal Controlled u h f. Hand -Held Transceiver.

SUBSCRIPTIONS!

* Special subscription offer for Christmas.

FEATURES!

Angelika Voss GOCCI looks at the structure of Amateur Radio in Germany.
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REAL Communications Access
The explosive growth of the Internet in recent years has brought a
wealth of information to PC users the world over. However, long before
the Internet even existed, the airwaves have been filled with
communications of all kinds - broadcast radio and television, Ham,
special services and aviation to name just a few. The IC-PCR1000 is a
versatile, new radio interface that lets you listen to this exciting world
from your computer

An exciting new radio receiving idea!

For today's listener who doesn't want to miss a thing!

Not a knob in sight, use your keypad and mouse instead.

3 Interface screens to cnoose from
1. Display screen showing all you need, as on a real receiver.
2. Component screen for tuning and mode choice etc.
3. Radio screen shows presets for stations and frequencies etc.

External connection for your PC or laptop.

Real-time bandscope function for easy location
of the busiest frequencies.

All -mode Rx - 100kHz-1300MHz.

1299995000 .

CI01=1:111131I
111=1:11=3=

Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.

INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk

Count on us!



The Lowereceiver range
 HF-150

Your first 'real' receiver

 HF-150M
Marine version of the HF150

 SP -150
Matching speaker/filter
for the HF150

Distributors
and dealers

in most
countries

Contact Lowe
Electronics to find out

our nearest dealer

Tel: (01629) 580800
Fax: (01629) 580020

 PR -150
RF preselector for the HF150

 RK-150
Stack and rack system

 HF-225
Higher specification h.f.
receiver

LOWE

 HF-225E
Super high performance model

 HF-250E
New top line receiver

Manufactured by:
Lowe Electronics,
Chesterfield Road,
Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 5LE, UK



GRASSROOTS

MHz Radio
2.460 Super Radio Alvorada
3.255 Educadora 6 de

Agosto
4.755 Educadora Rural
4.785 Caiari
4.815 Radiodifusora

Londrina
4.845 Meterologica Paulista
4.875 Radiodifusora

Roraima
4.925 Radiodifusora Taubate
4.975 Tupi
5.035 Aparecida

MHz Radio
6.010 Inconfidencia
6.120 Globo
6.135 Aparecida
6.183 Nacional Amazonia

(nominal 6.180)
9.615 Cultura Sao Paulo
9.665 Marumby

11.725 Marumby
11.783 Nacional Amazonia

(nominal 11.780)
11.795 Guaiba
11.805 Globo
15.190 Inconfidencia

English to Europe from 2030 to 2130 on 13.715
and 13.725, the latter in upper sideband. The
DX programme airs Saturdays at 2015. In
Nicaragua the former clandestine station Radio
Miskut continues to operate on 5.770.

At one time it was thought this station
was going to leave short wave and operate on
local f.m. but, in fact, the plans are to put a
new 500W transmitter on the air on short
wave. As it is, the station is not heard very
well in the US much of the year due to its
quite low power and early sign off time -
normally around 2330.

In Venezuela, the government's station,
Radio Nacional de Venezuela, has been
reactivated on 9.540 and Radio Amazonas on
4.940 has also returned. Sadly, though, the
great majority of the many privately -owned
Venezuela broadcasters are now inactive on
short wave - many permanently.

Things are a little better in Colombia.
Here's what's being heard of late:

MHz Radio MHz Radio
4.915 Armonias del Caqueta 6.015 Radio Mira
4.975 Ondas del Orteguaza 6.064 Colmundo Bogota
5.019 Ecos del Atrato 6.115 La Voz del Llano
5.077 Caracol Bogota

The schedule for the Voice of Greece relay
over the Voice of America's transmitters in
Greenville and Delano: 0600 to 0800 and 0900
to 0950 on 9.775 via Delano, beamed to
Australia; 1200 to 1350 via Greenville on 9.550
and 1830 to 2200 on 11.730 via Delano, both
to Canada and, at the same hours, on 17.745
via Greenville to Latin America.

That covers things for this time. We'll
have another report for you in three months.
Until then, good listening!

me

This recent QSL from Radio Mexico
International appears to be a newly
designed card. Normally, RMI replies
with a form letter.
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Adventist
World Radio tww, , A
has radio
stations - _ _
spotted around the world,
plus studios in many more locations. Their
newest station will be a Voice of Hope outlet
in Juliaca, Peru.
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Grassroots
AVON
Bristol International RC: Tuesdays. 2000. The Little Thatch
Country Club. 684 Wells Road, Whitchurch, Bristol. All visitors
are welcome. The club has been formed so that all radio
enthusiasts, whether they be Licensed Amateurs. s.w.l.s or
CBers can get together and have a good natter and do things
that you do in radio clubs. PO Box 28, Bristol 8599 I GL

RSGB City of Bristol Group: last Tuesdays, 7pm. New
Friends Hall, Purdown, Bell Hill, Stapleton, Bristol 8516 I BG.
October 28 - AGM, November 25 - Home-brew competition,
three categories, Novice - General - Technical, whatever you
have built, bring it along. Robin Thompson G3TKF on (01225)
420442.

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays, 1930. Whitchurch
Folkhouse Assoc., Bridge Farm House, East Dundry Rd,
Whitchurch. October 29 - Members Suggestions. November 5
- Top Band activity - Committee meeting. 12th - Christmas
raffle commences. 19th - AGM. 26th - Show your exciting QSL
cards. For more information ring (01275) 834282 on a
Wednesday evening.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury Vale RS: Wednesday evenings, 2000. Hardwick
Village Hall, (Hardwick is situated off the A4I3 between
Aylesbury and Buckingham). November 5 - Quiz night. Gerry
Somers G7VFV on (01296) 432234.

CHESHIRE
Mid -Cheshire ARS: Meetings held every Wednesday, 2000, at
Cotebrook Village Hall. North of Tarporley. Cheshire. October
29 - VHF on air club station GEIZTT/construction class. Ted
Bannister GORBA on (01606) 592207.

DEVON
Appledore & DARC: 3rd Mondays. 1930. Appledore Football
Clubroom. November 17 - Quiz night with Mike G3PGA. Den
Williams GOUMT on (01237) 471802 for more information.

Exmouth ARC: Alternate Wednesdays at the Scout Hut,
Marlpool Hill, Exmouth. November 5 - Aerial evening. D. Fox
GONRR on (01395) 271880.

Torbay ARS: Fridays. 1930. ECC Social Club. Highweek.
Newton Abbot. October 24 - Radio controlled models,
November 21 - A Kenyan Safari talk. Peter G4UTO. (01803)
864528.

EAST SUSSEX
Hastings Electronics & RC: 3rd Wednesdays, 1930. West
Hill Community Centre. Croft Road. Hastings. The club runs
courses for the RAE and Novices and is approved as an
Examination Centre for City & Guilds exams. Doug Mepham
G4ERA, 8 The Close, Fairlight, E. Sussex TN35 4AQ or 'phone
on (01424) 812350.

EDINBURGH
Lothians RS: 2nd & 4th Wednesdays, 1930. Orwell Lodge
Hotel, Polworth Terrace, Edinburgh. November 12 - Are your
keys really necessary' by Geoff Walsh GM4FH. 14th - 50th
Anniversary Dinner. 26th - Computer Shareware - FM
Deviation Workshop - Bring your rig and manual! Tommy Main
GM4DCL, QTHR on 0131-663 8501 day and evening.

GREATER LONDON
Southgate RC: 2nd & 4th Thursdays. Winchmore Hill Cricket
Club, The Paulin Ground. Firs Lane, Winchmore Hill, London
N21 3ER. October 23 - Radio on the air. November 13 -
G6QM judging, 27th - Demo night. Dave Michael GOASA on
0181-482 6795, FAX: 0181 -807 5366.

Surrey Radio Contact Club: Terra Nova, The Waldrons.
Waddon. Croydon. Surrey. November 3 - Merchant Navy Radio
by Tony Trent GOVGT, 17th - Natter night. Berni GBTB on
0181-660 7517.

HAMPSHIRE
Horndean & DARC: 1st & 4th Tuesdays. 1930. Lovedean
Village Hall. Lovedean Lane, Lovedean, Hants. October 28 -
AGM and presentation of awards. S. Swain (01705) 472846.

Southampton ARC: Mondays. 1900. This club is now up -and -
running after some years of inactivity. New members welcome.
Harold McIntyre on (01703) 737715.

HEREFORD & WORCESTER
Malvern Hills RAC: 2nd Tuesdays. Red Lion. St. Annes Rd.
November 11 - Microelectronics. Dave Hobro G4IDF on
(01905) 351568 evenings and weekends.

HERTFORDSHIRE
Hoddesdon RC: Alternate Thursdays. 2000. Conservative
Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon. October 24 - Club dinner,

November 15 -16th - We will be at Picketts Lock Rally. Don
G3JNJ on 0181-292 3678.

Verulam ARC: 2nd & 4th Tuesdays, 2000, RAFA Club, New
Kent Road. St Albans. New members and visitors welcome.
October 28 - Repeater management. November 25 - 3rd
generation mobile communications. Ian Forsyth GOPAU on
(01923) 222284.

KENT
Medway AR & TS: Fridays, 1930. Tunbury Hall, Catkin Close.
Tunbury Avenue. Walderslade, Chatham, Kent. October 24 -
Peter GOGIR talks on Satellite DX, 31st - Slow and fast scan
exchange with the Southend Club, November 2 - John Gill
GOWAN talks on ancient cables, 14th - Fish and chip supper.
G3VUN. 40 Linwood Avenue. Strood, Rochester, Kent ME2
3TR. (01634) 710023.

NORFOLK
Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays. 1930. Formal and informal
meetings at The Norman Centre, Bignold Road. Off Drayton
Road between 'Asda. and Three Mile Cross Roundabout,
Norwich. October 29 - Night on the air, construction QRP and
Morse practice, November 5 - Construction contest, 12th -
Night on the air. construction QRP and Morse practice. 19th -
Science For All by Arnold G3PTB. 26th - Night on the air,
construction QRP and Morse practice. Mike G4E0L. (01603)
789792.

West Norfolk Airband Monitoring Group: Regular
informal meetings on Thursdays, 1930. Dave on (01485) 578183
for details.

NORTH YORKSHIRE
Hambleton ARS: All meetings held at Allertonshire School,
Northallerton, 1930 to 2130. November 6 - RTTY, 20th - Radio
quiz. More details from John GOVXH on (01845) 537547.

WARWICKSHIRE
Mid -Warwickshire ARS: 2nd & 4th Tuesdays, 2000. St Johns
HQ. Warwick Div., 61 Emscote Road. Warwick. October 28 -
The Yorkshire Dales - A Lancashire Lad by GOFBY. G8XDL on
(01926) 498115.

Stratford-upon-Avon & DRS: 2nd & 4th Mondays, 7.30pm.
Home Guard Club. Main Street. Tiddington, Stratford-upon-
Avon. November 10 - B.E.R.U. by Dr R.C. Whelan G311T, 24th
- History of Morse code and an exhibition of Morse keys by
Gerry G3KPT. The Society are again organising a course of
instruction for the Radio Amateur Examination of the City &
Guilds of London Institute and further details can be obtained
by writing to the Chairman of the Society, Mr J. Harris G8HJS.
enclosing a stamped addressed envelope. The address to write
to is: 57 Evesham Road, Stratford-upon-Avon. Warks CV3 I
2PB.

WEST MIDLANDS
South Birmingham RS: West Heath Community
Association, Hamstead House, Fairfax Road, West Heath,
Birmingham. November 5 - Club AGM and election of Officers
and Committee. year's accounts and programme review, starts
8pm. Don Keeling on 0121-458 1603.

WEST YORKSHIRE
Wakefield & DRS: Tuesdays. 2000. The Ossett Community
Centre, Prospect Road, Ossett. October 28 - On the air,
November 4 - Pie and peas night, Ilth - The great egg race.
18th - Video night, 25th - Circuits I have known. John G7JTH,
QTHR on (01924) 251822.

WILTSHIRE
Salisbury ARC: 2nd and 4th Tuesdays. 2000 The Scout Hut,
St. Marks Avenue, Salisbury, Wiltshire. Prospective members
and visitors are welcome. A club Net held daily at 1830 local
time and additionally 2030 Fridays S.16 (V32) 145.000. RAE
tuition available. October 28 - CQ G4ZUP - From South
Portland Bill Lighthouse, November II - Talk on Comings &
Goings of a Q51.. Bureau by Gordon G4KJV. Jamie G7WAA on
(01772) 334935 (business hours).

Trowbridge & DARC: 1st & 3rd Wednesdays, 2000. The
Southwick Village Hall. Southwick, Trowbridge. November 5 -
Constructors Cup Event, 19th - Natter Night. Ian GOGRI on
(01225) 864698.

Club Secretaries: Send all details of your
club's up-and-coming events to: Lorna
Mower, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BHI8 8PW.
Please tell us your County and keep the
details as brief as possible.
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LARGE LOOP ANTENNAS FOR HF & VHF RECEPTION

The Quad Loop
Joe Can
K4IPV,
takes us on
yet another
antenna
journey.
This time
we loop the
loop and
discover a
thrilling
ride.

Fig. 1: a) Horizontally
polarised quad loop; b)
vertically polarised quad
loop. The difference is in
the feed point.

IA)
Horizontal

Polarisation

0 btaining directivity and gain in an antenna can
be quite a task. It can also be quite expensive.
But there is a way to obtain gain and directivity

on the cheap, using a very special kind of gain antenna.
The various types of quad loop antennas represent a
great opportunity to improve your reception in both the
h.E and v.h.E bands. And what's more, they can be both
low cost and are well-behaved...which means that they
tend to work well when home -brewed. They can also be
used by both licensed amateur operators and s.w.l.s.

What Is A 'Large Loop'?

There are two very broad categories of loop antennas.
Small loops are used for radio direction finding (RDF).
These loops have an overall wire length that is less than
oda, and may be shaped as a circle, square, triangle,
octagon or hexagon. The loop may have only one turn,
or many. Although there are examples of small RDF
loops used in the upper h.f. and v.h.f. bands, the
principal use is in the medium wave bands, a.m.
broadcast band and LENI.f. bands. The directivity of the
small loop puts the minima (nulls) broadside to the
loop, and the maxima off the ends.

The large loop (Fig. 1), on the other hand, has an
overall wire length of at least half wavelength (71/2), and
may be as much as 22,. Large loop antennas usually
have just one turn of wire, and are usually square,
rectangular or triangular ('delta loops'). The most
common form of loop is the one wavelength (1k), single
turn square loop, in which the length of each side is
7/4. This form of antenna has a gain of about 4.1dB
above an isotropic radiator and 2dB above a half

wavelength dipole.
Figure 1 shows two forms of

square lk loop. The version in Fig.
la is fed at the centre point of the
bottom wire, and produces
horizontal polarisation. Rotating the
loop 90° (Fig. lb), with the feed in
the centre of either vertical wire,
produces vertical polarisation.

The radiation patterns associated
with the square 1k loop are shown

(B)
Vertical

Polarisation

I ST9329I

TABLE I

Frequency (MHz) Overall Length (m) Each Side (m)
7.2 41.727 10.433
9.75 31.212 7.803

11.75 25.909 6.479
14.2 21.455 5.364
18 16.909 4.227
21.25 14.333 3.585
24 12.667 3.167
27 11.273 2.818
29 10.515 2.630

in Fig. 2. The assumption made here is that the top
horizontal wire is 714 above the Earth's surface, which is
a reasonable assumption for most h.f. loops. The
azimuthal pattern, which is a view from above, is seen in
Fig. 2a. The maxima, i.e. directions of maximum
radiation or greatest receive sensitivity, are broadside to
the loop. The minima are off the ends of the loop, and
are quite sharp. These directions, if you will recall from
above, are exactly the opposite of what is found on
small RDF loops.

The elevation patterns are seen in Figs. 2b
(horizontally polarised version) and 2c (vertically
polarised version). In both cases, the directivity is as
shown in Fig. 2a, and the elevation patterns represent a
slice taken from the solid three-dimensional radiation
pattern that actually exists. Note that the horizontally
polarised version in Fig. 2a has a higher angle of
radiation than the vertically polarised version of Fig. 2c.

The overall length of the wire used to make the quad
loop is:

L = 304.55/F
Where L is the overall length in metres, and F is the

frequency in megahertz (MHz). The length of each side
is one -quarter (1/4) of this length. The appropriate
lengths for several different bands are found in Table 1.

These bands represent some of the more popular
amateur and international broadcast bands where h.f.
loops are most useful. You can build loops for the 160m
amateur band, or the 4-5MHz tropical bands, but the
sizes are large enough to cause problems at most
installation sites.

Building & Installing the Quad Loop
Antenna

When you plan the installation of a quad loop antenna
you must take into account the exact nature and layout
of the site. There are some general guidelines, however,

(a)
.5

E

E

Signal null E Signal null

Fig. 2: Antenna patterns: a) azimuthal; b) horizontally polarised feed
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LARGE LOOP ANTENNAS FOR HF & VHF RECEPTION

0
a

a)
_c

0
4-,

End insulators and support ropes

Loop antenna

End insulators
and support ropes

ST9331

and they should be able to prompt your thinking about
designing a loop that works at your place. But first, let's
talk a bit about safety.

Antennas can be dangerous to install, and they can
be dangerous to passers-by if the installation is designed
poorly. There are three different issues that must be
taken into account: electrical safety, mechanical integrity
and the safety of passers-by. The electrical safety issues
should be obvious, but there always seems to be a few
cases of electrocution or injury from people installing
antennas in an unsafe manner. Don't even think about
tossing an antenna wire or transmission line across a.c.
power lines. Even though both are insulated, it's very
likely that the stresses will cut through the wire and
make the antenna come into contact with the power
line...and kill anyone who touches the antenna! It's
also necessary to erect the antenna in such a way that it
will not fall onto the electrical power lines if it fails or
comes apart.

Mechanical integrity means that you build it well,
with due regard for the wind situation in your area.
There might also be some local planning issues to
consider (consult your local government's planning
department if in doubt).

(c)

' - ...... -

elevation plot; c) vertically polarised feed elevation plot.

Fig. 3: Rope method of erecting a quad loop.

Mast or other support

The matter of third party
safety is also quite important.
You don't want the antenna
situated such that someone
passing through your garden
(even trespassing!) will walk
into the wire and experience
injury. If the antenna is for
transmitting, then you also
want to position it to prevent
someone from casually
touching the wire. If there
are small children in the
neighbourhood, then put up
a fence or other obstacle to
keep the little squirt from
climbing it or pulling it
down. Finally, make sure
that if it falls it won't fall on
someone walking by,
especially outside the
boundary to your own
property.

Figure 3 shows one
method for building a quad.
Although it can be used on
any frequency, this method is
particularly useful for lower
frequency quad loops where
each side is quite long. In
this method of installation,
two convenient supports
(tree, mast or roof of a
building) are selected. They must be a greater distance
apart than the lengths of the horizontal sides of the
loop. Ordinary end insulators (see Fig. 3) are used to
support the corners of the loop, while lengths of rope
run from the insulators to the supports.

The feed point of the quad loop has an impedance of
around 1000, so makes a fairly good match to 7552
coaxial cable. The coaxial feeder can be connected to
the loop via a special dipole centre insulator, or crudely
with another end insulator (not recommended because

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Use of a
quarter wavelength
matching section.

Coaxial cable
1500) any length

Coaxial cable
(75G) X/4 long

Radiator element

Insulator Mounting mast

ST93331

Small 'U' bolts

Spreaders

Mounting
mast

i11.\/

Large 'U' bolts

Spreaders

%

Gusset Plate

Fig. 5:a) Quad loop
construction; b) detail of
gusset plate.
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LOWE Lowe Elec
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NEW FROM ICOM

For the listener who doesn't want to miss a
thing:
The IC-PCR1000 lets you listen to the airwaves on your PC!

No knobs - use your keypad and mouse instead
Three interface screens to choose from:

Display screen showing all you need, as on a real receiver
Component screen for tuning and mode choice etc.

Radio screen show presets for stations and frequencies
External connection for your PC or laptop
Real- time bandscope function

All -mode receiver - I 00kHz - 1300MHz

Lowe Price £349.95

NRD345G
An all -mode receiver, the NRD345 includes synchronous detection as
standard, offering low signal distortion and clear sound. Direct Digital
Synthesis is employed in a phase locked loop circuit to enhance the
carrier to sideband noise ratio. The RF amplifier and the first mixer in
the front end stage incorporate 4 low -noise junction -type FETs with
excellent cross modulation characteristics respectively to ensure high
sensitivity with wide dynamic range. Other features include a variable
level noise blanker, clock and timer functions and a built-in RS232
interface for computer control.

Al MASTER 2000
Software decoder for ACARS
AIRMASTER 2000 equipped airband enthusiasts have a low-cost way
of monitoring ACARS transmissions, adding a whole new world of
airband monitoring. Now airband enthusiasts can have accurate data
regarding flight numbers, tail numbers, weather conditions, schedules,
flight plan and position information together with a host of engineering

information including engine
performance and fuel status; all in
real-time!

To receive and decode ACARS
traffic you need three items:

1. A suitable receiver

2. IBM Compatible Personal
Computer with MS -Windows 95
or v3.1

3. AIRMASTER 2000

AIRMASTER 2000 is Lowe's ACARS Windows based decoding
system. Hardware and software is supplied consisting of a small
demodulator built into a 25 way D -type plug and the decoding software.
The plug connects and derives its power from a COM port on the PC.
The software is installed on the PC hard disk drive. The receiver or
scanner is connected to the other demodulator connection.

Lowe Price £89.95

Upgrade from earlier DOS version £29.95

RCON
Receiver Control Program for Windows

t ;., Nam pop

RCON is a Windows -based software program used to remotely control
a suitably equipped communications receiver or scanner via an RS232
link. Integrated with the application are two relational databases of
broadcaster/air band information that can be queried to tune the receiver
quickly and accurately to active channels. Provision is made to manage
the memory stores, timers and clock of the receiver. Additionally the
application can be used to provide a means of easily tuning and
controlling a receiver for other types of listening required by the operator
in a highly "user-friendly" manner. Dozens of new ideas are
implemented in this new release, thanks to many suggestions made by
satisfied users of V1.0! You can select a Monitor Window, simulating a
radio front panel with "virtual controls" or operate from a Database
Window allowing rapid selection of frequencies and stations.

Lowe Price £749.00 Lowe PriceE49.95
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The trouble with ordinary
maps is, they don't know

where you are

this is no ordinary map

GPSIII from Garmin
A Global Positioning System receiver with electronic map. It not only
shows you the lay of the land, but where you stand, too.
Millions of miles of motorways, roads, railways, rivers and shorelines
are programmed into the GPSIII. Yet this versatile personal navigator
weighs only 255g and fits comfortably into your hand, on your bicycle
or on the dashboard of your car.
Where you are
The GPSIII's 12 parallel channel receiver will find your position fast
and keep your position even in dense foliage. Position averaging reduces
the effects of Selective Availability (SA) for the best accuracy possible.

Where you've been
The GPSIII tracks your route and stores favourite spots with names,
icons and a brief description. With one keystroke, trip odometer and
speed calculations are in clear view. It will even display sunrise and
sunset times so you're not left in the dark.
Where you're going
Most remarkable about the GPSIII is its basemap. It shows primary
landmarks for Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia and Oceania. After telling
you how far you are from a given point, it will work out the time of
arrival.

Lowe price £429.00 0

Bristol Branch
OPEN DAY
Lots of bargains

Free Raffle
Free refreshments

Free admission
Saturday December 6th

(7
LOWE

OUT NOW...OUT NOW...
Lowe Electronics Catalogue

gSegia

anners

ynn

*Path

FREE!

FREE!

FREE'

FREE!

FREE!

80 pages of of exciting products covering-
Communications
Amateur Radio
GPS Navigation
Short Wave Listening
Airband & Scanning
Security
Weather Monitoring

Don't miss out - just send four first class
stamps to receive your own catalogue!

Lowe Electronics Ltd
Chesterfield Road, Matlock

Derbyshire, DE4 5LE
Telephone (General Enquiries) 01629 580800,

Fax 01629 580020
Orders FREEPHONE 0800 174749

Email: info@lowe.co.uk
URRL: http://www.lowe.co.uk

Showroom opening hours are 9.30am to 5pm Mon -Fri and 10am to 4pm
on Sat, but check with our local branches as times may vary

Branches
Bristol & Wales, 79 Gloucester Road, Patchway, Bristol 13812 5QJ, Tel 0117 931 5263

Fax 0117 931 5270
North East, Unit 18B, Airport Industrial Estate, Newcastle, NE3 2EF, Tel 0191 214

5424, Fax 0191 214 0761

Need more info? We've got some great info packs available to help you
choose the most suitable products for your needs. Packs of interest to
amateur radio operators include HF transceivers, VHF transceivers, Antennas,
Data Comms and Amateur accessories. We also have packs dedicated to GPS
receivers, scanners and decoding. To order any of our packs, just send us
four first class stamps plus your full name, address and telephone number to
our Matlock address and we'll do the rest!



LARGE LOOP ANTENNAS FOR HE & VHF RECEPTION

Fig. 6: Two forms of
quad loop beam.

Fig. 7: Four -element

quad loop beam.

Fig. 8: Detail of each
element.

Reflector

Driven elemen

Reflector

Driven elent

Director 1

Director 2
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it weathers poorly). A 1:1 Balun transformer can also be
used as the centre insulator, and indeed may be the best
method of connection.

If you want a better impedance match than is
possible with straight connection, then you might want
to use a quarter wavelength matching section made of
75Q coaxial cable, and feed the rig or receiver with 500
cable (Fig. 4). The 7552 matching section matches
10052 to 50Q when 750 cable is used. Because signals
travel in coax slower than in free space, the physical
length of the coaxial cable is reduced from quarter
wavelength by the velocity factor (V) the cable:

Lcable = 74.55V/F
Where Leible is the cable's physical length in metres,

F is the frequency in megahertz (MHz) and V is the
velocity factor. The value of V is 0.66 if polyethylene
dielectric cable is used, and 0.80 if polyfoam dielectric
cable is used. Let's look at an example. Suppose we
want to build a quad loop for the 31m international
broadcast band, centred on 11.75MHz. From the
equation and table given earlier, you know that the
overall length of the wire in the loop is 25.901m, with

each side being 6.479m. To provide a quarter
wavelength matching section you need 7552 cable of the
following length (if polyethylene dielectric is used):

1 -cable = 74.55x0.66/11.75
= 49.203/11.75 = 4.187m
Once the 4.188m section of 750 coaxial cable is cut

and in place, cut any convenient length of 500 coax to
run to the receiver or transceiver.

Figure 5a shows a method for building quad loop
antennas in the higher end of the h.f. and low end of the
v.h.f. band (e.g. 14MHz and up). The quad is built using
a set of four spreaders fanning out from a square
plywood gusset plate. The gusset plate is bolted to a
mounting mast. The spreaders are made of glass fibre,
and are the most expensive portion of this antenna.
Suitable spreaders can be bought from antenna dealers,
amateur dealers and other radio supplies dealers. At one
time, carpet dealers rolled carpet on bamboo stalks that
were just about long enough to make a good 14MHz
quad. Unfortunately, they no longer use that
material...to the detriment of hobbyist antenna
constructors.

Figure 5b shows more detail for the gusset plate
construction. The plate is made of 18mm plywood.
Marine grade plywood, at least 300mm square, and well
varnished against weather, is recommended. The
spreaders are attached to the gusset plate with two or
three small U -bolts and hex nuts. The U -bolt will have a
lot of stress on it, so use a good grade of hard brass or
stainless steel. The gusset plate is fastened to the mast
with larger U -bolts.

Quad Beams

If you put two or more quad loops in an array, parallel to
each other (Fig. 6), then you can make a beam antenna.
The quad antenna was designed in the late 1930s at
missionary radio station HCJB in Quito, Ecuador. The
original antennas were half wavelength Yagi-style beams.
These antennas have a problem when used at high
altitude and at high power. The impedance at the ends
is very high, so there is a high voltage at those points. At
high altitudes, where the air is thinner, the high voltage
at the ends tends to form a corona arc, that costs power
and eats up the ends of the antenna. The solution found
at HCJB was to feed the antenna in the middle of one
leg, which forms a current node. This has the effect of
putting the high voltage nodes in the middles of the
wire segments adjacent to the feed segment.

The two quad loops are spaced between 0.18A, and
0.25?., with about 0.2A. being a good compromise.

The two element quad beams shown in Figs. 6a and
6b produce a gain of about 9.1dB above isotropic (dBi)
or 7dB above a dipole (dBd). If four elements are used,
then up to about 14dBi or 12dBd can be realised.

There are two equivalent forms of quad beam shown
in Fig. 6. The version in Fig. 6a uses a reflector element
behind the driven element (i.e. the element connected
to the transmission line). The size of the reflector is
slightly larger than the driven element. The variant in
Fig. 6b uses a director element in front of the driven
element; the director is smaller than the driven element.
The directivity of these antennas is shown by the arrows.
While the quad loop is bi-directional, the quad beam is
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LARGE LOOP ANTENNAS FOR HF & VHF RECEPTION
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Fig. 9: Construction details.

e e

unidirectional in the direction of the smaller element in
the array.

The overall lengths of the wire used in the quad
beam elements are found from the equations below,
with each side being a quarter of the total length:

LREFL = 312/F (m)
I -DRIVEN = 304/F (m)
LDIR = 295/F (m)
S = 59.7/F (m)

Using these figures to make the quad loop beam will
result in a workable wire beam that is relatively easy to
get working properly.

Build A 4 -Element VHF Quad Beam

How would you like to get about 14dBi (12dBd) of
unidirectional gain for your scanning receiver? And get it
cheap. The quad loop beam shown in Fig. 7 uses one
reflector, one driven element and a pair of directors to
produce up to 14dBi of gain. At v.h.f. bands the
dimensions are small enough to make it possible to
build these antennas with ease.

Table 2 gives the dimensions for this antenna when
cut for 100MHz (i.e. middle of the f. m. broadcast band).

To make this antenna work on any other frequency,
divide all of the dimensions in Table 2 by the desired
operating 1/100 the frequency in MHz. This method of
design is called frequency scaling. For example, to make
an antenna for 450MHz, divide all lengths by
450/100 = 4.5:
REFL = 3.121/4.5 = 0.693m
D.E. = 3.046/4.5 = 0.677m
DIR1 = 2.955/4.5 = 0.657m

DIR2 = 2.854/4.5 = 0.634m
Si = 0.537/4.5 = 0.119m
S2 = 0.596/4.5 = 0.132m
S3 = 0.657/4.5 = 0.146m

Figure 8 shows how this form of
v.h.f/u.h.f. quad beam can be built
using low-cost materials. The wire is
formed on an X -frame made of small
wood members. I've used 12 and
18mm square wood for this
purpose. You will find this type of
material available in hobby stores, as
well as do-it-yourself timber and
hardware stores. Detail is shown in
Fig. 9. Each crossarm is square -
notched to a depth of half its
thickness. That allows two arms to
be fastened together by mating them at the notches.
The boom (Fig. 9b) is made of a piece of wood that is at
least twice as thick as the crossarm elements. It is
notched to a depth equal to the crossarm thickness at
all four points (see Table 2 for separations). An end view
of the crossarms assembled onto the boom is shown in
Fig. 9c, while a top view is shown in Fig. 9d.

When assembling the wooden elements, you will
want to use brass machine screws to hold the element
together. Some people prefer to use nylon machine
screws in order to reduce interaction with the antenna.
This effect is quite small, so I don't see it as necessary. It
is a very good idea to smear mating surfaces of wood
with a thin film of woodwork adhesive (PVA or similar).

A method for feeding this antenna with coaxial cable
is shown in Fig. 10. The low impedance feed points for
quad loops are found in the middle of the sides, not at
the corners. The low impedance point is found at the
same point on the segment opposite the feed point;
high impedance points are in the middles of the two
segments adjacent to the segment where the coaxial
feeder is connected.

Conclusion

The quad loop and quad beam works well at h.E and
v.h.f./u.h.f bands. These antennas are easy to get
working, and unless you buy an expensive antenna kit
can be dirt cheap. Try it, you'll like it.

Fig. 10: Feed details for
4 -element quad beam.

TABLE 2

Element Overall Length (m)
Reflector 3.121

Driven Element 3.046
Director I 2.955

Director 2 2.854
Spacing S 1 0.537
Spacing S2 0.596
Spacing S3 0.657
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Certificate A4942

FREE -PHONE ORDER LINE

22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS
Price Match - and 10 -Day Approval!
We Promise to try and match or beat our competitors' prices.

On any product over £100, simply pay 10% now and the balance
3 months later INTEREST FREE. Subject to credit status

Only W&S offer all this:

 10 day Mail Order Approval on all items
If for any reason an item proves unsatisfactory. we will
refund the purchase price provided the goods are returned
in satisfactory condition within 10 days or purchase.

 Extended Warranty at an Unbeatable Price
We can offer lower cost extended warranties than any other
dealer - available up to 5 Years.

 Unbeatable Prices and Deals
We can match or beat our competitors' prices and still offer
you the satisfaction of dealing with the UK's best Ham Dealer

No Surcharge for Credit cards
Some dealers charge extra for credit cards - a charge you
won't have to _pay at W S.

B* Class A and Licensees on our Staff
Some dealers have no class A operators - would you buy a
car from a salesman who couldn't drive what he was selling?

* ISO 9002 Registered
It says a lot about our commitment to quality and customer
service - can you afford to deal elsewhere?

 The Backing of Four Full -Time Service Engineers
We have four full-time service engineers. Try asking some of
our competitors if you can visit their service department! We
don't send your gear away and make you wait months,

1998 Catalogue
Are you buying at the best prices?

Are you aware of over 1400 different

products for the ham operator and lis-

tener? Make sure by getting the
industry standard catalogue for 1998

 Largest in Europe

'176 Colour Pages

 1000 Photographs

Over 400 Products

 Technical Specifications

* News Snippets

Now established as the fore-

most equipment guide this edi-

tion is completely new with

every page in full colour and

almost every item illustrated.

For the cost of a magazine you

can get the best guide ever.

Garmin
GPS-III
With complete
moving map of
the UK &
Europe

The new GPS-III is loaded with a moving map covering
millions of miles of motorways, ordinary roads, railways,
rivers and shorelines. 12 channel receiver means fast
positioning from switch -on, and the display width can be
zoomed to cover from 500ft to 5,000 miles. Sit the GPS-
III on the dashboard and watch your progress as you
travel. Display rotates vertical or horizontal. We have the
latest UK version in stock now.

Yupiteru

lit

viszsacc
434133100

MVT-9000

Ours are
CE Approved

WeSS
£399

Not all versions are - buy from us and be

confident - of legal UK stoddl

530kHz to 2039MHz
1000 Alphanumeric Memories
Duplex monitoring & tracking
USB LSB CW AM FM
Channel spectrum scope
Blistering scanning speed
Good performer on the SW bands
Totally programmable

* Multiple tuning steps
 Extremely sensitive front-end

Good strong sugnal performance
- Includes AC charger and Ni-cads

WAT-2 Short Wave Rx ATU

WATSON

* 500kHz - 30MHz
6 Band Positions

 "0" Control
Long wire systems

 Coax feed systems
SO -239 output
Size 84x55x60mm

W65
£59.95

o Control

`ii

AOR AR -7030

 0 - 32MHz
SSB CW AM FM Data

* AM Synchronous
100 Memories

 4 filters fitted
Switched Pre -amp

Passband tuning
 Enhanced AGC
 Noise spike compression

Six level attenuator
 Bar S -meter

AC adaptor included

030 PLUS - £849

Yaesu FRG -100

£419.95

Probably one of the most underated receivers on the

market. It covers the complete short wave spectrum

and performs better than most. With our 10 -day

approval you can't go wrong!

Orders:

Enquiries

FAX

0500 737388
01702 206835
01702 206835
01702 204965
01702 205843

Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM

Icom PCR-1000 - Amazing!
10kHz to 1300MHz SSB FM AM
computer receiver. The remote
black box plugs directly into your
PC. This is the next generation
of receivers - here now! Its per-
formance knocked our socks off. £349 Phone!

WPR-2 HF Scanner Presei.mnr
\M

WATsON
500kHz - 30MHz

 6 Bands
 SO -239 input/output
* Size 84 x 55 x 60mm nv, Monn.

Just add a long wire and hear for yourself!

Roberts R-861

153kHz to 30MHz
FM Broadcast

 SSB CW AM
306 Memories
Alphanumeric storage
1 kHz dial readout

 RDS Built-in
' Pre-set BC stations
* Built-in whip
 Ext. Antenna socket
 Inc. case, ant. & Freq. list

Powered from AA cells

Icom ICR-8500
With 5 Year Warranty Contract £1649

100kHz - 2GHz
SSB CW FM WFM AM

 1000 Memories
4 IF Bandwidths
Alphanumeric

 Analogue S -meter

AOR AR -5000

 RS -232 interface
 IF shift & Audio filter

Keypad entry option
 Min tuning step 10Hz

Sleep timer & record
12v DC supply

With 5 Year Warranty Contract £1482

AOR-5000+3 gives AFC, Noise blanker
and Synchronous AM - Our Price £1595

10kHz - 2.6GHz
SSB CW FM AM
1000 Memories
2100 Pass channels

 5 Independent VFOs

Alphanumeric
 6 IF bandwidths

45 ch. per sec. scan
Duplex monitor mode
RS -232 P-rf

We can supply any ham radio item - phone for deal



vvis Any item in this magazine we can supply - phone for aea.

Welz WS -2000 Scanner

£299

£269
World's smallest scanner

 FM, WFM, & AM
 500kHz - 1300MHz
 Fast scanning speed

Clear LCD readout
 2000 Memories
 Even better sensitivity
 Good strong signal handling
 Runs from just 2 x AA cells
 Battery saving mode

Ham Radio Today Review of WS -1000 says "Lovely
little set - very sensitive receiver"

Very Limited Stocks!
Accessories'
CNB-401 Ni-cad pack
CSA-401 AC charger
WSC-1000 Soft case

AOR AR -8000 Scanner

£11.95
£36.95
£14.95

WaS
£299

 500kHz - 1900MHz
 WFM, NFM, SSB, AM
 1000 Memory Channels
 20 Search Banks
 30 ch. per second search
 Band Scope Display
 Password Protect
' Computer control outlet
 Signal Strength meter
" Illuminated Display
' Programmable Steps

Ni-cads and AC charger.

Yupiteru MVT-7000 Scanner

rice Match

 100kHz - 1300MHz
 WFM, NFM, AM
 200 Memories in 10 banks
20 channels per second speed
Programmable Steps

 Illuminated Display
 Audio and Carrier Search
' Signal Strength meter
 RF atenuator switch
 Ni-cads and AC charger

Yupiteru MVT-7100 Scanner

WeSS
£269

 100kHz - 1650MHz
 NFM, WFM, SSB, AM

1000 Memories
' Signal Strength Meter

Illuminated keypad - display
500 Ch. pass memories

' 30 Ch. per second speed
* Unique mode scan
* Ni-cads & AC Charger

Yupiteru MVT-7200

was
£359

100kHz - 1650MHz
 WFM, NFM, SSB, AM

1000 Memories
Illuminated kepad - display

 Signal Strength Meter
Built-in ferrite AM aerial

 Narrow band SSB filters
 Improved SW reception
 Improved selectivity & batt drain
 30 ch. steps per second
* Ni-cads & AC Charger

VEW Ham Radio Electronic Magazine

nitorCheck our pages for the latest hot news.

Internet http://www.monttor.co.uk

AT -2000 Listener ATU

For the very best in ATUs the AT -200 has to be the
choice. Hundreds in use around the UK - it's the best.

MFJ-784B DSP filter W65
bIFJ tunable DSP filter

£239

sloe .
' Works with any receiver or transceiver

This filter is fully programmable with memories
16 factory pre-set positions for easy use
Plugs directly into the headphone socket
Drives speaker or headset to good volume

' Requires 12v DC at approx. 500mA.

OptoElectronics Scout
10MHz - 1.4GHz

' 400 Memories
' 255 hits record

Auto store/ recall
Interfaces with AR -8000

 Ni-cads and charger

The sure way to get frequencies

OptoElectronics Xplorer

W&S
£348

25-1300MHz
Nearfield Monitor

0(

798
' Complete FM Receiver
 Spectrum scan in 1 second!

Reads out exact frequency
Records "hits" and multiples
Shows tones and deviation

 Computer interface option
Ni-cads & AC charger

WATsON

FC-128 Counter
1MHz - 2.8GHz

This new model has a wide
frequency range and is pow-
ered by internal ni-cads.
External BNC socket with
aerial makes it very sensi-
tive. Supplied with AC charg-
er, it is very well built. Don't
be fooled by the price!

Micro Counter
New from Optoelectronics is the
Techtoyz counter that is "pager" size
and can clip on to your belt. Claimed
to be the smallest in the world, it cov-
ers 10MHz to 1.2GHz. Runs for 10
hours from 1 x AA cell.

Micro Counter
A nearfield receiver that covers
30Mhz - 2GHz in less than a sec-
ond and locks onto any FM signal
providing good speaker output and
instant deviation reading. Includes
ni-cads and cha ger.

WATsON OS -400

£99.95

WdtS
--4111110I £9.95
 Mounts handy or GPS on dash grill
 The safe way to go mobile
 Quick release feature.
 Doesn't use nasty adhesive!

1

BNC Scanning Whips

Watson
Super Scan
Whips

No other models offer the same
features and performance.
Beware of copies that only "look
the same!" You can rely on
Watson to give you the kind of
performance and quality that is
synonomous with the name. The
most popular scanning antennas
in the UK. - Fact!

 25MHz to 1900MHz
 Fully flexible with BNC fittings
 Out -perform all others

Tele-Gainer 41cm long rigid tele-
scopic whip with knuckle joint £14.95
Regular -gainer 21cm flexible whip that
is ideal as replacement whip £12.95
Super -Gainer 40cm flexible model for
the ultimate in gain £19.95

WATsON WSM-1900 Antenna
Mini -Magnetic
Scanner Mobile
Antennas

W66
£29.95

Airband Civil & Military model WSM-225

25MHz to 1.9GHz Car Antenna
 29cm super magnet that really sticks!
 Low profile 400mm long black whip

2.75m of coax fitted BNC plug
Out -performs all others
Scanning whilst on the move

WATsON WMM-1 Modem

Lowest Price Ever!
Money Back Warranty

titt
litalumode

WATSON

Packet, AMTOR, CW
 SSTV, Fax, RTTY
 NAVTEX, SYNOP
' Transmit and receive

`845
£69.95

The best
value in data

decoders!

Needs PC 286 or better
Includes software
No external power required

' Connects to RS -232

pirmicps Active Antenna

WATsON

WATsON

--.101111111i
 1.6GHz GPS ant.
" Low profile for car

Magnetic mount design
' 6dB gain design
" Guarantees improved range
* BNC terminated coax.

OK for Garmin etc.

£39.95

WEP-400 Earpiece
'Improved

Soft pad
Left/right fit

 8 Ohm driver
'Extremely comfortable

Fitted with 3.5mm plug

wa
£14.95

WSC-2 Belt Case

£14.95

Combined quick release spring
clip and belt loop. Self adjusting,
fits all handys.

wis Ham radio's biggest catalogue. £2.50 inc post.



A Selective Crystal Set for
the Medium Waveband
John Brown G4WBB offers this design of crystal set to try to overcome
the problems of poor selectivity.

S

A view of the crystal set
under development. This
shows the construction of
the coil and how it is
mounted in the box.

electivity is the ability to differentiate between
closely spaced stations and is usually the major
problem in crystal sets. Connecting the

antenna down the coil improves selectivity at the
expense of audio volume. The antenna and earth system
collects signal power which is amplitiude demodulated
by the diode to produce the audio signal. Often the
antenna and earth connections so dampen the
performance of the coil that selectivity becomes poor.

Design Considerations
To avoid compromising on selectivity, I decided to allow
either an antenna or earth connection, but not both. The
circuit of the crystal set is shown in Fig. 2. To make up
the signal strength the coil is large enough to intercept
power directly from the transmitter, but at the same time
retain an efficient shape for single layer construction. Its
length to diameter ratio is 0.74. Also the coil is air cored
to minimise losses and remove the possible varying
quality of ferrite rods. Inductance contributes to
selectivity and this was made to be around 45011E, with
the self -resonance of the coil around 2.05MHz. Since
heavy gauge wire is necessary to give the right number of
close wound turns with an efficient coil shape, the wire
cross-sectional area is large enough to minimise any
degradation of selectivity by the skin effect increasing the
apparent impedance of the coil. That is why Litz wire is
not used. Using a comparitively high inductance for the
coil requires a smaller than usual variable capacitance to
tune the medium waveband.

As the parallel tuned circuit works at high
impedance, it was found that the best match for audio
volume was obtained by using two very high impedance
crystal earpieces in series with the diode tapped down
the coil. When using an antenna or earth connection,
any distortion of the sound on strong signals is avoided
by selecting a smaller input coupling capacitance, using
the 6 -way rotary switch S 1. Without an external antenna
connected, the volume is a maximum when the coil axis
is horizontal and one side of the coil faces towards the
transmitter.

The sensitivity of the crystal set was checked using a
communications receiver. The receiver was fed by a
matching unit and a 4m long wire antenna at ground
floor, picture rail level. The input terminal of the crystal
set was earthed. Stations with strong signals are clearly
heard on the crystal set when they exceed 30dB over S9,
but please remember that these signal levels may be
unavailable inside steel framed or re-inforced concrete
buildings.

Components
The values of the ceramic capacitors CI, 2, 3 & 4 are not
critical and may be varied by about 40% in each case.
Trimmer C5 can have a maximum value up to 30pF
however, its maximum value should not be less than
22pE Regarding the variable tuning capacitor, C6, 150pF
will cover most of the medium wave. However, I used
the 100pF unit because the strong stations in my area all
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PROJECT

exceed a frequency of 730kHz and this gives a greater
angular swing of the tuning knob between stations. I
received five stations. C5 is adjusted to receive your
highest frequency station, e.g. Capital Gold, 1548kHz
with the vanes of C6 almost fully open. This gives the
best swing for the remaining stations. Diodes are cheap
and it is worth trying different ones for the best
performance. This remark also applies to different crystal
earpieces. Where appropriate, Maplin or Cirkit part
numbers have been quoted in the 'You Will Need' panel.

The Coil
The coil comprises a single layer close wound - i.e. the
turns touch each other - and is mounted horizontally on
wooden supports. You will need around 250g of
enammelled copper wire to complete the winding.
Before you start to wind the coil you will probably find
it helpful to remove any kinks in the wire by gripping
one end in a vice and pulling on the other end until you
feel the wire straighten.

Start winding the coil 14mm from the end. This
allows wooden support blocks to be used for the coil
without touching the actual winding. The three taps on
the coil, at turns 33, 38 and 43, are made by scraping
the insulation of of the wire at the point where the tap is
to be made. Neatly twist the bare length of wire into a
small loop about 25mm long, using a small pair of
pliers, before continuing to wind the coil.

Construction
The crystal set was built in an unscreened Melamine
faced box with a hardboard fascia.

All the wiring is kept as short as possible, using
insulated tinned copper connecting wire, but do make
sure that no component or general wiring comes within
about 20mm of the coil. Avoid using steel brackets and
minimise the use of screws and nails in the cabinet. All
wiring joints are soldered.

You Will Need

Capacitors
Ceramic

30pF 1 Cl
40pF 1 C2
60pF 1 C3
120pF 1 C4

Trimmer

22pF 1 C5 (Maplin WL70M)

Variable air spaced

100pF 1 C6 (Cirkit 06-10009) (see text) Length

Semiconductors Diameter
Diode Turns
0A91 1 D1 (Maplin QH72P) Wire
Miscellaneous
Switch, 6 -way rotary type (SI); Sockets 3.5mm mono (3)
(SK1,2,3); Very high impedance earpieces, (2); Knobs,
45mm for C6, (Maplin YX04E) (1), 19mm for Si
(Maplin YX01B); Materials for coil former; Enamelled
copper wire 1.2mm dia, 250g; Plastics drain pipe
120mm long, 97mm outside diameter, Plastics A4
slidebinders, cut to 120mm long (16); Materials for box
(see text).

Fig. 1: The traditional
circuit of a crystal set.

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram
of the Selective Crystal
Set.

Fig. 3: End view of the
coil.

SKI Cl C2 C3 C4

CS D1

871

43
38

Input

T-717
33

LI SK2

SI
ISS9342

Fig. 2.

Plastics A4 spine binders
off glued to the

drainpipe)

[ST93401

Coil wound on
the spine binders

Plastics drainpipe
offcut

(120mm long)

Fig. 3.

Table I. Coil winding details
82mm
I 25mm
67
I .2mm dia. (18 s.w.g.)

enamelled copper
Inductance 450pH

Conclusion
This crystal set is fun to build and should give hours of
pleasure to build and use. My set cost around £18 to
build.
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Crocodile
Clips 2.0
Dick
Ganderton
has been
trying out
an
interesting
real time
circuit
simulator
aimed at
the
beginner.

Top Right: Screen grab
of the simple 555
oscillator circuit 'built'
using Crocodile Clips 2.0
on a Macintosh
computer.
The oscilloscope screen is

at the bottom.

T

REVIEW

o someone starting out in the
fascinating world of electronics,
visualising what is going on in a

circuit is a big hurdle to jump. Learning
about mechanical things is much easier in
the early stages. The student can actually see
how the various parts of, say, a car engine
move to create power. With an electrical
circuit, however, the flow of current is invisible.

Crocodile Clips 2.0 is a real time circuit simulator that
uses computer animation to show the invisible concepts
of electronic circuits. The student can build a circuit
using a library of components, switch on and the
simulated circuit operates, just like the real circuit would.
Component values can be changed and the effect of the
changes noted. Get something wrong and the component
is destroyed with a suitably graphic explosion!

Building The Circuit
Circuit construction is simple. Selecting the component
you want to place from the appropriate library is just a
matter of clicking on the right icon in the Library
Selection Bar across the top of the 'worksheet'. This
then reveals the range of different components available
in that section of the library. Moving the mouse arrow to
the position you want the component to be placed and
then clicking yet again places the component.

Connecting the various components to form the
complete circuit is just as simple. Select a node on a
component and the arrow changes to a reel of wire
connected to the node selected. Moving the reel along
the path you want the connection to follow unreels the
'pretend' wire. Click on the destination wire or node
and the connection is completed.

Component values are easily changed - just click on
the value alongside the component and a menu appears
allowing you to change the multiplier and the value
number.

If you change your mind or want to delete a
component or remove a wire, select the 'Crocodile Jaws'
and just 'chomp' away with the crocodile's jaws to
remove the offending component. Components can also
be deleted in the more conventional way, but using the
'croc' is much more fun! Selecting and moving a
component disconnects it from the rest of the circuit -
annoying when you need to move a component to make
room for the resistor you have forgotten or the extra
decoupling capacitor you want to add!

I decided to build a simple 555 oscillator circuit and is
shown as an example in the booklet containing Quick
Start worksheets and Resource Tasks. The former help
you to get started with the software, while the latter are
there to teach you some of the basic concepts of
electronics. Starting with a blank sheet to 'switching on'
the final circuit took me just under three minutes.

Oscilloscope
A multi -beam oscilloscope is provided to enable you

to investigate what is happening in various parts of the
circuit. This is easy to set up and has up to four traces.
Each trace is a different colour and there are four
correspondingly coloured probes to 'clip' onto the part
of the circuit you want to 'watch'.

Each connection has a small 'voltage bar' attached to
it, giving a bargraph indication of the instantaneous
voltage level at that point. Also, each capacitor displays
its 'charge level', so you can 'see' what is happening at
each point around the circuit.

Conclusions
So, what did I think of the package? First, I was pleased
to see that there is a Mac version available as well as the
usual Windows one. This is obviously because the
program is aimed at the educational market and the Mac
has a reasonable penetration in that sector.

The version I used was the Mac one and I found it
easy to use once I had got used to the fact that it is a
Windows program ported for the Mac. The lack of the
usual Mac features and keyboard shortcuts I found
frustrating. Pressing rhea N key combination, for
instance, should have 'selected all' ready to perform a
global 'd C' to copy. Instead, it opened the 'About
Crocodile Clips' information box! The circuit can,
however, be copied and pasted into other programs such
as word processors, page layout and drawing packages.

However, I enjoyed using the program and found it
to be a useful, if elementary, circuit design tool.
Certainly, for the raw beginner, it should prove to be a
godsend, enabling them to actually visualise the inner
workings of a circuit.

The manuals provided were clear and
understandable, even though they were based on the
Windows version with a few notes added for the Mac
user - what a blessing that the Mac is so much easier to
drive than a Wintel machine!

Crocodile Clips is available in both Macintosh and
Windows versions from Crocodile Clips Ltd., 11
Randolph Place, Edinburgh EH3 7TA. Tel: 0131-226
1511, to whom I would like to extend my thanks for
supplying the package for review. You can download a
demonstration version from www.crocodile-
dips.com/education/

Just before going to press we checked on the current
prices to be told that version 2.0 has just been
superceeded by version 3.0. PriCes are £20 for single user
and £.175 for a five -user licence.
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Toyz for Test
Optoelectronics Presents

Techtoyz TM

MicroDTMFDecocir
Introducing the all new Techtoyz Micro DTMF Decoder. The Micro DTMF Decoder, housed in a pager -

style case, is ideal for portable, hands free operation. With its built-in microphone, DTMF tones are automati-
cally decoded from the signal source of tape recorders, receivers, two-way radios, etc... Tones are displayed on the

Micro Decoder's 12 digit LCD display and automatically stored in the 2000 character non-volatile memory for review. The Micro
Decoder has a built-in audio input allowing for easy connection to any receiver's speaker output. The all new Micro DTMF Decoder
from Optoelectronics; The Best in Test. Patent No. 5,471,408

FEATURES
*Pager Style Case with belt clip
12 Character LCD display
Internal microphone for radio speaker or tape recorder
Line audio input jack for direct connection
.2000 character Non -Volatile memory

200 hour operation from single AA alkaline battery
Auto blank insert function after 2 second delay
'Left and Right Scroll in recall data mode
Auto low battery shutdown and data save

MicioCounkr
Optoelectronics pioneered the market of high quality and performance in a small size with our revolutionary Handi-counter® line of
portable, handheld frequency counters. We are again ready to pioneer the market by proudly introducing the latest in technology for fre-
quency counters, the Techtoyz Micro -Counter. The new Techtoyz Micro -Counter. The smallest frequency

counter in the world, housed in a pager style case, yet still featuring the quality and performance you
would expect from an Optoelectronics product.

'Pager Style Case with belt clip
12 Character LCD display
10MHz - 1.2GHz range
*Auto hold
10 -12 Hr. operation from AA Alkaline battery

'Sensitivity: <25mV @ 150MHz
3 selectable gate times for increased resolution

Check Out Our Web Site
www.optoelectronics.corn

ei_rarliftE'Ll
%Or- NVGImG%. MVO 11 nasta ®

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR A MODERN PLANET
5821 NE 14th Avenue  Ft Lauderdale, FL  33334

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
132 High Street  Edgeware  Middlesex  HA8 TEL
Telephone: 0181.951.5781 Fax: 0181'951'5782

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS
22 Main Road  Hockley  Essex SS5 4QS

Telephone: (01702) 206835 Fax: (01702) 205843

Coming
Soon

Micro RF
Detector



PHOTAVIA PRESS
AIRWAVES 97

THE NEW FOURTH EDITION OF THE UK'S MOST
COMPREHENSIVE AND UP TO DATE HF/VHF/UHF

AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
TOWER - APPROACH - RADAR - GROUND - CLEARANCES

AIR TO AIR - SQUADRON OPERATIONS - RANGES - STUDS - ATIS

AIR REFUELLING - VOLMET - AIRLINE OPERATIONS - AFIS

AIR DEFENCE RADAR - GROUND OPS AEROBATIC TEAMS

SAR - UK AND EUROPEAN CIVIL/MILITARY AREA RADAR

PLUS- RUNWAY DESIGNATORS - SSR SQUAWK CODES

ICAO 4 LETTER CODES - MILITARY UNITS - PLUS MUCH MORE
MAPS INCLUDE  UK TRANSMITTER SITES AND FREQUENCIES - MILITARY TACAN ROUTES

AND AIR REFUELLING AREAS - UK AREA RADAR SECTORS AND FREQUENCIES UK PRIMARY
AIRWAYS AND REPORTING POINTS - UK OCEANIC ROUTES AND FREQUENCIES

WORLDWIDE MIUTARY AND CIVIL NF DIRECTORY- [INCLUDING MANY DISCRETE FREQUENCIES
AND CHANNEL IDENTIFIERS) - RAF ISTCICSI ROYAL NAVY - NATO - UNITED NATIONS US

MILITARY GLOBAL NETWORK - MYSTIC STAR - US NAVY - US COAST GUARD - HURRICANE
HUNTERS - VOLMET SEARCH AND RESCUE - SPACE SHUTTLE  MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTES
COMPANY OPERATIONS/LONG DISTANCE OPERATIONS CONTROL - DOMESTIC CIVIL HF - ETC

TO KEEP YOU RIGHT UP TO DATE - AIRWAVES 9715 SUPPLIED WITH AN UPDATE

SHEET CONTAINING THE LATEST AIRBAND FREQUENCY INFORMATION

FULLY UPDATED TEXT
ENLARGED BY 24

PAGES WITH

HUNDREDS OF
ADDITIONS & CHANGES

ALL THE LATEST
AIRBAND INFORMATION

UK PRICE £8.95/EIRE & EEC £9.95 INCLUDING P&P

CALLSIGN 97 NEY
THE NEW 1997 EDITION OF OUR CIVIL AND
MILITARY AVIATION CALLSIGN DIRECTORY

FULLY UPDATED AND EXPANDED BY 14 PAGES - OVER 2700 ADDITIONS & AMENDMENTS

A5/WIRE SPIRAL BOUND - 156 PAGES - OVER 5400 MILITARY & 2200 CIVIL CALLSIGNS
MILITARY DIRECTORY - INFORMATION INCLUDES - CALLSIGN - AIRCRAFT TYPE - CODE

OPERATOR & SQUADRON - HOME BASE - GENERAL REMARKS - THE MILITARY CALLSIGNS
ARE LISTED IN BOTH ALPHABETICAL CALLSIGN ORDER AND ALSO AIRARM OR SQUADRON ORDER
CIVIL DIRECTORY - CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM 189 COUNTRIES ARE LISTED IN BOTH ALPHABETICAL

ORDER AND ALSO BY 3 LETTER AIR TRAFFIC PREFIX - INFORMATION INCLUDES: CALLSIGN
3 LETTER ATC PREFIX - AIRLINE/OPERATOR - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - REGISTRATION PREFIX

UK PRICE £8.95/EIRE & EEC £9.95 INCLUDING P&P
(SORRY - NO CREDIT CARDS) CHEOUESIEUROCHEOLIES/POSTAL ORDERS/PAYABLE TO:

PHOTAVIA PRESS/DEPT SW - SUNRISE BREAK
CHISELDON FARM - SOUTHDOWN HILL - BRIXHAM

DEVON TQ5 OAE - UK Tel: 01803 855599

VERULAM
RALLY 97

Sunday 14th December
10am to 4pm

WATFORD
LEISURE
CENTRE

Horseshoe Lane, Garston, Watford
5mins M 1 junction 6, M25 junction 21A

off junction A405/412

Food and Bar
Trade stands, Bring and Buy

RSGB stand, PW & SWM stand, Morse Tests

Admission £1.50
(concessions £1.00 - Children under 14 free)

Talk -in S22
INFORMATION 01923 265572

Great Value ATUs! - improve your reception!

If you want to get the best results from your antenna, it needs to be impedance matched to the receiver. If there is a mismatch, then not all of the

signal energy will be transferred to the receiver, and signals will be weaker than they could be. An ATU (antenna tuning unit) should be usedto correct

the antenna mismatch and so improve reception. A well designed receiving ATU will also reduce signal levels away from the desired frequency, and

so help reduce noise and interference too. Both these benefits are proved by the Howes CTU8 and CTU9 tuners. Fully guaranteed and backed by our

expert technical advice service, these ATUs are an excellent way to improve your reception.

HOWES CTU8
 Receiving All.

 500kH: to 30,1111:

Match

 S0239 sockets

 12 month warranty

149.90

HOWES CTU9
 Receiving ATI;

 500kHz to 30111H:

 "7- (hitch

 4:1 Bailin

 B)Pass switch

 S0239 sockets

 Terminal Posts

 12 month !runway

.C69.90

5

MDR

B.,

HOWES ASU8
 Antenna Selector / Allennator

 DC to 30,11H:

 Three 50239 inputs

 S0239 output

 0/5/10/15/20/25dB Allennator

 12 month warranty

X49.50

PLISe add da IHIPr-I' Io tourrder !Vi err normall) Icahn, - arc factor) boil/ gems. plane see stpartile rub erl /or the Ilou t's L:

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
IT 01327 260178
www.howes-comms.demon.co.uk

[ VISA In C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS



Alinco DJ -X10 Wide Band
Communications Receiver
Alan Gardener has been putting the new Alinco DJ X10 Wide band
Communications Receiver through its paces.

A
linco is not usually one of the first names to
spring to mind when enthusiasts discuss
scanning receivers, however they have been

around for some time now, and although their previous
offerings have not sold in particularly large volumes,
things may change with the introduction of the DJ -X10.

It's got the looks
The styling of the unit is a little bit different from the
usual offerings, with its black, orange and gold colour
scheme strongly reminding me of one particular brand
of hi-fi manufacturer. The outer case measures
approximately 60 x 150 x 30mm with a strip of four
rubber function buttons and the volume and squelch
controls down the left hand side. The front facia is split
into three main sections with the numerical keypad
occupying the bottom third, 1.c.d. display the middle
and the speaker grill, power and additional function
buttons filling the remaining space at the top. The top
of the case has a BNC antenna socket, external speaker
and 'Clone' sockets and a multi -function rotary control
knob. The right hand side of the case has a socket for
external power, whilst the rear of the case features a
battery pack release catch and belt clip fixings. The
supplied NiCad battery pack forms part of the case and
is very securely held in place by a latching mechanism.
It has external charging connections and fits very neatly
into a special desk mounting charger unit, which is
supplied with the receiver. I liked this idea, but I would
have preferred it if the scanner had been positioned at a
slight angle to make the display more readable and the
bottom row of keypad buttons more accessible.

Second functions
As with all hand-held scanners most buttons have
second or third uses, which are enabled by pressing a
separate function button. This is located at the top of
the strip of four buttons on the left-hand edge of the
receiver, the other three buttons being used to activate
the monitor, bandscope and backlight functions. In use
I found the size and location of the function button to
be a bit fiddly, although I was pleased to find that it had
a 'Latching' action which made second function
operations that bit easier to perform. Another slight
criticism was the liberal distribution of controls around
the edge of the loudspeaker grill. These are used to
enable the scan programming, v.f.o., and memory
modes. 1 found the location of these buttons a bit
confusing and would have preferred the greater level of
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prominence to have been reserved for other controls
such as the function button. I also found cancelling
some of the modes of operation a bit confusing. For
example one type of search could be cancelled by
pressing the same button, whilst another required the
v.f.o. button to be pressed. I guess that, in some
respects, this criticism is just down to personal taste. I
find that having tried a lot of different hand-helds, most
manufacturers tend to adopt the same basic philosophy,
so new Alinco users who have not have been quite so
pre -conditioned may not find this to be a problem.
Main Features

The DJ -X10 has all the features you would expect
from a radio in this price range, including frequency
coverage from 100kHz to 2GHz, reception of a.m,
n.b.f.m, w.b.f.m, u.s.b, l.s.b. and c.w., Preset tuning step
sizes of 50Hz, 100Hz, 1, 2, 5, 6.25, 9, 10, 12.5, 15, 20,
25, 30, 50, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250 & 500kHz,
Beginner mode, Help menu, Auto Bandplan mode and
step size adjustment, On/Off Auto Timer, Clock, Key
Lock, Priority Watch and Attenuator. A couple of points
to note are that the 8.33kHz step size recently proposed
for aircraft communications is not included and my
attempts to offset 25kHz channel spacings by 12.5kHz
were strongly resisted. This may be a problem if you
wish to rapidly search through ranges of frequencies that
have unusual channel spacing, such as c.b, cordless
'phone or certain p.m.r. allocations.

A nice touch is the inclusion of a 'help' menu. This
is intended to give a useful reminder of how to enable
certain functions, which should be of particular interest
to new owners. However I couldn't make any sense of it!
Selecting an option produced a screen display which
would state something along the lines of PMS! > EDIT
PMS COPY #27, which I think is meant to refer to a
table at the rear of the user manual, which in turn is
supposed to refer to the relevant page - except in my
copy it didn't. I think I would have preferred this button
to have been put to better use. (Nevada have informed us
that this table in the manual has been ammended to include
the relevent information. Ed.)

Memories
The DJ -X10 has 200 memory channels arranged in three
sets of ten banks with 40 channels in each bank -
additionally each memory is capable of being
alphanumerically tagged with a description of up to
eight characters. Scanning modes include: 'Memory
Scan', 'Programmed Memory Scan', 'Selected Mode
Scan' and `VFO Scan' as well as the more usual search
facility for locating new frequencies complete with auto -
memory write function. The auto -memory write
function worked well with lots of local signals being
automatically stored in one of the memory banks. All
the usual memory functions are present, with the ability
to 'link' or lock -out' various permutations. A number of
special 'set' menus are used to enter, edit and copy
memory contents. I found it took a bit of time to
initially get used to some of these menus. However after
a while it became almost second nature and I soon
found that I could quickly manipulate memory
contents. The number of memory locations available to
the user can make the maintenance of contents difficult,
especially if you need to reload all of them from scratch,

perhaps after pressing the reset button. This is where a
computer interface can come in handy, and although
the user guide makes reference to a 'clone' function, I
was not able to obtain any further information about its
facilities or any ability to interface the radio to a PC.
(Nevada have informed us that Alinco are currently working
on a PC program for this scanner and expect to have it ready
in the near future. Ed.)

Display
The liquid crystal display shows a lot of information,
including frequency, channel number, mode, volume
and squelch levels as well as providing a bandscope
facility which allows you to 'see' activity upto 40
channels away from the received frequency.
Unfortunately the amount of space available to each of
these functions is a little bit limited and when added to
the rather restricted viewing angle of the display it does
make reading some of the information difficult. This is
made worse by the fact that Alinco have only chosen to
make the display contrast adjustment operate only in
the 'Demo Mode'. This can be very frustrating. (Nevada
have pointed out that the contrast can be set and stored to the
operator's personal preference. Although the display is typical

of an 1.c.d., they have noticed that artificial lighting can cause
glare due to reflection from the display front. Rotating the set

slightly so that the light doesn't hit the display at right angles
can help. Ed.)

Unlike some other hand-helds the bandscope cannot
operate continuously whilst you are listening to a signal.
The best compromise I found was to use the interval
mode where the bandscope is updated about once every
10 seconds during which time the receive audio is
muted. By fiddling with the bandscope set-up it is also
possible to improve the horizontal scale resolution,
which can make a big improvement to the usefulness of
the display. The range of the bandscope can be toggled
between a narrow range of seven channels or a wider
range of 40 channels. This is achieved by pressing the
side mounted function button before enabling the
bandscope. Pressing the bandscope button for a second
time restores normal operation. Watching signals appear
and scroll across the screen when the bandscope was
used in conjunction with the search function was very
entertaining, and by using the combinations of
functions it was possible to jump quickly to active
frequencies on channels adjacent to the current receive
frequency.

The search functions available were well thought out
and I particularly like the ability to quickly set-up a
search within a pre-set range by setting the upper and
lower limits on the twin v.f.o. One unusual point when
using the search mode is that the squelch setting is fixed
in a separate setup menu. So if you try to exclude
weaker signals from stopping a search by adjusting the
squelch setting with the front panel controls whilst a
search is running, you will find that it has little effect.
This is rather a peculiar way of doing things, and I'm
not too sure if it offers any advantages, but it didn't
present any major problems when operating the unit.

Where are the knobs?
One of the features I liked the most was the lack of the
rotary volume and squelch controls. Most
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manufacturers tend to place these on the top panel next
to the tuning knob, but I always find that makes
adjustment of any of the rotary controls more than a bit
fiddly. Alinco have chosen to replace these with two
electronic 'Rocker' switches located on, but inset from,
the left hand side panel. The volume and squelch
settings are changed by pressing the.appropriate edge of
the 'Rocker' switches which vary the levels as indicated
on the 1.c.d. display.

The volume control worked very well but I would
personally have preferred to have been able to make a
slightly finer adjustment to the squelch settings. This
was not quite as big a problem as it could have been
due to another nice feature added by Alinco. As is the
case with most hand-held scanning receivers the DJ -X10
has a monitor button. When this is pressed the squelch
is disabled so that weak signals can be monitored a little
bit more easily. Now anyone who has used a scanner for
short wave reception will know that you have to disable
the squelch when listening to weak s.s.b. transmissions,
and this is normally achieved by turning the squelch
control fully off. With the DJ -X10 you can press the
function key and then the monitor button to disable the
squelch. Pressing the monitor button again restores
normal operation. This is a great time saver and I just
wish that my current hand-held had this facility.

Measured performance
The performance was typical of that for a modem hand-
held scanner. The receive sensitivity at 150MHz was
measured as being for n.b.f.m. (2.5kHz deviation) -
118dBm, w.b.f.m. (50kHz deviation) -108dBm,
a.m.(60% modulation) -111dBm, s.s.b. -117dBm all for
12dB SINAD. The performance varied slightly across the
main frequency range with rather a curious 5dB dip in
performance at 400MHz. However, the main worsening
was at the extremes of the frequency range with a rapid
falloff below 1MHz and a gradual falloff above
1.000GHz for example I measured an n.b.f.m. sensitivity
of -116dBm at 900MHz, -86dBm at 1.500GHz and -
80dBm at 1.700GHz so don't expect to hear much
activity in this band. The intermodulation performance
was acceptable for a hand-held design with
measurements at 100kHz spacing, giving a calculated
third order intercept point of approximately -30dBm.
This is adequate for use with small external antennas,
but as soon as a large antenna was connected, the
familiar sound of paging systems could be heard in the
v.h.f. aircraft and Amateur Bands.

How well does it work?
In practice the receive sensitivity with the supplied
antenna was adequate, with all the usual airband and
amateur signals being audible. I did notice a slight
problem with the coarseness of the squelch setting but
this could be improved by using the monitor function
when listening to weak signals, which would otherwise
have caused the squelch to chop'. Performance on the
short wave bands was good with several broadcast
stations being clearly audible using just the supplied
antenna. Connecting a few metres of wire to the
antenna socket made a big improvement, with many
amateur s.s.b. stations being received. The 501-1z tuning
step size made the fine resolution of speech reasonably

easy, but it may still be a bit too coarse if you are
interested in the reception of certain types of data signal.

Summary
I must admit that I was not particularly looking forwards
to reviewing this scanning receiver as previous models
have only produced a lukewarm response from
enthusiasts.

However I was presently surprised by the DJ -X10. Its
styling is good, it feels nice to handle and the
performance is comparable to that of similar models in
the price range. I felt that the only real problem was
associated with the small size of 1.c.d. display and its
limited viewing angle. This factor aside the DJ -X10 is
worth taking a look at if you are considering buying a
new hand-held scanner.

My thanks to Nevada Communications, 189
London Road, North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE. Tel:
(01705) 662145. FAX: (01705) 690626 for the loan of
the review model.
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 EUROPE'S NUMBER ONE SUPPLIER  WE'VE BEEN SNIPPING WOR
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1211103V0

Ideal for the
newcomer!
 Covers 150kHz-30MHz
 Receives AM/CW/SSB

1111011 -

SPAM AO'

149.00
£8 .&.

R ALISTI

PRO 29 66-1126MHz w/gaps 60
channel handheld £.1,891129
PRO 70 68-512MHz w/gaps 10
search band handheld V-0169
PRO 63 68-512MHz w/gaps 100
channel handheld £144E99
PRO 2042 25.1300MHz 1000
channel base scanner.. £34-9-91 1249
PRO 2045 68-1125MHz 200 channel
base scanner £299-1199

MEWED sineceei
oorte Yer 4xivApi

AEA FAX 111
A sohware package
that allows

WEAIHrar
NAVTIEX, RTTY and

MORSE CODE.

ALL YOU NEED is an SSB receiver & a PC.

 Fax database included
 Receives while you're away

 On screen tuning
 Manipulate images after they are received

 No Amateur Licence or TNC needed!
£99 £4.75 P&P

TIMEWAVE AEA PK-12
1200 BPS VHF/UHF Packet Controller

Ideal for those looking to get started in
digital communications.

 18k MAILBOX for mail message

receiving/sending

 GATEWAY firmware allows you to

NODE -HOP and others to digi-peat through

your TNC

 GPS use make stand alone tracking

possible from Global Positioning Satellite

systems

£99.95 £6.00 P&P
SYNOP WEATHER PLOTTING

Receive and decode RT1Y signals on

shortwave to produce live on screen weather
pictures.

....NEW LOW PRICE £99 £4.75 P&P

SKYVIEW WX CHART
Same as SYNOP but uses your external
decoder. SYNOP option for FAX III users.

Price £49.95 £4.75 P&P

420DIR4 QQ
Top of the range with ultra
wide frequency coverage and
all mode reception including
SSB. Keyboard control.
 100kHz - 2060MHz
 1000 Memory channels
 All mode reception (SSB,
CW, AM, NFM, WFM)
 Programmable step sizes
 Fast Scan speed
 Priority Channel
Monitoring
 C/W NiCads &
Charger, DC cigar lead,
Earpiece, Carry strap

00

r-Ar-v-ree.ritkeerVI Wilrf %AM

NOW FACTORY

DI CT I
SAVE MONEY!

OPTO SCOUT 40
 10 - 1.4 GHz
 400 memories
 Software for PC includes
 Supplied c/w antenna
,Nicods 8, charger.

La_43D,D,.3 £6 P&P

,,_,,, fiARRY/11/0 CASEji ftescomc 4taAr

LL OPTO CUB

=-6 P&P

flIsaPlai/A/G CASE
rIJ 08 3 2 otvrboto

-kJ-J-1_1*am ova 140/

NEW OPTO RI I
NEARFIED FM TEST RECEIVER

Sweeps 30MHz to 2GHz
in less than one second.
Can lock onto a 5W UHF
signal at 500ft. Listen to
the signal on the built in
speaker and display the
general band
and transmit gei/L.1)
frequency.

OPTO INTERCEPTOR RI 0 FM
 30MHz-2GHz cont coverage
 Nearfield Test Receiver
 Dual 10 segment borgraphs

deviation and relative
::nal level indication

 Earphone supplied tl
 Excellent for bug detection
 Pocket sized
 Self tuning to strongest neorfield
signal  c.'. antePna NICoas & Charge-

OPTO LYNX

9,1E-

DD.Q_

Universal radio tc PC interface computer
control AR 8000, AR 2700. Lam R7000.
R7' PP --1-1,0 plus GPS etc.

"Outstanding

value for
money!"

 Covers
Police, Marine,
Land Mobile etc

 66 - 512MHz
(with gaps)

 10 memories

34c,

£59.95
.C6 P&p'

SCANNER ANTENNAS

MALDOL MH1 300
ACTIVE MOBILE SCANNER ANTENNA

A fibreglass mobile antenna with
built in variable 20dB gain pre -amp.
Covers 500kHz - 1300MHz.
Just 18" long - ideal for direct or
gutter clamp mounting.

SPECIAL £69.95 £6.00 P&P

e.

NEW SW2
, Indoor wire antenna

 Wideband coverage
 100 kHz -1 GHz
 Special VHF/UHF section
 For handheld & base scanners
Price £19.95 £4.75 P&P

NOMAD Portable Receiving Antenna
Fully portable flexible wire
scanning receiving antenna
covering both VHF & UHF.
 Length (approx) 1.5mtrs
 Optimised for airband
 4mtr coaxial cable  Fitted BNC
Price £17.95 £4.75 P&P La_5.

GW2

A low cost pre -amp that will boost

reception on most scanners.

 0. 1300MHz
 Variable gain (+20 to -3dB)
 9V battery required
Price £49.95 £4.75 P&P SCANNIAST411

SCANMASTER it
NOTCH FILTER SNF170

If your scanner is

suffering from

overloading, blocking

or breakthrough then the

SNF-170 could help.

Its a tunable notch filter from

B5-175MHz that will eliminate broadcast or

public service breakthrough. Notch approx

30dB plus 70dB rejection below 1.7MHz.

Price £27.95 £2.75 P&P

JAPANISI Low Loss Coax
For the very 111=ario
best performance from your antenna we have

specially selected this ultra low loss coax.

Suitable up to 3,000MHz!
5D-FB - 8.1mm die £0.85/mth

TL3
AIRS

OVARIAN!
- - - Covers

CIVIL AIRBAND,
MARINE,

POLICE,= CELLULARZ.PLUS
MORE;

£6
E 139

- ; ei.2.0.1%Car

A stylish low profile base scanner with

TWIN TURBO scan and search facility.
 66-88, 108-174, 406-512, 806.956MHz
 100 mems  Turbo Scan - 300 steps/sec

SCANNER ANTENNAS

SCANMASTER B128
AIRBAND BASE ANTENNA

A dedicated CIVIL AIRBAND base

antenna designed to give long
distance reception on 117-
140MHz. Supplied c/w
mounting_tube and mast clamps.
S39.95 £6.00 P&P

Raines 5001dt-1500MHz
SCANMASTER BASE

 Marine  Civil Aircraft
 Military Aircraft
 Amateur Radio  PMR
 900MHz band
 Plus man more public services
£39.95 £6.00 P&P

SCANMASTER
ACTIVE BASE

Active version of the above
antenna with 20dB pre -amp
£59.95 £6.00 P&P

SCANMASTER DOUBLE DISCONE
A high performance wideband
antenna, offering gain over a

steel construction with standard
conventional discone. Stainless

PL259 connector, mounting

pole plus brackets. Superior
performance on Air, Marine
and PMR bands. I

 25-1300MHz  Ultra
wideband TX capability
£59.95 £6.00 P&P

SCANMASTER
ACTIVE DOUBLE DISCONE 111

As above but with 20dB pre-amp..179.911

SCANMASTER DISCONE
A quality wideband stainless steel
discone with frequency range of
25-1300MHz. Fitted with low loss
'N' type connector. Able to
transmit on 2M & 70cms.

£49.95 26.00 P&P

SCANMASTER
ACTIVE DISCONE

\Aspreocibom,,vpe..but with 20dB

169.95 £6.00 P&P

Mg?
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1.0WIDE FAST FOR 27 YEARS  EUROPE'S NUMBER ONE SUPPLIER
THE ULTIMATE SCANNER ANTENNA

MPJIMV 12- J7J99
LOG PERIODIC BEAM ANTENNA

A widebond beam antenna covering

105.1300MHz with over 8.5dB gain. 16
elements on a 1.5mtr boom. For the serious

listener or amateur radio operator transmit or
receive on all frequencies.

it Ma @0®® Oaa

This receiver is everything we hoped it

would be, covering 100kHz - 2GHz and
lots of features including computer control.

PAY BY 3 POST DATED CHEQUES! £516 each

OUR Price
£.11519 f 1 549 £8 P&P

ROBERTS R861
DIGITAL MULTI BAND RADIO

Shortwave & VHF FM

rcxtiovith RDS

& SS8 reception

 MW/LW/SW
/FM STEREO

 150kHz -29.99MHz

 87.5 -108MHz
 AM/SSB/FM (VHF)

 Plus many more features!

SANGEAN ATS818

£ 199
EG 75 =,R.P

 150kHz -29.99MHz  87.5MHz 108MHz
 54 memories  AM/FM/SSB
 AM Wide/Narrow filter  RF gain control
A really good no nonsense portable that
covers SSB - this set represents unbeatable
value for money!

Price £139.95 £6 P&P

DRAE WIRE ANTENNAS
G5RV Full size (80 - 10 mtrsl £45.00

G5RV Half size (40 - 10 mks) £35.00
GW40 Windom (40 - 10 mtrsl _155.00

EFW Shortwave Antenna
20 meter s/w receive end fed wire
antenna. Balun fed, uses high quality

"Flex Weave" copper wire. 1-30MHZ.

Price £59.95 £4.75 P&P

DI.11  Shortwave Balun
Matches end fed long wires to 500

coax, helps on rec. to reduce noise &
interference. Transmits up to 100W. Fully

moulded for full weather protection.

Price £29.95 £4.75 P&P

1:12,5S1 .11u3

NMI .11. TOM 00T.

4 NEW BUDGET PRICED
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

Covers 30kHz-30MHz.

Supplied complete

with power supply. .159.9
£8.&

814R0477
ARE mew/

E 3 2 5 . 0
.&

UDC 9000XLT
A new 500 channel base station model

covering 25MHz to 1.3GHz in two continuous
bonds (25-550MHz and 760-1300MHz).
Featuring Twin Turbo scan & search modes

with 10 user definable priority channels - plus
a host of other features!

Accessories included:

AC mains power adapter, telescopic ontenno
and owners manual.

Optional CTCSS board £49.95

UDC 3000XLT
New top of the range handhela

from Uniden with TURBO SCAN

 25.1300MHz (with gaps)
 TURBO SCAN
 400 Memories
 AM/FM/WFM
 Supplied c/w NiCads

& charger

f14,169.00

(IBC 22OXLT
Easy to use with a good

receiver.

 66-956MHz (with gaps)
 200 Memories
 Supplied c/w NiCads

& charger

f189.95
p& )

UBC 120XLT
Airbond handheld that is easy

to use with TURBO SCAN.

 66-512MHz (with gaps)
 100 memories
 Supplied c/w NiCads

& charger , 2

 139.00
26 p&p

UtOB MCA
avow fAf srove

GM/ @aL.)!M
RA DI

 100kHz - 130014-1z

 All MODE RECITTChl

LOTS MORE/

-1349.p00'----;': 77.iattioree,
26 p& .. ..., ........, '

This months

V.4t

/1gOtegI8,
safety guaranteed for 3 months

RECEIVERS
AND TARGET HF3 ...HE RECEIVER £130
DRAKE R8A BOXED £825
ICOM R71E + RADIO CONTROL £550
ICOM R72 HF RX r NARROW FILTER...E699

ICOM R7000 WIDE COVERAGE HF £595
KENWOOD R-5000 SULLY LOADED' £895

LOWE HF 225 HF RECEIVER £395
SANGEAN 015803 ..HF PORTABLE RECEIVER £85

SONY 7600D PORTABLE RECEIVER f85
SONY SW -1 C/W CASE R. ACCS f 129
TRIO 111199 HF RECEIVER £125
YAESU FRG -9600 ...WITH HF ETC £345
LATE ARRIVALS
AOR-AR2001...25-550MHZ BASE SCANNER £185
AOR-AR7030..BOXED, AS NEW NE RX + REMOTE CON S625

AOR-SDU 5000...SPECTRUM DISPLAY UNIT £495
ATH-50 FREQUENCY COUNTER £225
DSP 9 DIGITAL FILTER  BOXED £99

IC -71E HF BASE - CLEAN £89

IC -R8500 0-26111 BASE EX DEMO..f1475

NETSET PRO -2029 BASE 60 CHANNEL £110
NEVADA MS1000 ...BASE £185
OPTO 3300 MINI COUNTER £105
REALISTIC PRO -62..200 CH HANDIE SCANNER f149

REALISTIC 2022 200 CHANNEL BASE £125
REALISTIC 2042 BASE £285
REALISTIC PRO -9200 CHEAP BASE £89

STANDARD AX-700.BASE WITH SCOPE EX/DEMO.E399

Palstar"41130
ACM ANTENNA MATCHER
A NEW low loss
antenna tuner

using active

electronics to give

high selectivity & variable On. The tunable
input peak control ensures best possible weak

signal reception and interference rejection.

Suitable for random long wire, dipoles,

Beveridges, Delta loops, inverted V's, Verticals,

G5RV and most receiving antennas.
 Freq: 100kHz-30MHz
 Power 12V DC or internal battery
 Antenna: Telescopic whip included for use as
on active antenna if required

Price £69.95 £6 P&P

NET
32 page catalogue
now available
SEND A4 S.A.E. FOR
YOUR FREE COPY!

sow.-

Mail Order
189 LONDON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE

SHOWROOMS:- 1A MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9BS

. . . AND PAY BY 3 POST-DATED CHEQUES
ON ANY NEW ITEM OVER £100 IN VALUE

Simply divide the price into 3 equal payments. Write 3 cheques dated in consecutive months starting with today's dote.

Write your telephone N , cheque cord N & expiry date on the back of each cheque.

Post them to us enclosing your name & address & we will (subject to status), send your goods immediately.

STARTEK ATH-30 -.MINI COUNTER 1-1.8GHZ ..S199

SP -55 PRE -AMP E45
TRIDENT TR980.H/HELD SCANNER EX DEMO .f129.95

BEARCAT UBC 142XLT 16 CHANNEL BASE £50

YLIPTIIPM MVT 7100 ..HANDIE SCANNER £225

SCANNERS
ALINCO DJ -X1 G COV, G COND BOXED _1195
AOR BOOE H/HELD £125
AOR 3000A WIDE BAND BASE £625
AOR AR900 BOXED £139
AR 1000 HANDIE SCANNER £165
AR 8000 HANDIE SCANNER £215
BEARCAT 65XLT 10 CH VHF/UHF £40

BEARCAT 200XLT....200 CHANNEL HANDIE £130
COMMTEL 101 CHEAP BASE

COMMTEL C0M102.HANDIE 10 CHANNEL £79
FAIRMATE HFI00 ...H/HELD - BOXED £165
FAIRMATE HP200E.WIDEBAND HANDIE £175
NETSET PRO 46 HANDIE SCANNER £89
REALISTIC PRO-26..H/HELD UP TO 1.3G111 £185
REALISTIC PRO -37 ..HANDHELD SCANNER £110
REALISTIC PR0-2024 BASE. GOOD CONDITION E110

REALISTIC 2032 BASE SCANNER £150
REALISTIC PRO -2036 .NICE BASE SCANNER £189
REALISTIC PRO -2039 .BASE SCANNER £130
REALISTIC PR0-2045.EX DEMO £245
SONY AIR 7 PORTABLE £129
YUPITERU WIT 3100.H/HELD SCANNER £135
YUPITERU MVT 7000.H/HELD SCANNER £170

11

m

m
z

O

The UK scanning

books
Now contains over

42,000 VHF/UHF

frequency listings

£1$.50 £2.75 p&p

FLIGHT ROUTINGS
A complete listing of all UK flights including

departure & arrival times £1 .25 pip

SCANNER BUSTERS 2
Shows you how to get more out of your
scanner including explanation of PMR, digital
telephones etc £6 ... £1.25 p&p

SCANNING SECRETS
A complete insight to
buying, owning and
operating a scanner

£16.95 £2.75 p&p

Sall EOM

7.t.*52
eon.

1

.. ,

VMS

On The Internet? E Mail Us at:- info@nevada.co.uk Visit our Website http://www.nevada.co.uk
ele
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WHAT YOU CAN LEARN

What You Can Learn
From Grandpa's
Radio Listening Post

How did the radios of yesteryear manage to produce
such astonishing results? Gerhard Eberlein DF2NR explains all.

O nce upon a time, radio was a sensation, even
when the era of the glowing bottles was not
on the horizon. On the scale of the radios

were exotic names, like Lahti and Tour -Eiffel (Eiffel
Tower) and everybody was building radios on their own
kitchen table.

Compared with today's standards, the sensitivity
and selectivity were very poor, but astonishing results
were achieved. On the Continent, steady reception of
British stations (playing mostly dance music) was
common place. The interception point of a receiver
hadn't been invented yet and the crystal set did a
marvellous job.

How come these results were possible, with the
poor equipment of those days in comparison to today?
The answer was just patience. The people had a lot of
time (television was not on the scene yet) and there
were not as many stations on the dial.

The reception, even if it was only over a distance of
a few miles, was the goal. Therefore the best weapon
against the poor technical circumstances, was the
exceptionaly good ears of the listener to the programme.

Crowded Bands
On the crowded bands of today, patience makes all the
difference. Even if you have a poor receiver, just
switching it on at the right time and right frequency, can

make all the difference.
Reception at night and in an

interference free
environment (without
electrical noise) can be
very good, if you just
think of the good
sensitivity and selectivity
of the sets today. Just take
the time, become an

expert on the stations you want to listen to
and listen to them at unusual times.

Change your location and note the
reception differences. That is the reason why
one identical station set up can give poor
results at one location and excellent results
at another.

You will see that you can receive stations
in the countryside (without much
inteference), which you were unable to copy
in cities and towns. Try to make the best out
of your listening post.

Often, just a little trick like earthing the
receiver (which can be a cheap portable) can
give very good results. Also, try out different
antennas. They can be simple or more
complicated like a rotable Yagi antenna.

Flexibility is the name of the game. Start
simple and improve your station with time.

Important Factor
Another important factor is CO share your
experiences with others. Everybody has a
trick in store, which the other person is glad
to have. If you read old radio books from the
1920s and 1930s you can see that
everybody was listening to the radio.

Read as much as you can about
technical aspects of the hobby. Old books
about radio offer good solutions, even if they
are out of the spark era.

Another good source is going to
fleamarkets and radio rallies. You can see
there are good solutions to equipment and
antenna problems. This is especially true if
you look at old military equipment. They
had the same problems as you have, some
60 years ago!

They had limited space to erect an
antenna, they had little money and they had
to fight with radio techniques. So, share
grandpa's experiences and use it today.

See you some time at a radio fleamarket!

A crystal set from the
1920s

The receiver is as good as 11w
listener's ears.

Beautiful radio sets from the
1930s.

SWM November 1997
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Golden Oldies
Pete Roberts has the answer for all those destitute, would be s.w.l.s.

A Fifties 4 -valve Philips
BF101. Courtesy Green
Wood Publishing.

hen I first got interested in short wave radio
during the early Sixties, there was plenty of
cheap World War II surplus radio gear

around, much of which had creditable short wave
receiver coverage. In fact, I used to use a '19 set' tank
radio for listening around the 49m commercial bands. A
friend and I also converted the transmitter section of
another, very tatty '19 set' to operate on medium wave -
we didn't exactly outdo Radio Caroline, and the less
said about that probably the better! Unfortunately, war
surplus has all but completely dried up, with surviving
equipment now enjoying 'collectable' status and
commensurate price tags! So what's the alternative to
shelling out tens, or perhaps several hundred quid for
even a second-hand 'proper' radio?

Built My Own
You could, of course, build your own.
I built several sets as a youngster
using parts salvaged from - yes,
you've guessed - war surplus radio
gear. Also, in 1964, when BBC2
started transmission on u.h.f. with
625 lines, many 405 -line only tellies
were thrown out in favour of new

dual -standard jobs; we usually beat the bin men to
it and grabbed discarded sets to cannibalise for parts.
Old TV sets could also be turned into crude but useful
oscilloscopes, as could war surplus radar tube units.

Most stuff on the surplus market nowadays seems to
be of computer or industrial origin, yielding few
components suitable for radio use, and contemporary
domestic equipment is next to useless for salvage.
Printed circuits are difficult to strip, and even assuming
that you can remove components intact and without
heat damage, their short leads make re -use almost
impossible

So home constructors nowadays have little
alternative to buying new parts, some of which (like
decent air spaced tuning capacitors) can cost an arm
and a leg. And to cap it all, some malignant electronic
deity has inflicted upon us that quintessential epitome
of technical nastiness - surface mounted technology.
The main philosophy behind SMT was to facilitate
cheap, automated assembly, saving manufacturers the
cost of assembly workers' wages. Despite claims to the
contrary, boards assembled using SMT are fragile - even
slight bending can fracture tiny chip resistors and
capacitors. SMT is the Devil's own job to repair, and a
major contributor to today's stratospheric service
charges. How do you troubleshoot a board where many
of the components have no indication of even what they
are, let alone of their value? The idea, of course, is to
make the cost of repair uneconomic compared to that of
buying new - an appalling waste of increasingly scarce

resources. No, I particularly don't like SMT!

Golden Years
During radio's golden years - from, say, the pre-war
1930s to the end of the Swinging Sixties - a thriving
British industry turned out well designed and built
domestic radios. Valved and early transistorised designs
used high quality signal frequency tuning components
and double tuned if transformers which ensured
decent selectivity. Automatic gain control (a.g.c.) circuits
that actually worked helped reduce overloading and
Intermodulation - always a problem when trying to hear
a weak DX station in the crowded commercial short- or
medium wavebands. Of course, craftsmanship never
comes cheap, and a new radio cost considerably more
than a week's wages. However, those sets were built to
last and designed to be repairable, unlike much of the
disposable, mass produced, hideously styled, all -plastics
consumer electronics sold today. Likewise, most of the
knowledgeable, independent local radio dealers have
been ousted by the totally impersonal, hideously styled,
all -plastics chain store in some ridiculously styled, all -
plastics shopping mall. And does anyone really know
why the plastics facias of today's audio-visual gear are
designed to look as though they've been half melted
with a blowtorch?

It's still possible to get hold of really good radios
from that pre -70s era for a few pounds at second-hand
shops, auctions and car boot sales. They can make good
`starter' sets for newcomers to the hobby, and perhaps
valuable collectors' pieces when lovingly restored! Radio
repair and restoration is also a great practical
introduction to the art of fault finding and fixing. Sets
bought at auctions usually come from house clearances
and may well work perfectly, as may those found in
jumble sales, or second-hand and charity shops.
However, new legislation requires that all used mains
powered equipment sold by way of trade, must undergo
electrical safety testing before being offered for sale - the
so-called portable appliance test or PAT. At present,
private sales are exempt. Charity shops in particular
may not be able to undertake these tests themselves
(PAT testers aren't cheap) or afford to have them done
by a contractor. In fact, I know of one local charity
which no longer accepts portable electrical gear.
Obviously, PATs aren't needed for sets powered solely by
batteries, so these should still be readily available from
second-hand or charity shops.

Buyer Beware
When buying second-hand, it's a case of buyer beware.
Obviously, watch out for stolen goods, although this
doesn't seem to be much of a problem with old radio
gear. Also, bear in mind that transactions at jumble- or
car boot sales are private sales not covered by the Sale of

SWM November 1997
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Goods Act. However, as prices are usually very low,
you've not got much to lose. In my home county of
Cheshire, the going rate seems to be 50p for pocket
`crannies', anything from one to five quid for a table
transistorised set - including good makes like Roberts
Radio and Hacker - while valved radios usually go for
about a tenner. I wouldn't be too bothered if the set
rattles a bit, as broken internal mountings can be fixed
relatively easily, and damaged or missing knobs repaired
or replaced.

So what type of set do you go for? Well, for serious
medium wave DX work, one of the larger domestic
valved jobs are quite good, and as a bonus this type of
set usually has one or more short wave bands. If you're
lucky you may even find one with a 'magic eye' tuning
indicator. Valve radios from the late Fifties onwards
used frame type or ferrite rod antennas: a frame
antenna basically comprising a tuned loop wound
round the inside of the cabinet. However, almost all
specimens I've come across also have sockets for
external antenna and earth. A longwire antenna can give
excellent results - especially if used with an a.t.u. or
preselector. The impedance of a random length wire
antenna varies with frequency but is almost always on
the high side, and valved r.f. stages, with their high
input impedances, are a good match. A good earth also
helps but if, like me, you live at the top of a three storey
building, an earth connection may be impracticable,
although you may be able to rig a counterpoise set-up.
Incidentally, the mains socket earth pin is not suitable
for an r.f. earth Mains earth wiring runs between the live
and neutral conductors, picking up all manner of
electrical noise!

Radiated Hash
Unfortunately, a home based set may only be ideal in a
rural idyll. If, again like me, you live in the middle of a
housing estate, the hash radiated from scores of
television line scanning circuits can wreck reception on
long and medium waves as well as the lower end of the
short wave bands. For estate dwellers, a portable set
small enough to carry in a pocket or rucksack may be a
much better bet, together with one of the new
extendible wire antennas now available - especially now
that we are cursed with 24 -hour TV. A wild, windy, high
location, well away from civilisation, is ideal for DXing.
All short wave transistor radios that I've come across
have had telescopic antennas, to which the fully
unwound wire antenna can be clipped. Most portables
made during the Fifties and Sixties were fitted with a
socket for a car antenna. This socket can be used to
connect a long wire antenna - the antenna being
connected to the inner of the plug, and for best results,
the outer should be connected to an earth spike driven
into the ground - I use a 300mm meat skewer. Needless
to say, never use any kind of antenna in thundery
weather, and take all precautions to avoid becoming a
target for a lightening strike. It's also advisable to
disconnect and ground home based antennas when
thunderstorms are grumbling in the vicinity. I must
admit that I've always wondered why the full force of
the law is brought to bear on any amateur or CB
operator causing TVI, while nothing is done to reduce
TV interference to broadcast radio services - there's not
even minimal screening around modern TV line -output
stages. Could anyone please enlighten me?

Portable valve sets do occasionally turn up, and are

highly collectable. They
do have the disadvantage
of requiring a 90V h.t.
battery in addition to
1.5V or 7.5V for the
valve filaments. Some
valve portables have
built-in mains power
supplies but servicing of
this type is a bit of a
tricky job that I'll
describe anon. I've got a
couple of these sets, and
there is a way round the
battery problem which I'll also describe another time.
So, for portable use, a decent transistor radio with long,
medium and short waves would be a good buy. Don't
worry about external condition. If a set has been
discarded because it looks tatty, there's probably very
little wrong with it that a bit of spit, polish and switch
cleaner won't fix. It's the smart looking set that's
probably got something significantly wrong internally.
For example, I got a somewhat tatty Fidelity Rad 18
from a car boot sale for £2.50, in perfect working order.
This particular set not only has full 1.w., m.w and f.m.
coverage, but also boasts s.w. (6-15.5MHz) and Marine
h.f. Band (1.7-4.5MHz). The reason for sale? It uses
eight D -cells which its previous owner considered
expensive to replace - I use NiCads.

Doornail Dead
I also found a pristine 3 -band Russian Astrad receiver of
late 60s vintage, complete with leather case, going for
£3. It was as dead as a doornail. The reason? The
speaker magnet was missing! A replacement speaker
from Maplin costing about a quid did the trick, and like
all Russian sets of that era, medium and long wave
reception is excellent. In my experience, makes to
particularly look out for are Hacker, Roberts and
Grundig (especially Satellit and Yacht Boy models)
together with top of the range sets from the mainstream
manufacturers like Ferguson, Philips and Fidelity or the
well known Japanese makes such as Sony, Sanyo,
National and Matsushita, to name
a few. As a bonus, Japanese makers
tended to incorporate short wave
coverage in their small portables.
Bear in mind, though, that most
Far Eastern sets don't cover long
wave. I stand to be corrected, but
long wave only appears to be used
for broadcasting in Europe.

Most sets that I've bought
actually worked, but had been
discarded because of noisy
controls and switches or even
failure due to corroded battery
terminals. So, after getting your
prize home, take the back off and
have a look inside. A word of
warning: valved radios can present
a fire and/or shock hazard under
certain fault conditions, so beginners should leave
initial inspection and testing of such sets to an older
hand familiar with valve circuitry, or wait until our
future article covering the subject. And most
importantly, never forget that the reservoir capacitors in

1946 RAP Courtesy
Green Wood Publishing

1934 Echo AC157.
Courtesy Green Wood
Publishing
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GOLDEN OLDIES

The 19 Set Tank Radio.

all kinds of valved
equipment can hold a

charge of a few hundred
volts for a surprisingly long

time!
The first job is to

shake any loose bits
out and put to one
side. Be careful not to
lose any screws, nuts,
or any special
fasteners as
replacements may

no longer be available.
Try not to disturb any

broken tuning drive cord, as
you'll have to make a sketch of its routing before fitting
a new one - a job to look forward to - not! Take great
care not lose the tensioning spring(s). You can't use any
old twine or string: only proper drive cord, which is
available from Electromail or Maplin. Should any
screws or nuts be missing, British radios usually used
BA sizes, American ones UNC, while Continental and
Far Eastern sets used metric sizes. British set makers
started to introduce metric sizes from the early '70s
onwards. The commonest sizes appear to be 4BA and
6BA Imperial - I've never come across odd BA sizes in
electronic gear - (I remember SBA on rotary switch kits - Ed.)
and 3mm Metric. If you intend to make a hobby of
radio renovation, the cheapest source of assorted
fasteners would be a mixed nut, bolt and hardware pack
from one of the surplus dealers such as Greenweld, Bull
Electrical or J&N Factors. Take care not to lose any
broken plastic bits: when you find where they came
from they can be glued back in place. Incidentally
neither cyanoacrylate (Superglue) nor epoxy adhesives
seem to work too well on plastics. I find the structural
acrylic types such as Permabond Flexon to be most
effective, and although frowned upon in some circles, it
wouldn't be the first time that I've welded a broken part
in place with the soldering iron!. Loose speaker fabrics
can be stuck back in place with Bostick, Evostik or
similar contact adhesive, while Evostik Resin 'W' and
hot -melt glue work well on damaged wooden cabinets.
With a transistor set, the next task is to power it up.
Most British sets used the 'Power Pack' type of battery,
of which all but the cylindrical PP4 are readily available.
Should any indication of the correct battery be missing,
as a rough guide it can be assumed that if a pair of large
press -stud connectors are fitted, the battery will almost
certainly be a 9V PP7 or PP9. Likewise, a plastics or
card mounted pair of small press -studs are designed to
fit the familiar PP3 or the larger PP6. Some of the
posher sets used two batteries, usually PP7s or PP9s.
Just to catch you out, sometimes two 6 -volt PP Is were
used, and these use the same large press studs as the
PP9. Whenever two batteries are fitted, they are usually
arranged as a split rail supply. Never try to run such a
set on a single battery, and always replace the batteries
as a pair. A few British sets, and most imported ones,
used conventional cylindrical cells, all of which are
readily available today. One or two very early British
makes used the old No.8 torch battery, which may be
still be found in older cycle or radio shops as well as
being stocked by Maplin. Whichever batteries are used,
take great care to connect them correctly.

Hear Anything?
Upon switching on, you may be rewarded with
reception of some sort. The volume and wavechange
switches will almost definitely need cleaning, and a shot
of switch cleaner will do the trick. Take care, because
some of the plastics in older sets can be damaged by the
solvents in modern switch cleaners. If in doubt, use an
Electrolube contact treatment oil pen. Loud crackling
when operating the tuning control points to the tuning
capacitor's plates touching. This can be cured by very
careful bending of the offending plate(s). Weak medium
wave reception is often down to a broken ferrite rod - a
common fault usually resulting from an argument with
the floor.

When testing valved sets the warning given earlier
must be heeded. Don't take the back off unless you're
experienced with high voltages: I plan go into greater
detail in a further article. Firstly, check the mains lead.
If it's old and perished it must be replaced before
connecting to the mains - with one significant
exception! AC/DC radios use a largish wire -wound
resistor called a mains dropper, to ballast the series
connected valve heaters used in this type of set. Some
midget American radios of this type had no room for a
dropper resistor. Instead, the dropper resistance was
incorporated in the mains lead. This type of mains lead
must not be replaced with standard mains flex. Make
sure the plug fuse is no more than 3A; fit a lA one if
possible. While on the subject of a.c./d.c. receivers, bear
in mind that the chassis is connected to one side of the
mains supply. Make sure that no part of the internal
metalwork is exposed, including control knob grub
screws. After doing these basic safety checks, plug in,
switch on, and check that the valve heaters glow after a
little while. It will usually take anything up to a minute
for the set to 'warm up' and start operating, and you
may need to connect a yard (sorry, metre!) or so of wire
to the antenna socket. While the valve heaters may
rattle faintly while warming up, any smoke or fizzling
noises, or excessive hum from the speaker are very bad
news. Switch off and unplug immediately. When first
switching on an a.c./d.c. set that's been disused for a
while, the dropper resistor can produce a bit of a pong
as it heats up and drives any dampness out. However, a
burning smell from the mains transformer of an a.c.
only receiver is serious, and the set must not be plugged
in again until the cause has been found. The cost of a
new mains transformer will usually require the
negotiation of a second mortgage! I must admit that all
the valved sets I've acquired from car boot sales have
actually
worked,
with only
minor fettling
needed. So keep
your eyes open and
see if you can
pick up a
bargain!

I

Adilllimm.11111111
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MAIL ORDER
0181-951 578112

132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL
VISA

AOR AR -5000
The AR -5000 advances the frontiers

of performance providing excellent

strong signal handling, high

sensitivity and wide frequency

coverage with microprocessor

facilities to match including five

independent VFOs, 1000 memory

channels, 20 search banks, "Cyber Scan" fast scan and search rates, alpha -tag

memory and search banks, frequency offset, step adjust and auto -mode tuning

to name just a few. AOR have been synonymous with pioneering receiver

design for many years and this tradition continues with the all new AR -5000

"Cyber Scan" 10kHz-2600MHz. RRP.S.-4449.

SALE PRICE ;1.11

AOR AR -3000A
This highly acclaimed receiver has set

its own place in today's demanding

market. Your listening horizons are

truly extended by its Rx range of

100kHz to over 2GHz, and high level

performance is achieved by its

electronically switched 15 band pass

filter system. RRP £-95f1. 1-1(73
SALE PRICE

AR -3000A+ plus OUR PRICE £795.00

YUPITERU

MVT-9000
The ultimate handheld scanner on the market. Covers

530kHz-2039MHz (all mode). Out performs any other

handheld on the market. RRP £4915.

OUR PRICE

Soft case for MVT-9000 OUR PRICE £19.99

AOR AR -8000 (UK)
The ultimate h/held scanner covers everything from

500kHz-1900MHz without gaps. All mode AM, NFM, WFM,

USB, LSB + CW. RRP £4-tr.

OUR PRICE IgltoC)
plus FREE QS -300 desk stand worth £20

Case for 8000...AOR soft case £17.95

ABF-125 Airband filter from AOR £29.50

MasterCard

UM -1(8500
Icom "Next generation" technology

brings you super wide band, all mode

coverage from HF to 2GHz, including

shortwave and VHF/UHF, while maintaining a constant receive sensitivity. The

IC -R8500 is not simply a scanner - it's a professional quality communications

receiver with versatile features from high speed scanning to computer control.

RRPi-1-64/5"

SALE PRICE 41_(7?) 3)C)0
INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE

£549 DEPOSIT AND 10 X £100. APR 0%.

Also stocked Icom IC -R 1 0 OUR PRICE £259.00

BEARCAT

BC-9000XLT
An amazing receiver with

coverage from 25-1300MHz. 500

memories give ample storage

along with auto store, selectable mode, turbo scan (100 channels per sec) alpha

numeric facility and much more. RRPS0129.

SALE PRICE .-__211c-z). C)

YUPITERU

MVT-7100EX (UK)
100kHz-1650MHz. Wideband scanner with SSB. RRP

5349-95

OUR PRICE
UK VERSION; BEWARE

OF NON EU IMPORTS

(with FREE holder worth £10)

Soft case for MVT-7100EX OUR PRICE £19.99

AX -400 MkII
The smallest handheld scanner in the world.

Covers 500kHz - 1300MHz. AM, FM and WFM.

OUR PRICE Yi)OCI,T/
FREE DELIVERY

ALSO BRANDED AS WS -2000

SWM No be r
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TEL: 07000

TECHTOYZ

MICRO COUNTER
Optoelectronics are ready to pioneer the

market by proudly introducing the latest in

technology for frequency counter, the

Techtoyz Micro counter. It is the smallest frequency counter

in the world with a frequency coverage of 10MHz-1.2GHz.

The AA alkeline battery which powers the counter acts as

the antenna, so no external antenna is needed.

INTRO PRICE

NEW R11
Nearfield FM test receiver covers 30MHz-

2GHz.

RRP

OPTO CUB
Miniature frequency finder covers 10MHz-

2.8GHz. Includes nicads, charger & antenna.

Beware of cheap look-alikes. This is the only

counter below £100 with digital capture.

RRP giarSALE PRICE

OPTO SCOUT 3.1-Mk2
Latest mini frequency finder from

Optoelectronics. It will capture and memorise

up to 400 frequencies that can be recalled

directly into the AR -8000. Supplied with ant,

nicads and fast charger. RRP

SALE PRICE

This month we're giving away a free DB-32 with
every Scout sold.

THE XPLORER
How much would you pay for a freq counter,

R-10 Interc'r freq., recorder, decoder, deviation

meter and GPS interface? The Xplorer does it all!

RRP5199:1ALE PRICE

N"k, BUY THE AR -8000 +
OPTO SCOUT

TOGETHER INCLUDING

MODIFICATION &

CONNECTING CABLE. RRPIRT.

SPECIAL OFFER

14) - (2) - (9) - (3) - (6) - (6)

ISCANMASTER SP -55
Boost reception of your scanner with this pre -amp.

25-1500MHz, variable gain, band pass filters.

RRP P&P £3.50

Q-TEK HF INDUCTIVE

INTERFACE
Allows the connection of any HF antenna to any

scanner that has a BNC connector. Simply conned

the long wire antenna to the push terminal on the

top of the interface and attach to your scanner in

place of your existing antenna.

ONLY P&P £1i Matches all handhelds can be worn on the belt or

attached to the quick release body holster.

P&P £1

POLICE STILE NOISIER DIN

QS -200
Mounts on the air vent grille on a car

dashboard to allow easy and safe

operation of most handhelds.

P&P £2

QS -300
A fully adjustable desk top stand for use

with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly (FAI)

with BNC & S0239 connectors

OUR PRICE P&P £2

MA -339
Mobile holder for handhelds

OS -200 Air vent holder £9.99

QS -300 Desk stand £19.95
P&P £2 on all mounts

e4it
EP -300

Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

+ P&P El

AIR -44
Prof quality base antenna for AIR. (Civil &

military). Due to popular demand we have now

introduced a SO -239 version of the highly popular

AIR -44N (1.7m long gain 4.5/1.2dBi).

P&P £8

AIR -33 (As above) lm long 3/6dBi ...£44.95 P&P £5

t:511 Q-TEK D.C. 2000
A high performance wideband antenna offering superb

Iperformance from 25-2000MHz. Transmit range:- 6m,
2m, 70cm, 32cm & 23cm (power handling 200W).

- Fitted with low loss 'N' type connector. Supplied with

mounting brackets.

OUR PRICE '/A-1,@) P&P f5

Q-TEK HYPER SCAN
Receive 25-2000MHz. A high performance

wideband antenna with PL -259 fitting. Complete

with mounting brackets.

OUR PRICE

new compact indoor antenna that

covers 0-1650MHz and is just 20" tall

(collapsed). Supplied with coax and BNC plug

ONLY P&P £5

1:S-LiZ/0'-tf,

BEWARE OF COPIES

P&P £6.00

Q-TEK APOLLO 2000

REGULAR -GAINER RH-770 BEWARE OF COPIES,--mosopo
21cm flexible whip that is ideal as replacement

OUR PRICE P&P £1

SUPER -GAINER RH-9000 BEWARE OF COPIES

40cm flexible model for the ultimate in gain.

OUR PRICE P&P £1

INEW DB-32 A miniature wideband
antenna. Receives 30 - 1200MHz. BNC fitting only
1.5" long. It's superb (for its size).
RRP P & P El . (Beware of cheap cope,)

TSA-6671 BN( magmount £22.95

MAIL ORDER TEL: 0181-951 5781/2
We now accept Lombard

Tricity charge cards

Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL. FAX:- 0181-951 5182
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-2.00pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to Ml, M25, A406.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681 (UK MAINLAND) f10 :66 :ICC" 0
Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 3L0
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YOU'LL NEVER FORGET OUR NEW NUMBER: IF YOU HAVE
AN ALPHA -NUMERIC PHONE - WHY NOT TRY IT?

DIAL: 07000 - THEN H -A -Y -D -O -N (429366)

SONY SW -100E
Award winning miniature

portable SW receiver. Its

performance is brilliant for its

size. The best shortwave receiver

for under £250.

RRP gal. SALE PRICE

SONY SW -55E
Superb quality portable SW

receiver with 125 presets.

100Hz step tuning for

shortwave. Includes compact

antenna, stereo headphones and carry case.

RRP £.29.9IS.

SALE PRICE

****** STAR BUY
* SANGEAN ATS-818
* Award winning portable SW

* receiver. (All mode
* 0.30MHz). RRP116.915.

OUR PRICE 'cllgo(DC)
********************

ROBERTS

R-809
Portable SW receiver continuous

AM coverage 150kHz-30MHz.

OUR PRICE

ROBERTS

R-861
Portable SW receiver with SSB

and RDS. RRP £19-9-15:

OUR PRICE !_ ego (D©

ROBERTS

RC -828
Portable all mode SW receiver

with built-in cassette recorder.

OUR PRICE 91909
DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS

MFJ-784B
 Award winning digital audio filter

OUR PRICE

DSP-599ZX our price £325

s.W.REcovells

YAESU

FRG -100
UK's best selling short wave

receiver. It outperforms any other receiver on the market

below £500. Why not upgrade your old receiver today. Give

us a call for the best part -ex deal in the country.

RRP £599 SALE PRICE

£49 deposit & 10 x £40 APR 0%

INTEREST FREE (RENT AVAILABLE

INTEREST FREE (RENT AVAILABLE

AOR

AR -3030
Award winning short wave

receiver.

New low price _

£99 deposit & 10 x £40 APR 0%

_41114.
e

AOR

AR -7030
Brilliant new all mode

communications

receiver with

synchronous AM and remote control. Not everyone can be

wrong. It has been reviewed by almost every country in

Europe with outstanding comments.

RRP F.3.99 OUR PRICE

AR -7030 plus

IleirAs the review has said, "A

superb desktop shortwave

receiver for its price". Also, it's

British made. If you have not already ordered one, why not

add your name to our list of over a hundred satisfied

customers with one.

OUR PRICE £879.00

OUR PRICE -

HF-3M

TARGET HF-3

c)(:)c) FREE POST

OUR PRICE £189.95

IC-Pat1000
.o91 NOW IN STOCK

OUR PRICE

Q-TEK HF-30
An amazing new design concept in compact HF

antennas. Thanks to its six -stage multi resonant coil

system stacked vertically utilising a magnetic balun

at the base you can obtain better results than ever

experienced from a compact -vertical HF antenna.

(50-239 fitting:- 4' high - clamps to any mast up to

T dia). 0-30MHz.

ONLY (DEL £8.50)

SUPERB HF SHORTWAVE ANTENNA

NEW SP -1 SPYWIRE
Ideal for any receiver. Receives all short wave bands. All

mode, no ATU required. Built in balun.

S0239 connection.

27 FEETilimv  ,- 0 HOOK + £3 P&P

S0239 BALUN

QTEK LW -2
The ultimate in high quality long wire

antenna kits. Complete ready to go wire

antenna that should last forever - don't

forget you get what you pay for!

(0-30MHz) length - adjustable up to 150k.

dik

P&P £5.

(All parts - high quality and replaceable)

VECTRONICS

AT -100
-

This is is a superb self contained antenna system for inside the

house/flat. (built in preselector).

(5)17
RRP "Zio - P&P £4

PORTABLE

ANTENNA
1.8-30MHz unwinds to 28ft. Supplied

with clip adaptor. Winds back in seconds.

Great for portable use, indoors etc.

Connects to any receiver.

OUR PRICE 7J o;'

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT
AR -3000A As new £599.95 IT -8500 3 weeks old £1 2 99.9 5

R-2000 VGC + VHF con £349.95 AR -3000A Plus As new £699.95
FRG -100 As new £349.95 PRO -2006 VGC £199.95
FRG -7700 VG( £249.95 Icom IC -R100 Wideband scanner £299.95
FRG -8800 As new £299.95 MVT-8000 As new £199.95
FRG -7 Comms receiver £149.95 AR -2001 Desktop scanner £149.95
HF-l50 VGC £299.95 MVT-7100 VG( £199.95
ATS-803A SW portable £59.95 VT -225 Airband receiver £149.95
ICF-7600G As new £99.95 PRO -43 Handheld scanner £1 2 9.9 5

RFB-45 ISW portable £79.95 MVT-7000 VGC £169.95
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Code30 Data Analysis
Kevin Nice, datamode enthusiast and Hoka Code30 user, scratches the
surface of this amazing tools capabilities and looks at serious tools for
serious analysis.

I
f you have more than a passing interest
in datamode reception, for that matter
even if you've only a passing interest in

this particular branch of the hobby of short
wave listening, then you'll probably read Mike's
'Decode' column. All of you who do read
'Decode' on a regular basis will be all too aware
of some interesting developments in the area of
shareware decoders. Of particular interest will
be the like of RadioRaft from F6FLT Whilst it is
true to say that this wonderful software is
indeed an excellent tool for the beginner, it falls
a long way short of providing the tools essential
for the real datamode detective.

I have been using a very sophisticated decoder
come analyser for some time now. The Code30 from
Hoka Electronics the Netherlands based radio data
specialists.

What's It Do
In addition to being a comprehensive decoder
shipping with numerous modes, the Code30
offers a powerful set of analysis tools. It offers
the ability to very accurately measure frequency,
shift and baud rate of a data signal under
analysis.

Once the Code30 is calibrated by adjusting the
internal clock division ratio to obtain a straight edge

ASIMIEFIENT 'Her. - BRUIDReitE

ITACISION UMUDRATE MEASUREMENT TRI Amo.olla BAUD

..41:143

AsitArl NM. I TIT .1 .ma mTE CENTER 011

IIIMPO lir

Fig. 1: The first step with any signal is to select the 'Shift
- Speed' module from either the menu or press the 'F1'
key. This screen allows determination of vital information
to allow further analysis to proceed. You will notice that
this is a two tone system with a shift of about 800Hz,
which I've tune almost centrally - 8Hz offset! The
standard speed measurement shows that the baud rate is
either 149.9 if we are looking at a synchronous signal or
75 for an asynchronous type. I've invoke the 'Precision
Measurement' feature which provides a speed to four
decimal places - a very useful facility for characterising
signals.

on a FAX screen whilst monitoring a known accurate
station like say, Rugby, the Code30 become a highly
accurate piece of measuring equipment. Mind you, to
achieve good results you'll have to have a high
quality, professional grade receiver to match for very
serious work. However, the Code30, due to its use of
d.s.p., can compensate for some receiver
inadequacies. For instance, you can actually resolve
and tune in 0.1Hz steps!

Extensive use of processor time does require a
near dedicated machine, my 486DX2-66 only seldom
performs any other task, the Code30 once located
certainly demands attention. The base requirements
for the host PC for the revision I've been using (V1.1)
are a meagre 386DX25, with at least 640Kb of RAM.
The latest, V2 demands a minimum of a fast 486
based machine, with the more RAM the better as V2
allow the 'bit buffer' to use Extended Memory.

It is this 'bit buffer' that is at the heart of the
Code30's operation, allowing the capture and
subsequent storage of a monitored signal. By using
oodles of memory it is possible to monitor, capture
and analyse a complete on -air traffic session from a
station under investigation. For instance 32Mb of
RAM yield about 20mins of recording time.

The Code30 allows the user to save these 'bit
buffer' sessions to disk for later work. This is an
essential feature that allows the collection and
cataloguing of both known an

:11,141-1 44.111-1

l fill LX ritmlukle 'if

estimated SHIM HMI II, estimated CENTER fRUAMPHY 24914 lb
II .1,4

Fig. 2: This shot show the 'Audio Spectrum Analyser'
module. Although similar to Fig. 1. this module allows
visibility of more of your receiver's pass band. A vital tool for
determining the number of tones that make up a system
under investigation. You will note the horizontal line under
the graticule scale, this is a visual indicator of the 'Roofing
Filter' that is currently being used. At 2kHz it is set a little
too high, I would normally reduce this to a more appropriate
width. You can see that the Code30 is set to a centre
frequency of 2500Hz, to correspond with my receiver's
carrier reinsertion oscillator's (b.f.o.) position in the data
filter.

d unknown signals for
subsequent re-
investigation. It is
possible, for
instance, to have
collected an on -air
recording of an
unknown mode
months or even years
earlier, work out the
signals
characteristics by
using the various
modules that
comprise the
Code30, build a
custom demodulator
- yes, you can do that!
- and then apply this
demodulator to the
previously captured
signal and decode the
traffic. You will
however have to
invest a serious
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CODE30 DATA ANALYSIS

amount of time to
achieve this kind of
activity. Be assured it
is a very rewarding
activity which
develops your
knowledge of data
transmission
techniques
tremendously.

No Choice
The Code30 is
pretty much
alone in the
market place.
There is,
theoretically,
competition from
Wavecom in
Switzerland in
the form of the
W41PC. This like
the Code30
comprises a plug-
in card for a PC
(8 -bit) slot and
accomaning
software. The
only problem that
I have personally
found with the
Wavecom product
is getting hold of
one. Maybe it is
due to media
shyness on the
manufacturers
part - but after
many FAXes and
E -mails to their
headquarters over
the past year, so
far I've only
managed to obtained ever retreating delivery
promises - never a decoder!

There is, of course, the Wavecom flagship product,
the W4100, this stand alone unit weighs in at more
than twice the price, though. Its comprehensive
specification actually falls short of that of the Code30. I
can reliably inform you that Code3Os are in residence at
various UK official monitoring sites, go on ask yourself
why.

Fig. 3: The next vital piece of information reqired is the ACF
- auto correlation frequncy. This allows us to identify data
block timing information. The Autocorrelation' module
displays two traces, the upper has a horizontal scale of 500
bits the lower is a zoom section of the upper to show more
detail, it has a resoulution of 2 bits. Note the repeat pattern
of 15 bits.

Fig. 5: The 'Speed -Bit Analysis moLAill s 1.1c u.. of

movable on screen cursors (not shown) to make timing
measurements. Here the signal can be seen to have a
consistent pattern with the same bit occurring in the right
hand side of the display.

OSCILLOSCOPE PHASE PLANE
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Fig. 7: One of the other unique features on a measuring tool
of this cost is the 'Phase plane' module. Here is the plot of a
p.s.k. (phase shift keyed) system. Note the activation of the
Auto -Tune' facility, which is keeping the signal locked to
counteract both transmitter and receiver drift. There isn't to
much drift occurring in either here though as the Code30 is
only having to correct by 0.11Hz.

1.4.64 4110./.4.4s
99.99 44.4, 1,41.4.44 151029va 15 Ib1t9 04144 91..1

Fig. 4: Setting this module with the information obtained so
far, i.e. shift, speed and ACF, allows a sensible synchronised
display on the 'Oscilloscope' module. The upper trace is a
memory trace and is therefore a cumulative display of the
received data. The lower trace is continually updated in real
time.
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2.001111 1411110/011 12011/10 5101. .NIP -'1.1112  1 EL 115

Fig. 6: This is one of the two 'Waterfall' displays provided by
the Code30. This type of display allows a time plot of a signal
(pass band) under investigation.
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Fig. 8: Same signal as Fig. 7. This time angular modulation
(phase angle) is displayed against time with the 'Phase
Scope' module.

You can get your Code30 or just more information
on this Analysis tool and Decoder from:
Hoka Sales UK, PO Box 2630,
Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 9RU.
Tel/FAX: (01323) 487919.
E-mail: hokasales@pavilion.co.uk

The latest version, V2 costs £1885.
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CLASSIC RECEIVERS

The Heathkit Mohican
Receiver
Ben Nock G4BXD, enlists the help
of the cavalry and discovers a lone
Indian.

Head on to a Mohican,
note the large whip
antenna which extends
to over 1.5m.

T
he Heathkit Mohican receiver, or GC -1U as it
was otherwise known, is a very stylish, portable
transistorised receiver of the early period, tuning

500kliz to 30MHz in five bands and providing a good
band spread function for amateur band coverage.

A child of the 60s, the Mohican was a radical change to
the previous valved RA -1 type receiver. Presented in a
neat, Heath green case, carry handle on top, self-
contained battery, loudspeaker and whip antenna, the
GC -1U is ideal for portable and holiday use. The
sensitivity and selectivity, although being reasonable for a
set of its time, is nothing much to shout about but it is,
never the less, a portable set, and it does have the
amateur bands clearly marked on it and catered for.

What Makes It Tick?
The ten -transistor set was futuristic enough to even
employ crystal resonators in the i.f. strip to give the
required selectivity. The circuit follows fairly standard
design lines, single conversion superhet, separate local
oscillator 455kHz i.f. stages and a simple diode detector.
The full circuit description starts with a common base r E
amplifier; using an AF115 p.n.p. bipolar transistor
feeding the mixer another AF115, which is also being fed
with the signal from the separate oscillator stage, again
the AF115 device being used.

Tuned circuits are used in the rf. amplifier input and
output circuits, the three ganged tuning capacitor being
used for the two r.f circuits and the local oscillator.

Three 0C45 transistors, strange black glass objects,
are used in the LE strip, which operates at 455kHz, a
further 0C45 transistor being employed as the beat
frequency oscillator. An 0081 a.E driver stage feeds two
0081 output transistors via a matching transformer. The
output stage drives the internal 250 loudspeaker, with a
headphone jack being provided which disconnects the
speaker when headphone listening is being enjoyed.

The b.f.o. circuit is in fact tuned using a Varicap diode.
The front panel blo. tuning knob, which has a pull
on/push off switch combined, varies the volts on a
Varicap diode which forms part of the b.f.o. tuned circuit.

The internal, or external 12V supply if used, is
regulated with a 6.4V Zener diode to feed the b.f.o., local
oscillator, mixer and r.f. stages. The audio output stage
gets the full 12V, a small filter/dropper circuit lowers the
supply to 10.6V for the al driver stage and again to 9.3V
for the rest of the set. The i.E stage has a switched `S'

meter, which is ganged with the a.g.c. switch, so that the
`S' meter only operates when a.g.c. is being activated. A
simple diode noise limiter is also provided and this can be
switched in or out, reducing any 'peak noise' type pulses.

A separate rf. gain control is located on the front
panel, along with an antenna peaking trimmer. The set
has a built-in whip which extends to some 1.52m.

Alternatively an external antenna, longwire, etc., can
be connected to a high impedance terminal on the rear of
the chassis, a 7552 Belling Lee coaxial socket being
provided for connection of low impedance antennas,
dipoles etc. The rear chassis also accommodates a pair of
terminals for muting the set when used with a transmitter
these simply invoke disconnection of all power to the set.

The dial illumination, provided by a bulb either side of
the tuning scale, can also be switched on or off, a useful
feature when running on internal batteries so as to
conserve power. It should be noted though, that the GC -
1U is a positive earth set. That is, the case and ground of
the set are connected to the positive terminal of the power
supply, thus making it unsuitable to be connected to a
modern car supply by way of the cigar lighter. There is the
considerable danger of case of the set, touching the chassis
of the vehicle, and shorting out the car supply - beware!

Listening With An Indian
In use, the Mohican is very easy to get on with. The
portability of the set and large tuning dial, especially with
the amateur band spread scales, makes it ideal for those
sunny days in the garden.

I used the set with a longwire antenna - some 41m
total - this did overload the set. The r.f. stage and a.g.c.
being unable to deal with the strong signals, especially on
80 and 40m.

Listening on the internal whip alone, provided a
surprising number of resolvable signals. A short spell on
20m produced many European countries, African
callsigns and the usual array of American calls.

Sitting in the deck chair, with the set on the pool table,
sun beating down and a drink in hand, made listening to
the bands very pleasant.

Considering the low cost of these sets today, and the
high price of a modem equivalent, it would seem that
despite its age, the Heathkit Mohican can still give great
enjoyment for s.w.l. and amateur alike. Do look out for
one at your next rally, and put a little Indian into your
listening.
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Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
Phone: (01908) 610625 (Photo Acoustics Ltd)
FAX: (01908) 216373
E -Mail:- 100304.71@Compuserve.com

Photo Acoustics Ltd

ICOM
IC-PCR1000
New PC Software
Turn your PC into a wide band
receiver
* USB. LSB, CW, AM. FM. WFM
* 3 interface screens to choose from
* Real time bandscope function
* Wide frequency coverage with all mode

receive

* Unlimited number of memory channels
* Automatic mode
* IF shift function
* Noise blanker
* Digital AFC function
* S -meter squelch

* CTCSS tone squelch decode function
* RF attenuator (20dB)
* External speaker level control
* Super fine tuning to 1Hz
* 9600 baud data receive capability

only £349.00 inc! VAT

KENWOOD
TS -570D

* 16 bit AF -stage DSP delivers superb audio
quality

* Digital filtering gives you the edge when
the going gets tough

* Large, clear, easy to read display, showing
all major operating parameters

* Set-up operator engineered features using
the new menu system

* CW auto tune - a world first, altering the
VFO to your preset pitch

* 100 memories. Extensive memory
functions including browsing of contents

* Compact size 270 x 96 x 271. Weight
6.0kg

TS -570D c/w manual PSU for receiveing and
5 year warranty. (Transceiver modified for
Rx only)

£1432.95
Deposit: £150.95.
24 payments of £72.54
Total cost of loan: £344.72

58 High Street
Newport Pagnell
Bucks MK16 8AQ.

AR -8000 UK
(SPECIAL OFFER)

£299.00

NEW ICOM
ICR-8500

The new IC -R8500 has proved itself to be
the professional choice for all band
monitoring. Covering 100kHz to 2GHz with
no gaps and all mode fitted as standard.

* 100kHz to 2000MHz
* Incredible 10Hz resolution
* All mode including USB/LSB. CW. AM.

FM & WBFM
* Built in TCXO for unrivalled frequency

stability
* IF shift & audio peak filter
* Noise blanker. RF anttnuator & selectable

AGC
* Digital AFC
* 1000 memories including alpha numeric

tagging
* RS -232C serial port
* Versatile scanning functions
* 13 different tuning steps
* Optional voice announcement

£1595.00
'CR-8.500 package includes: 25-1300MHz
discone. long wire antenna kit and Howes
CTU-9 ATU. £1568.80
Deposit: £160.80 24 payments of
£74.44.
Total cost of loan: £378.56

CLOSED

THURSDAYS

ALINCO DJ-X10E
SCANNER

£349.00
* Mains drop in charger for easy and

convenient use
* Nicad battery pack 4.8V DC 700mAH

NiCad battery pack
* Belt clip
* Carrying strap
* Flexible low profile antenna

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency 100kHz - 2000MHz
Memories 1200
Scan speed 25 ch/sec
Scan steps Selectable (50Hz - 500kHz)

in 20 fixed steps
Receiver Triple Superheterodyne
Dimensions 57(H) x 150(W) x 25.5(D)
Weight 320g (with EBP-37N battery

pack

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
EBP-33N Small size 650mAH NiCad

£39.95
EBP-34N Long life 1200mAH NiCad

£49.95
ESC -29 Standard soft case £7.95
EBC-6 Mobile mounting bracket

£12.95
EME-6 Earphone £10.95

ICOM IC-R1OE
* All mode FM. WFM,

SSB, CW. AM
* 500kHz-1300MHz
* Real time bandscope
* 1000 memories
* Alphanumeric tag to

each memory
* Tuneable bandpsss filters

employed for excellent
RX performance

* Multi -function dot matrix
display

* Full computer access
compatability.

Now available from
stock RRP £349

PA price £329.00
5th EDITION UK
SCANNING
DIRECTORY
Available from stock. Order
your now.

ONLY £18.50 P&P £2

The UN Scanning
Directory

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, THURSDAY Closed, SATURDAY 9.30 - 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE

VISA

i
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SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS GROUP - AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES - DATA COMMUNICATIONS - SHOR

LISTEN IN
ISSUE NO.2

"The one stop radio enthusiasts solution. . ."

South Midlands House, Chandlers Fool

World Time Alarm Clock
EW-889

Features include:
* World time and home time
* Flashing indication on a world

map to show a time and location
of 24 individual cities

* Bar indication to confirm days and
nights

* 106 year calendar from 1993 to
2099

* Days, months, year, time and
Summer -time display

* Alarm clock with snooze function
* Min/Max temperature of weather
* Average Rainy days display
* Uses 1 x AA Battery
Price £23.00 Postage £3.50

LCD Electronic Barometer
* Features include:
* Illustrated Weather Forecast

Symbols
* Pressure Trend Bar Graph
* Daily Alarm and Calendar
* Pressure History Reading (24

hours stored)
* Relative Humidity and Comfort

indications

SMC

* Low Battery Signal Indication
* Free Standing or Wall Mounting
* Uses 4 x AAA Batteries.
Price £64.50 Postage £3.50

Scanners - What's Hottest?

AOR AR8000 MCO Enhanced

The AR8000 is leading the way in the
scanner field at present by offering the
benefits of a short wave AND
professional wide band VHF/UHF
receiver in a neat hand held package!
Perhaps one of the AR8000's
strongest points is the EXTREMELY
comprehensive user manual which
offers lots of useful tips about starting
out in the hobby.

The numerous features include:

500kHz - 1900MHz continuous
coverage * Built-in Medium Wave
antenna *AIvI/NFM/WFM and yes...
USB/LSB & CW! * Password
protected memory (to stop those
'prying eyes'!!)! * 1,000
alphanumeric nameable memories *
three way power operation - internal
Nicads, I2V DC and 240AC mains

(PSU included)* Optional PC
interface.

Available exclusively from SMC the
AR8000 MCO Enhanced is supplied
ready to use with the
Optoelectronics Scout and the
Siskin Multicat.

Plus lots more, phone or write for a
glossy, or better still call in and try
one out, it's fun!

AR8000MCO Enhanced - £324.95

Data Decoding - the easy way

We have recently launched the
Siskin Multidata PC add-on for
decoding High resolution fax, Slow
Scan TV, RTTY, AmTOR and Morse
code. This little unit simply plugs
into your PC serial port and
receiver's tape/extension speaker
socket. Just £29.95 with FREE
software!!!

Unlike other similar units on the
market the Multidata IS CE
approved to cut down on harmful
radiation, beware of imitations!

Short wave Under £100?

Sangean ATS-8I8 Worldband Radio

Yes that's right, our buying power
has enabled us to offer the fabulous
Sangean ATS-8I8 receiver at just
£99.00 rather than its usual list price
of £119.00. The 818 is a high quality
feature packed portable Short wave
receiver tuning I.7MHz to
29.999MHz plus MW, LW and FM
S -T -E -R -E -O! All this plus 45 preset
channels, built-in sleep function and
AC supply, we must be crazy!

The Super Snooper Sniffer...
Have you ever wondered how books
like the UK Scanning Directory are
compiled? How do they find out
who uses what frequency? One
possible explanation could be the
Opto Scout, an ingenious little
device that slips in your top pocket
whilst sampling two-way radio users
nearby logging their frequencies
into its memory. Up to 400
frequencies may be stored for later
retrieval from the Scout's built-in
LCD screen or by dumping the
information out to a PC (using an
optional RS -232 interface such as the
Siskin Multicat) for in depth analysis
with programs such as Microsoft
Access etc.

Optoelectronics Scout

Supplied by SMC complete with
built-in Nicad, fast charger, wide
band telescopic whip and companion
PC software diskette at just £349.

Receiver C.A.T. control

What is all this C.A.T. stuff
everybody is on about these days?
Well, many modem receivers (most
Icom, Yaesu FRG 100, Kenwood
R5000, AOR AR8000 etc.) have an
extra computer control socket

South Midlands Communications Ltd
S M House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hampshire S053 4BY
Amateur/Short Wave/Data (01703) 251549. E-mail amateur@smc-comms.com website: http://www.smc-comms.com

\I
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WAVE/AIRBAND/VVORLDBAND LISTENING - PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO - SHORT TERM HIRE RADIOS PNEUMATIC TELESCOPIC MASTS

WITH SMC
allowing a PC to control mode,
frequency and memory functions.
Whilst you could buy an RS -232
interface from the various
manufacturers invariably they are
specific to just that one radio.

A couple of years ago we launched
the Siskin Multicat which
revolutionised C.A.T. control. At
last, one interface that works with
ALL Icom, Kenwood and Yaesu

C.A.T. radios and Scanners such as
the AR8000MCO Enhanced and the
Optoelectronics Scout..

Siskin Multicat CAT Interface

Unlike other controllers the Multicat
IS CE approved, DOES come with
ready-made computer and radio
cables, IS supplied with Windows
and DOS software, DOESN'T need
to be traded in when you change
radios and... it's less expensive too!
£69.95 incl. Cables and software.

ICOM's new Baby...
Like many hobbies the PC is
becoming an integral part of the
radio shack, perhaps one of the
reasons why Icom have just launched
the IC -R 1000 PC controlled radio
receiver! No receiver could ever
offer such a wealth of information
and reporting at the users fingertips.
This simple 'black box' that makes
extensive use of your PC's features
including the sound card and Super

VGA screen.

Icom IC-PCR1000 PC screen

Not a knob in sight!

ANDY
SMC LONDON

6 Royal Parade, Hanger Lane
London W5A lET

0181 997 4476

All mode RX, 100kHz - 1300Mhz

Unlimited no. of memory channels
limited only by available HD space.

3 INTERFACE SCREENS TO
CHOOSE FROM -

1 Display screen showing everything
you would see on a conventional
receiver

2 Component screen for Tuning and
Mode choice

3 Radio screen showing presets for
stations and frequencies

Real Bandscope function for easy
location of the busiest frequencies

9600 baud Packet receive capability
(ideal of PocSag pager reception!)

Price £349
Multidata!

Short Range Business Radio...

Maxon Easiwave

inc. free Siskin

Many businesses have an ongoing
need for reliable professional quality
two-way radio at affordable prices,
i.e. farmers, businesses with several
offices in a nearby town etc. where
conventional telephone lines would
be inaccessible and cellular
telephones would be too expensive.

The UK Government have recently
introduced the Short Range Business
Scheme which permits the use of
certain UHF radio transceivers in
such situations. We are pleased to
offer the new SMC Type Approved
Easiwave range of transceivers. The
licensing couldn't be easier, just fill
in a simple form and mail a cheque
off to the DTI, that's all you need to
do! Available now, please call for a
free colour brochure.

RODNEY OR BILL
SMC AXMINSTER

1 Western Parade, West Street,
Axminster, Devon EX13 5NY

01297 34918

Short term hire
Is your boss looking for an
inexpensive solution to business
communications using two-way
Radio?....

Many small businesses are
discouraged from the thought of
using two-way radio because of the
tedious UK licensing regulations
and equipment costs. We can help in
many areas including:

Low cost short term hire - ideal for
public events such as Shows,
Expeditions and functions. Call our
direct Hire Sales on 01703 900 194

WWW'ers read on....
If you have an Internet account and
PC or Mac try logging on to:

http://www.policescanner.com.

9 New York City
Police Doper trees*

Amongst other things you'll hear
LIVE radio traffic from new York
Police Department, and, as far as we
know it's actually done with the full
blessing of New York Police
department. Their site also allows
Real Audio links to Air Traffic and
Fire Brigade Radio Systems.
Whatever next?...

Airband Transceiver

JHP 200 Airband Transceiver

We are pleased to announce the new
SMC JHP200 Airband Transceiver,
the ideal companion for Light
Aircraft and Microlight Pilots. This

rugged handheld offers a host of
features including:

Full 108 - 137MHz coverage *
VOR mode allows the angle of
approach to be displayed in their
LCD * Easy to read LCD display *
Scans COM & NAV bands * Wide
range of optional accessories.

New For Data Enthusiasts
Ever wondered how to receive and
transmit SSTV, FAX, RTTY,
AMTOR, HF Packet, VHF Packet
and CW in one convenient
package for under £100.00?
The answer is the New SMC
Multimodo Data Communications
PC Interface. Available NOW.
Features include:
* Full technical support
* User friendly manual
* Supplied complete with cables
and software
* High quality construction
* LED tuning display
* CE Approved
We firmly believe that the SMC
Multimodo will open up a whole
new world of Data
Communications for the Short
Wave Listener and Radio Amateur
alike.
Just £89.00 with FREE Postage

Go Mobile
Take your Receiver or Transceiver
anywhere with the ME 923 DC to
AC Mains Inverter. Just plug it
into a cigar plug socket in your car
or caravan and away you go.
Input: IIV to 15V
Output Voltage: 230V AC 125
Watts
Output Wave: 50Hz
Low Battery Alarm: -10.7V DC
Low Battery Shutdown: -10V DC
Connection: Input Car Type Cigar
Plug
Output 13 Amp Type Mains
Price: £69.00 with FREE Postage

Please call us for any further
information on our product range,
new equipment and our monthly
special offers.

Six Months Deferred Payment...
Pay an initial deposit of only 10%
and have nothing else to pay for six
months (on purchases over £400).
Written quotations are available
on request.

Mail Order/Customer Service
AILSA OR PHIL 01703 251549
Antenna/Rotator Technical Enquiries

NORMAN 0467 462774
SWM October 1997
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Includes 32 page full colour
Computer Equipment Catalogue

The Winter 97/98 Edition brings you:

Our most comprehensive selection of
Computer equipment ever, including all the
latest CPU's, the fastest CD-ROM's, new
ranges of Scanners, Printers,
Motherboards, Graphic & Sound cards etc.
etc., extending our range of PC components
and accessories at unbeatable prices.

£25 worth discount vouchers.

208 Page main Catalogue, plus
32 Page full Colour
Computer Catalogue,
incorporating 26 Sections with over
4000 Products from some of the Worlds
Finest Manufacturers.

£2.20
+ 30p p&p

Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and
most large newsagents, or directly from
Cirkit.

Get your copy today!

Access

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7NQ

Tel: 01992 448899  Fax: 01992 471314
Email: mailorder@cirkit.co.uk

Website: http://www.cirkit.co.uk/cirkit

Amateur ARC

Radio
Communications
ARc Ltd TUE TO SAT

10AM-SPM

Largest selection of receivers and scanners
in the North of England

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

NOW IN STOCK!
NEW ALINCO

DJ-X1OE SCANNER
* 100kHz-2000MHZ
* AM. WFM.NFM. SSB.

CW
* 1200 memory channels
* Channel Scope Spectrum

Analyser
* Channel Scope Peak Search
* Advanced scanning features
* Plus lots more

RRP 1349
FREE DR01,1, CHARGER

gIPOP PRESS
AOR have reduced the RRP of
he AOR-8000 to £349!!
Don't miss out on this special
offer.
Phone now for our cosh price.

OPTO SCOUT
Mini frequency tinder that
will capture and memorise
up to 400 frequencies
which can he recalled
directly into the AR -8000
or alternatively the Icom IC -R10.

RRP £399 ARC PRICE £349

For your first venture into the world of
Shortwave listening, look no further
than the
AKD HF-3
receiver. A
quality
British made communications receiver
at an affordable price. £159.95 incl
PSU and antenna.

PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS

Watson WSM-

1900 antenna on

micro magnetic

base

£29.95

5th UK Scanning

Directory

£18.50
£2 P&P

A R -3000A
oulst0z-2036MH7

 wairar a , plus lots of extras
including an RS -232
interface for comput-

er control. Remember the saying -.ill
good things come in small packag.-
well the AOR-AR3000A proves it-.
true. NOW AT THE NEW

RRP £799 Hi MRS N. ST THIS i g I H I 555,

NOW IN STOCK IC -R8500
Proving to he a top
seller, the
ICR-8500 is not
simply a scanner it

is a professional quality receiver.
Phone for details! RRP £1699.

Cash/Cheque/Switch £1529
incl Nee AD -55 mains PSU.

let again learn are first past the
post in producing the new

IC-PCR1000::
Bring another world to

your computer -just sim-
ply by installing this

new software you can
listen to the exciting

world of communications from your
own PC.

Phone now for details
ONLY £349 incl VAT

I1C -R I 0 Nol \ IN STOCK
The law.' handheld .canner 1.roni
Icom - a sure winner! The R -I0
is the first handheld eser to boast
a real-time bandscope function
making it easy to locate busy fre-
quencies and stew the receiving
frequents band conditions. f379

RRP. ARC price £339

Ring for Cash/Cheque price.'

Scanmaster

QS -200 Mobile
Holder £9.95

QS -300 Adjustable

desk holder £19.95

Scanmaster

Base £39.95

Discone

£49.95

SECONDHAND BARGAINS
AOR SDU-5000 Spectrum display unit as new £599
Trio R -I000 £299
Yaesu FRG -I00 boxed £375
AOR AR -2500 £275
Regency MX -7000 boxed £325
Drake R8E £650
Lowe HF-225 VGC
Icom IC -R7000 boxed £7151

Icom IC -R7100 boxed ULF. I

Yaesu FRG -8800 + FIF232 £325
AOR AR -7030 mint condition f TE I .
Grundig Satelite 500 + FAX-1/Datong AD -270 £175
AOR-2800 boxed £TEL
2 x Yaesu FRG -7 from £141)
2 x Icom IC-R71E front £550
Yaesu FRG -9600 + HF converter £350
Sony A1R-7 £125

71w above is just a selection. Please phone Jar mom detail.,

INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE at low APR rates

ACCESS * VISA * SWITCH - ALWAYS WELCOME FREE PARKINGAVAILABLE

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown,
Newton -le -Willows,

Merseyside WA12 9BA
II hr \ i
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REVIENV

Yaesu FRG -100

As a result of an oversight by John Wilson in one of his
recent reviews, he decided to make ammends by revisiting
some of the older receivers that are still in production.
This time it's the turn of the Yaesu FRG -100 receiver.

Elfelt very embarrassed when I forgot to mention
the Yaesu FRG -100 receiver in a recent article
about receivers in the £400 to £500 price range,

and suggested to the editor of Short Wave Magazine that I
would like to take a second look at one or two receivers
which had been around a few years, including the FRG -
100, to see how well they compared with more recent
offerings. I have to say in my defence that I recall the
FRG -100 being introduced shortly after I had brought
the HF-150 to the market, and at that time it didn't
compare because the HF-150 was priced close to £300
and the FRG -100 at £599. However, the FRG -100 list
price has dropped to £489 and is actually being sold at
under £450 whilst the HF-150 has escalated to £419 so
they are now almost head to head and people are asking
"Which one shall I buy?" Well, thanks to the generosity
of SMC, I have had the opportunity to try out the FRG -
100 and have to say that it has been a revealing
experience.

When Lowe were the UK distributors for Yaesu
Musen back in the 1970s it was a pleasure to unpack
any of their products because they were always
complete with plugs and sockets, well wrapped up
against transit damage and had the best handbook of
any of the foreign manufacturers. It was therefore
doubly pleasing to unpack the FRG -100 and find that
Yaesu have kept to their original principles and provided
everything you need to switch on and go, and the

handbook was just like the old times, with a perfectly
judged mix of operational and technical information -
and the large, clear circuits printed on heavy paper are a
delight to see and handle. I never could persuade
Kenwood to follow the Yaesu example in handbook
production, more's the pity.

Classic Mould
The FRG -100 is a real receiver in the classic mould, with
good physical proportions and simple controls carefully
arranged on the panel. However, there are powerful
operating facilities available to the user and it's possible
to do a good deal of 'tailoring' to suit your own
requirements as you get to know the receiver. The main
front panel display gives frequency readout to 10Hz,
with decimal points after the MHz and kHz digits so you
always know where you are, and the figures of the
display stand out in black against an orange/yellow
background, making them very easy to read even in
bright light. A Tim' button is provided which reduces
the level of back lighting if you wish. The display also
carries the various legends reminding you what you are
doing (some of us forget), including mode, memory
channel, wide/narrow filter, 'busy' which shows when
the squelch has opened, 'fast' when you use the fast
tune function, and all the legends for setting the clock
and timer functions. Everything displayed is clear and
legible at a glance. If you find seven digits of frequency

SWM November 1997
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display too much to take, you can disable the 10Hz
digit, but I found it reassuring to know exactly what
frequency I was on - aided by the excellent stability of
the FRG -100. It's worth reminding yourself that users of
receivers like this enjoy a level of frequency stability that
only professional crystal controlled equipment could
provide not that many years ago. I still have the original
reviews of the Sommerkamp (Yaesu by another name)
FR -100B carried out by Brian Armstrong, G3EDD and
Peter Simpson, G3GGK, with whom and for whom I
had the pleasure of working in the heady days of Pye
Telecommunications in Newmarket Road, Cambridge.
Where are you now, 0 members of the Special
Engineering Department?

Oh Lord, he's off down memory lane again. But - to
the point; the FR -100B was rated as pretty good with an
overall drift of nearly 2kHz which was achieved after a
45 minute warm up. Can you imagine waiting for 45
minutes for any receiver to settle down?? - but it was,
after all, 1967.

HI 1111111111 ANT
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Tuning
The main tuning knob sits at a nice height above the table
and is smooth and easy to use although having that
slightly dead feel which is common to most receivers
these days. As you tune, it is easy to be misled by the
rapid shuttling of the display digits into thinking that the
tuning rate is too fast; in fact at 5kHz per revolution it's
absolutely perfect in all modes - about two QSOs per turn
on 80 metres and two stations per turn on the broadcast
bands. Alongside the knob are two up/down buttons
which change frequency in 100kHz steps when in normal
tuning mode, and just below these is the 'Fast' button
which changes the main tuning knob rate to 100kHz per
revolution and the up/down increments to 1MHz which
makes getting around quickly a very easy task even when
jumping from medium wave to ten metres. The tuning
range of the receiver is from 130kHz to 30MHz, and
when using the tuning knob there is no 'rollover' at the
band limits. However; if you are sitting at 130kHz and
want to roll over to 30MHz, a quick prod at the 'Down
button will get you there, and you can use the same
technique to get from 30MHz directly to 130kHz.

The receiver tuning rate changes to suit the mode
selected, and the normal settings are 10Hz steps for
s.s.b. and c.w., with 100Hz steps for a.m. and f.m.
These increase to 100Hz and 1 kHz respectively when
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the `Fast' button is pressed, but one of the more
impressive features of the FRG -100 is the way in which
several operating functions can be changed to suit your
own preferences, and the `Fast' tune system is one of
these. By a few simple key strokes you can programme
the fast tuning rate in each mode independently, so as
to give you what you prefer. For example, you could set
it to 9kHz in a.m. for medium wave channel hopping,
whilst having 1.5kHz steps for s.s.b. - or whatever you
want. It's extremely flexible, and above all easy to
change to suit your current needs. If you don't want the
receiver to go anywhere at all a 'Lock' button is
provided which locks out all the tuning functions.
However, it is still possible to change mode and use the
memory channel selector and I found this to be more
useful than the lock keys which totally disable all
functions because it allowed me to sit on frequency and
try different reception modes to find which gave the
best results. Very good feature for listening to weak
broadcast signals where propagation conditions and
interference dictate the use of alternative modes at
different times of the day.

Mode selection is by a row of buttons at the lower
edge of the panel, and modes provided are u.s.b., l.s.b.
c.w., c.w. (narrow), a.m., a.m. (narrow), and f.m. (with
an optional f.m. detector board). There is no
synchronous a.m. detector, but the receiver is so stable
that the e.c.s.s. technique can be used in s.s.b. mode
without any difficulty whatsoever, helped by the fact
that the receiver stays on the correct frequency when
switching sidebands (some other makes don't). Received
audio is excellent in each mode, and another of those
user programmable features comes into play when you
have the experience to know how s.s.b. reception
should sound, because you can adjust the carrier offset
independently for each sideband to get that perfect
balance of audio which makes all the difference to easy
s.s.b. or e.c.s.s. listening. This particular feature really
impressed me, as did the ability to adjust the blo.
offset in c.w. mode using the same technique, and a
choice of normal and reverse b.f.o. offsets - but I may be
the only reader of Short Wave Magazine who listens to
c.w., so please excuse my enthusiasm. Just remember
that when the chips (and the satellites) are down I will
still be able to communicate by banging my head on the
wall in Morse code, even though my message may only
be "Get me out of here". Come to think of it, if I'm in
the padded cell, even Morse won't help - but I can
always whistle it.

IF Filters
The it filters provided represent a good choice, with a
2.4kHz bandwidth for s.s.b. and c.w., and 4kHz and
6kHz for a.m. narrow and a.m. wide. Here comes
another clever 'tailoring' feature, which allows you to
change the settings for s.s.b. and a.m. so that 'Wide'
and 'Narrow' can select filters other than the normal
default choice. The f.m. bandwidth (when the f.m.
option is fitted) is set at 15kHz, and c.w. uses 2.4kHz
for wide, the narrow filter being an option, with a choice
of 500Hz and 250Hz. Incidentally, fitting instructions
for the various options are given in the handbook which
accompanies the receiver, and the illustrations are
unmistakably clear. The c.w. filter options are mounted
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on plug-in boards so no soldering is necessary.
Final receiver functions are switchable AGC

Slow/Fast', a noise blanker and r.f. attenuators which
have the best selection of values I have come across.
Rather than the usual 10dB or 20dB steps, Yaesu have
chosen 6dB and 12dB which can be selected together to
give 18dB. This may not seem dramatically important to
you, but when checking the r f. performance of a
receiver, as well as using it in anger with an antenna
connected, the 6dB and 12dB settings are absolutely
perfect for optimising r f. sensitivity and intermodulation
performance. This is a really intelligent choice by the
FRG -100 designer, and is to be applauded.

One area where receiver facilities have improved over
the last couple of years is in the provision of memory
channels, and the FRG -100 slightly betrays its age by
having only fifty two available, each storing frequency,
mode and filter selection. Swapping memory to v.f.o. and
v.f.o. to memory couldn't be easier, and reviewing the
memories is extremely easy because Yaesu have provided
a separate front panel rotary control which steps through
them and displays the contents on the main display but
without stopping the receiver listening to the current
frequency. If you don't want any of the memory contents
you simply stop twiddling the knob and the display
returns to showing the frequency. The 'knob twiddling'
is also perfect for finding a blank memory channel
should you want to store the current frequency.

All the memory channels are tuneable, so you have
in effect fifty two receivers under your control, and since
frequency and mode are stored, it's ever so easy to have
a series of bands already programmed to suit your
listening habits. I would choose to have the bottom
frequency of each amateur band and its correct
sideband stored in memory so that I have a dedicated
amateur band receiver at my fingertips. You may prefer
to have a selection of h.f aircraft bands set up or the
bottom end of the Citizens' Band, but if it's broadcast
bands you need Yaesu have already provided that facility
in the FRG -100. By pressing a couple of buttons the
receiver will step through all sixteen broadcast bands
including long wave and medium wave, and if that
wasn't enough you can store any mode and filter setting
on any band and it will be called up automatically when
that band is selected. These sixteen stores are in
addition to the fifty two other memory channels so the
receiver really has sixty eight stores available. Nice
feature, as is the list in the handbook giving suggested
frequency bands for aeronautical and maritime
communications.

Scanning
Can I scan? Scan I can! Not quite palindromic but it
says what I need to say. Any receiver having memory
channels usually has a means of automatically scanning
them and the FRG -100 is no exception. Yaesu have
covered most scanning options, and you can have the
receiver stop on signal and wait until it vanishes, stop
and step on after a 5 second delay, or stop and remain
on frequency until the 'Scan' button is prodded.
Memory channels can be grouped in lots of ten to allow
'Group Scan' so you don't have to blunder through all
fifty two every time, and any memory channel can be
designated as 'Priority' which gets looked at every few

seconds to check for activity. The maritime distress
frequency is the one I always pop in priority and it's
surprising how much activity there is, particularly here
in North Devon where the air/sea rescue chopper is out
regularly through the summer picking up chumps who
ignore warning signs and get cut off by the tide.

The receiver can also scan in frequency, and you can
set upper and lower frequency limits and let it gallop off
at whatever tuning steps you want - even down to 10Hz.
The 'Scan and stop' facility was useful in checking the
receiver for internally generated spurious signals because
I just set the receiver scanning away at one end of its
frequency range and let it find its own sproggies. Yaesu
adopt a very honest approach by telling you in the
handbook of the spurious signals the receiver generates,
and I didn't find any others worth mentioning.

The final items on the front panel are a very nice
`proper' signal strength meter, the usual headphone jack

and controls for setting the clock and timer functions.
Two clocks are included so that you can have one set to
GMT/UTC and the other to local rime or some other
time zone, and both can be set to 12 hour or 24 hour
format. The clock displays can be enabled at any time
during reception by simply pressing the 'Clock' button
and/or the `Sel' button to toggle between the two
clocks. The timer function can be used as a timed
switch on or switch off, and has a 'Sleep' timer should
you be in the habit of nodding off whilst listening. Yes,
I've listened to some of those 80 metre nets as well. A
fixed level audio output is provided on the rear panel for
connection to a tape recorder, and a control line for
actually switching the external recorder is also on the
rear panel. A quick look at the (excellent) circuit
diagram showed that the switched output comes from a
properly isolated relay contact which is a plus point for
the designer and a good safety point for the user. Now
that I'm on the back panel, I've started so I'll finish - as
the Bishop said to the Actress - or was it someone else?

Two antenna inputs are provided, one 500 into an
SO -239 connector and the other high impedance into
spring loaded terminals; a 'mute' jack allows external
muting of the receiver from a simple contact closure; a
jack for external loudspeaker connection; a switch for
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the internal lithium backup battery and a socket for the
CAT external computer control. The CAT system was
designed by Yaesu and has been in use for quite some
time. As far as I know it has been successful and trouble
free, and since it uses a relatively slow serial data transfer
rate there have been no complaints about computer
noise getting into the receiver by that door. 1 didn't have
the opportunity to check any commercial software, but
provision of the CAT facility is a jolly nice feature and
makes the FRG -100 tie in with all the other Yaesu radio
products.

Measurements
Time to get it on the operating table and do some
measurements.

Looking again at the circuit reveals a well chosen
selection of input filters which should mean decent
second order intermod performance and a push pull
f.e.t. mixer with high level oscillator drive, two sections
of first i.f. filtering and a push-pull f.e.t. second mixer
which would suggest good third order performance as
well. I was not disappointed.

The basic sensitivity of the FRG -100 is -I24dBm for
12dB SINAD on s.s.b. and c.w., which is equivalent to
0.125µV p.d. and therefore much too sensitive for use
on the h.f. frequencies up to about 20MHz. However,
the provision of the 6dB attenuator sets the FRG -100 in
the right league for good h.f. receivers and I would
always use it with the attenuator in circuit unless I was
going up to 10m and listening down in the noise for very
weak signals. Sensitivity on a.m. with 60% modulation
for 12dB SINAD is -114dBm, equivalent to 0.35µV p.d.

In order to keep measured figures for third order
intercept point equivalent across other receivers, I tested
the FRG -100 with the 6dB attenuator in circuit, and
obtained a highly respectable +21.5dBm and a dynamic
range of 101dB. This is really very good indeed, and the
FRG -100 is up among the leading performers, even with
receivers in higher price ranges. I do wonder, however,
just how many readers of the Short Wave Magazine really
understand, or indeed care about the arcane world of
third order intercept points, and does this have any real
bearing on the choice of a receiver. A standard house
brick has a superb third order intercept point, but it
doesn't make it a good receiver, in much the same way
that a Santa Pod dragster may well have a nought to
sixty acceleration time of 2s, but it doesn't make it
suitable for towing a horse box, or capable of taking the
children to school. It also occurred to me that one
performance figure that few people take a look at is not
the third order, but the second order intercept point,
because this can be important in the real world. Put
simply, a second order intermodulation product is the
result of two strong signals mixing together and
producing sum and difference signals. When I lived in
Huddersfield and tried to operate on Top Band, I found
that the band was full of spurious signals emanating
from the BBC Moorside Edge medium wave
transmitters; a typical product being a mixture of
1215kHz and 693kHz making big noises on 1.908MHz,
just where I wanted to operate - second order products
which I suspect were actually being generated on the
transmitter site.

I thought about how to test a typical short wave

receiver and decided that since- there were usually strong
signals around 6.5 to 7MHz I would use those
frequencies and look for the second order sum at
13.5MHz. Obviously, if a receiver has reasonable front-
end selectivity which prevents the original 7MHz signals
getting in, the second order performance should be good,
and it's a sobering thought that all the golden oldies of
the receiver world - the receivers, not me - had good
front-end selectivity as a matter of course, whereas
modem receivers sometimes have none at all, or as in the
cage of the FRG -100, a selection of carefully chosen band
pass input filters. So - I measured the FRG -100 at
13.5MHz with input signals at 6.5 and 7.0MHz and
obtained a very respectable second order intercept point
of +91dB. Now that is an excellent result, and shows
how well the input filtering is working, despite the fact
that my classic Collins 51-S1 turns in a figure of
+107dBm just to show that new is not necessarily better!
In future I shall carry out the second order measurements
on all receivers and see how they turn out.

Reciprocal mixing performance, which is a measure
of the cleanliness of the synthesiser used in the receiver,
also turned in respectable figures as shown in Table 1.

Table I.
Spacing from
wanted signal

(kHz)
I0

20
50

100

Reciprocal
mixing ratio dBc/Hz

(d B)
-82 -116
-91 -125

-101 -135
-107 -144

As one might expect from a long established
communications company such as Yaesu Musen the 'S'
meter reading was a spot-on 50i.N p.d for S9, and
followed the 6dB per 'S' point down to S4 where it
became a bit non-linear and optimistic. All in all a
satisfactory measuring session.

Conclusions
The FRG -100 shook me up a bit, because I don't
remember it being so good when I tested an early
sample just after its introduction. In both form and
function it is an excellent receiver, and is bang up to
date in its performance. The memory capacity is
perhaps a little light by current standards, but use of the
CAT facility in conjunction with appropriate software
would give almost unlimited memory functions. It is
hard to imagine why it is not more prominently
advertised by dealers, except for the fact that it is easy to
fall into the trap of thinking that the latest models are
always better - in the case of the FRG -100 this just isn't
so, and if you are in the market for a first class receiver
with hard to beat r.f. performance, you ought to take a
good hard look at the FRG -100. At its current
discounted prices it's an outstanding bargain.

I would like to thank SMC Ltd., SM House, School
Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh,
Hants 5053 413X Tel: (01703) 255111 for having the
courage to lend me a sample of the FRG -100 from their
stock room.

11111
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Last year
RadioSport
introduced their
all -new LONDON

AMATEUR RADIO

& COMPUTER CHRISTMAS

RALLY, a traditionally styled event
with bargains galore.

This year, by popular demand, the event is
being expanded to two days.
With around 100 exhibitors, special interest groups,
a huge Bring & Buy stand disabled facilities, bars and
restaurants, it's the event with something to interest every
radio and computing enthusiast.

What's more, you could bring the family and leave them at the 12
screen cinema while you look around.

As those of you who have been to Picketts Lock before know, there's something
about the events which take place here that just feels good.

If you're only going to visit one rally this Christmas, make sure it's this one.

RadioSport Ltd, 126 Mount Pleasant Lane, Bricket Wood, Herts All 3XD
TEL: 01923 893929 Fax: 01923 678770 Presented in association with Southgate Amateur Radio Club
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Radio Receiver Trainer
An Invaluable Learning and Design Tool for all Experimenters

The Radio Receiver Trainer contains nine receiver
building blocks and a comprehensive training manual.

Simply connect the building blocks to
build AM, SW, Superhet and Direct Conversion
receivers. Decode SSB, CW and FM!. Use proven
building blocks to develop and test your own designs.

Pricing: Complete £129.00
Kit £89.00
(Kit excludes case & headphones)

P&P is £5 (UK). £8 (EC), £12 (World)
Add 17.5% Vat to Total Price

Building Blocks:

The manual contains complete schematics and theory of operation of all
the building blocks. Use this trainer to receive frequencies from 500kHz
to 110MHz!

A set of proven alternate building block designs are included in the
manual to get you started with your own designs. There is no need to get
your complete receiver design working all at once. Build and test each
block one at a time.

RF Input Tuner
RF Oscillator
Mixer
IF Filter
IF Amplifier
AM Detector
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Filter
Audio Amplifier

Mail Order To: Pyramid Electronics LTD.
204 Ferndale Road, Brixton, London SW9 8AG
Phone (0171) 738 4044 Fax (0171) 274 7997 (Out of office hours ordering by answering machine)



ICOM
IC-PCR1000
New PC Software

Turn your PC into a wide band receiver

The explosive growth of the
Internet over the last few years
has brought a wealth of
information to PC users around
the world. However, as you
know, long before the Internet
existed the airways have been
filled with communications of
all kinds - broadcast radio and television, ham
stations, marine and aviation to name just a few.
The IC-PCR1000 lets you listen to this exciting
world from your computer. Don't miss out.

 USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, WFM
 3 interface screens to choose from
 Real time bandscope function
 Wide frequency coverage with all

mode receive
 Unlimited number of memory

channels
II Automatic mode
 IF shift function
 Noise blanker
II Digital AFC function
 S -meter squelch
 CTCSS tone squelch decode function
 RF attenuator (20db)
 External speaker level control
II Super fine tuning to 1Hz
 9600 baud data receive capability
 BNC antenna connector

Only £349 inci Vat.
Or £39 deposit and
£28.47 for 12 months.
APR 19.9%

Computer not

included

SALE...SUPER LOW PRICES
mv-r-7100 MVT-7200
 100kHz - 1650MHz  100kHz - 1650MHz
 NFM/WFM/SSB/AM

1000 memories
 Signal strength meter
 Illuminated keypad -

display
 500 channel pass

memories
 30 channel per second

speed
 Unique

mode
scan

 NiCads
and AC
charger

Price:
£229.95

SALE

 NFM/WFM/
SSB/AM
1000 memories

 Illuminated keypad -
display

 Signal strength meter
Built in ferrite AM
antenna

 Narrow band SSB filters
 Improved SW selection
 Improved selectivity ans

battery drain
 30 channel steps per

second
 NiCads and AC charger

Price: £299.95
Deposit £30 & 12 x
£24.79 (19.9% APR)

R LOW PRICES

ers FOJ. RE
Calling all HAND HELD
& BASE
SCANNER USERS!!!
We know that any user of hand held
scanners would like to improve the
performance on medium wave and
shortwave, especially when used at
home. Martin Lynch & Son can offer
two new products to assist in boosting
the usability of your scanner today!

MyDE,L ML -20 Passive
Preselector
£49.95 incl. VAT.
Now includes
scanner/receiver lead.

MyDEL ML-AT2
£59.95
Now includes
scanner/receiver lead.

Standard AX700mkII
The only base scanner on the market with
panoramic display at a realistic price,
enabling the user to view a whole 1MHz on

the built in brightly lit LCD TV type screen.

 50 to 905MHz with no gaps.
 AM/FM&WFM
 1kHz,5kHz,10kHz,12.5kHz,20kHz, 20kHz,25kHz steps
 100 memories
 10 search banks
 Band Scope built in
 Memory scan
 Housed in strong steel case

Price:
£229.95

-

:WAS,

STANDARD FREEI,
MAINS "LA

Standard AX400mkII
Probably the smallest, lightest scanner in the
world. FREE MyDEL Police style earpiece !
If you don't want all the frills of the much larger handheld
scanners offered by Yupiteru, AOR and others then take a
very close, (its so small youill have too!) at the AX-
400mk11. Engineered by Standard the AX-400mk11 offers
receive performance that 'sets the standard' amongst its
competitors. Its so small and lightweight that you really can
conceal the tiny scanner about you without fear of being
detected. If you want the very best on Air Band, Cellular,
Public services and other 'discreet' frequencies then phone
today for more details.

NUMB
1141111102
MIMEO

 500kHz-
1299.999MHz

 AM/FM/WFM
1kHz-100kHz step
sizes

 Only 16mA in
Battery save mode
Dual watch
function

 800 memories
 20 search bands
 Runs off two AA

batteries

NOTE: Please check that your STANDARD scanner is purchased from an authorised dealer. The
AX-400mk11 & the AX-700mk11 will not have any distributer back up if purchased elsewhere.

NEW Icom ICR-8500
The new IC -R8500 has proved itself
to be the professional choice for all
band monitoring. Covering 100kHz
to 2GHz with no gaps and all mode
fitted as standard.

 100kHz to 2000MHz
 Incredible 10Hz resolution
 All mode including USB/LSB, CW, AM,

FM& WBFM
 Built in TCXO for unrivalled frequency

stability
 IF Shift & Audio Peak Filter
 Noise blanker, RF Attenuator &

selectable AGC
II Digital AFC
 1000 memories including Alpha

Numeric tagging

ti RS -232C serial Port
 Versatile Scanning functions
 13 different tuning steps
I Optional Voice Announcement

RRP £1695

ML Price: £1549
Available on Low Cost Finance,
£159 deposit and 36 payments of
£50.49, APR 19.9%.

WEB SITE: http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk
oRTIN ILYNof

Son
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

Martin Lynch can also offer finance terms upto 36 months. Deposits from a minimum al 10'0 We welcome your part exchange

against any new Ior used') product. provided its clean and in good working order Call the Soles Desk today. APR 19.9', Payment

protection is also available.

All units are brand new and boxed and offered with full manufacturers RTB warranty. All prices quoted for cash/cheque or

Switch/Delta card

finance on all products is also available. (Subject to status).

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W13 9S8
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MyDEL Long Wire Balun
The Mydel Balun is designed to reduce the

impedance of a long wire to a low impedance

more closely matching that of the receiver or

scanner's input circuit. Will help reduce electrical

noise from internally generated sources within
the home. Ideal when used with the MyDEL ML -

02 Passive Preselector.

£22.95 p&p £3.50

MyDEL Shortwave
Antenna
Only 40ft 116 metres) in length, this
simple to install end fed wire
antenna is ideal for the newcomer to
ShortWave Listening. Supplied with
15ft of coax cable and terminated

with a PL -259 plug, this is ideal to use with any
receiver.

£39.95 p&p £3.50

ICOM ICR-10E
'11 All mode FM, WFM,

SSB, CW, AM
II 5 OOKHz-1 3 00MHz
II Real Time Bandscope
II 1000 memories

Alphanumeric tag to
each memory
Tunable bandpass
filters employed for
excellent RX
performance
Multi function dot
matrix display

Full Computer access capability.

Now available from stock
RRP £379.

ML Price £339
Also available on Low Cost Finance,
Deposit £39 & 12 payments of £27.55,
APR 19.9%.

BAYGEN "FREEPLAY
WIND-UP RADIO

Exclusive
to Martin
Lynch
£69.95.
p&p £10

DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSORS

RA Cs ikoka--
1. NEW LOW

"ft PRICES

DSP 9+ DSP 59  DSP 5 9 9zx MFJ-784B
Digital Signal Processing will enhance
any receiver performance by removing
one main ingredient - NOISE! If you
haven't heard a DSP unit work, then call
into the London Showroom for a demo.
MFJ-784B All mode Tunable DSP £249
DSP 9+ All mode DSP at only £189

DSP 59+ As above but more features £249

DSP 599zx NEW, Hyper speed processor, alpha

display and more £349

NEW MVT09-90
:_-').1-\\_,S,...->UV

1,0'D

Now established as
THE handheld
scanner to own
(along with the ICR-
10E), the MVT-900 0
offers an excellent
Bandscope facility,
full coverage to
2 0 39MHz (with no
gaps) and all mode.
The price is down
and you can buy on
our special LOW
COST Finance.

RRP £489
ML Price £385
Deposit £40 and 24 payments of
£17.28, APR 19.9%.

JRC NRD-345
THE NEW JRC

RECEIVER IS NOW IN
STOCK!!!

"The NRD-345 is a little honey
of a good receiver"
says John Wilson
SWM May 1997.

RRP: £749. Deposit £79,
12 payments of £61.53,

or 24 payments of £33.56,
APR 19.9%.

Opto Electronics Scout
The most innovative product for scanners of
1995? Connect this little frequency counter
up to your AR -8000 and see it make the
scanner jump onto a frequency that its
literally just "sniffed" out of the air! Termed
"Reaction Tune", it has many uses both for
the hobbiest and commercial user.
RRP: £449. NIL Price: £369
Super low cost finance available from only E27.50 p/ml

AO
5000AR

& NEW
AR -5000+3
The widest frequency coverage offered by
any Base scanner available - 10kHz to
2600MHz. All mode and ideal for either base or mobile use. Introduced
during April, the new AR5000+3 is a standard version of
the original with 3 enhancements (hence the +31:

 Synchronous AM  AFC  Noise Blanker

- '1 "Original" £1399, (MP £14951. deposit £159, 24
payments of £62.12, APR 19.9%, or 36 payments of £45.04
APR 19.9%.

AR5000+3 £1595, (RRP £17491, deposit £189, 24 payments of
£70.44, APR 19.9%, or 36 payments of £51.07, APR 19 9%.

-WEEKLY COST FROM ONLY f10.39l"

AKD
/ TARGET

RECEIVER
The ideal way to starting off the wonderful hobby of
Short Wave listening. Offered with mains PSU, Short
wave aerial wire and operating manual.

£159.95 p&p £7.50

AR-8000UK sale...sale...sale
Despite its advancing age (3 years is a long
time in scanner design!), the 'grandad' of
scanners, the AR -8000, still sells well. Full
frequency range, (no gaps), Alpha display, PC
compatible and supplied with NiCads &
Charger.

NEW LOWER PRICE of i'29s
Finance available from under
£25 per month

/*use eh.
5th EDITION UK SCANNING afre"7" in -
DIRECTORY
Available from stock. Order yours
now, before they ban it from sale!
ONLY £18.50 P&P E2

in E-MAIL: sales@martin-Iynch.co.uk
CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

INTEL: 0181 - 566 1120

 FAX: 0181 - 566 1207 Marlin lynch ,o, Imensed oil: broker. Full written details
.1 re available on request. Finance is subject to status. MOE Els

 CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566 p&p on all main, Items.

OPENING TIMES \ ION - SAT : 9.30 - 6.00

RSGB 1120



The Return Of
The story of the 30th anniversary
commemoration the summer of love 1967
told by Jeff Harris.

The original Radio
London aboar'
Galaxy. 

Another
Summer of
Love
A Mini cost 11.11,11.4

£508 15s Od
and hem lines
were 6 inches
above the knee!
Can you
remember the
sunny days of
1967? Radio
London was
transmitting from
the MV Galaxy
anchored three miles
off Frinton-on-Sea in
Essex. The Galaxy was originally built as the USS
Density and saw war service during WW2 in the
Pacific war zone. With 50kW and a vertical radiator
64.6m high, the massive signal was received all over
the UK and most of Europe on 266m during the day
and night. But there were clouds on the horizon. The
then Labour Government introduced legislation to
outlaw all offshore pirate stations with draconian
penalties. The Marine, etc. Broadcasting (Offences)
Act 1967 came into force at midnight on August 14th
1967. Some of the pirates did continue for a short
time after that but Radio London closed down on
Monday afternoon of 14 August 1967. Like it or not,
the pirate radio stations of the 60s changed the face
of broadcasting in the UK forever.

East Anglia Productions obtained a Restricted
Service Licence for 28 days to allow them to recreate,
in a small way, the sound of 'Wonderful Radio
London'. In this case small refers to the transmitter
power! In the halcyon days of Radio London the
transmitter ran a power of about 50kW, the Radio
Authority regulations covering the use of RSLs allow
a maximum power of 1W e.m.r.p (Effective
Monopole Radiated Power).

Ray Anderson, the boss of East Anglia
productions, had charted the MV Yeoman Rose, a
973 -tonne cargo vessel that will be moored off
Frinton-on-Sea, close to the original anchorage of
Radio London. A studio was built on -board and a
transmitter and all the associated equipment
installed. Programmes recreated the original Radio
London jingles and promotions. Original
commercials for products were broadcast and music
from the Top Forty of the 60s were played. These

one



Ut Radio London
A typical mobile studio used for RSL
applications. Courtesy of Eastern Electronics.

included The Beatles, The Beach Boys, Dusty
Springfield, the Supremes and many others.

The original Radio London attracted twelve
million listeners in the UK and a further four
million on the continent. Radio London will
be remembered for the many DJs such as
Tony Blackburn, Ed Stewart and Keith Skues
to name but a few. It also gave Kenny
Everett his start in radio.

The RSL project was underwritten by
East Anglian productions. They hoped to
sell radio commercials to local business
and also offered a range of promotional

merchandise.

GUTZ
The MV Yeoman Rose is a well -found vessel and was
built in 1974. Like many British merchant vessels
she is now registered in Belize and has the callsign
V3VM. Her original callsign, which might be
considered appropriate, was GUTZ! Unlike other
vessels of this type she has no conventional wheel,
control being effected by the port and starboard 'joy-
stick' controls. Her normal task is carrying cement
from Purfleet to Belgium and returning with scrap
railway lines. Her skipper, J.J.Burford was somewhat
amused at her more glamorous task but happy to
remain anchored in shallow waters for a month.

A winch -up tower had been added just forward of
the bridge to enable the vertical antenna to be
supported as she only has one mast located at the
bows. The electric power derived from the main
engines is 24V d.c. and a Lister diesel generator had
been installed so that the transmitter and associated
equipment could be operated from a 230V a.c.
supply. Two PortaCabins were lowered into the hold
to give accommodation to the additional crew, DJs
and technicians.

Radio Equipment
In order to comply with the strict conditions of the
Restricted Service Licence the transmitter and
associated equipment were under the watchful eye of
David Trainer G3UPJ. Constant monitoring of the
transmitted quality and other parameters were
necessary. The equipment functioned without any
faults over the whole period, although there were
some 'exciting' moments. In spite of the low power
the signal was received well in the designated service
area on both car and domestic radios. Reports have
also been received from many s.w.l.s throughout the

Short -Term Restricted
Service Licences -
The Low-down

The Radio Authority is responsible
for issuing these special licences
that can be made available for a
wide variety of events. They cover
two basic areas, coverage of special
events and trial services. Special
events can be anything from a large
football match to a religious
festival; educational aspects are
also encouraged. Trail services
would include new programming
ideas or investigations into the
viability of a local broadcasting
service on a regular basis.

Technical Requirements
The setting up of a broadcast
station, even on low power and
with a restricted coverage requires
to be controlled and the following
are the basic requirements with
which holders of RSLs have to
comply.

Frequency: The frequencies used
shall be assigned within the 531-
1602kHz Medium Wave for a.m. and
87.7-108MHz for f.m.. A sub -band of
87.7-87.9MHz has been
set -aside for use by RSLs.

Power Output: The permissible
radiated power shall not exceed the
following: For a.m., 1W effective
monopole radiated power (e.m.r.p).
For f.m., 25W effective radiated
power le.r.p.).

Interference: The station shall not
cause any interference with any
wireless telegraphy or other
services.

Accessibility of Controls:
Controls which may effect the
technical characteristics of the
transmitting equipment shall not be
accessible from the exterior of the
equipment.

Frequency Tolerance: a.m. ±10Hz,
f.m. ± 2kHz.

Modulation: a.m. - modulation
index shall not exceed 100%, f.m.
deviation shall not exceed ±75kHz
after pre -emphasis.

Audio Frequency Bandwidth:
Amplitude modulation. A Low-pass
filter to be installed to limit the
audio frequency bandwidth to
6.5kHz. The filter characteristics are
as follows (levels quoted relative to
1kHz):

6.5kHz:

7.6kHz:

9.0kHz:

< -3dB
< -20dB

< -40dB
For frequency modulated signals a
pre -emphasis filter with time
constant of 50ps combined with a
low-pass filter shall be installed to
limit the bandwidth to 15kHz.

Harmonic and spurious
emissions: Radiation for a.m., at
any frequency removed from the
assigned frequency to more than
9kHz shall be not greater than -40dB
relative to the carrier level.
Radiation for f.m. at any frequency
removed from the assigned
frequency by more than 100kHz
shall be less than -40dB relative to
the carrier.

Antenna: The maximum
permissible antenna height for a.m.
shall not exceed 10m above ground
level. For f.m. this shall be 20m
maximum. Polarisation shall be
vertical for both a.m. and f.m.

Inspection
The station shall at all reasonable
times be open for inspection by any
authorised officer of the Radio
Authority or the
Radiocommunications Agency of
the DTI.

These terms and conditions are
quite reasonable but the
Radiocommunications Agency
point out that equipment placed on
the market after 1 January 1996 will
have to comply with new EMC
standards. These will specify tighter
limits for harmonic and spurious
emissions.



RADIO LONDON

Table 1

Usage Per Day Cost (£/day)
(h) m.w. m.w. v.h.f.

50mW >50mW
<4 10.00 12.50 15.00
4-9 15.00 17.50 20.00
9-12 20.00 22.50 25.00
>12 25.00 27.50 30.00
Provided the Minimum
total fee shall be 50.00 75.00 100.00

The Radio London 30th
Anniversary
Commemorative
Catalogue.

Tony Currie.

The Bridge on the MV
Yeoman Rose.

country. If you had your Top Band rig at sea and a
good vertical antenna, then 5+9 reports would be
expected, even on a.m.

The Studio
The studio was in a small cabin just to the rear
of the bridge. There is just enough room for the
announcer come DJ and one visitor. Audio
equipment to provide the necessary tailoring
of the signal prior to transmission was, of
course, included, as were all the mixers and
other bits of audio equipment. In addition,
all programme output and advertisements
have to be recorded and retained for a
period of six weeks.

Disc Jockeys
Many of the original DJs visited the ship during the
event making the broadcasts even more realistic.
These included Ray Anderson, Chris Baird, Dave
Christian, Tom Collins, Mark Roman, Keith Skues
and many others. Tom Collins is VP8ASD, well
known for his association with the Forces
Broadcasting Service.

Original Radio London
Radio London was set up by a consortium of Texan
businessmen, who, because of the initial success of
Radio Caroline, felt that they could do better. They
purchased an ex -World War II Mine Sweeper,
renamed it MV Galaxy. She was fitted out in Miami
with a 50kW transmitter and an antenna mast some
64.25m high. By Christmas 1964 Radio London was
on the air and moored 3 miles off Frinton-on-Sea in

Dave G3UPJ - posing
not Wriving.!

Essex. Within weeks the station had attracted a
considerable audience and remained very popular
until forced to close down in August 1967.

Local Success
The event proved very successful, with many radios
remaining tuned to Radio London for the whole
period of the event. Local firms have reported a good
response to their adverts. In addition Ray Anderson
supported a number of charities with free
commercials including the RLNI, SANE,
International League against Epilepsy and others.

Station Costs
Running an RSL is not a cheap exercise, there are
many cost to consider.

The application and licensing costs are as follows:
a.m.: less than 50mW £435. 50mW to 1W £770.

f.m.: up to 1W £1180. Above 1W and up to 25W
£2310.

There are also Performing Rights fees to be added
if recorded music is to be played. These charges
range from £10.00 + VAT per day to £30.00 +VAT
per day depending on the usage per day and
waveband utilised see Table 1.

Then there are the costs of the Antenna,
Transmitting and Audio equipment.

Radio Amateurs should note that `talk -in' stations
for rallies represent very good value for money!
Bessemer Broadcasting offer the following for a 28
day Hire Period:
 BB Am32W Transmitter. BB AMCL
Compressor/Limiter/Line Send Amplifier and up to
100m balanced line.
 10m Capacitative Hat Monopole antenna with
Tuning Unit and Earthing Network. The two cost for
hire only £450.00.
 Provisional Technical Support including
installation £205.00.
 Transport to and from site (Provisional) £145.00.
All the above total some £800.00.

It is interesting to note that Bessemer
Broadcasting supply valved transmitters for use on
Medium Wave - 807s live on!

Follow-up Material
A fascinating book From International Waters by
Mike Leonard (ISBN 0-9527684-0-2) gives a full
history of off -shore broadcasting.

. -1



The temporary mast on the MV Yeoman Rose.

A number of books and CDs are available
covering the history of Radio London and
these can be obtained from East Anglian
Productions at 21-23 Walton Road, Frinton-
on-Sea, Essex C013 OAA. E-mail:
eap@compuserve.com or FAX: (01255)
850528.

RADIO LON

Northern Ireland Scene
In Northern Ireland the RSLs are not normally run
for commercial purposes. The main purposes have
been for community programming, coverage of
festival or sports events, Irish language broadcasts
and social action programming.

Ian Sinclair who operates from Belfast notes that
the Irish Republic authorities make no charges for
RSL licences. Although they are only valid for a 14 -
day period these days need not, necessarily, be
consecutive.

Ian reports that the UK Radio Authority will be
introducing a new fee structure that will be based on
a daily rate, which will assist the operators requiring
a RSL for a few days rather than the full 28 days.
Operating as I.S.Systems Ian is developing a complete
f.m. radio station built into a 5m long exhibition
trailer. Source: I.S. Systems, Belfast.

The suspended monopole
antenna.

Below left:
Ian Sinclair at the controls. Ian operates from
Belfast and handles the unique requirements Below:

of RSLs for Northern Ireland. MV Yeoman Rose, home of 'Big' L

Ray Anderson in the
studio.
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Prices correct at time of going to
press and include VAT

All trade marks acknowledged
E&OE

C AOR (UK) LTD, 1997

AR5000

AOR (UK) LTD
AOR Manufacturing Ltd - World Radio Centre

4E EAST MILL, BRIDGEFOOT,
BELPER, DERBYS DE56 2UA

Cyber Spam
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' AR5000 £1495 AR5000+3 £1749

Why a base station receiver??
The expertise AOR has demonstrated over the years in producing high
quality wide band receivers is undisputed. It all started in 1983 with the
AR2001 which represented the world's first "no -gaps" high performance
wide range receiver. In 1985 the AR2002 became the worthy successor
extending the frequency coverage into the UHF band. In 1989 AOR
released the revolutionary AR3000 providing all mode receive and
unbroken coverage from 100 kHz - 2036 MHz... Building on this success
AOR continued the EVOLUTION to bring the AR3000A to the market in
1992, smooth tuning, faster scan / search rates & more.

The AR5000 is the pedigree offspring bringing together high performance
and unprecedented microprocessor control.

True base receivers are few and far between, some have simply evolved
from the hand held equivalents with little tangible improvement in
performance or facilities over their smaller counterparts. The AR5000 is
not like this! Drawing from its earlier success, AOR has designed the
AR5000 to be a true base station receiver - from the drawing board, this
is very apparent when plugging in an external aerial, the result is
unsurpassed performance instead of a clutter of music and pager
breakthrough over many of the desired frequency bands.

The AR5000 strong signal handling is very good, over the range of 500
kHz to 999 MHz this is further assisted by an automatic preselector which
peaks the receiver's front end circuits for the best "on channel" sensitivity
and ultimate rejection of out of band interference. Even better, you can
manually over -ride the automatic preselection to peak the receiver away
from the source of interference, this setting can then be stored in
memory for smooth interference free scanning.

Alan Gardner, Short Wave Magazine, June 1996 "I found the r.f.
performance of the receiver to be very good, making it suitable for
professional as well as top of the rage hobbyist use... unlike most other
wide band receivers it uses separate Vericap tuned r.f. stages to provide
important front end pre -selection for a large proportion of its range. This
is particularly important in conjunction with a good dynamic range and a
low noise synthesised local oscillator in order to minimise unwanted
intermodulation products... Receive sensitivity was very good and tended
to remain fairly constant throughout the range of the receiver..."

e-mail: info@aor.co.uk

http://www.demon.co.uk/aor

Fax: 01773 880780

Tel: 01773 880788

Chris Lorek, Ham Radio Today Vol.15 No.6 "...Not once did I
find any problems on VHF or UHF due to strong signal overload
from other bands - I was extremely impressed! ...Throughout the
wide frequency range, the receiver was adequately sensitive,
especially so at the upper end, with good overall strong signal
handling characteristics... 1 must admit that I'm a fan of AOR's
receivers, and having tested the AR5000, even more so."

Add to this the most comprehensive set of scanning facilities in
this sector of the market, wide unbroken all mode coverage of 10
kHz - 2600 MHz in 1 Hz steps, high stability NCO (Numerically
Controlled Oscillator) for drift free listening and the AR5000
proves to be quite a receiver.

These qualities have been recognised by government
departments on both sides of the Atlantic who have carried out
extensive trials against rival units and we are pleased to find they
are placing orders for the AR5000, good sensitivity at frequency
extremes, excellent range of facilities, compactness & light
weight.

Capabilities have been further increased with
the launch of the AR5000+3 providing three

PERFORMANCE enhanced facilities: A.F.C. switchable
automatic frequency control for accurate tracking of unusual
bandplans, noise blanker, switchable to help reduce the effects
of ignition noise especially while mobile, synchronous AM,
featuring double and selectable sideband with an easy to use
wide lock range.

Very wide frequency coverage 10kHz - 2600MHz
All mode reception: AM, FM, USB, LSB & CW

 Automatic electronic preselection of the front end
Excellent strong signal handling

 NCO (Numeric Controlled Oscillator) with tuning steps
down to 1Hz

 TCXO fitted as standard
 Two aerial inputs with programmable switching from the

front panel
Built-in squelch tone eliminator

 Audio and discriminator out plus tape recorder control

SDU5000 Spectrum Display Unit £799

The AR5000 may be directly connected to the optional SDU5000
without modification. The SDU5000 connects to the AR5000 i.f.
output and RS232 port to provide a spectrum display of up to 10
MHz with the capability to zoom in to a single transmission.
Additional facilities include peak hold and average reading. An
essential tool for the
professional monitor. The
SDU5000 may also be used
with: AR3000, AR3000A,
ICOM R7000, R7100, R9000

& R8500 with varying
degrees of compatibility,
call for details.

!iWNI Nolember I997
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* * * * * Table top receiver of the year 1996(7 - World Radio TV Handbook

* * * * * Awarded Five Stars - Passport to World Band Radio 1997

AR7030

AR7030 - High dynamic range short wave receiver £799

The AR7030 has established itself at the top end of the high
performance short wave receiver league as "the" set to have and
operate. UK designed & built to high standards, 0 - 32 MHz, all mode,
built-in RS232 port and more. Innovative features include auto -tune
synchronous detector and automatic filter alignment.

The standard unit is supplied with everything you need to get going
either for casual short wave listening or for serious DXing:- mains power
supply, infrared control (with batteries for the remote, operating
manual... just plug in an aerial! I.F. bandwidths are typically 2.2 kHz, 5.5
kHz, 6.5 kHz and 9.5 kHz and all mode receive.

For the ultimate in performance for the extremes of
listening, the 'AR7030 PLUS' is now available

PERFORMANCE 1E949) offering the following enhancements:
Pi
 Increased balance of the mixer for greatest IP2 & IP3

 High tolerance 0.1% components in DDS ladder for low noise

 Enhanced RF attenuator operation for minimal intermod

 Higher spec wire aerial input transformer for minimal mixing products

 Ceramic metal cased 4 kHz (displayed) AM filter fitted as standard

 Bourns optical encoder for the smoothest DX tuning

 Features CPU fitted, 400 memories, multi timers & alpha tag

It is still possible to fit other options to the AR7030 PLUS, if fitting the
multi option NB7030, only the hardware is needed as the features CPU is
already fitted, so quote UPNB7030 at £163.00 if required.
If you already have an AR7030 receiver, our UK workshop can 'PLUS'
upgrade your existing unit for £170 (carriage extra) so that you are not
left behind in the race for the ultimate DX performer. AOR is quite unique
in offering this PLUS upgrade service to existing AR7030 owners, please
contact us for details and prices.

ACARS / NAVTEX
Good news for airband ACARS and marine NAVTEX enthusiasts,
these data reception modes may now be decoded in a single compact
portable (hand-held) unit, the AOR ARD-2. Features include built-in
LCD readout, operation from internal batteries or external 12V d.c.,
internal speaker with separate volume & level controls, RS232 socket.
A computer is not required for stand-alone operation, just connect
audio from a suitable receiver.
Full details next month... watch this space !!

Short Wave Column: Get Them While They Are Hot!
The good news is that the world's radio media are agreed that Sunspot Cycle 23 has

officially started. This means the higher frequencies, those above 12MHz say, will again

come to life. We have great listening in store as we head for the millennium.

The bad news is that the lower frequencies lose their DX edge. I put my 7030 to the test

down on 90 Metres where faint DX competes with our Coastal Operations. Late evening

seemed the best time to listen, also sadly the best time for the interference - both co -

channel and TV.

AOR's front end took the signal levels, both wanted and unwanted, while the tenacious

sync detector recovered Africa's Greatest Hits. See if the band is open by trying for Ghana

on 3366. If that is 'fair readable", listen around. As I write this, I can hear the BBC from

Mayerton on 3255. Good audio too, and I'm having to sync on one sideband as John Peel

gets clobbered by RTTY.

3290 and 3270 seem to be coming out of Namibia, perhaps. If they aren't, let me know at

bobeaor.co.uk Much higher up on 15575, I can hear Korea as I reach for the bedtime

coffee at 2150GMT. A sign of sunspot recovery to hear 19 Metres open for DX at this time?

I would like to think so, but I reckon they have just hired airtime at the BBC site just up the

road...

Don't you hate it when that happens! ®Bob Ellis 1997

AR8000UK wide band hand held receiver
The AR8000UK provides a frequency coverage from
500 kHz to 1900 MHz without gaps in the range
(actual acceptable frequency input from 100 kHz). The
AR8000 combines full computer compatibility with
advanced wide -band radio receiver technology. The all -
mode reception provides AM, USB, LSB, CW, NFM and
WFM.
An independent ± 2.0 kHz SSB filter is fitted as standard
and the USB/LSB modes use true carrier re-insertion
with correctly calibrated frequency read-out (not offset
by 1.5 kHz). Step size is programmable in multiples of
50Hz for smooth tuning. A custom manufactured ferrite

bar aerial is neatly internally installed at the
top of the receiver's cabinet to enhance

receive performance when listening in
population centres to Medium Wave
services. The high visibility dot matrix LCD
provides great detail including a signal
strength bar meter, band -scope, twin VFO
frequencies displayed simultaneously,
ALPHANUMERIC comments stored along
with frequency, mode & attenuator status
simplifying the job of recalling and
identifying memory channels, password
protection etc. Computer control and
clone of data between two AR8000UK
receivers (optional interface required).

£349

AR3000A Evolution at its very best
It all started in 1983 with the AR2001 which represented the
world's first "no -gaps" high performance wide range receiver...
the rest is history! AR3000A all mode receive AM, NFM, WFM,
USB, LSB & CW with smooth tuning in 50 Hz steps and unbroken
coverage from 100 kHz - 2036 MHz. Even the
world's armed forces including the largest
Airforce and Navy has employed the
AR3000A in its up-to-date high-tech
hardware for backup purposes,
performance, quality, reliability and
performance -cost -factor being
excellent... £799

w NT yo, cm 00:
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This handbook is a complete guide to high
performance receiving antenna for longwave,

all the way to the upper end of the shor
wave spectrum. It is a comprehensive

examination of antennas intended
specifically for receiving purposes. Among

the many topics discusses are the basic
theory behind all receiving antennas, loop

antennas for the a.m. broadcast band, getting
a good ground connection at radio

frequencies, special designs for indoor and
limited space applications and so much more.

Well worth £17.50.

Klingentuss

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE

First Edition

To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the 0

C11-1RISTWIAS
NO P&P, as long as you order prior to the

19th December 1997
Joe Carr's Receiving Antenna

Handbook
C RECEIVING

ANTENNA

Internet Radio Guide

This book is the most

comprehensive,
reliable and up-to-

date manual in existence. In it you

will find the latest Internet

locations and hundreds toefu r r
Wor

adio,
ld

Wide Web pages on ama

aviation, geography, satellites,

radio clubs, intelligence and secret

services, radio monitoring, DX

clubs and newsgroups, marine and

navigation and lots, lots more- A

definite must for your bookshelf.

Was £21, order yours now for only

£15.

This collection of articles and updates
from ARRL promises any exciting ride

for both packeteers and future
packeteers. Among thettopics covered

include how to traNAthe flow of
messages through the Odra network

with Packet Tracker, track persons,
balloons, ships, how packet works on
the digital satellites, and what special

modems are needed, how to set up
remote packet weather stations to tell

you when the floods are coming, and so
much more. Best order yours now for
only £10.50 - hang onto your seat and

start your modem!

and Applications
A Collection of Advanced Packet Methods and Activitres

from ARRL Publications and Other Sources

To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the 0

SWM November 1997
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er Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.
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MARINE SSB OPERATION
J. Michael Gale

A Small Boat Guide to Single Sideband Radit

410

Marine SSB Operation

The range of marine s.s.b. is potentially world-
wide, alowing you to maintain contact with your

family, friends and office from mid -ocean,
organise a reception at your destination, tune into

the latest weather information, contact other
yachts and, if all else fails, most importantly, he
able to call for help! This hook explains how the
system works, how to choose and install your set
and how to get the best out of it. It also contains
a chapter on amateur radio with the emphasis on
the increasingly important Maritime Mobile Nets.
If you intend to sail blue water or listen to those

who do, then you need this book! L'11.95.

International
Air Band Radio Handbook

The International
Air Band Radio Handbook

presents a world overview of the subject. This

entirely new book explains how air traffic control

is regulated internationally
and includes brief

details on each country s system, together with

the radio frequencies includel
major airports. The

many related subjects
navigational aids,

flight plans, interception and emergency

procedures, as well ps.weather reporting and lot

more. Anyone wishing to take up the hobby

stIcly can't do without this book. Order yours

Volliffor only f9.99.i,Iiiir, lip

Real
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David J. Smith

International
AIR BAND RADIO

HANDBOOK
The guide to worldwide airyffic control

Passport To:Web Radio

Here, in this book, you'll find the ultimate in
sports coverage along with every kind of

music, news and entertainment from hundreds
of f.m. and a.m. stations throughout the

United States and beyond. And while you're
listening, your computer is still free to be used
for other things, so you can listen to the world

while you work or play. You can listen first
hand to the world's major centres, New York,

Rome, Taipei, Texas, etc., etc. Passport To Web
Radio tells you everything you need to know. A
definite must at only £14.99. I q ir copy

now!

er Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

www.

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
"Er 01327 260178

HOWES

SSB & CW Filter - £29.80!
Clean up your reception!

Reduce noise and interference!  Sharp SSB/
Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF crystal filters!
 300Hz bandwidth CW filter  Printed and punched
front panel  All aluminium case  Simply connects
between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones
 Suits all general coverage receivers & transceivers
 ASL5 Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80

DC2(0, tool: rn HA22R haalo a VI

HOWES DC2000 SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £22.90
great little receiver makes an excellent project for the novice constructor! The plug-in

band module system gives a wide frequency coverage combined with simple construction.
Choose from 160, 80, 40, 30, 20,15 & 10M amateur bands. Also suitable for BM11 and BM54
HF air -band modules. One band kit supplied with DC2000, extra band kits £7.90 each.
Expands into an amateur transceiver with add-on kits! A great way to start building your
station! DC2000 Electronic kit: £22.90 (inc. one band module). HA22R Hardware: £18.90.

Accessory Kits Frequency Measurement/ Display
ASU8 Antenna Selector & 5dB step attenuator (includes hardware) £27.90 CBA2 Counter Buffer (fits in cr DC2V--)ru to feea DFD5) £5.90

CSL4 SSB & CW Audio Filter for internal fitment ns a receiver f10.50 DFD4 Add-on Digital Readout for superhet receivers / transceivers £49.90
DC52 ''S Meter for signal indication on direct convers on receivers £10.90 MBA Adds 5 extra frequency offsets to DFD4 £9.90
RA30 HF RX Rotary Attenuator 0/15/30dB for internal fitment £3.90 DFDS Digital Frequency Counter / Readout with 5 digits £54.90

615.90 XMI Crystal Frequency Marker - provides accurate calibration signals £16 9C

Enjoy your radio more with great projects from HOWES!

Multiband SSB/CW Receiver
The DXR20 covers 20, 40 & 80M bands as standard.
You can add any other SW band with optional plug-in band
modules (same type as DC2000). Versatile and popular!

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit: £10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

The famous HOWES Active Antenna Kits
AA2. Covers 150kHz to 30MHz. The neat compact answer for those with limited space.

Kit: £8.90 Assembled PCB module: £14.90

AA4.Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package.

Kit: £19.90 Assembled PCB modules: £28.90

AB118. Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air -band.

Kit: £18.80 Assembled PCB modules: £27.90

MB156. 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system (the brother of AB118!)

Kit: £18.50 Assembled PCB modules: £27.60

Antenna Tuning Units for use with HF receivers
CTU8. Covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Matches antenna impedance and helps reduce spurious
signals and interference with extra front-end filtering for the receiver. 50239 sockets.

Factory Built: £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.

CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATUI

Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add £4.00 P&P. or 1.50 P&Pfor electronics kits without hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager. I

rASHORTWAVEa?
NEVADO

Authorised
Dealer

18 FAIRMILE ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH, DORSET BH23 21j

Phone/Fax 01202 490099 I Mobile 0836.246955

THE SCANNER AND RECEIVER SPECIALISTS
Scanners and Receivers from £75 i5000.
Call & discuss which part of the Radio Spectrum you vash to monitor
& we will advise you on the most cost effective way of doing it.

 Full range of new & secondhand equipment available.
 We stock all famous brands:-
AOKYUPITERU. BEARCAT, SCANMASTER

+ Au. THE ACCESSORIES
1=1 "GIMESS

..AND WE GIVE FRIENDLY ADVICE!!

Suppliers of communications equipment
and accessories to enthusiasts countrywide.

CB - Amateur  SWL - Novice  Airband  Marine

KENWOOD
Communications

Centre

SAME DAY DESPATCH

1
on all postal sales quoung your

VisaArcess number

Call for

BEST
prices on

equipment

We are the Kenwood main dealer for the
South Coast and appointed dealers for

Yaesu & loom equipment

4 MILES FROM BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON 83073

300 YARDS FROM CHRISTCHURCH RAILWAY STATION. FORECOURT PARKING FOR DISABLED

TELFORD ELECTRONICS
Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane, Horton

Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DL.
Tel: 01952 605451 Fax: 01952 677978

RACAL HF COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

 Type: ftA1792.  150kHz - 30MHz  Modes: ISB,
USB, AM, CW & FM  Filters fitted: 0.3kHz, 1.0kHz,

3.2kHz. 61cHz, & 16kHz  Digital A.G.C. I Scan facility
100 channel memory  C/VV documentation

PRICE: 5,75 0.00 (CARRIAGE (UK) 120)

WEATHER
MONITORING AT A GLANCE

* * Computer Datalogger Available * *

Prices from

only 1199
WIND SPEED

& DIRECTION
only

Features Idependoi:
* WIND SPEED & DIRECTION
* ELEGANT MAHOGANY CABINET (choice of light or dark)
* BAROMETRIC PRESSURE * OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE
* HUMIDITY & DEW POINT with MIN & MAX - C & F
* RAINFALL * COMPUTER INTERFACE
* SUNSHINE Hrs.
* I2 -24V or MAINS

Send for colour
brochure now to:

R & D
ELECTRONICS
Tel (01843) 866661

'1,
Far (01843) 866663
Beaufort House, Percy Ave, Kingsgate, Broadstairs, Kent CT 10 3LB

ICC

GET WEATHER INFORMATION
rei."32° FIRST HAND!

Haven't you always
wanted a
weather station?
The Weather Wizard HI

combines all the most requested features
Actual I..
130 15S0mM into one incredible package!

- FEATURES INCLUDE 
 Inside & Outside Temps  Wind Chill  Optional PC Interface
 Wind Speed & Direction  Alarms  Optional Rain Collector
 Highs & Lows

SEND FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
ICS Electronics Ltd
Unit V Rudford Industrial Estate
FORD  Arundel  West Sussex BN18 OBD

onti
£199.95

= 10 0
Tet 01903 731101  Fax 01903 731105

s :\ rr) .
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COMPETITION
A

Welz WS2000E
Wide Band Recei

alhe amazing miniature hand-held
scanner from Welz was first
reviewed in the July '96 SWM. Now

it has been upgraded to include more
memories and better r.f. performance -
and is now the WS2000EX!

The WS2000EX is identical in physical
shape, size and appearance to its
predecessor, the WS 1000. The basic
operation of the new receiver is so similar
to the earlier model that the review by
Alan Gardener in the July '96 issue is still
applicable, so there is no point in repeating
it here. (Copies of the issue containing the
review are still available, price £2.85 inc.
P&P. Please use the order form on page
99.)

The main differences between the two
models are the number of memories,
audio power output and receiver r.f.
performance. The number of memories
has been doubled to 800 channels whilst
the search band and search pass memories
have been increased to 20 and 90 channels
respectively. The audio output power,
which Alan felt was not really sufficient in
the WS 1000 at only 60mW, has been
increased to 90mW. The r.f. sensitivity has
also been improved along with the ability
to handle signals from an external antenna.

Some useful accessories have also been
introduced for the WS2000. There is a
NICad battery pack costing £ 11.95 with
the charger priced at £35.00. To keep the
scanner in pristine condition, a carry case
is available at £14.95.

A further 'improvement' is in the price.
The WS 1000 started out priced at £349 -
the WS2000 carries a price tag of £269.
Waters & Stanton Electronics,
22 Main Road, Hockley,
Essex SS5 4QS.
Tel: (01702) 206835.
FAX: (01702) 205843.

tri 3

4 4
09tio

.o 9

Waters & Stanton

Electronics have very
kindly donated a

Welz WS2000EX scanner as the
prize in a competition open to
SWM readers. All you have to do
is correctly answer the simple
question below, and the final
question to be asked in the
December '97 issue. You will
need to save the corner flash
from this page to use with the
entry form in the next issue. Full
details of how to enter will be
given next month.

Question I.
How many memory channels has
the WS2000EX scanner?

S \ ernbc, I 997
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Telephone

0121457 7788

Fax

0121457 9009

1

'*\\
P8:fla

1686 Bristol Road South

Rednal

Birmingham B45 9TZ

Super Syncro 1100- 1100mAH Nickel
Metal Hydride (NiMH) AA size rechargeable
cells. No memory effect. Twice the capacity
of NiCds. £3.00 inc P&P.

Skyscan DX -V1300 base disconne - Most
disconnes only have horizontal elements and this is
the reason that they are not ideal for use with a
scanner. Most of the transmissions that you are
likely to receive on your scanner are transmitted
from vertically mounted antennas. The DX -V1300
has both vertical and horizontal elements for
maximum reception. Constructed from best quality
stainless steel and aluminium and comes complete
with mounting pole. £49.95 + £3 P&P.

Wideband mini-mag antenna -
Wideband (25-1300MHz) receive
antenna featuring super strong
miniature magnet and coax cable
terminated in BNC connector.
£29.95 + £3 P&P.

Roberts R861 - compact digital world
band receiver - Fully featured 153kHz to
30MHz (AM, SSB) and 87.5MHz to 108MHz
(FM) portable digital world band receiver.
Features include RDS, world time clock,
306 memories, RF gain control, direct
frequency entry. Comes complete with free
PSU, antenna, frequency guide and case.
£169.95 + £5 P&P.

Uniden Bearcat 9000 XLT - AM/FM/WFM
switchable base station HFNHF/UHF scanning
receiver. Covers 25-550 and 760-1300MHz.
Features 500 memories, auto sorting, backlit
orange LCD display. Scan rate of 100/300
channels/sec. £249.95 + £10 P&P.

Yupiteru MVT-7100 - All mode switchable
handheld HFNHF/UHF scanning receiver.
Covers 0.5-1650MHz. Features 1000
memories, over 500 pass memories, 10 limit
search banks, 12 step sizes. Comes complete
with earpiece, belt clip, wrist strap,
rechargeable batteries, PSU, in -car adaptor
and telescopic antenna.
Ring for latest pricing!

,

FREE GIFT

ON PERSONAL

PRESENTATION
dr

OF THIS ADVERT

AT OUR RETAIL

AriPREMISEr.

y

Skyscan Desktop Antenna Model
Desk 1300 disconne - Built and
designed for use with scanners. Coverage:
25 to 1300MHz. Total height 36" and 18"
wide at widest point. Comes complete with
4m of RG58 coax cable and BNC
connector. High performance antenna,
ideal indoor or as a car antenna when
vehicle is stationary. £49.00 + £3 P&P.

Airband mini-mag antenna - Civil (108-
137MHz) and military (225-400MHz) dual
band receive antenna featuring super strong
miniature magnet and coax cable terminated
in BNC connector. £24.95 + £3 P&P

Yaesu FRG -100 communications
receiver - Award winning 50kHz to
30MHz base station AM, CW, USB, LSB,
FM (optional) communications receiver.
Features include two clocks and timer, 50
memories, FM option, remote control
jack. Superb value at £349.95 + £7 P&P.

Radio shack DX -394
communications receiver -
150kHz to 30MHz base station AM,
CW, USB, LSB communications

--receiver. Features include clock
and timer, signal meter, 100+
memories, RF gain control and

direct frequency entry. A steal at £149.95 + £7 P&P.

AKD Target HF3 communications
receiver - 30kHz to 30MHz mobile or
base station AM, USB, LSB
communications receiver. Very simple to
operate. Ideal for the novice, but with a
performance more demanding listeners
will appreciate. £159.95 + £5 P&P.

Commtel COM 202 - AM/FM handheld
VHF/UHF scanning receiver. Covers 66-88MHz
(FM), 108-137MHz (AM), 137-174MHz (FM), 380-
512MHz (FM). Full civil airband coverage, comes
complete with free case and rechargeable
batteries. £129.95 + £5 P&P.

Realistic PRO -2042 - AM/FM/WPM
switchable base station HFNHF/UHF
scanning receiver. Covers 25-520 and
760-1300MHz. Features 1000 memories,
100 monitor channels, backlit orange
LCD display. Scan rate of 50
channels/sec. £249.95 + £10 P&P.

WE ALSO HOLD A LARGE RANGE OF SECOND USERS
SHORTWAVE AND SCANNING RECEIVERS,
PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS
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NEW BOOKS SPECIAL OFFER

Passport To World Band Radio 1998 SPECIAL OFFER

Photocopies of this coupon are acceptble
r -

Please send me Angler antennas @ £16.95 inc P&P
Please send me Nomad antennas @ £14.95 inc P&P
Please send me Angler + Nomad antennas @ £28.90 inc P&P £

I enclose cheque/Postal Order/Money Order to the value of
Please debit my MastercardNisa/Switch/Delta/Amex card with

Card No.

Passport To World Band Radio
is a global broadcasting
superstore. Providing you with
information you need to explore
and enjoy the world of
broadcasting and listening.
Contained within its pages are
features on international radio
stations, receiver reviews and
advice, together with details of
the times and languages of
broadcast stations listed by
frequency.

This book is all you need to begin
your personal adventure. Short
Wave Magazine readers can get
their copy of Passport To World
Band Radio 1998 for £15.50 + £1
P&P, (£2 P&P Overseas).

So, hurry and order your copy
now by calling the Credit Card
Hotline on (01202) 659930, or
use the order form on page 99 of
this issue.

You can improve your scanner or short wave
receiver's performance by using an external
antenna. This month's Special Offer gives you the
opportunity to buy two very useful portable
antennas at a saving over the normal retail price.

The Revco Angler is a simple longwire
antenna that plugs into the Combiner unit at the
top of the v.h.f./u.h.f. section. The wire is stored on
a neat bobbin when not deployed - hence the
name! Easily installed - just suspend the v.h.f./u.h.f.
section from any convenient point using the string

SAVE £3.00 supplied, connect the ground wire to a suitable
earth and connect the BNC plug to the receiver. The
h.f./s.w. longwire is just unwound from the bobbin
and draped around using any convenient objects,
even hung out of the window - and you can use it
on its own if you want.

The Revco Nomad is a portable v.h.f./u.h.f.
receiving antenna designed for use with any
scanner having a BNC antenna socket. Easy to use,
very lightweight and compact when rolled up, it is
perfect for the traveller. Just hang the Nomad from
any convenient point so that the ribbon cable

Expires Issue No.

Name

Address

section is vertical and clear of any metallic objects
and you are ready to go!

You can take advantage of our special offer and
buy the Angler for just £16.95 inc. P&P saving £3.00
over the normal price.

A Nomad will cost you £14.95 inc. P&P - a
saving of £3.00.

You can save even more by buying both
antennas for the special price of £28.90 post free - a
saving of £9.00.
Offer ends 2 January 1998.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Post Code

Signature



PHONE NOW FOR THE BEST DEALS IN LONDON IVE PROMISE TO MATCH ANY GENUINE QUOTE

Gi
GARMIN

12X1.

* Powerful 12
channel

receiver
* Moving map

graphics

* Back light
display

* One -hand
operations

£209.99

GPS 38 £124.99
GPS 12 £149.99
GPS 11 £129.99
GPS II+ £219.99
GPS 12XL £209.99
GPS 45XL £219.99
GPS MAP 130 £499.99
GPS MAP 135 £call
GPS MAP 175

GPS MAP 230 £call
GPS MAP 220

GPS III (with map) £call
GPS 40 (re -worked) £99.99
GPS 45 (re -worked) £119.99

ANN
MAGELLAN

3000XL
(FREE CASE 4- FREE

BRACKET)

* Powerful 8
channel

receiver

* Built-in
antenna

£169.99

GPS 2000XL £159.99
GPS 3000XL £169.99
GPS 4000XL £219.99
Meridian XL £239.99
DLX 10 £459.99
NAV 1200 £234.99
NAV 6000 £569.99
NAV 6500 £739.99

vat

sUNRI

V/S4

CJI(ZL_D SCANNING

<<N RECEIVER

YUPITERU

MVT-7100

* 580MHz-
1600MHz

* 1000 memory
channels

* Strength meter
* Search & scan
* Illuminated

keypad

* Back -light
* 3 -way power

A N D E)6) £229.99
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

1 t7.1a).71
Fax: 0171-637 3728 E-mail: sales@sun-rise.co.uk

ES
Marine antenna 5.S9-.947 £69.99
Car antenna I5917 £69.99
PC kit £5911 £69.99
Cigarette lighter adaptor £29../5 £19.99
Mounting bracket S,29!95 £24.99
Power data cables £2415 £19.99
Pouch case S.204../4 £14.99
GPS case £2,919. £9.99
Training video .C-14.15 £6.99
Universal holder .4-1-2.1/ £9.99
PC software available £call

NIGHT VISIT: N 
MOONLIGHT

Moonlight NV -100 .0-1-9470 £299.00
Moonlight Mini L-1,69.10 £259.00
ITT Quest 100 £699.99
ITT Quest 150 £899.99
ITT Quest 250 £1699.00
ITT Quest 300 £call

CENTRAL LONDON'S ONE -STOP
COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE

2/9 Tottenham Court Road, London 11111
All prices include VAT. Next day delivery available

Welz WS1000 £229.99
Icom IC -R10 £334.99
Uniden 220XLT £169.99
Uniden 60XLT £99.99
Yupiteru MVT-9000 £349.99
Yupiteru MVT-7100 £229.99
Uniden BC8OXLT £99.99
AOR AR8000 £294.99
Alinco DJ -X10 £349.99
Yupiteru VT-125Mk2 £199.99
Netset PRO -44 £129.99
AOR AR3000 £call
Icom IC -R8500

Yaesu FRG -100 £489.99

TRANSCEIVER

ICOM
IC-T22E

* Independent
hand control

* Simultaneous
recebing

* 200 memory
channels

* Hand held to
hand held

cloning
capability

£249.99

Alinco DJ -190 £149.99
Alinco DJ -541 £129.99
Icom IC-T7E £284.99
Kenwood TH-22E £229.99
Alinco DJ -45 £299.99
Yaesu FT -50 £289.99
Yaesu FT -11 £239.99
Alinco DR -140 £249.99
Alinco DR -430 £259.99
Yaesu FT -8100R £499.99
Yaesu FT -3000M £399.99
Icom IC -207H £439.99
Icom IC -2710H £494.99
Icom IC-W32E £349.99

SWM November 1997
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ser tion
REE Bosch Drill Set

when you take out a
3 year subscription to
Short Wave Magazine!

Take out a 3 year subscription
to Short Wave Magazine this
month and you will receive a
FREE Bosch Drill Set worth 125!
(Please note contents may vary slightly).

This useful accessory set for use with your hand drill
contains 16 HSS twist drills (1.0-8mm dia.), five
masonary drills (4-8mm dia.), 12 screwdrivers including
cross -point, flat -point and hexagonal head, one 13mm
countersink bit with 1/4in hexagonal shank The set is
housed in a plastics carrying case and also contains 30
screws and 30 wall plugs!

If you take advantage of this offer, not only will you be
getting a useful and practical gift absolutely FREE, you
will also be ensuring that your favourite magazine is
delivered direct to your door every month. A three year
subscription will cost you £.75 and by signing up now,
you will be protecting yourself against future cover price
increases for the period of your subscription.

So, what are you waiting for, fill in the Order
Form on page 99 of this issue or call the
Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and
quote Subs 11, then sit back and wait for your
issues to come through your letterbox!

* Offer applies to UK only.

ord_;s711
Pay £75 -ANNill°
Get 3 years SWM &
DRILLS Worth £25
By subscribing to Short Wave Magazine you also
get the extra benefits of:

Checking out the Trading Post bargains first

Having SWM delivered direct to your door every month

Getting your copy before SWM goes on general sale

Avoiding cover price rises during the period of your
subscription

Short Wave Magazine is packed every month with items of interest and regular
features include airband, satellites, broadcast, DXTV and scanning as well as
reviews of the latest equipment and all you need to know to keep you in touch
with where to listen for what interests you.

short wave ma azine
SIVM November 1997
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WORLD-WIDE REPORTS

Amateur Bands
Round -up

A
nother month comes, another one
passes, and another lesson is learned!

When last my end -fed came down, I
decided, rather than use the usual Nylon over the
ridge of the house, to use some of the green
garden string of the traditional, non -plastics
variety, on the argument that it would rapidly
weather to an appropriate colour and blend into
the scenery. It did just that - but the snag has
turned out to be that as it weathered, so it quite
rapidly lost physical strength; and worse, its
resistance to chafe where it goes over the top of
the ridge of the house. Never again! Interestingly
enough, it fell while I was away at a wedding on
t'other side of the country and no wind.

However, I always have logged tuner settings
for each band so I did a spot of improvisation and
experimentation - precisely the same, undamaged,
length of wire, but temporarily a totally different
'run' around the garden mostly only a metre or
less above the soil. I was quite surprised how
closely the totally different layout compared, as
far as the tuner was concerned, with the old. It'll
do, at least until I can get around to slinging a new
line over the roof - but this time, I will have a
spare second line also run over the roof. Then, if
one breaks I can use the spare to haul another
couple over without any bother.

Why didn't I think of that years ago??

Simple Receivers
I'm quite sure that most of us old-timers began by
building a very simple one -valve receiver out of
parts salvaged from war -surplus or - as in my own
case - the remains of a domestic receiver from a
house which had been bombed in Hitler's War. I
don't think anything in radio gave me the pleasure
I got as a lad of thirteen in cobbling together a
circuit from the little I knew, finding the bits,
making the chassis - it took me all one evening
just to file out the hole for the valve holder! -
then putting it together, creating h.t. and it.
voltages, persuading it to make a noise, then
making it work better, better again, and so on,
until at last I had a quite respectable one-valver to
listen to the world.

In the process I learned about tin -bashing,
what a dry joint looks like, and lots of other
things too; perhaps most important, how to do
things if the 'proper' tool was not available! It
didn't look much - no walnut cabinet with
Bakelite trim from pre-war or even a one -band
'Utility' set box - but it worked better on such
DX signals as were about then than our home
domestic mains -driven receiver - and I was
accordingly rather chuffed. It didn't even dent my
pocket -money!

Several years later I was to find the knowledge
I got would come in handy in a REME radar
course, by which time I was already some way
into a career in communications and radar which
took me to retirement and beyond. Amateur
radio has given me a good life, by and large.

"So what?" you say.
Well, I recently turned out my workshop

thoroughly for the first time in years, searching
for a missing item. I came across the old clunker.
which I'd thought thrown away when I moved
here. I gave it a valve from the junk box, renewed
some by -now leaky capacitors, found some h.t.

and 1.t., and put it on the antenna. Up to around
15MHz it's a cracker; above that it tends to be a
mite 'touchy' on the controls, and perhaps the
replacement valve is showing either its age or
signs of its first years - Heaven only knows how it
originally came to me.

I could build another one like it for nothing,
given perhaps an old transistor portable for the
variable capacitor, some wire for the coils, and a
scrounge round the club's junk boxes. To be up-
to-date, I'd probably change the valve for an f.e.t.
and I might re -vamp the circuitry to cover up to
30MHz, only because I also found a forgotten
home-brew two -metre converter!

Are we discouraging youngsters from coming
in to this hobby of ours? We need them to be
'hooked' on pocket -money priced receivers -
thousand -pound boxes come years later. How
many potential s.w.l.s are we turning away from
our hobby? And of those who do come in, how
much practical knowledge have they?

ET?

John Collins included a copy of a piece in the
Birmingham Mail by a staff reporter who had
discovered that SETI - Search for Extra -Terrestrial
Intelligence - existed. One recalls G3YJO talking
about this as a diversion from his main theme of
Long -Delayed Echoes around 1966 at a talk he
gave to the Bishops Stortford club. The chances
nowadays of ever solving this one become less
and less with the ever-increasing radio pollution
by more and more pointless applications.

Still with John, on 7MHz between 2200 and
0030UTC, he picked out JY5HX, 9K2OK,
TA I AR, V85HG, EU6AF all asking for cards via
the Bureau, while UA I AKJ, who appears around
2300 on Sundays, asks for his cards to be sent
direct. From West Siberia RW9AB gave PO Box
7212 Chelyabinsk 454138, Russia. Readers should
note that the six -digit number following the town
in ex -USSR country addresses seems to be very
important; one suspects that the number directs
your letter to the right town even though the
sorter may not recognise the remainder of the
address if it is written in our Arabic letters.

A Mongolian club station was noted by John,
but was buried under the Italian 'net control' -
isn't that typical?

At the time of writing his letter, Ted Hearn
from Newcastle, Staffs was just preparing for his
holiday - lucky chap! He mentions OK2BNG and
RWOQA on 3.5MHz, while on 7MHz GI3TTY,
GOOYO and DL4HRH were logged. At 14MHz
we see lots of Europeans of course, plus LU3DFS,
N3HYB, N4XBE, OHO/DL2BUE PP I BG, RZ6FC,
W2ONB(or was it 'ONV, Ted?), ZA1MH, Z31FK,
3V8BB, A44LZ. HBO/DL2SBY. HZ I AB. TA3LZ,
with TT8JWM, and SNOT noted on I 8MHz. As
for 21 MHz, there were plenty of Europeans, but
nothing beyond Italy. On I8MHz among the EUs
we spotted TZ6JA, UA9CK, YC8IXN, ZP7GCA,
ZS5XA, and 9G I YR.

Best Times?
To stick to the same operating hours year in year
out won't do! For example, the low bands are
best after dark with Eighty and Forty, too,
sometimes producing interesting things in the

PAUL ESSERY GW3KFE

PO BOX 4

NEWIOWN
POWYS SY16 1ZZ

pre -dawn period. Up at h.f., the daylight hours are
best, and the borderline between the two bits of
spectrum varies as the sunspot cycle does its
eleven -year thing.

Again, there's not much point in listening for
say some rare Pacific island just 'cos the
computer says that's when propagation is best, if
it's also the time when the only op is tucked up in
bed and asleep - a less than optimum time when
he's operating would serve better! And, of
course, the dawn and dusk periods sometimes
see signals come up for a while and then fade
back into the noise. The moral is to try a change!

Again, it is instructive to listen to a big
DXpedition and note the stations they are
working. Finally, never forget the big contests.
The Big Guns will often head for some exotic
spot for the sake of the rare prefix, many a new
country can be found by listening to the
contesters, even though they be only Little Pistols
- they too are looking for the Big Guns.

Another Ted now - Ted Trowel! on the Isle
of Sheppey - seems to have deserted Top Band
and seems to have given up telephony too - he is
all-c.w. On 7MHz around 0500z, he noted
CO23SG, HJ1RRR, ZL2UV, ZP7BIA, VP2EXM,
CP6IB, P4OXM, KP2/KD4D, CYONCD, CLOVP,
ZL IBM, and 1-1K6KKK. At 10MHz the focus
shifted to 0700, and EA6BH, 1500 and OY3QN,
and at 1700 TF4/DJ7RU. The injected the idea of
a QSY to I 4MHz around 1500, where Ted netted
JAORYN/7, YI9SK, JA2CEZ, VESUA, WOZR,
JA4AHV, AA7JV, JM3APP, JM3APP, OY1G. JA7SSB,
JA1APD, JH I GNU, JA4EKO, JA1FYG, TA21J,
JS I WTT, JA3KM, JA I NUT, 9H3ZV(G4ZVJ),
JY8WA, and TF4/DJ7RU. Up once again, and
I 8MHz to turn up 5X1P, JA4AHV, and JY5HX.

QSLs
Ted Trowel! offers the following: VP2EXM via
DL3XM; YI9SK via HAOHW; J41 WCA via
SV I CXX; CYONCD via CD8RCG, JH5HX via PO
Box 182700 Amman, Jordan. Ted notes that while
some of the above are different from previously
published data, they represent what he himself
copied from the station at the time.

Incidentally, Ted has been a bit unwell of late
writing amusingly of his latest trip to hospital as a
'blue light job! Let's hope it all comes out OK.

A nice letter from Harry Richards in
Barton -upon -Humber, who reckons that SWM -
and indeed southrons generally - know nowt of
what goes on north of Watford.

As an afterthought, Harry wants to know
about my problems in the June column with the
TS -520 and the TS -440 - mended, Harry,
mended! On a different tack. Harry enclosed a
full page article on Tetney Beam Radio Station and
the GB70GBH commemoration seventy years
after the opening. Lincoln Short Wave Club
deserves congratulations not just for the station,
but, more, for making sure that it was free from
the taint of reporters' imagination.

Finis
That's it once again. Input by the first of the
month, to me, at Box 4, Newtown SY16 1ZZ. If
there's anything you particularly want to have
covered, then please say so, and I'll try to oblige!
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FROM THE CLARKE BELT

Satellite TV News
ROG R BUNNE

he Presidential motorcade sweeps down
through the streets of Manhatten towards
the waterfront. An expectant crowd

awaits. Cut back to an airborn shot of skyscrapers
and then slowly zoom in to the open 1950s
Cadillac - it's not the President of the United
States, but the Rolling Stones sweeping onwards to
their press conference beneath (!) Brooklyn
Bridge. The remarkable shots were monitored
August 18th via Intelsat K - 21 °W, 11.540GHz
vertical - the 'Stones en -route for their press call
concerning their '97 American tour marking their
new Riches to Babylon album. The press question
time was less than remarkable and terminated
after about ten minutes. More successful was the
Virgin Megastore opening in New York a week
earlier, but on Orion -I @ 37°W. This time the
'Backstreet Boys' sang their latest rendition - at
least this crowd enjoyed the happening!

Just two days later - August 14th - an old friend
appeared on Orion, that of the BBC Plymouth's
SNG truck UKI-231, which crossed the Channel to
cover the St. Helier, CI 'Battle of Flowers' along
the Esplanade. Shots of flower bedecked trucks
and local interviews were fed into the evening
news magazine programme. Back to the mainland
amd a less happy event, the Plymouth truck again,
at Whitesands Bay, Cornwall, the scene of a
drowning tragedy, the mother saved her toddlers
but herself was lost in the surf. The Plymouth
truck normally uses Orion and is still analogue.

A reader advises that he saw 'Tower Broadcast
Centre' across colour bars on Intelsat K, evening
of August 29th. Checking he found that this was
BT ex London - they've joined with Brightstar to
offer increased facilities and are using formally
leased Br'star transponders. Intelsat K was used
22/23rd August for a 'Honda Test Transmission -
Honda UK Outside Broadcast corporate event,
rehearsing late into the evening of the 22nd with
the main presentation the following morning.
SISLink UKI-117 provided facilities and the uplink
truck. SISLink can often be seen uplinking from
numerous UK locations, they've contracts with
Central, Meridian, Harlech, Yorkshire and Anglia.
Frequently used is Eutelsat I F5 @ 25°E, an inclined
orbiting satellite, now rather ancient and in an
eliptical orbit - and is therefore cheap to lease for
short term feeds. Central often use this bird for
inserts into their local evening magazine
programme. Fortunately, SIS are always careful to
include their unit number, client and location
before and after any news feed - August 22nd for
example when SISLink came South and used I F5
there appeared the flashing ident 'Meridian TV OB
Portsmouth', then 'SISLINK 26 UKI 257' and also
contact telephone numbers. The 22nd was a busy
night with British Telecom 'BTI UKI 100' truck
uplinking, via Orion, a visit by the Pope to a French
cathedral town, blessings, bells, etc. Though BTI
were less thorough with no location details on
their colour bars.

It was an early rising Roy Carman (Sandown,
loVV) that noticed another more exotic SISLink
feed, this time 'SIS 28 UKI-736' then 'Monseratt
for Sky News' and 'SISLink Global Satellite
Comms'. This on August 22nd, 0820BST using an
NTSC feed at I 2.704GHz hor. on PAS -3R, 43°W. I
logged the same uplink that evening at 1730 with
Jeremy Thompson reporting live for Sky and the
American networks with billowing smoke, etc.,
from the volcano behind. The Sky/SISLink
operation was the first live satellite unit on
Monseratt - others followed for the American

networks.

Monitoring crew
discussions, Roy gathered the
camera was on South
Monseratt looking North
with the main lava flow from
the Western face. As an
aside, Roy comments that
volcanos are terrifying, he
having stood on the edge of
Mt. St. Helens, Washington
State, "you have to see one
to appreciate its awsome
power"!

Both Roy and John
Locker (Wirral) reported on
the activities of the MIR space
station and problems there-
on which have been relayed
live from the MIR Control
Centre/Houston Space
Centre. The live pictures
seen on Intelsat K, 21°W @
I I .529GHz horizontal were
linked back to the 'States ex
Morolev MIR Control,
Moscow. Up to recently the
MIR video downlink was
carried via an elderly and
inclined COSMOS 2054 bird
at 16°VV, around the 10.825-
10.830GHz circular. This
satellite has been replaced by
a later ALTAIR-2 craft,
downlinking at I 0.825GHz
with a I degree spot beam
(or is claimed) on Moscow. A
Dutch sat -zapper has
received signals on a I.2m
dish though efforts by several
UK counterparts has drawn a
blank after several weeks, if a 1° beamwidth is
employed then signal levels in the UK will be
marginal. Transmissions from MIR are random and
its a matter of luck if you see anything, I once saw
MIR crew pictures, but very low level using a I.5m
dish and 0.9dB noise LNB. As I bash out these
lines early September MIR is in trouble tonight
with a computer drop out...

Welcome to James Broughton (Yateley,
Hants) who uses a motorised 950mm dish with
0.6dB Cambridge LNB and comments on the
Telecom birds 2B/2D at 5°W which give him eight
analogue TV channels. He has also monitored the
France Telecom Sainte Assise test pattern in black
and white - this suggests that James uses a PAL
receiver since the French transmissions use
SECAM (try a SECAM to PAL transcoder). Two
transmissions are in the Ku-FSS band at 11.466,
I I.685GHz - a departure from the norm which is

usually Telecom band between I 2.5-1 2.75GHz.
Analogue is active but digital lurks...a few

readers have purchased Nokia 9200 or 9500
receivers and cautiously are stepping into the
digital world. Once my planning permission has
been approved (?) - yes another month and still the
authorities have yet to return with an answer to
my small dish in the garden - I, too, will be stepping
into the digital world though from comments
arising from Julian Redwood (Christchurch)
much of the tuning and parameter setting for
digital reception is time consuming, there's not the
luxury of just tuning in frequency (or turning a
knob!). We'd appreciate any user observations

A UK reader's 3. im most + 2m
panel fence. He obviously has
happy neighbours and an equally
happy planning department

1.11111111111r :C111

Cup Of Toulon

Elm Milisis
Prelim:Sans

Dean Rogers (London SE2)
receiving this VTR clock on his
800mm dish.

ITN HONGKONG

Another shot from Dean, satellite
unidentified.

Lots of info on
this 7°E test
card! Czech TV
sending a
programme feed
to Japan's NHK
office in Paris.
(John Locker, Wired)

35 GRAYLING MEAD

FISHLAKE

ROMSEY, HANTS

5051 7RU

Church programming feed via rE.
Cohn Locker, Wirral)

East European (Warsaw?) using the
Russian test card via 7°E.
(John Locker; Wirral)

Good to see Zagreb back in
operation after hostilities.
(John Locker, Wirral)

ii isisnunu
21-08-1997 10 14

UNILATERAL FOR

IMECZECH TELEVIPRAGUESON

.1++4202,26199

from readers using digital receivers please...
Readers may well recall the visit of the Test

Valley Borough Council's planning enforcement
officer to my address (19/6/97) concerning a
breach of DOE regulations in that more than one
satellite dish was present upon my property.
Planning permission was applied for as - 'Retention
of satellite dish on post' and sent in mid July (five
copies, photos, £90 fee). The top of the laurel
green 1.2 metre dish in question projects above
the fence line by approx. 380mm in an area
surrounded by detatched and terraced housing i.e.
a modern estate. The application now has to be
decided at a main Southern Area Planning
Committee meeting on 23 September as an
objector has appeared. His objections commented
that I didn't need all my antennas, that I was
inconsiderate to neighbours and that the antennas
were not professionally installed. Following
recently introduced guidelines allowing both
objectors and applicants to speak at planning
meetings I will be exercising my rights...the saga
continues...
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MULTICOMM 2000
WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER

LARGE SHOWROOM HUGE DISCOUNTS

AOR [* * * RECEIVERS * * *
AOR AR8(X)0
£289.00

AOR AR7030
£675.00

AOR AR5000
£1299.00

AOR AR3000+
£769.00

AOR AR30(X)A
£689.00

NEW

ICOM
PCR- 101)0

£325.00

ICOM IC -R8500

£1369.00

BEARCAT 9000XLT

£259.00

DRAKE SW -2
£425.00

YA ES U FRG -100

r,
£459.00

REALISTIC
DX -394,4
£225.00

KENWOOD
R-5000
£879.00

TS -570
£1279.00_r

JRCJRC
NRD-515n-

BP:
£1525.00

0
NRD-345
£689.00

YUPITERU
MVT-9000
£345.00

MVT-7 I 00EX
£220.00

MVT-7200EX
£299.00

MVT-7000EX
£210.00

MVT-225EX
£225.00

* * * ACCESSORIES * * *
SHORTWAVE
ANTENNAS

Miller HFI £65.00

Sony AN -1 active £59.01)

G5RV dipole hale £25.00

Watson balun £19.95

MFJ 10222 active £45.00

MFJ 1020B active £79.00

OPTOELECTRONICS
OPTO CUB

£99.95

TIME WAVE
DSP-599ZX
DSP FILTER

£325.00

VHF/UHF
ANTENNAS

MSS -1300 mobile £41.04)

Skyscan mobile £25.00

Scanmaster SBA -128 139.04)

LP -1300 log periodic 199.00

Scanmaster base £38.00

Scanmaster Discone £41.00

UNIVERSAL
M-8000 DECODER
NEW VERSION 7

THE ULTIMATE DECODER

£995.00

STANDARD
AX -700 MK_'

£389.00

MFJ
784B-DSP

DSP FILTER

C235.00

WHIP
ANTENNAS

Watson Regular £12.95

Watson Telegainer £14.95

Watson Super £19.95

Diamond Mini £28.00

Diamond Micro £29.95

WATSON
FC- I 28 COUNTER

£79.00

PALSTAR
AM -30

aft 747 4:-

£69.00

NEW

SCANMASTER
DOUBLE

£55.00

UNIVERSAL
M-450 DECODER

NEW

111111V-

£295.00
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SALES HOTLINE
01480 406770

* * * MULTICOMM 2000 USED EQUIPMENT * * *
ma

1:4111ML

JRC NRD-525 Icom ICR-71E Yaesu FRG -8800 Kenwood R-5000 Lowe HF-225
Beautiful receiver,

beautiful cond £679
Excellent s/w receiver,
excellent value £489

(3 to choose from)
£289

(6 to choose from)
£550

(3 to choose from)
£285

raTimmesz:74.

Yaesu FRG -100 AOR AR -3000A Icom ICR-72E Momentum MCL-1100
Ex -demo

£375
Amazing receiver,
priced from £550

top performing Rx
starting at £495

Decoder including
monitor £199

Realistic PRO -2006
Great scanner

£180

ir WiL\ 1) P__\1 FT 7 Di D1::11 r? OUP_ LC ED EDUr PiVIE1

**WE NEED YOUR USED E UIPMENT**
TOP PRICES PAID...GUA ANTEED MI

LET US SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT FOR YOU
SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS
AKD HF-3 (4 WEEKS OLD) £129.10
AOR AR _1030 BOXED (AS NEW) £399.00

ICOM ICR-7IE FULLY LOADED E569.00
ICOM ICR-72E SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER 1495.00
ICOM ICR-72E SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER 050.00
JRC NRD-525 (MINT) £550.10
KENWOOD R-NX1D+VHF AS NEW £369.00
KENWOOD R-5000 DELUXE SW RECEIVER 1659.00
KENWOOD R-5000 DELUXE SW RECEIVER £599.00
KENWOOD R-5000 DELUXE SW RECEIVER £579.00
LOWE HF-225 + KEY PAD £299.00
LOWE HF-225 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER 1319.00
LOWE HF-235 COMMERCIAL SW RECEIVER £559.00
PANASONIC RFB-I0 £49.00
RACAL 1792 EX -GCHQ RECEIVER £679.00
REALISTIC DX -394 (AS NEW) £195.00
SONY PRO -80 PORTABLE SW + AIRBAND £125.00
SONY PRO -80 PORTABLE SW + AIRBAND £135.00
TARGET HF-3 (EX -DEMO) 1120.00
TRIO R-600 (GREAT CONDMON) £215.00
YAESU FRG -I00 MINT CONDMON £369.00
YAESU FRG -100 AS NEW WITH KEYPAD £389.00
YAESU FRG -7000 GREAT RECEIVER £169.00
YAESU FRG -8800 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER £329.00
YAESU FRG -8800 SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER £295.00
YAESU FRG -8800 SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER £299.10
SCANNERS
ALINCO DJX- I (EX -DEMO) £150.00
AOR 2700 GREAT VALUE £140.00
AOR 2700 GREAT VALUE 1140.00
AOR 3000A SW+VHF+UHF £550.00
AOR 3000A SW+VHF+UHF £560.00
AOR 3000A+ SW+VHF+UHF FULL SPEC 1650.00
AOR AR -1000 HAND HELD 1000 CHANNEL £14000

AOR AR -2002 VHF/ UHF il)Fsk-TOP (MINT) £189.00
AOR AR -2800 VHF/UHF/HF DESK -TOP MULTIMODE 1199.00
AOR AR -8000 (EX -DEMO) £259.10
COMTEL-202 SCANNER (2 -WEEKS OLD) E99.00
ICOM ICR-I £150.00
ICOM ICR- I (NEW) MINI -SCANNER 1259.(0)

ICOM ICR-10 NEW MODEL (EX -DEMO) 1279.00
ICOM ICR-7000 VHF/UHF RECEIVER 1625.00
REALISTIC PRO -2006 (MINT) 1180.00
REALISTIC PRO -2039 (EX -DEMO) £149.00
REALISTIC PRO -26 (EX -DEMO) HIGH -SPEC 1169.00
SIGNAL R-517 AIRBAND RECEIVER E90.00

STANDARD AX -700 PANARAMIC RECEIVER £279.10
WSU FRG -9600 RECEIVER 1299.00

YUPITERU MVT-7000 HAND HELD SCANNER 1165.00
YUPITERU MVT-70(0 HAND HELD SCANNER £169.00
YUPITERU MVT-7200 SCANNER (EX -DEMO) £289.00
YUPITERU MVT-8000 (EX -DEMO) .n50.00
ACCESSORIES
7 AMP PS11119.00
ASIATIC DESK MIC £39.00
BREMI 3A PSU £15.00
CB -MASTER 7A PSU £29.00
CIRKIT GDO (MINT) £39.00
DAIWA AUTO AM £189.00
DAIWA CNW-727 VHF/UHF AM (MINT) 1145.00
DAIWA CNW-727 VHFILIHE AM SWR £90.00
DATONG AD -270 ACTIVE ANTENNA 160.00
DATONG AD -370 £45.00
DATONG MORSE TUTOR f15.00
DRAE 6A PSU 1.29.00
DRAE 6 -AMP PSU £15.00
DRAE VHF WAVEMETER £25.00
DRSI PACKET SYSTEM £25.00

GLOBAL AT -I000 AM 155.(N)

100'S
OF

DISCOUNTED
BOOKS

5th UK
Scanning Directory

£17.50
COLLECTION
ARRANGED

MOST MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED

At\--
VIS4

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
FAX: 01480 356192 SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com WEBSITE: www.multicomm2000.com
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A VHF/UHF PERSPECTIVE

Scanning
xcellent news first off for owners of the
apparently magnificent AOR AR5000. Did you
know that your set has a stunning 2000

channel memory capacity? You didn't? Well, neither did!
until I received a letter from DJ of Llanelli.

This is a copy of what was sent to me:
"On page 71, the following information can be

found in the manual for the AR5000: Power On (Search)
EEPROM Bank 0 selection. A decimal point at the I Hz

position extinguishes.
Power On (Scan) EEPROM Bank I selection. A

decimal point is added at the I Hz position.

By switching back and forth during testing it was
discovered that the AR5000 has two individual memory
banks - 0 and I - and each bank contains 1000 channels
- thus doubling the capacity of the set. Bank 0 is also
pre-programmed with frequencies at the factory.

I checked this out with AOR in the UK and Richard
Hillier had the following comments to make. "The
earlier series starting serial 5xxxxx did not support this
feature although consideration had been given to
provision of additional EEPROM storage and switching.
While development moved to support the AR5000+3,
the opportunity was taken to increase the size of the
EEPROM and add software (rather than hardware)

switching.
The 2000 location memory capability has been

noted on the AR5000+3 operating manual addendum
since release, but is applicable to recent AR5000 (serial
number 7xxxx) as well. This information has been freely
available from all distributors for some time.

In fact, it is not simply 2000 memories but 10 scan
banks, 20 extra search banks, 5 extra VFOs, etc... in fact
everything twice."

To gain access to the other section hold in either the
SRCH or SCAN button whilst powering up. The bank
selected is indicated by the presence, or absence of, the
decimal point at the I Hz position.

When the point is present bank I is selected and

you have access to the factory default. When the point is
not present, you are in bank 0 - and have access to the
extra 1000 channels.

Configuration settings for both bank 0 and I are

independent of each other. This means that if you are
using ScanCat Gold for Windows you must set up your

Channel 6 (156'3000M)

Coast radio
station

I ST9326

Fig. I: Simplex marine v.h.f operation.

CAT can be contacted at
scancat.com or by snail mail at:
CAT, PO Box 18285,
Shreveport LA 71138, FAX:
001-318-686-0449.

Richard at AOR, also stated,
"A new AOR software package
"Spectrum Master" (for Win 3.1x,
Win95 and Windows NT) has
been under development for some
time and has already passed into
the second stage of beta testing. It

will be displayed at the Leicester
show, if we can get our skates on
there is a chance it will be released
there too.

It will provide both a virtual
radio and text based interface. All
AR5000+3 facilities (noise blanker,
A.F.C. and synchronous detection)
are supported as well as EEPROM

bank switching for 2,0000 memory
channels. The package also

contains a data -base, world map
projections and various useful

modulation & propagation tools."
AOR Japan are not

supporting retro-upgrades of the AR5000 to AR5000+3
receiver. However, we are beginning to receive part
upgrades for retro fitting. So far, the AFC upgrade has
been supplied to us for fitting in our workshop.

The installation requires intensive work and
potentially one board swap. We expect to see NB and
sync. upgrades over the next couple of months. Upgrade
will only be possible in AOR Japan and German Boger
workshop, as far as I am aware.

If your set serial number starts with a 7 then this
looks possible but not probably if it starts with a 5.
Number 5xx)otx sets require microprocessor upgrade
and a problem then appears due to slightly different
input bandpass filter ranges.

It looks like each part of the "+3" will be £89 inc.
VAT in the UK, carriage extra. The MF5000 optional c.w.
filter is available from stock priced at £69.95 plus £2
postage inc. VAT.

configuration for the RS -232 port separately for each
bank.

See sections 6-19 on page 29 of the AR5000
manual for complete details of the configuration settings.
For data connection, CAT recommend using the
I 9200Baud as the fastest possible data connection.

Using ScanCat Gold with Windows gives you

complete control of uploading and downloading all 2000
frequencies from both banks".

Ship station

So, that's the latest. If
anyone discovers this
amazing fact and increases

their scanning will they
confirm here with me?
Meanwhile DJ informs me

that the AR5000 does
compete with his JRC
NRD-535 set when used
on the same
antenna...which makes it,

all in all, a brilliant bit of
kit.

Simplex & Duplex
Radios owned by lesser mortals now, and from Amlwch
in Anglesey, a letter from Dafydd Tangraig. He is new
to scanning, concentrating on the marine band, and asks
if I can explain the meaning of the terms heard amongst
many mariners - simplex and duplex.

Firstly, simplex is quite really just that. A ship

JOHN GRIFFITHS
 132 HOWARD STREET

OXFORD

OX4 3BG
TEL: (01865) 241065

Ship
TX to Coast

RX

Coast TX t° Ship RX

Coast radio
station

ST9327] Ship station

Fig. 2: Duplex v.h.f operation.

shiP Tx to
Coast TX

t
Coasto
Ship R)XC

I ST93281 Ship station

Fig. 3: Semi -duplex v.h.f operation. In this case, the coast station transmits
on one frequency and receives on another, but the ship maintains one
frequency throughout.

comprises a transmitter and receiver and both require
an antenna. The one antenna does both jobs but not at
the same time!

If one antenna is available then it must be switched
between TX and RX and this is done by the p.tt. bar on
the handset used by the operator. Press To Talk. It
requires the co-operation of both parties and means
that while one is talking, the other is listening.

In simplex, both transmitter and receiver operate
on the same frequency although, at times, two separate
ones are used. Fig. I shows a simplex operation.

Duplex works really well if operators are skilled in
marine v.h.f. radio. By skilled, I mean people like HMCG,
lifeboat crews and so forth. This does not involve a p.c.c.
bar on the handset.

Transmission and reception are done
simultaneously. Duplex allows calls to be made to land
subscribers - like the BT network, mobiles, etc. and
works on two separate frequencies in order to avoid
interference. It is better than simplex, avoids having to
say 'over'! Fig. 2 shows duplex operation.

Semi -Duplex

There is another operation used, known as semi -duplex.
It mainly concerns small vessels fitted with a simplex -
only transceiver. When communicating with a duplex
fitted shore station then the whole operation is done in
simplex mode with the shore. As two frequencies are
used the correct name for it is two frequency simplex.
Fig. 3 shows this.

Dafydd also asks me what channels are worth

listening to. That's hard, really, but I would certainly
programme Channel 16 v.h.f. in and follow on from

Continued on page 73
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LOW VHF OBSERVATIONS

DX Television

S
poradic-E reception conditions usually
deteriorate around mid -August with
fewer prolonged openings. Not so this

August and judging by comments from DXers,
this season has been one of the better ones in
recent years. Over the past few seasons Peter
Barber (Coventry) has compiled a graph
showing the density of openings (days versus the
length of openings) and so far the results indicate
that this season has been exceptional.

Reception Log For August
Several readers have commented about the
collective log and think it's a good idea. We will
try and keep it going throughout the winter
months but bear in mind its continued success
depends upon reception conditions and what you
send in to us; no reports, no log!

I Italy (VIDEO - private transmitter) E2, (RAI
UNO) IA and IB; Spain (TVE-I) E2; Slovenia
(SLO-I) E3; Hungary (MTV -1) RI and R2.

3 Spain E2, E3 and E4; Portugal (RTP- I) E3; Italy

(VIDEO) E2, (RAI UNO) IA and 1B.
4 Spain E2, E3 and E4; Italy (RAI UNO) IA and IB:

Germany (ARD-1) E2.
5 Italy (VIDEO) E2, (RAI UNO) IA and IB;

Sweden (SVT-I) E2, E3 and E4; Portugal E3;
Unidentified signals RI and R2. Tropospheric
reception: the Netherlands (NED-I) E4, (NED-
3) E30; Germany (ARD- I ) E5 and 8
Portugal E2 and E3; Spain E2, E3 and E4;
Corsica (Canal Plus) L2 and L4; Italy (RAI
UNO) IA and IB; Switzerland (DRS SF -I) E2;
Germany E2.

9 Spain E2, E3 and E4; Portugal E3.

10 Spain E2, E3 and E4; Portugal E2 and E3;

Croatia (HRT-I) E4; Slovenia E3; Serbia (RTS-I)
E3; Italy (RAI UNO) IA and IB; Corsica (Canal
Plus) L2; France (Canal Plus) L3.

I I Spain E2 and E4; Italy (VIDEO) E2; Portugal E3;
Sweden E2, E3 and E4; Norway (NRK-I) E2 and
E3; Lithuania (LTV) R2.

12 Ukraine (YT -1) RI and (YT -2) R2; Russia (ORT-
I) RI and R2; Hungary (MTV -1) RI and R2;
Czech Republic (TV NOVA) RI and R2;
Slovakia (STV-1) R2; Italy (VIDEO) E2, (RAI
UNO) IA and IB; Norway (NRK- I) E2 and E4;
Iceland (RUV) E4; Serbia (RTS-I) E3; Slovenia
(SLO-I) E3; Lithuania (LTV) R2. Tropospheric
reception included various Norwegian UHF
transmitters.

13 Lithuania (LTV) R2; Sweden E2, E3 and E4;
Norway (NRK-1) E2; Spain E2.

14 Serbia (RTS-I) E3; Italy (VIDEO) E2, (RAI
UNO) IA and IB; Corsica (Canal Plus) L2;
France (Canal Plus) L3; Spain E2, E3 and E4;
Slovenia (SLO-1) E3.

15 Italy (VIDEO) E2, (RAI UNO) IA and IB;
Slovenia (SLO-1) E3; Sweden E2, E3 and E4;
Spain E3.

16 Italy (RAI UNO) IA and IB; Corsica (Canal Plus)
L2 and L4; Spain E2 and E4.

17 Italy (RAI UNO) IA.
19 Tropospheric reception: Belgium (RTBF-I) E8,

(BRTN- I ) E10.

20 Spain E2, E3 and E4 (with bullfight during the
late afternoon).

21 Sweden E2 and E3.
22 Sweden E2 and E3; Denmark (DR -TV) E3;

Iceland (RUV) E4.
23 Italy (VIDEO) E2, (RAI UNO) IA; Corsica

(Canal Plus) L2 and L4.
24 Norway (NRK-I) E2 and E3; Spain E2, E3 and

E4. Tropospheric reception: Belgium (RTBF-1)
E8.

25 Sweden E2 and E3; Norway (NRK-I) E2 and E3;
Italy (RAI UNO) IA and IB; Unidentified '1+1'
logo on R2.

26 Estonia (ETV) R2 and R3; Russia (ORT-I) RI
and R2; Norway (NRK-I) E2, E3 and E4; Finland
(YLE-I) E3; Sweden E2, E3 and E4.

27 Spain E2, E3 and E4; Portugal E2 and E3;

Rumania (TVR-I) R2; Ukraine (YT -I) R2;
Slovenia (SLO-I) E3; Croatia (HRT-I) E4; Italy
(VIDEO) E2, (TVA private station) IA, (RAI
UNO) IA and IB.

28 Italy (RAI UNO) IA; Spain E2 and E3; Portugal
E3.

31 Tropospheric reception: Belgium, Netherlands
and France (various channels).

Sporadic -E Reception Reports
Sporadic -E activity on the 14th produced an
intense all -day opening with reception mainly
from the south-east. The 26th was impressive too
with high m.u.f's during the morning producing
Band II TV signals (Channels R3 and R4) as well as
a deluge of f.m. stations. Tuning up to
I 43.625MHz, Peter Barber (Coventry) heard
Russian speech.

Iceland has been a surprise catch this August
with at least two long -duration sightings. Tim
Bucknall (Congleton) saw it during the day on
the 12th with the usual test transmissions
consisting of text pages and programme schedules
headed 'RAS' and 'RUV'. Iceland was also seen by
Peter Barber on Channel E4 from 1 I 02UTC and
again at 1551UTC. A 'UR' logo has been queried
again. This is SVT-1 (Sweden) and it displays this
logo during schools programmes. The clock also
features the 'UR' identification in large letters.
The 'tg I ' (Telegiornale) logo shown during RAI
UNO's news programme has been seen in the
top -left of the screen instead of the lower -right.

Simon Hockenhull (Bristol) has commented
that most of his reception during the first half of
August came from the south but Scandinavian
signals were favoured towards the end of the
month.

Tropospheric Reception Reports
More Norwegian u.h.f. signals have been logged by
George Garden (Edinburgh). On August 12th, a
new transmitter on Channel E5 I was resolved in
colour until closedown. It was similar to the NRK-
2 programme on Channel E44 but no test card
was shown on this occasion. Other signals
included TV Norge, identified by its 'N' logo (see
Fig. I). A regional 'TV Vest' identification caption
was also seen (see Fig. 2). Programme previews
headed 'IKVELD' were identified as NRK-2 (TV
TO) on Channel E4 I. After closedown the
PM5534 test card was shown.

Keith Hamer &
Garry Smith

17 Collingham
Gardens

Derby DE22 4FS

Fig. TV Norge indentification caption.

Fig. 2: Regional TV Norge indentification symbol.

Fig. 3: This month's excursion down memory lane.
The first BBC -2 Clock caption was radiated on 21
April 1964. BBC -2 was due to begin on 20 April, but,
a power failure at Battersea Powerstation plunged the
BBC Television Centre into darkness. Just as well
because someone had forgotten to attach the hands
onto the clock!

if you expet,
ence oo idd

Fig. 4: One for the archives: a Channel 5 test
transmission via tropospheric reception snapped by
Simon Bryant (Farnham, Surrey).

DXTV continued on page 73.
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ACTIVE

THE NEW

ANTENNAS

ARA RANGE
-dross lor

ARA 40 ARA 60 ARA 2000
Technical performace Technical performace Technical performace
Frequency range 40kHz-40MHz at full perfor- Frequency range  40kHz-60MHz (full perfor- Frequency range

mance 40MHz-108MHz 2.3dB mance) 60-120MHz Output impedance
gain 2-3dB less gain Gain

Output impedan 50-75 ohm coaxial Output impedance 50-75 ohm coaxial
Connector to Rx PL comes as the standard. Connector to Rx PL type delivered as

Other standards can be fitted standard. Other standards can Noise figure
upon request be fitted on request

Gain , 5dB +/-0.2dBs Gain 10dB +/-0.2dBs
Intercept Point +45dBm IP 3rd order Intercept Point +50dBm IP 3rd order 3rd order IP

104 (10MHz/12V) (10MHz/12V) Output impedance
DC p

(230V mains adaptor for 12V (230V/12V DC stabilised
upply0 11.5-13 volt DC at 7OmA typ. Connector standardsDC power supply 11.5-13 volt DC at 8OmA typ.i

,...., IR DC is supplied with the anten- mains adaptor is supplied with
nal the antenna) Power supply

Mast diameter 30-50mm can be fitted Mast diameter 30-50mm can be fitted
Dimensions ARA40 115cm total length Dimensions 115cm total length. Antenna

with glassfibre whip. Antenna tube 50mm x 160mm Dimensions
tube 40mm x 140mm Ideal for base stations
ARA40 TEL 125cm total length
with telescopic whip extended. Accessories

.

Weight

ikm minmum length. Antenna 1

tube 40mm x 140mm

1 kJ /portable radio

50-2000MHz
50-75 ohms coaxial

-1000MHz
-1400MHz

16dB -2000MHz
1.5-2dB -1000MHz
1.8-2.5dB -1500MHz
2.5-4dB -2000MHz
+35dB typical
50-75 ohms coaxial
N type connector at the
antenna. BNC male connec-
tor to the receiver
12V DC at 160mA DC. Power
supply for 230V AC is deliv-

, ft. Awed comes with the antenna
Length 450mm.
Diameter 90mmI xi. *kg,
Mains wall plug adaptor
(230V A/12V DC). Interface
unit (remote supply unit)
12m coaxial cable and mast
mounting clamps

Available from: CELEBRITY COMMUNICATIONS 191 FRANCIS ROAD, LEYTON E10 6NQ

Tel: 0181-558 0854/0181-556 1415. Fax: 0181-558 1298.
E-mail: celcomms@aol.com Internet HTTP://DRESSLER@digit.de

New Thomson Multi -standard TVs with Teletext
II 14" Screen Multi -standard

 PAL - SECAM
 NTSC (via Scan)
II VHF- UHF Hyperband tuner

 S - VHS (via Scart)

II 59 channel memory

 Fastext Teletext
 Headphone socket
 Infra -red remote control

 240V AC operation

£329.00

CDM-800 MULTISYSTEM

DIGITAL CONVERTER
 Professional quality, full digital pro-

cessing

II Accommodates input systems of

NTSC 3.58, PAL and SECAM

(optional 4.43 available)

I Output systems NTSC 3.58, NTSC

4.43 and PAL

II 4M bit field memory, static resolu-
tion 500 lines, dynamic resolution

300 lines

11 Accommodates two inputs and two
outputs

II Built-in time Base correction (CB.C.(

I Line conversion: 525 to 625 lines,

625 to 525 lines

 Field conversion: 60 to 50 and 50 to

60 fields

I AC mains powered

£449.00

 10" Screen Multi -standard
 PAL -SECAM
 NTSC (via Scarf)
 VHF - UHF Hyperband tuner
 59 channel memory
 Fastext Teletext
 S - VHS (via Scart)
 12 - 24V DC operation
 Infra -red remote control
 240V AC operation

£369.00

NEW NICAM
MULTISYSTEM VCR
Thomson VPH6790 with

VideoPlus +

 Covers PAL 1 (for UK); PAL BIG

(for Europe); SECAM BIG (for

Middle East etc.) SECAM D/K
(for Eastern Bloc); SECAM L

(for France); NTSC 3.58 play-

back & record
Hyperband Tuner

II 2 Scart sockets
 99 programmes
 NICAM Hi-Fi stereo
 4 -head
II Long play
 VideoPlus +
 8 event 1 year timer
 Infra -red remote control

£499.00

Digital Converter

AC/DC 10"

Both above TVs cover

the following systems: all

VHF/UHF frequencies and

cable channels. PAL sys-

tem I (for UKt PAL sys-

tems 8/6 (for Europet

SECAM system 8/6 (for

Middle East eta SECAM

system L (for France)

FULL CATALOGUE

Features Satellite,
Multi -system TV's +
VCR's, Converters,

Decoders, Amplifiers
and Aerials for domes-

tic and
TV-Dxing.

AVAILABLE BY
RETURN OF POST FOR

ONLY El,

or ring with your credit
card

Nicam VCR

11 Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BIM
Tel: 01202-738232 Fax: 01202-716951

elinstnas" 4)
9 1.5 coming

Why not subscribe to

Shortwave Magazine in time for

Christmas?

Telephone (01202) 659930

for details
(All prices we inclusive of VAT, delivery by courier f10.001
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LOW VHF OBSERVATIONS

DXTV continued from page 71.

While on holiday at Gigha Island (off the Mull
of Kintyre), George resolved various RTE -I and
RTE -2 outlets using a Maxview amplified set -top
antenna fed into a portable mini colour TV, a
JVC-610GB.

Tim Bucknall has successfully received most of
the new Channel 35 outlets of Channel 5 at
various stages of testing. All of these stations are
now on -air full time.

FM Reports
Mike Gaskin (Cornwall) comments that this
August has been the most active one for many
years with at least eight days of activity (Mike was
on holiday for two weeks, so there may have
been more). Intense Meteor -Shower activity was
apparent between the 9th and 12th with many
stations exceeding 30dB for up to a minute. By
183OUTC, the 14th was absolute chaos with
Spanish (RNE) stations almost everywhere. Mike
noted an unusual selective frequency effect on the
f.m. band on a couple of days when there was
high activity between I05-107MHz but virtually
nothing at the lower end of the band.

Transatlantic FM DX
Although too late to include in the last column,
Mike Gaskin tells us of an incredible transatlantic
f.m. opening on July 10th. In fact, odd things
started to happen on the 9th when a fairly normal
Spanish opening was still in progress at 2300UTC.
A check on the 10m band revealed stations in
southern Eire were working outlets in the north

of England, either by very short -skip Sporadic -E
or, more likely, via backscatter. During this period
a London radio amateur reported north
American contacts at 50MHz. At 0900UTC the
following day, Mike noticed a weak station on
87.80MHz playing pop and country music
followed by an anouncement 'Easy listening
through the night on your downtown radio' in an
American accent. There was no identification and
the signal had faded completely by 0915. Nordic
and Icelandic station were heard during the day
but shortly after 2000UTC the station on
87.80MHz re -appeared with the announcement
'Eastern Standard Time is now 1310'. Swedish and
Icelandic TV signals were around at the time.
Mike adds that a Japanese 50MHz amateur station
was heard in the London area around that period.

For Disposal
Roger Bunney (Romsey) has installed a new
antenna system geared up to Band I DX-ing.
Consequently he has a Triax 92 -element
wideband u.h.f. antenna for disposal for only a
tenner but it must be collected. Please write to
Roger via the address shown at the top of his 'Sat
TV News' column.

Keep On Writing!
We're always delighted to hear from readers.
Please send off -screen photographs, reception
reports and general information by the 3rd of the
month to:- Garry Smith, 17 Collingham
Gardens, Derby DE22 4FS.

p

Fig. 5: A new antenna system under evaluation by
Roger Bunney (Romsey). The antennas to the right
(the u.h.f. grid and 4 -element fm.) are for domestic
reception while the one on the left is a rotatable
wideband Band I array for sporadic -E DXing.

Fig. 6: Slovakian PM5544 received from Bratislava on
channel R2 by Stephen Michie (Bristol).

Scanning continued from page 70.

there. It is also good to know Channel 67 and
Zero - both used by SAR agencies.

Dafydd has erected a single pole marine v.h.f.
antenna which was given to him by his uncle. It
currently adorns the chimney breast at his QTHR -
and for marine purposes, there would be no better
type of antenna.

Frequency Ranges
A question from Alan Gavin of Redruth,
Cornwall, asks about the frequency range covered
by scanners. Alan says that, nowadays, some of the
big h.f. RXers tune by scanning with, for example,
an up/down button. My old warhorse Sony
PRO -80 does that, so is it technically a scanner or
a short wave receiver? He asks can I define the
scanning brief.

Okay, in my own estimation, the hobby covers.
quite legitimately, anything from 30MHz through to
2GHz. That's from the end of the scale supplied by
a lot of short wave radios right up to satellite
bands.

However, and as you can see from the pages
within the magazine, the spectrum is interleaved
with hobbies within the hobby. For example,
amateur slow -scan TV goes in somewhere in that
little lot as does sat zapping. Aircraft, both civil and
military, are in the portion (and covered,
excellently, by Godfrey Manning in his 'Airband'
column ) so it's a bit of a mess, isn't it?

Not really. I deal in frequencies, sort of like a
communications broker, and consider my area to
be defined as p.m.r. (of all sorts) with specialist
areas like marine band and so forth.

I carry the odd bit of military aviation and
civvy news, but wouldn't dream of putting Godfrey
out of a wage! It's therefore quite hard to define,
but we seem to get along nicely enough, thanks!

Thanks too, to Norman D. Locke who sent

me a QSL card from his QTH. Norman is a
member of the International Short Wave League -
RS 95104 - and tells me about his longwire set-up
with his scanner and that the results are amazing.

My own memories of joining the ISWL stem
from a late childhood with a remarkably antique
and heavy valved set which lived in the garden
shed. On a chilly winter's night it doubled up as a
space heater! I did join the ISWL and the RSGB as
a listener but, as happens, moved clear a bit later
on. Still, it's good to hear that the ISWL are still
going strong.

Mark Painter writes in from my old
stamping ground of Holyhead and asks if anyone in
that area has frequencies for swap/exchange then
could they get in touch with him direct at:
Llanfawr Road, Holyhead, Gwynedd, North
Wales.

I apologise to Mark for not getting back with
the info as requested on a particular channel, but
was called to undertake a couple of writing
commissions which meant travel. If anyone can
supply Mark with the air -to -ground frequencies as
used by November Whiskey Alpha - Channel 66
being one - then that would be brilliant.

Interception Ban
Now it's soapboax time. A letter reached me via
Godfrey Manning and culled from the 'net
concerning new moves in the good old US of A
aimed at banning radio listening as a hobby. Not
just portions of the spectrum, we're talking total
ban here!

Apparently, it was taken to Congress and is
aimed at banning the reception of everything apart
from amateurs, local radio, national radio and TV
and that sort of thing. If this should get through,
and we do not have sufficient national political
conscience in this country to walk on our own of
late, then you can bet that it will not be too long
before we kiss that particular portion of Uncle

Sam's anatomy and follow suit.
This will, I think, not be a problem here.

Interception is already banned by law and, as I've
said on numerous occasions, so long as we act
responsibly, we are seen as anoraks and harmless.
However, what if it did get through?

Okay, as regards the US, there are some
things which have a habit of disappearing now and
again and they still go on. We would, I think, see an
underground movement start up. I don't think it
will be the death knell it's made out to be.
However, on the 'net. the editor of both Monitoring
- and Satellite Times is looking for support to "Kill
The Bill" as we tend to shout here in the UK.

If you have any information on this or see
anything posted on the 'net, then get the details
downloaded to me and I'll take it into print. I do
believe it may be something that we should look at
and not dismiss until we know the full details.

From a policing point of view, I think it's safe
to say it would be unworkable. We can't educate
nor provide for our disadvantaged in society and I
believe that the spending of millions to hunt down
the average scanner owner would be met with
some opposition. I hope so. Whatever, we should
keep an eye on developments.

On that note - soapbox booted back into the
corner - I'll call it quits. Remember that I'm still on
the go for paranormal reports, airmiss, sightings,
taped intercepts, as well as for scanning items so
get them in.

Replies will be sent with an s.s.a.e. and anyone
who finds out my telephone number is welcome to
ring, but don't expect instant high-tech solutions to
the sort of problem which is a five minute job for
the average rocket scientist!

I'd appreciate it if you'd leave it until after 1930
and before 2200. Don't ring at all on a Friday as I
watch Rab C. Nesbitt - and I will not be denied my
bit of hero worship/role modelling!

Until next month anyway, be careful and be
aware!

S WM November 1997
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SATELLIT
Satellite Times is the only magazine to explore all
aspects of satellite communications. It's published bi-
monthly by Grove Enterprises in the USA and covers
commercial, military, broadcasting. scientific. pg. :;unal
communications and private satellite systems'Evitry
issue contains a com ensive Satellite Service:;
Guide together es written by -Wilt uftht.
most respected satellite experts in th:,

So, whether you have an amateur or professiona
interest in satellite monitoring - A subscription to
Satellite Times is a must!

If it's in orbit it's in Satellite Times!

TIMES
Satellite

Satellite atimes'
imes'

411111111...
Times

111..1111110noIS,

1.0111Y.11.11..0.1.00.
milwimumfmlmiponhoma

(1 year):
U1'_

1;2 .114rur
32 Rest of World (Airmail)

TELEPHONE (01202) 659930
imp

TO SUBSCRIBE TO SATELLITE TIMES
We can also arrange subscriptions to Monitoring Times - call for details.

To find out contact Mark O'Brien for

your free brochure and details of your nearest dealer

0 0161 954 4000 0 AltaiSales@aol.com

Air
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GENERAL & COMMERCIAL AVIATION

ixty-one years later to the month, Mike
Le Ves Conte G6YCT (Kent) sent me a
copy of the news from the Daily Mail of

Tuesday 25 August, 1936. Slough Urban Council
was to spend £63000 buying 200 acres of land to
make an airport at Colnbrook.

In modern times, have you driven past the
Colnbrook Roundabout at the western end of
Heathrow? I think Heston aerodrome was built
to the east, the two sites virtually merging to
form the present-day airport.

Germany was doubling the size of its army
and Italy was expanding its air force. French
aircraft, described as 'three-engined machines'
engaged in the Spanish Civil War. Newspapers
received pictures from the battle either by the
film being flown out or by an early type of
facsimile machine.

The Graf Zeppelin was seen from Folkestone
as it overflew bound for South America. The
latest FROG fully aerobatic powered model
aeroplane cost 5/- at Hamley's with 6d postage
(meaningless if converted to decimal money).

Lissen offered their 8214 broadcast receiver,
a superheterodyne with just three valves.

Radar

Last month I detailed several special squawk
codes. Another interesting one cropped up in an
occurrence report from the CAA: 0030 means
"Am lost outside controlled airspace?'

I also mentioned 0027 meaning that an
aircraft in uncontrolled airspace was receiving a
non -radar Flight Information Service. Martin
Sutton (CAA) tells me that this code might not
be implemented after all.

Your Flying Experiences

Not needing radar, just binoculars, Robert
Samuel (Holywell) watched Rescue 122 flying
over the River Dee on its return to base at RAF
Valley. Am I correct that it's now a Sea King,
Robert? A typical task would be to land casualties
at a local hospital such as Murrayfield, on the
Wirral. There's no fuel available there so
helicopters put in to Liverpool for this.

Why are aerodromes allocated u.h.f.
channels for Tower? An example is Manchester
455.55MHz (probably f.m.) and Nick (Stoke-on-
Trent) wants to know. The aircraft are actually on
v.h.f. as usual (Manchester Tower I I 8.625MHz)
but the transmission is also relayed on a u.h.f.
channel allocated to ground operations vehicles.

Certain vehicles have to drive on the runway
for scaring away birds (lest the birds scare the
pilots) and for removing debris from burst
undercarriage tyres, etc. A safety principal is that

one person only is in total control of the runway,
both in respect of aircraft and vehicles. This is to
prevent collisions.

Aerodrome Control (known colloquially as
Tower) does this. So vehicle drivers will need to
hear Tower's transmissions relayed on their own
u.h.f. transceivers.

Please note, information sent from within the
UK will reach me more quickly by first-class mail
than if E -mailed to the Editorial Offices. In the
latter case, they have to print it out and then
send it to me by first-class mail!

Information Sources

Various (expensive) pre-recorded weather
bulletins are available over the 'phone. These are
listed in the Get Met booklet, free if you send a
reply -paid self-addressed envelope to: CAA
Safety Promotion Section, Aviation House,
Gatwick Airport, West Sussex RH6 OYR.
Smaller than AS, it weighs about I 7g.

The rest of us, who can't afford expensive
'phone bills, can obtain a summary on Teletext.
ITV, page 109. I'm not sure this is detailed enough
for flight planning but is a help when knowing
what conditions to expect.

For example, will your local airport be
subject to low -visibility operations or even
diversions? If flying as a passenger, will you be able
to see the ground?

My Airband Factsheet is now on issue 7,
hopefully reflecting the latest details of CAA and
Aerad publications. As these are still in a state of
flux, please let me know if further amendment is
needed!

Jodel D. l20. Christine Mlynek.

GODFREY MANNING G4GLM
c/o THE GODFREY MANNING AIRCRAFT MUSEUM

63 THE DRIVE, EDGWARE

MIDDLESEX HAS 8PS

Send a reply -paid self-addressed envelope to
the Broadstone Editorial Office (not to me!). The
two A4 sheets include the only supersonic routes
chart that you're probably likely to get.

Flight Ops Dept

One way to find military frequencies is from the
RAF En Route Supplement and the Factsheet tells
you how to order one. Meanwhile, to help W
(Rotherham), whose request is on page 10 of the
September issue, here are some examples (all
MHz).

Waddington. Approach: 299.975, 312.5,
362.3, Radar: 123.3, 125.35, 127.35, 249.85,
296.75, 300.575, 344.0, Talkdown (precision
approach radar): 309.675, 385.4, Tower: 257.8,
388.225. Ground: 342.125, Operations: 244.275
and ATIS: 291.675.

Coningsby. Approach: 120.8, 122.1, 299.975,
312.225, 344.625, 362.3, Radar: 262.95, 344.0,
Talkdown: 123.3, 300.925, 337.975, Tower:
119.975, 120.8, 122.1, 275.875 and Ground:
122.1. 358.55.

My Helicopter Landing Sites United Kingdom
(also from the RAF) is a little dated, but Catterick
Garrison's various helipads (including the military
hospital) are not shown to have any associated
radio frequency.

Some notes on the above, 299.975 is a
centrally -controlled frequency, part of London
Mil. 122.1, 123.3, 257.8, 344.0 362.3, 385.4 are
common NATO frequencies to be found at nearly
all main military aerodromes.

Correct radio procedure during visual flight
is to report position in relation to well-known

Continued on page 77
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THE

AVIATION

HOBBY

CENTRE
VISITOR CENTRE

MAItN1TERtvIINAL

BIRMINGHAM

INTERNATIONAL':,

AIRPORT B26 3QJ

TEL: 0121-782 2112

FAX: (1121-782 6423

aviation.hobby.centre@E-mail:zemet.co.uk
Website:

www.users.zetnet.co.uk/hobbyctr

AVIATION VIDEOS - PLANE
---,....i  - FOOTBALL CRAZY - see air-

"'''''''''''"'"'' craft such as Martinair B747 +
MD -11, Corsair B747, Czech IL -

and TU154s plus lots lots
more when visiting fans arrived
at BHX in June for one of the

. ., _ biggest football events held at
Villa Park. 90 Minutes Plus

Extra Time of aircraft action!
Price: £16.99 + £1 P&P.

FIVE DAYS IN MAY -

11 111.1TIiiim ON THE FLIGHTDECK
' "`-'-'-' VOLUME ONE - Five varied
- flights including overhead join

' and landing at Welshpool in a
Cessna 152. An approach and
landing at Prague in a CSA

11111 B737-500. Larnaca-Beirut-
,- Larnaca great aerial footage of

Beirut and its airport from a

Cherokee Archer II.
Price: £14.95 + £1 P&P.

HONG KONG '96 A 2 hour all
..s-. -.-- action video. Includes footage

110NG Koff4G- Vt; of aircraft making the last
minute 45 degree turn onto
finals into Kai Tak. See aircraft
such as B747, B757 and B777

" plus Airbuses A300, A310
..KA.,,,.1 TAK Cathay, ANA, Air China,

Dragonair, JAL, Mandarin. Thai
plus assorted freighters such as
UPS, Polar, Atlas etc. With ATC.

Price: £16.99 + £1 P&P.

.. _. - BIRMINGHAM INTERNA-
'- ''''''''n N'" TIONAL AIRPORT -a video

- ,.... 'diary' including the aircraft
that visited BHX for the

European conference
including Gernian AF VFW614including

3 K,?r f .-.'-', 'Am and A310 Airbus, Polish AF.

YAK40, Slovak & Czech TU154s
as well as various Military and private exec
jets. Also features BHX's regular `traffic'. The
best of the five days compressed into a 2
hour action video.

Price: £14.99 + £1 P&P

Why not send for our free Mail Order Catalogue ful
Charts. * New * New * New * Issue 6 of our UK
September and still at the same price of £3.95 + 50p
airfields in alphabetical order and has a full numerical

quenc-y listings PLUS lots

THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK - Explains what exactly
your airband radiobetween ATC and

We accept Visa. Access. Switch. Visa Delta. Cheques. Postal Orders anal
Cash of course! And we are open 7 dap a week 8am - 7pm.

LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOE

of Aviation Books, Videos, Scanners, Antennas, Maps &
Pocket VHF/UHF Frequency Guide will be available in

P&P. One of the originals and still the best. Lists all UK
order frequency listing. Now includes relevant HF Fre-

of other useful information.
is being said and the instructions being given over

the aircraft. Price: £6.95 post free.

The Complete Collection
from Datong Electronics

data sheet.

AD270 Indoor Active Antenna (includes PSU) 170.44

AD370 Outdoor Active Antenna (includes PSU) 193.94
V.L.F. Convertor (10kHz - 500kHz) 146.94
V.H.F. Convertor (1 44MHz - 1 46MHz) 15 5.1 7

D70 Morse Tutor 176.32

FL3 Audio Filter £1 5 2 .69

The above prices include VAT at 17.5% and shipping within the Uv,
mainland.

Payment can be made by Visa, Mastercard, Switch, Cheque, Postal
Order and cash (but don't send that in the post).

You are advised to call us before ordering to ensure we have the goods it
stock.

For Converters, Filters and Active Antennas call now for
a catalogue and information.

Datong Electronics Ltd

Clayton Wood Close, West Park, Leeds. LS16 60E
Tel 0113-274 4822 Fax: 0113-274 2872

GAREX ELECTRONICS
SCANNER AERIALS "REVCONE" premium quality British VHF JHF Discone 16 element for all-round coverage,

sun connector f38S5 or N -type connector for improved UHF performance E3935.

"NOMAD" PORTABLE SCANNER AERIAL Lightweight design using ribbon cable elements: rolls into a small bundle

for ease of transport, hang from any convenient point, ideal for travelling, with 4m co -ax and BNC plug E17.95.

ACTIVE "NOMAD" With built-in wideband preamp requires internal battery or external 9-15V supply MA

SCANNER AERIAL FILTER Is your scanner useless due to breakthrough? Then this product could solve your prob-

lem. a specially designed tunable filter to be fitted in -line with the aerial feeder, reduces breakthrough from strong

VHF signals, lel. Band II, pagers, policel also includes HPF to reduce SW and MW interference, BNC connectors

G195.

BEADLE 1/4 WAVE AERIALS Discover a whole new world of signals: full-length X waves are several dB better

than 'rubber duck". BNC plug. Available for VHF Airband, UHF Airband, 2m, 70cms also other VHF and UHF bands

to order. VHF models: E1135, UHF E9.95. Special 70/71MHz centre -loaded whip: E15.95.

Write, phone or fax for fists. Callers by appointment only, please.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS
411) Unit 8, Sandpiper Court, Harrington Lane, Exeter EX4 8NS VISA

Phone: 1013921466899 Fax:1013921 466887

THE INTERNATIONAL GROUP FOR
WEATHER SATELLITE ENTHUSIASTS
RIG - THE REMOTE IMAGING GROUP

RIG publishes a quarterly journal containing: Many
images from space, some in colour. Orbital elements
and satellite predictions. Articles about the interpreta-
tion of weather images, equipment construction and
software. Helplines to advise beginners. All the news
about weather satellites.
RIG supplies (to members only): receivers and hard-
ware at a discount, shareware of relevant programs,
images on disk and CD-ROM.

Send for free information pack (UK readers SAE please) to:-

RIG-S6A, 34 Ellerton Road, SURBITON, Surrey KT67TX, UK
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THE MILITARY SCENE

MilAir
ou have obviously all been on your holidays
chasing the aircraft during the past two
months as July and August saw a marked

reduction in letters. Since the changes earlier in
the year there has not been a great deal of new
frequency information. A letter from JD via the
Internet has several snippets of frequency news.
He has heard 387.675 in use at Donna Nook
range and believes that this may have replaced
232.075. He confirms 232.025 in use as London
Military East and another source also reports this
frequency as replacing 251.625, has anyone heard
the latter frequency recently? Also, two new
London Military East frequencies have been
reported as active recently, (1) 267.625 - I have
no record of this frequency whatsoever. (2)
293.575 - This is and old Eastern frequency
which I have not noted for some years, can
anyone confirm if either of these frequencies are
active.

Jim in Axminster reports that 244.375, is
being used as a new FRADU air-to-air operations
frequency. This is quite a common assumption as
the frequency is used regularly by the Fleet
Requirements Hawks in co-ordination with the
Falcon 20s from Hurn. This is actually a London
Military South, special tasks cell frequency. It is
allocated when needed for operations, (mainly
low level ), in the Southwest coastal area between
Portland Bill, Berry Head and Start Point. Finally,
the UK Practice Emergency Test Frequency
(PETF), 245.1 is scheduled to be changed to
389.6 but no date for this change is yet known.
As always any comments on the above would be
most welcome.

Airband Antennas

The information I included earlier this year.
regarding antennas suitable for airband listening
has prompted several letters on the subject. Two
readers have sent in quite comprehensive self -
build projects for antennas they have tried and
tested themselves. Unfortunately, such detailed
construction projects do not really fall under the
remit of the 'MilAir' column, but I do appreciate
the letters. (They could well be of interest to readers
of SWM as a constructional article - Ed.)

My own experiences with a Log Periodic
antenna as detailed in the June 'MilAir' column
have now been resolved. It took the efforts of the
Consumer Association legal department, plus the
fact that I bought the antenna using a credit card,
that eventually enabled me to get my money back.
Basically, the antenna worked very well, but the
rotator that was recommended and fitted was
not up to the job and failed six times. In my
defence, this original rotator was quite a hefty
item and appeared to be well built, but it soon
showed its true colours in a good blow. The
heavy-duty rotator that should have been fitted
with that the antenna would have cost me over
£225 which would have put me miles over
budget. (The original rotator cost me £99.95). My
original costing of £240 for the whole project
would have become nearly £400. Consequently, I
had to scrap the whole project and my dream
antenna is still a dream. If you are considering
installing a directional Log Periodic antenna, let
this be a warning to you of the likely costs
involved!

PETER BOND

c/o EDITORIAL OFFICES

BROADSTONE

Callsigns

Most of the letters I get are connected with
frequency information, so it was good to get
some Callsigns from Bob in South Wales. A quick
report on the Ample Train exercise at St. Mawgan
saw participating aircraft from eight countries -
The following callsigns were noted - RAF 12 Sqn
Tornado, WOLF and JACKAL - RNAF F- I 6B, 313
Sqn TIGER - Belgian AF F- I 6A, 10 Wing LION - I

hope to include a more detailed report on this
exercise in a later column.

Air Defence Radar

I have had several letters from readers requesting
information regarding the organisation, structure
and frequencies of the UK Air Defence radar
system. This is an emotive subject which in the
past has been the cause of much fevered scribbling
of pens and bashing of keyboards. Before I took on
the 'MilAir' column I read with great interest the
ADR/TADS debate in the 'Scanning' column during
1996, there certainly seems to be a wide variety of

views regarding this subject. Having recently
spoken about this topic to a number of people it
seems that there are generally two very distinct
viewpoints on the subject - Those who would like
to see more information published and those that
quite definitely do not. With all that in mind, next
month I intend to dip my toe into stormy waters
and I will present a general overview of the
workings of the UK Air Defence Radar system.
Let me know of any new ADR frequencies -
Good Listening - See you next month.

Airband
Continued from page 75

landmarks, towns, etc. For example, the Forth
Road Bridge would be unmistakable. In the
aviation world, aerodromes are a safe bet, even
closed ones being well-known. So, what's to stop
a pilot reporting position as, say, overhead
Finningley?

John Richards (Glastonbury) notes that the
move to 8.33kHz channel spacing for the v.h.f.
communications airband is still being debated.
One suggestion is that better management would
release many frequencies, for example if any
allocations are no longer used despite being
officially registered as active.

I'd personally be worried if official frequency
registration was this sloppy, after all, the users
have presumably continued to pay their licence
fees! Anyway, if space can be made by such a
review then narrower channels won't be
necessary.

Also, John, where a LATCC/Scottish relay or
VOLMET broadcast originates at more than one
site but on the same nominal frequency, the
actual transmissions are slightly spaced so as to
prevent mutual interference. An accurate receiver
will therefore tune one of the relays a few kHz
above the published frequency; the other rely will

be a similar amount below the frequency.
This is to prevent the carriers beating with

each other and causing an audible heterodyne
whistle in the receiver (it's nothing to do with
echoes, John). In fact a heterodyne inevitably arises
when the receiver is in range of both relays. The
chosen offsets make this whistle too high pitched
to pass the audio filtering, so it can't be heard.

I suppose the E-mail from John came off the
Internet. Just shows you can't believe everything
you see there - one contributor admits to
"technical inconsistencies!" John also sent in
some information on USA radio law which I've
passed to our 'Scanning' columnist who is better
placed to comment.

Frequency & Operational News

Thanks again to Martin Sutton for the following.
Eday has ICAO locator EGED. A new aerodrome
is Elmsett ( I 30.425MHz). London (Stansted)
a.t.i.s. is now broadcast on Clacton v.o.r. 114.5S
instead of I 27.1 75MHz. I'm always reminding you
that receiver coverage should begin at 108 not
I I8MHz!

New beacon. Stansted again; n.d.b. SSD
429kHz.

Reporting points. Where UG 106 crosses
into French airspace, the reporting point is now
called CRABE. In the East Shetland Basin, a new
one is FLARE and existing DEPSO becomes
CARBO. On the east coast, EASIN (near
Easington) on Helicopter Main Routes (HMRs) 7
& 8 is deleted. Northern North Sea and Atlantic

Rim: deleted points are ALICE, BORVE, RUSEL,
TOMIN along with associated HMR Victor.

This reminds me that HMRs in the North
Sea are shown on the half -million topographical
charts from the CAA or other suppliers (see
Airband Factsheet). These routes serve North Sea
oil and gas installations. Do any readers specialise
in following this type of operation?

Affecting the Northern North Sea and
Atlantic Rim is frequency 131.3. This was Scottish
Information, but that's changed to 126.25; new
incumbent is Sumburgh Off -shore Radar which
moves in from its previous 126.1 MHz. More
details of Scottish Information appeared last
month.

On the airways, A20 between Brookmans
Park and abeam Birmingham takes on what
appears to be a new LATCC frequency 130.925
(instead of I 24.925MHz).

How do aircraft approach Biggin Hill? N.S.
Chapman (Sevenoaks) won't find them on A20
as airways are for high -flying aircraft in the cruise.
Descending to approach is handled by different
means. In the case of Biggin, Thames Radar 132.7
and Biggin Approach 129.4 share the work prior
to handing off to Biggin Tower I34.8MHz.

Next Deadlines

The next three deadlines (for topical information)
are November 10, December 8 and January 5.
Replies always appear in this column and it is
regretted that no direct correspondence is
possible.

SWM November 1997
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Want to improve performance on the \\l broadcast band both
MW and SW?

\Ne now have available a small PCB that fits internally within the
\R8000 and allows the narrower SSB filters to be selected when in
AM mode. This can greatly assist with AM listening on crowded
shortwave bands. Once the PCB is fitted the narrower filters can be
selected by pressing the LOCAL button and deselected in the
same way. For further details please give us a call.

PCB Included FREE with all AR8000 orders

./AVIATION
CARLTON WORKS, CARLTON STREET, BRADFORD, W. YORKS 807 1DA

TELEPHONE: 01274 732146
/4R8000 acoteu

s-

VHF/UHF Frequency
VGuide with Callsigns
Following the LIU- changes that took place throughout June we have a lull) revised
and updated Guide available. Expanded to nearly 300 pages, ring bound as before and
available for L12.50 inc. postage.
For those with our April 1997 edition we have a supplement available with all the
changes. This is FREE OF CHARGE -just send a large SAE.

Coming soon for AR8000 owners . . .
We shall. in the very neat home. have an Abatable computer interlace available. It
you have wanted to hook your '8000 to a PC but found the cost high, then we will
hopefully have something of interest. Further details soon!

74e pteat au/tee/a ,difRI000 & Ora Scara
We have several packages available on the AR8000 and/or Scout.

\\..........
AR8000 - £349.00

Including FREE leather carry case. Scout
modification & our narrow AM PCB as above

AR8000 & Scout - £695.00
Including AR8000 leather carry case

& narrow AM PCB

Scout - £349.00
If you send in your AR2700/8000 we tell add the neccessary

socket and return with your Scout at no extra charge.

It yott would like further information please feel free to telephone, write or E-mail, it would be nice to speak with you. if you would like a
catalogue would you please send a large SAE - thanks.

Your can E-mail us via CompuServe at 10017.535@compuserve.com or info@javiaton.demon.co.uk (please note spelling of Javiation when
sending E-mail!). II von have a WWW access visit our web site at hop: 'ww%.(letlion.co.tik /jasiation/ for an on-line catalogue.

Noise? Forget it!
CT400: The basic 'magnetic balun'. Fit
it into any convenient enclosure if you
want to install it outside or use it just as
it is if you want it inside! The CT400 can
also be used in conjunction with the
LWC4 - or any other make of magnetic
balun. Fitted at the receiver end of the
coax feeder it converts the impedance

back to the original 'high' value. Now you CAN use an ATU and
have the best of both worlds - proper matching, preselection AND
the benefit of a screened downlead!

A ridiculously low £6.75+ £1 postage

NRF2: An effective, yet realistically priced, audio
filter for use with any receiver. Just

plug it in to your headphone or
speaker socket to reduce the

hash whistles and splatter
that hide your DX! This

is a 'passive' device,
with no need for
batteries!

£16.50
+ £1 postage

Clean up your
reception with one
of these.

TU3: The ideal tuner for
the SWL! Designed
for use with any
`long-wire'
antenna, the TU3
employs a special

`mode -switching
circuit'. It is a very

versatile ATU in a
quality all -aluminium

(no plastic boxes!) case combining excellent
performance with professional appearance.

£54+ £4 postage

LWC4: The LAKE
version of a
`magnetic balun'
featuring very easy

installation and
connection.

£19.50
+ £1 postage

TU3LF: The `low -
frequency' version with
all the features of the TU3
plus an extended tuning
range down to 200kHz!

£64 + £4 postage.

VISA

';CS DEPT SW
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX

Tel/Fax 0115-938 2509 (Callers by appointment only) Cal
SAE WITH ENQUIRIES PLEASE.
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SSB UTILITY LISTENING

SSB Utilities
A

few months back I mentioned a letter
from Derrick Hine who wanted to
know about Concorde routes and

frequencies. I have received several comments
since then, including one to remind me that I
should have mentioned the Airband Factsheet
produced by Godfrey Manning and available
from the SWM Editorial Offices in Broadstone. In
fact, in the past few days Godfrey has sent me a
copy of the Factsheet, and it does indeed show the
routes flown out into the Bristol Channel, and a
map of the routes across the Atlantic. However, it
does not list the v.h.f. frequencies used by
Concorde as it communicates with the various
ATC centres during its flight. Godfrey says that he
will mention the Factsheet in his column, so I'll
refer readers to those pages if they want their
own personal copy.

More Architect
The subject of the RAF Architect service seems
to have struck a chord with some people. It
seems to have generated more letters and
questions than any other subject in the past year.

I have received a number of letters an
messages, some requesting anonymity, so some of
the following information comes from uncredited
sources.

The Architect service used to be transmitted
from Upavon in Wiltshire, but that base is now
closed (as far as Architect is concerned), and the
service now comes from elsewhere. J.I. writes to
say that the Flight Watch service (its proper
name) was taken -over by a new Signals Unit
based at RAF Bampton Castle in Oxfordshire. I
have driven past this site many times, and the
notice board outside says that it is home to No.2
Signals Unit and No.81 Signals Unit. J.I. also says
that a second Architect was set-up in the early
1990s in Scotland, probably at Kinloss in
Morayshire. This last part just adds to the
confusion. Imagine the situation where a flight
calls Architect; it is only ever answered by one
signal. If there were two sites, surely there would
be occasions where the aircraft was audible to
both locations, and different Radio Operators
called the aircraft. How many times have you
heard this happen? I certainly have never heard it,
and I have never seen any reports of it.

Therefore, I still believe that the various sites
around the UK associated with Architect are
either transmitter sites or receiver sites. I do
understand that one of the transmitter sites is at
Kinloss in Scotland, so maybe that is where that
part of the story comes from.

On the subject of the RAF VOLMET service,
J.I. says that the whole VOLMET system
comprises three parts - Compilation, Generation
and Transmission, and each of these is now
undertaken at separate sites. Compilation is the
process where the data for the Airfields and
Regions is collected, collated and checked for
consistency. The Generation step is where the
data is recorded into a tape -loop and prepared
for transmission. Finally, the recording is piped to
the transmitter site, where the spoken words are
blasted into the ether for all to hear.

Nowadays, as we all know, the voice is actually
a computer generated voice where the message
comes from a bank of sampled voices. It is highly
likely that much of this system is now automated,
with just a few computer people checking a few
times each day that the whole system is
functioning correctly. When J.I. started with
VOLMET, it was situated in two small rooms at
RAF West Drayton. and the information was
received via teleprinter. After a few months, they
were moved into a sound -proof booth within the
LATCC Met -office.

J.I. points out that before you start hastily
writing -out your QSL requests, it is certainly not
the policy of the RAF to acknowledge receipt of
QSLs, and there is every chance that your efforts
may end up in the in-tray of an RAF Policeman.
Also, J.I. says that he has a vague recollection that
Room 200 at RAF West Drayton was actually the
gents toilets! Now you know why your QSL
requests were not always answered.

Staying with the VOLMET service for a
moment, J. Parry writes from Cyprus to say that
he has not heard the VOLMET broadcast in the
4.700MHz range in recent months. Well John, the
4MHz transmission changed to 5.450MHz quite
some time ago.

More SAR
NM from Yorkshire writes with a long list of
requests and suggestions relating to SAR subjects.

NM asks for a page
devoted to Search
and Rescue services
using s.s.b., including
bases, callsigns,
frequencies,
operating areas and
equipment used. As
well as aviation
services, NM wants
to know about
North Sea rescue
services as well.

Well, with the
information that I
currently have, I
could probably fill
two pages, but that
would only cover
about a third of the
areas requested by
NM. Search and

GRAHAM TANNER

64 ATTLEE ROAD

HAYES, MIDDLESEX

UB4 91E

E -Mail:

graham.tannerl @virgin.net

Rescue is a very large subject, and there are large
areas where I have no information, so I have to
rely upon the readers of this column to supply me
with suitable information. For example, NM
wants to know about SAR services in the
countries surrounding the UK. But I have next to
no information at all for most of these countries
(I know a bit about Belgium and the Netherlands);
if anyone can tell me about SAR services in
European countries, and explain where the
services are based, what callsigns and frequencies
they use, what kind of equipment they use - then
I'll gladly produce an article based upon the
information received. I would particularly like to
hear from anyone who can provide information
about the North Sea oil -rig safety vessels (NM
uses the word Tharos, but that means nothing to
me).

The best publication about Search and Rescue
in the UK is the book Rescue which appeared
seven or eight years ago, and then it only really
covered the RAF and RN SAR helicopter
services. There have been a number of changes
since then, but I am not aware of any other single
book which lists everything as NM wants.

Finally, NM asks where readers can obtain
information without having to go onto the
Internet. Well, the only other option is books,
books and more books. I have spent many hours
looking through various books in public libraries;
all that I can say is that the bigger the library, the
wider the selection of books, and the more likely
you are to find answers. However, this method
does require a lot of effort on your part to find
the information that you are looking for. Where
the Internet scores, is that you can ask a
question, and receive literally hundreds of replies
with different bits of information; from this, you
can collate a very complete answer to your
question.

If you want timely information, then the
Internet is probably the only answer. There is
absolutely no possibility of this column in SWM
being able to predict what is going to happen in
the near future, and list the frequencies likely to
be used. By the time that any given issue of SWM
appears in the shops, almost all the information is
history. Sure, there are many frequencies and
callsigns that never seem to change, but details of
exercises and frequencies, special events and one-
off happenings are usually over -and -done by the
time you get to read about it.

Every so often I receive requests for details of
future events, and this is usually followed by a
request for all the frequencies to be used.
Unfortunately, I do not have a magic source of
information, and I have to rely on the same
sources as everyone else - newspapers, enthusiast
magazines, pure luck and letters from readers.

Deadlines
Please note that my deadlines for information
have been brought forward by a few weeks. I now
have to get my copy to the SWM Editorial Offices
by the 15th of each month, so I need to have
your letters with logs, questions and information
by about the 10th of each month.
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PROPAGATION

World

Propagation Forecasts
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How to use the
Propagation Charts.

The charts contain three plots.
The lower dashed line
represents the lowest usable
frequency (LUF), or ALF
(Absorption Limiting
Frequency). The chances of

success below this frequency
are very slim.

The middle line indicates
the optimum working frequency
(OWF) with a 90% probability
of success for the particular
path and time.

Lastly, the upper dashed
line, represents the maximum
usable frequency (MUF) a 50%

probability of success for the
path and time.

To make use of the charts
you must select the chart most
closely located to the region
containing the station that you
wish to hear. By selecting the
time chosen for listening on the
horizontal axis, the best
frequencies for listening can be

determined by the values of
the intersections of the plots
against frequency.

Good luck and happy listening.
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SCAN.CA GOTIDh? J endows
Since 1989, The Recognized
Leader in Computer Control

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio,
you'll NEVER use your radio attain

WITHOUT SCANCAT1
SCANCAT supports almost ALL computer controlled radios by.

AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU and JRC (NRD)
- -1 Including AR-8000/2700/PRO-2005/6/35142 (with 0S456/535),

....
Lowe HF-150, Watkins HF-1000.and -Johnson

SCANCAT - GOLD FEATURES
Link up to 100 frequency disk files. Link up to 100 search banks.

 D -BASE IMPORT w/DUPLICATE filters.  IMPORT virtually any database.
 Scan HF & VHF Icom's simultaneously.  Search by CTCSS & DCS TONES
 PRINT to ANY printer, or disk file. witH PRO2005.6/2035 (& ICOM/DC440).
 Automatic BIRDIE LOCKOUT.  MULTIPLE search filters.

EXCLUSIVE WINDOWS FEATURES
All the features you EXPECT from a true Windows application such as:

 NO MORE CONVERSION' DIRECT scanning  Exclusive 'SLIDE RULE' tuner. Click or 'skate'
of most DBASE. FOXPRO, ACCESS. BTRIEVE your mouse over our Slide -Tuner to change
files WITHOUT importing'. frequencies effortlessly! OR use our graphical

 UNIQUE database management system with tuning knob.
moveable SPLIT columns for easy viewing.  MAPS - Load virtually ANY map or GRAPHIC

 VERSATILE °Functional" spectrum analysis. image in "BMI, format (several included with
Simply 'mouse over' to read frequency of Scancat). Program 'hot spots' with your
spectrum location..acic to immediately tune favorite frequencies.
your receiver.

SCANCAT is not copy protested - use on as many computers as you need'
Requires windows 3.1 or greater - 8 meg ram -4 meg harddrive space - (dos version requires
a 640K MS DOS computer). RS -232C serial port. Manufacturer's interface not included.

SCANCAT GOLD
FOR WINDOWS $99.95 + aan
SCANCAT GOLD
FOR DOS $94.95 + am,

UPGRADE TO GOLD $29.95
from any version

Shipping & Handling $5.00 USA
$7.50 FOREIGN

INTERNET WEB ADDRESS - http://www.scancat.com WEB E-MAIL - scancat4 scancat.com

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES
.iLl P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138

las.1
(318) 636-1234 (24 hrs) FAX (318) 686-0449 (24 hrs)

Also available in the UK from your favorite dealer inc. LOWE ELEC. 8 JAVIATION

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

PCB
SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for SWM constructional pro-
jects are available from the SWM PCB Service. The
boards are made in 1.5mm glass -fibre and are fully
tinned and drilled. For a list of boards see May '95
issue of Short Wave Magazine (p.48).

Orders and remittances should be sent to: Badger
Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton
Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel: 0956 374918 (Mon -Fri
9am-5.30pm) marking your envelope SWM PCB
Service. Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to Badger Boards. When ordering please
state the Article Title as well as the Board Number.
Please print your name and address clearly in
block capitals and do not enclose any other corre-
spondence with your order.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Only the P.C.B.s listed are available.

BADGER BOARDS, 87 BLACKBERRY LANE,
FOUR OAKS, SUTTON COLDFIELD B74 4JF

Telephone 0956 374918

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
RADIORAFT DL4SAW SSTV & POCSAG

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way 'D' type £16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version las above, with variable hysteresis) £19.99

TRANSMIT version IPocsag Rx + Fax/SS1V/HamComm Tx) £24.99
25 to 9 way Adaptor 0.00. Shareware on 3.5" HD Disks

JVFAX7 + HamComm3.1 + PKTMON12 + NEWPOCSAG (PD2.04) £2.50
RADIORAFT Version 2.12 £2.50 DL4SAW SSTV )V1.2) £2.50

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
NOW ALSO INCLUDING RADIORAFT

DL4SAW IGSHPC) SSTV (V2.21) £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99
(PD2.04) £19.99 RadioRaft Version 2.12 £19.99WPOCSAG

es UK/Eire inc VAT + P&P. For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
Minim m r- i and .rd-r£1 .w outside Bri i hi 1-s add £2.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP13 5DR Tel: 101494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236
http://www.pervisell.com e-mail ham@pervisell.com

E = VISA 3714 r=

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home study course.
For details write or phone:
THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,
Dept JV400, Tuition House,
London SW 19 4DS.
Tel:01819472211.

HARD TO FIND SPECIALISED AND
UNUSUAL PC SOFTWARE

We have the largest range of specialised technical, scientific and rare programs for
DOS and Windows in Europe, on CD ROM or Floppy disk.

1000s of programs in 250+ categories including Electronics, Radio, Audio, Maths,
Chemistry, Music, Education, Engineering etc.

SEND STAMPED SAE FOR FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE OF 4000+ ITEMS.

PDST !kw ti\%.Vsinwumbe House, Beacon Rd, Cross borough, Susses TN6 IUI.
Tel: 111892 663298 Fax: 01892 667473
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PROPAGATION

Propagation Extra

in mb
30.7 1038
30.6 1035
30.5 1032
30.4 1029
30.3 1026
30.2 1022
30.1 1019
30.0 1015
29.9 1012
29.8 1009
29.7 1005
29.6 1002
29.5 998
29.4 995
29.3 991
29.2 988
29.1 984
29.0 981
28.9 978
28.8 975
28.7 972
28.6 968
28.5 965
28.4 961

Ron Ham's barometric pressure chart, taken at Storrington, W. Sussex, September 1997.
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Guide to the Chart

The 10.7cm solar
radio flux is used
as an indicator of
the general level
of solar activity.
The K and AP
indices are
measures of
geomagnetic
activity.
The K index
ranges from zero
(very quiet) to
nine (severely
disturbed).
K values of five
or greater
correspond to
geomagnetic
storm conditions
that can relate to
poor propagation
conditions.
The AP index
ranges from 0 to
400. An AP of 30
is the threshold
for geomagnetic
storm conditions.
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WXSAT & MORE

LAWRENCE HARRIS

Info in Orbit 5 BURNHAM PARK ROAD

PEVERELL

PLYMOUTH

DEVON PL3 5QB

E-mail:lawrenceh@ndirect.co.uk

©The latest WXSAT in the METEOSAT
series - see Fig. I - was launched
successfully (together with the Hot Bird -3

television satellite) by Arianespace on an Ariane-
44LP rocket at 2221 UTC on 2 September. Launch
was from Guiana Space Centre in Kourou, French
Guiana, South America. It entered geostationary
transfer orbit (GTO), a highly elliptical orbit with
an apogee at the height of the geostationary ring
(about 36000km above the earth's surface) and a
perigee within a few hundred kilometres of the
earth. At an early perigee of
METEOSAT-7, the apogee
boost motor was fired,
injecting METEOSAT into
geostationary orbit.

On 8 September control
of METEOSAT-7 was
handed over from ESOC
(European Space
Operations Centre) to
EUMETSAT; their control
centre in Darmstadt handles
all commissioning activities.
All the satellite's systems
will be checked out by
EUMETSAT's Control
Centre before METEOSAT-
7 is declared operational in
about three months time.

FENGYUN-2
operations
(shortly!)
Ben Ramsden sent me
two August editions of
China Daily, each carrying
information about China's
satellite launcher programme. Reporter Chen
Chunmei quoted comments from Zhang Xinxia,
president of China Great Wall Industry Corp.,
stating that China expects to increase its share of
the international commercial satellite launching
market, following recent successful launches.
China's FENGYUN-II (FY -2) geostationary WXSAT
is currently undergoing a three month testing
phase in orbit and is due to be handed over for
routine operations in early October. China has
previously had to use data from the Japanese GMS
WXSAT which only covered east China. FY -2
should provide hourly images, helping to increase
the accuracy of local forecasts.

Current WXSATs
I have done even more WXSAT monitoring than
usual recently, due to a surge in requests for
software reviews. Some readers may know I am
also a keen astronomer, and correspondence with
an American solar physicist led to an invitation to
review an Internet program which collects a
variety of solar data to enable amateurs and
professionals to monitor and possibly predict the
effects on radio propagation of solar activity. A
review is likely to appear in SWM in due course.

As a result of this extra monitoring activity, I
noticed that GOMS images have been disseminated
fairly regularly, with just a few missing scans.
Unusually, when an image is not available
EUMETSAT have repeated transmission of the
previous image.

Morning passes of NOAA-I2 have been very

good - at least at my QTH. Fig. 2 shows the
satellite catching the reflection from the late
summer morning sun during September. Where
the skies are clear, the reflection/glare off the sea
produces a dramatic scene. For those interested in
the processing sequence, the original image
occupied about 2Mb; the required section was
extracted and saved in BMP format, occupying
973 Kb. This was imported into an image
processing program, contrast enhanced and saved
in JPG format - finally occupying 95Kb! Close

inspection shows a high
degree of image integrity -
in other words not much
detail has been lost by the
compression process.

Fig. I: METEOSAT series.

Fig. 2: NOAA-1 2 10 September from
Plymouth.

Receiving
WXSATS - Purt 2
Last month I explained
about the use of the
different types of antennas
for monitoring or
decoding WXSATs. To
summarise:
 for those wishing to
merely monitor satellites,
many antennas will suffice;
the discone has very
wide -band reception
characteristics (but usually
requires a wide -band pre -
amp due to its low gain).
Additionally, tuned
dipoles, turnstiles and
crossed -dipoles can be
used.
 for decoding purposes, a

right -circularly polarised crossed -dipole, a
quadrifilar helix or other purpose -designed
WXSAT antenna is essential because of the
WXSAT's special characteristics.

Receivers - General Purpose
The topic of receivers and their suitability - or
otherwise - for WXSAT reception, is one which
concerns many 'Info' correspondents. If you decide
to simply monitor WXSATs (amongst many other
satellites which can be received) then you can go
for a general purpose receiver which can be tuned
to a wide range of frequencies. The pages of SWM
provide ample reference material from advertisers,
and you have a wide choice of hardware. You can
use the antenna of your choice, without worrying
about having to receive the maximum signal from
any particular type of satellite. You could even buy
a portable receiver, and there are many instances
of such receivers being used to monitor satellites
at frequencies other than just the WXSAT bands.

WXSAT Receivers
If you want to decode WXSAT signals then you
enter a new 'ball -park'. The two satellite
constellations (geostationary and polar) which
provide WXSAT images, each require different
'front -ends'. In this instance, we are looking at a.p.t.
and WEFAX receivers. (Receivers for decoding
PDUS and h.r.p.t. WXSAT telemetry are not
included in this article - but they will be looked at
in a future edition.) Before looking at the

Fig. 3: NOAA- 1 4 April images from George Newport.

Fig. 4: NOM- I 4 10 August from Harry Wagg.

characteristics required of a good WXSAT
receiver, an understanding of how the image
content is incorporated into the r.f. downlink is
helpful.

The WXSATs carry what is, in effect, an
astronomical telescope. To image the scene below,
there are mirrors and a set of sensors to measure
the energy radiated in the different spectral bands.
METEOSAT's spin (100r.p.m.) produces a line of
image data from each spin, and the sensors detect
brightness variations along its length. In visible -light
wavelengths, clear sea normally appears dark, and
bright clouds (which have a high albedo -
reflectance) appear white. Consequently, daylight
(visible -light wavelength) images vary from black to
white, with many intermediate shades between -
the number depending on the resolution of the on-
board optical/electronic system. The thermal
sensors also produce a grey scale image, and this is
precisely calibrated; white represents cold areas
and black represents hot areas.

The sensors for each channel convert the
instantaneous grey -scale measurement to a signal;
this is used to amplitude modulate a 2.4kHz carrier
(actually a sub -carrier). The resulting signal (which
now contains the image information) frequency-
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Timestep
PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
They have come to rely on the
vastly superior features of PROsat
II. Features such as 1,000 frame
full screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout, lati-
tude -longitude overlays and coun-
try outlines from NOAA, and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most serious
users. All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported.
NOAA images contain full resolu-
tion visible and infrared data in a
stunning 2.4Mb file!

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our
new TRACK II prediction soft-

ware. Full screen colour graphics
and 6 simultaneous satellites are

just some of the amazing features.
For the ultimate in detail we offer

HRPT digital systems with five
1.1km ground sensors, towns and

rivers are clearly visible. For
everyday use we also have the

PDUS digital Meteosat system
that takes 2.5km data every 30

minutes. Timestep PDUS colour
animate is used several times a day
by Anglia Television because of its

very high resolution combined
with spectacular colour.

Forecasters will appreciate temper-
ature calibrated 30 minute interval

images.

A full range of separate Antennas.
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers

and accessories are held in stock.

Timestep PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA England
Tel: 01440 820040 Fax: 01440 820281

VALVES WANTED KT88, £60, PX4, £60, PX25, £105.
KT66, £38, KT77, £18

Must be W. European manufacture to achieve price. Any audio valve
considered. Top prices paid, prompt decision and payment. Please ask for our

new Wanted List. Visitors strictly by appointment only please.

Billington Export Ltd., Billingshurst, West Sussex RH14 9EZ.

Tel: (01403) 784961 Fax: (01403) 783519

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF

Tel: 01592 756962  Fax No. (01592) 610451
Now open 7 days a week. Mon -Fri 9am to 5pm, Sat 9am to 4pm, Sun 12 noon to 4pm

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

LAR COMMUNICATION CENTRE ESTABLISHED 21 ,EARs

12 Station Road, Crossgates, Leeds LS15 7JX
Tel: 0113-232 8400 Fax: 0113-232 8401

Approved dealers for Kenwood, AOR, Icom, Yaesu and many others. We sell ama-
teur radio equipment, scanners, shortwave receivers, antennas and over 800

accessories. Books, PWand SWM. Our after sales service is second to none.

We are open Mon to Sat 9am to 5pm We have private customer parking.

NORTHERN SHORTWAVE
CENTRE

BLACKD1KE RD. KINGSTM \ I\ D EST.. CARLISLE. CUMBRIA CA3 OPJ

Phone/Fax: 01228 590011
David Brown G4KFN

New and used short wave receivers, scanning radios, amateur radio
equipment and accessories plus books and magazines.

THE.. .

STANDARD IN
WEATHER FAX

RECEPTION
FAX 4 Weather Fax

Prints superb quality weather maps from an SSB
receiver on most ink jet or laser printers at maxi-

mum resolution. Routes printer information
from computers automatically. Send for details.

only £269.95
inc VAT plus £4.70 P&P

ICS Electronics Ltd., Unit V, Rudford Industrial Estate, Ford
Arundel, West Sussex BN18 OBD, England.
Phone: 01903 731101 Fax: 01903 731105
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modulates the main r.f. carrier. The transmitted
signal therefore contains an unusually wide
spectrum of frequencies - approximately 35kHz.
The relative movement of the polar WXSATs can
add up to I OkHz variation due to the Doppler
effect.

To extract the image data from this signal, one
must use a receiver designed to perform data
extraction in a precise manner. This is the reason
that general purpose scanners - which normally
have an i.f. bandwidth of about I 5kHz (and are
therefore usually called narrow band) - are usually
unsuitable for WXSAT reception. I have CO say

"usually unsuitable" because some people with
electronics experience have successfully converted
their utility receivers to achieve WXSAT
specifications. However, this is not simply a case of
replacing one i.f. filter with one of wider
bandwidth! There is another factor.

Pager Interference
I mentioned earlier about the re -allocation of
frequencies which threaten the WXSAT band.
Some years ago, within the UK, frequencies
bordering on the I 37.9MHz end of the band were
made available to commercial interests for use by
paging units. Any standard receiver will pick up
these bursts of (what to us is) interference, and it
comes in loud and clear on v.h.f. WXSAT
frequencies! A well designed WXSAT receiver
must therefore be fitted with properly specified
filters to at least minimise this source of
interference.

Scanning - Computer Control
Other facilities required on a good WXSAT
receiver include the ability to scan known
frequencies and to lock on an a.p.t. signal.
discriminating the signal in the presence of noise.
Receivers are designed and constructed in various
ways depending on research and tests done by the
manufacturer. Some synthesise frequencies, others
use crystal oscillators. The former are generally
more versatile because they can synthesise a large
range of frequencies, whereas crystal receivers
require a separate crystal for each frequency.
Sometimes the facility to control the receiver by
computer is built-in, making it very versatile.

My own receiver is now quite old. I bought it in
kit form, with the actual receiver section already
constructed and aligned, leaving the mounting and
outside connections CO be completed. Interestingly,
I notice that a similar unit is still available through
RIG (see contact details later). After allowing for
the cost of the other items which are required,
were I to be starting now I would definitely opt for
a completed unit even though they are more
expensive.

There are two UK commercial polar receivers
available, the Martelec Communication Systems
MSR50 - virtual WXSAT receiver which can be
controlled by a PC or Amiga computer. Priced at
about 179 ex P&P Tel: (01420) 82752 for full
details (including other WXSAT equipment). And
the Timestep Weather Satellite Systems PROscan
receiver - independent autoscanning receiver
which can be controlled by computer using a
suitable internal card interface. Price £340 plus
VAT. Tel: (01440) 820040 for full details (including
other WXSAT equipment).

Combined Polar/WEFAX
Reception
If you are not familiar with WXSAT equipment,
another option for METEOSAT reception is worth
knowing. When planning your WXSAT system,
there may be an alternative method available for
WEFAX reception depending on your current
system. For just METEOSAT monitoring you can
simply purchase a METEOSAT receiver. If you

already have a polar system (and therefore an a.p.t.
receiver) you can consider buying a
downconverter.

The a.p.t. receiver (of which suggested
characteristics have just been described) can be
used CO receive WEFAX data (from METEOSAT)
because WEFAX transmissions are fully compatible
with a.p.t. Each contains image data which has been
amplitude modulated onto a 2.4kHz sub -carrier
which then frequency modulates the main r.f.
carrier. It is perfectly practical to use a down -
converter to convert the I691.0/1694.5MHz
signals to 137.50MHz, and then connect the output
to your WXSAT receiver; there is usually an extra
socket available for this purpose. So one a.p.t.
receiver can do both jobs. Suitable down -
converters are available from a few suppliers, such
as Martelec. It may be worth comparing costs and
the convenience of using either a downconverter
or a direct 1691.0/1694.50MHz receiver.

Again Timestep METEOSAT receiver costs
£250 plus VAT and Martelec's: Downconverter is
£220 inc. VAT.

Decoding WXSAT Data
If you made the big decision to actually decode the
signal - and that is what this column is about - then
you can choose a suitable method of decoding for
your circumstances. You will almost certainly want
to use your computer. With the exception of the
Amiga - for which Martelec still cater - virtually all
products are designed for the PC. You can fit a
manufacturer's decoding card into a suitable
expansion slot in your computer, and then process
the signal using their supplied software. Programs
cope with both WEFAX and a.p.t.

New cards have been manufactured to make
full use of the Windows 95 operating system,
allowing the user to program WXSAT image
collection. I have recently reviewed Timestep's new
PROsat for Windows 95 - see last month's SWM.

Another method now available involves using a
suitable soundcard in your computer, as mentioned
in recent editions of 'Info'. Free software is
available which uses the card to decode a.p.t. and
WEFAX images, as long as your computer has a
suitable specification. This limitation also applies to
most commercial products.

RIG (Remote Imaging Group - UK branch)
Details of membership can be obtained from

Ray Godden G4GCE, Wayfield Cottage, The
Clump, Chorleywood, Herts. WD3 4BG.
Tel: (01923) 720714.

Letters & Pictures
George Newport of Canterbury sent me a
collection of high quality colour prints from which I
selected a NOAA-14 image of Cyprus taken in
April. This region is just beyond the limit of my
NOAA reception circle.

Harry Wagg of Birkenhead on Merseyside
has been involved in constructing WXSAT
receiving equipment for several years and wrote
about his progress. He originally built the Maplin
receiver and decoder, but bad paging interference
led him to upgrade to the Cirkit receiver. His

original BBC computer was subsequently discarded
when he moved to a Pentium PC which enabled
him to produce several NOAA images - see Fig. 4.

His main query concerned updating the Kepler
elements used within Trackli, the Timestep satellite
tracking program. As with most programs using
Kepler elements, there is an option to update the
elements either manually (uggghhh!) or
automatically from a file. To do this you need a
recent set of elements in a file called (for instance)
'apt.tle' or 'weather.tle'. Tracking programs expect
to find a file with a standard terminator (*.tie or
".21e) and will then read the contents. Updated
Kepler element files can be found on the Internet
at ftp://ftp.funet.fi in the directory
/pub/astro/pc/satel/

This source contains selected groups of Kepler
elements including 'amsats' and 'WXSATS', as well
as 'geosats' and much more. If you do not have
Internet access but you have a modem, you can
dial up any of several BBS (bulletin board services)
which carry Kepler data - using settings SNI:
Starbase I: 0171-703 3593 and 0171-701 6914,
RIG: (01344) 874140, Timestep BBS: (01440)
820002 I keep a list of people to whom I send
Kepler elements each month - see below.

MIR Conversations
Many readers have asked about monitoring voice
conversations from MIR tuned to 143.625MHz so I
am putting a sample recording on my Web page for
those who have never heard one. The idea arose
from an E-mail from Domenico Diiorio who
sent me a huge file (ouch!) containing such a
recording. He transferred it from tape to his
computer's sound card. His receiver is a Kenwood
R-5000 fed by a wideband discone mounted in the
loft.

Shuttle Launch Schedule
STS -87 Columbia is scheduled for launch on 19
November at 18I8UTC into a 28.45° inclination
orbit. A comprehensive listing of all Shuttle flights
and payloads, together with associated information
is available from me as the Shuttle Pack. Please
include a £1 and stamped s.a.e. for the A4 booklet.

Frequencies
NOAH -14 transmits a.p.t. on I37.62MHz

NOAH -I2 transmits a.p.t. on 137.50MHz

NOAAs transmit beacon data on 137.77 or I 36.77MHz

METEOR 3-5 uses 137.85M1 -1z

OKEAN-4 and SICH-I use 137.40MHz for brief, scheduled

transmissions.

METEOSAT-6 (geostationary) uses 1691 and I 694.5MHz for

WEFAX

GOES -8 (western horizon) uses 1691 MHz for WEFAX

MIR voice on I43.625MHz.

Kepler Elements - MIR and Shuttle
I For a print-out of the latest WXSAT elements, MIR, and the Shuttle (when available), send a stamped addressed envelope

and secured 20p coin or separate, extra stamp. Transmission frequencies are given for operating satellites. This data

originates from NASA. I send Kepler elements by return -of -post.

2 I also send monthly Kepler print-outs to many people. To join the list please send a 'subscription' of El (secured, plus four

self-addressed. stamped envelopes) for four editions.

3 You can have the data as a computer disk file containing recent elements for the WXSATs. and a large file holding elements

for thousands of satellites. A print-out is included, identifying NASA catalogue numbers (for the WXSATs. Amateur Radio

satellites, and others of general interest), ideal for automatic updating of your tracking software. Please enclose 50p with

your PC -formatted disk and stamped envelope.
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DATA MODES

Decode
0 ops! Several readers have recently

pointed out that the Web site address
printed in recent issues is wrong. This has

now been updated - sorry for the inconvenience.
I've also updated the site to include all the latest
software so it should be well worth a visit.

Analysis for Beginners

One of the great attractions of the world of
Decoding is the many different facets to the
hobby. Most new listeners are initially attracted
by the ability to receive press reports or maybe a
FAX chart or two. Whilst this may satisfy many,
most soon encounter what is at the centre of this
decoding hobby. That is tracking down the
various warbles and whines and working out the
type of signal. Now if you want to get really
serious in this area you will probably need to part
with some hard earned cash as only the most
sophisticated decoders include detailed analysis
tools. At this point I know a lot of listeners give
up. But what I'll try and do here is show you how
you can carry -out lots of analysis using the
simplest of decoding systems.

One very important point to remember is
that by far the most effective analysis tool is
completely free - your ear! If you talk to anyone
who's spent some time with this aspect of the
hobby you will find that the initial analysis is done
by ear. In the same way that most new listeners
can easily recognise a Morse signal, the
experienced listener can usually recognise, or at
least tell the difference between, RTTY, ARQ,
FEC, FAX and MCVFT. This may seem almost
impossible for the newcomer, but it's really done
through familiarisation with the various rhythms
created by the different modulation/encoding
systems.

You may now be asking why bother to train
your ear and learn analysis techniques when there
are so many decoders around that feature
automatic signal identification. If you've used any
of these automatic systems you'll find that they're
very easily confused especially if the signal is
suffering any of the usual h.f. degradations such as
noise, fading or just a plain old weak signal. You
will also find that most of the automatic systems
take quite a while to decide they don't know
what the signal is. If you're just tuning around
looking for new signals this can get very
frustrating. The whole process can be speeded -up
considerably if you can use your ear to eliminate
unwanted signal types. For example, if you're
looking for some ARQ-E to try decoding you can
easily use a trained ear to immediately recognise
and step over RTTY and other ARQ-A signals.

Detective Game

On the packed h.f. bands this can make the whole
operation considerably quicker. As you've
probably already twigged, signal analysis is rather
like a detective game where you gather together
important clues until you have enough to confirm
the type of signal. So let's take a look at how you
can start to train your ear and use a few tricks to

Mike Richards G4WNC
PO BOX 1863, RINGWOOD, HANTS BH24 3XD

E-MAIL: mike.richards@dial.pipex.com

WEB: http://dialspoce.dial.pipex.com/mikexichards/

quickly gather those clues and identify data
signals. One of the easiest facts to gather is the
shift of the signal. In case you're not familiar with
the term, this is the amount the signal wobbles or
swings. This can usually be taken straight from the
tuning indicator on your decoding system. For
Hamcomm users you just need to press 'ALT' T'
followed by 'P' to start the spectrum analyser
display (assuming you've already started the
program).

On this display you just need to note the
difference between the two peaks that make up
the signal. Fig. I shows an example of a RTTY
signal with a 400Hz shift, You can see that this
really is very easy for Hamcomm users. If your
tuning display is not calibrated don't panic! All you
have to do is tune to one or two signals with a
known shift and note how far the tuning display is
displaced.

In order to make really effective use of the
shift information you've just collected you also
need to find out the speed or baud rate of the
signal in question. The ease of this operation will
depend very much on the type of decoder you
have as quite a few have a built-in speed
measurement system. If you're using the excellent
RadioRaft decoding system you will find that you
don't really need to use analysis techniques for
the simpler modes such as RTTY and ARQ/FEC
as the program's built-in analysis can identify
these signals very quickly indeed. If you do want
to manually analyse a signal you need to disable
the mode scanning. This is dead easy - you just
use your mouse and click on the mode -scan to
toggle so that the tick disappears. RadioRaft will
then just examine the speed of the signal and
select the most appropriate rate.

A more accurate alternative is to select the
BPS -Meter option from the 'mode' menu. This
provides a direct measurement of the baud rate
of the signal. If you have a more basic decoder
and there's no facility to measure speed, all is not
lost as you can use your ear. Instead of using an
experienced ear (which you don't have yet!) you
can use the comparison technique to sort out the
speed. This simply means you listen to a selection
of signals of known types and compare them with
the one you're analysing. The trick is finding the
known signals. If your receiver has the facility to
store frequencies of your favourite signals you are
halfway there. All you have CO do is store the
known signal types in the memory system and
you can then quickly switch between the
memories and the signal your chasing to see
which is the closest match.

Known Signals

So where do you get the known signals from?
Here's a few to get you started but if anyone
knows of some better examples please drop me a
line with the detail. 7.646MHz Hamburg Met
RTTY SObaud 400Hz shift 5I8kHz Various
NAVTEX stations FEC I 00baud 170Hz shift (you
will probably have to wait for a signal to appear)
9.994MHz Santa Maria Air RTTY 50baud 800Hz
shift This can be a very effective solution to the
problem, the only drawback being the availability

Fig. I: Hamcomm Spectrum Display.

of known signals. Clearly you can only carry out a
comparison if the reference station is on the air!
An alternative here is to make a recording of the
reference signals so the signals are always on tap.
The snag here is that you have to listen right
through the tape and it's not easy to flip between
two similar signal types.

A more sophisticated solution would be to go
for a copy of the Klingenfuss CD Recording of
Modulation Types. This very comprehensive CD
set includes good quality recordings of just about
every signal type that you will encounter. The
beauty of it being packaged on CD is that you can
quickly step straight to the required track.
Another advantage of the CD is that the
recordings can be used to test your decoder and
provide valuable practice in using your decoder
under controlled conditions.

If you have a Windows based PC to hand
there is another tool available that can help you
identify the speed of a signal. This is the program
Spectrogram that I've covered in recent Decode's
and copies can be found on my Web Site. This is
a more scientific approach to analysis that once
learnt can be applied to the vast majority of data
signals. I would recommend starting by making a
digital recording of the data signal in question.
This is just a matter of connecting the 'line out of
your receiver to the appropriate input socket on
your soundcard and following the instructions
detailed in Spectrogram.

Once you've captured the signal you can then
work at your leisure to take the signal apart. First
of all you need to make some adjustment so that
you can zoom -in on the appropriate part of the
signal. Select Modify from the File menu and
adjust the setting for the best display.

I've found the following settings provide the
best results for this type of analysis
FFT = 512 point
Resolution = 8 bit
FFT Window = BB 8ms
Horizontal Scale = 1ms
Palette = Greyscale

The choice of greyscale is a personal
preference but I think it provides for a far less
confusing display. As you zoom -in and clarify the
display you will see the square wave that
represents the encoded data appear within the
display. Once you have a nice clean display you
need to use the cursor to measure the width of
the smallest element in the signal. This should be
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easily recognised as the smallest rectangle in the
signal - don't get confused with any very sharp
spikes as they are just interference. The result
you get will be measured in milliseconds and
needs to be converted to baud rate. This is a very
simple calculation as you just divide the result in
ms into 1000. Here's a practical example. If the
width of the smallest part of the signal is 20ms
then the baud rate must be 1000/20 = 50baud. To
help minimise the number of calculations you
have to make here's a list of smallest element size
for some of the most common speeds:

Time (ms) Baud Rate
20.0 50.0
72.0 13.9

13.3 75.0
10.4 96.0
10.0 100.0

You can also identify the shift using Spectrogram.
All you do is set the cursor on the top line of the
square wave and note the reading in Hz from the
Cursor coordinates panel. Now move the cursor
to the bottom of the square wave and repeat the
operation. The difference between the two
readings is the shift of the signal. Now you're
probably wondering why I'm putting so much
emphasis on establishing just the speed and shift
without gathering any data on the mode itself.
Over the years a number of experienced listeners
have proved that these two factors in themselves
are often enough to identify the complete signal.
Even in cases where the link is not so clear, it
serves to limit the possibilities down to just a
very small number of modes. One of the areas
where this technique fails is when dealing with
the multi -channel telegraph systems. The solution
is to learn to recognise the sound as all these
stations are very distinctive. Having established
the speed and shift you now need some form of
look -up table that will show the most likely mode
for a particular combination of speed and shift.
The solution to this can be found in a number of
locations. One of the most famous systems is
called the Yarborough Matrix. This comprises a
plasticised A4 sheet that provides an easy to use
ready -reference from speed/shift to mode. My
only problem is I'm not sure if it's still in print and
if so who's selling it! If anyone can help with this
please drop me a line.

All is not lost though as there is another
source of this valuable information. This can be
found through the Internet on the Worldwide
Utility News site at
http://www.gem.ned-berri/wun The
document to get is Stan Scalscky and Mike
Chace's excellent Digital Signals FAQ which has
recently been updated to Version 5. As well as

providing a mass of useful information the Baud
Rate Summary table provides a valuable cross
reference between speed and mode. To get you
started here's a few of the more common
speed/shift associations

Speed
(baud)

Shift
(Hz)

100 170 ITA2, ARQ-A
45 170 Amateur RTTY

200 170 Amateur packet
50 400 Commercial RTTY

(press/weather)
100 400
50 800 pseudo -random

There are loads of pseudo -random signals
arround and they sound for all the world like
RTTY, but you won't make any sense of them! If
you want to add a further level of sophistication
to your aural analysis technique (sounds good
doesn't it!) you can quite easily tell the difference
between synchronous and asynchronous signals.

The most noticeable difference is that an
asynchronous signal will often contain pauses with
a short period of just a steady carrier being sent.
This never happens in a synchronous signal
because the receiving station is dependant on a
constant stream of data to maintain
synchronisation with the distant end. When there
are natural breaks in the message, synchronous
systems add what are called idle characters to
keep the link alive. That about concludes this
introduction to data signal analysis - if you'd like
to see more please either E-mail or write to me.

Interference Strikes!

I seem to be majoring on your detective skills this
month! Anyway, I've noticed a recent increase in
the number of interference queries in your
letters, so I'd better include a few tips. As
computer based decoding systems are so readily
available it's no surprise to find that listeners are
having problems with computer noise spoiling
their listening.

Before we starting breaking the problem
down you need to make sure you're not
expecting too much. If you speak to any operator
who uses a computer for decoding you will find
that computer noise is audible over at lest some
of the h.f. band. The trick is to reduce it to a level
where it doesn't significantly degrade your ability
to decode wanted signals. Before you put all the
blame on the computer try turning off and
unplugging all your computing equipment. Now
tune around the bands and make sure you're
getting a clean signal. If not, one of the worst
offenders for h.f. noise is the domestic TV. If you

1111111-0=11111

Fig.2: Spectrogram Analysis of a RTTY Signal.

think you're having problem on this front you
need to make sure by unplugging the TV. Simply
switching it off is not good enough as many have
standby circuits that are left active even with the
main switch off.

By far the most common cause of TV
interference is pick-up from the TV's antenna
lead. You must ensure that your antenna lead is
kept well clear of the TV antenna and preferably
well away from mains power runs. I know it's
tempting to use the TV antenna mast as a high
point for your antenna but, if you do, you'll regret
it! With TV interference separation is the best
solution.

If you've done all you can and you're still faced
with interference you need to see if it's radiated
or mains borne. To do this you just operate your
h.f. receiver with the antenna disconnected. If the
noise is still there it must be mains borne and you
should be able to make some good reductions by
fitting an r.f. filter in the mains lead. Most radio
dealers can help with these, but make sure you
explain what you want it for before you buy, as
there's quite a range available.

Now for that dreaded computer interference.
Although the computer normally gets the blame.
you will probably find that the noise is coming
from one of the peripheral devices such as the
monitor, printer or maybe the connecting leads. If
you're to find the root cause you must adopt a
logical approach or you'll end up spending a
fortune on fancy leads and filters and still not
solve the problem. The approach is much like the
TV interference I've just described.

Start by running the computer with everything
except the mouse and keyboard disconnected. If
the noise is reduced to a tolerable level (it usually
is) you need to gradually introduce the other
items one at a time until you find the culprit. If
when you plug the printer in the noise reappears,
try it with just the power on and the data lead to
the computer removed. If it's still noisy see if
fitting a ferrite ring in the mains lead reduces the
noise. If it does you need to put some filtering in
this mains lead.

To help ensure you stick to a logical approach
it's worth drawing the layout of your equipment
on a piece of paper. Make sure you include all the
interconnecting and mains leads. As you test each
connection add a note showing the difference it
made. A good way to measure the difference is to
use the 'S -meter' on your receiver and note
down the change in the reading as you work
through. By the end of the exercise you should
have a pretty clear idea of the offending item. In a
future column I'll give a few tips on various noise
reduction tricks. In the meantime please write
with details of how you solved your interference
problems.

See last

August

issue's

`Decode'

column for
details of

software

available.
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HOKA CODE 3 GOLD
New distributor

Don't miss this opportunity to own probably the best
RTTY decoding package on the market at a special
re -launch price!

 Dozens and dozens of short wave and VHF digital sys-
tems

 Works on any modern IBM compatible computer°

 Software DSP filtering

 Seamless decoding process

 Use with wideband SSB setting (use those cheap scan-
ners)

 Over 50 decodeable shortwave and VHF systems

 Stunning performance!
 Easy to use with "auto -analysis and decode"

 All at an amazing price of just £369!

Code 3 Gold can decode more systems than we have
room to name here, so don't delay, send for further
information on this amazing system NOW!

*486 DX2 33MHz or better

Send large SAE to: Hoka Sales UK, PO Box 2630
Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 9RU.

Tel/Fax (01323) 487919.
E-mail: Hokasales© pavilion. co. uk

1st class P&P and insurance £10

Shortwave Receivers Past & Present
A very compreitensise guide to met- 5(1(1 shortwave
receivers manufactured worldwide in the last fifty
ears. It will be of great help to anyone planning to

buy a new or secondhand receiver. Here is the
information you need in an easy to use format,
organised for quick reference and entries include: -
Receiver type, date sold, photograph, features, spec-
ifications, size and weight, accessories, reviews, vari-
ants, cost when new, used value, value rating, avail-

ability and status.
Price £18.25 + £3.50 UK post. Overseas post add f5.50 for Europe

(airmail) and sea worldwide, airmail outside Europe £12.

Radio/Tech Modifications
Shows you how sour scanner or shortwave receiver can cover more
frequencies or change the alignment controls so you can receive
more stations. This latest 9th edition comes in two parts and lists
showing exactly which radios are included in each book are available
on request. Price of each part £18.00 + £1.50 UK post. Overseas
add £2.50 for Europe (airmail) and sea worldwide, airmail outside
Europe £5.25.

Fax, Satellite and RTTY Weather Reports by P. C. Mitchell
Shows how easy it is to receive stunning weather satellite pictures and high
grade charts and faxes from all over the world and explains how to inter-
pret them. This new book has been completely updated, gives transmission
times and frequencies and the equipment required. fi1.50.

Weather Reports from Radio Sources £7.50 Satellite Hackers Handbook......... .£18.75

SW Maritime Comm £.1710. now E15.50 Eavesdropping on British Military £18.75

Scanner Busters 20700 now 5.00 Scanning the Maritime Bands £9.50

SW Eavesdropper CD-ROM £19.50 Computerized Radio Monitoring. .. £19.50

Worldwide Aeronautical Comms..... _118.95 100 Years of Maritime Radio ........ ..138.00
The above prices include UK postage

NSA Ask for FREE catalogue Allow 14 days delivery

INTERPRODUCTS (SW117)
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland

Tel & Fax: 01738 441199
e-mail: interproducts@netmaters.co.uk

The Cone! Project
Recordings of Shortwave Numbers Stations.

Numbers Stations are found all over the shortwave spectrum. They emit unusual transmissions
of synthesized voices reading sets of phonetic letters and or numbers. The origin of these stations
is in dispute. Their purpose is unclear. There are many dozens of different signal types on the air.
each run by different organizations. Some of these organizations should have been closed down
after the 'end of the cold war', yet they continue to transmit like clockwork. No one has ever com-
piled a set of Numbers Stations recordings for sale to the public. Until now.

The Conet Project: a quadruple CD covering 25 years of Numbers Station activity, with detailed
logs, essays, and a difinitive lookup table of all known Numbers Stations, including Morse Numbers
Stations. An invaluable and fascinating resource for all listeners, this is the difinitive reference work
on the mysterious field of Numbers Stations. containing very rare recordings from as early as 1971
and up to date examples of currently operating stations. This is a limited edition release.

Catalogue Number: 59ird tcpl
irdial@irdialsys.win-uk.net I Irdial-Discs fax: 44+171+351+5858
http://www.ibmpcug.co.ukrirdialiconet.htm
Irdial-Discs Address: Po Box 424, London SW3 5DY

Mali Order: THESE Records,112 Brook Drive, London SE11 4TQ UK
Telephone: 44+171+587+5349 Facsimile: 44+171+582+5278
The Quadruple CD costs: £27.50: VISA MASTERCARD and ACCESS accepted. EUROPEAN AIR
MAIL + £2.00 postage & packing.UK & Surface mail ANYWHERE +£1.50 postage & packing. USA
AIR MAIL + £3.00 postage & packing. ZONE 2 AIR MAIL (JAPAN AUSTRALIA etc.) + £3.75
postage & packing.

Distributed by PHD: Unit 15, Bushell Business Estate. Hithercroft, Wallingford, Oxon OX10 9DD
Telephone: 44+1491+825+029 Facsimile: 44+1491+826+320

)SWP HF30
FREQ. 0.05 - 2000 MHz
SPECIALLY DESIGNED

FOR HF USE

Length 770mm.

Comes complete with

4 rots. of quality coax

and BNC connector.

£3995
ADO E5 CO PAP

1400NMEK3
THE NEXT GENERATION

OF SCANNER ANTENNA'S
Revolutionary NEW Receiving

Antennas with suction cup fittings can
be mounted on any smooth surface -

ideal for the inside of your rear
windscreen or window at home.

1)SWP 2000
FREQ. 25 - 2000 MHz.

(MULTIBAND)

Length 515mm.

Comes complete with

4 mts. of quality coax

and BNC connector.

£2995
500 15 00 POP

1 SWP 100
((7'/ FREQ. 100 - 1 50MHz.

(AIRBAND)

Length 395mm.

Comes complete with

4 mts. of quality coax
and BNC connector.

£2695
ADD E5.00 POP

SWP 150
FREQ. 150 - 160MHz.

(MARINEBAND)

Length 395mm.

Comes complete with

4 mts. of quality coax

and BNC connector.

£2695

rro:- MOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD,

WOBURN SANDS, BUCKS MK17 BUR. TEL: (01908) 281705. FAX: (01908) 281706.

Pkase send me the following item(s):

'INANE. ADDRESS.

Tel

POST CODE'

CD=

ADO E5 00 P6P

4)31

CHEQUE /P.O. E p. Plus £5.00 POP. PER ORDER

1111111111111[1 VALID

UNTIL

,11/4..\1 No \
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BROADCAST SCENE

LM&S
0 n October 25, two days after this issue

arrives on the bookstalls, the clocks in
the UK will be put back one hour to

display Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), which is
similar to Universal Time Co-ordinated (UTC),
the time system adopted by international
broadcasters.

Listeners who keep a clock displaying UTC by
their receiver should not alter it when the
changeover takes place. The times quoted in
LM&S are in UTC.

Long Wave Reports
Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz;
Time in UTC (=GMT).
Unless otherwise stated, all logs were compiled
during August.

Test transmissions on I 89kHz, which may
have come from a new 100kW long wave station
in Iceland, were picked up at night by some
listeners. On several occasions Bernard Curtis
(Stalbridge) heard pop music on 189 after Europe

I had closed down but no station ident was
received. Non-stop pop music was also heard at
night on 189 by David Edwardson in Wallsend
but there was no ident. It was a potent SINPO
45554 at 0030UTC so it was unlikely that it was
coming from the Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI)
I OkW outlet at Caltanisseta, Italy on 189.

Over in E.Canada Alan Roberts (Quebec)
first noticed the transmission at 0205UTC on July
30, when a series of pop songs from the 60s &
70s were played until 0250. A I kHz tone was
then radiated for a few minutes. There was no
announcement or time pips at 0300. More music
then followed but the signal gradually faded out.

Medium Wave Reports
Despite the increasing hours of darkness in
August very few broadcasts from m.w. stations in
E.Canada and E.USA reached our shores at night.
Up in Shetland, John Slater (Scalloway) logged
on the 5th CJYQ in St.John's, Newfoundland, on
930 as SI0333 at 0320 - he heard it on several
other nights too. On the 6th he noted WTOP in
Washington, DC on 1500 as SI0322 at 0330; on
16th, WBBR New York, NY 1130 as SI0222 at
0330; on 20th, CJCH Halifax, NS 920 as 510322
at 0340; on 21st, CHCM Marystown, NF 740 as
S10333 at 0410 & CJFX Antigonish, NS 580 as
510232 at 0415. Down in Thornton Heath Tony
Stickells heard on the 10th WNRB in Boston,
MA on 1510, which he rated 34 133 at 0156. On
the 24th he logged CJYQ on 930 as 21 132 at
0042 & WTOP on 1500 as 34333 at 0052.

At the beginning of the month Tony picked up
the sky waves from the All India Radio (AIR)
I MW outlet at Nagpur on 1566 but the
conditions then deteriorated. Over on the Isle of
Wight George Millmore (Wootton) found
reception poor and some stations could not be
heard at all.

The hunt for distant local radio stations is
much enjoyed by some listeners. During one night
in early August Nicola Hutchings (Wellington,
Somerset) picked up the sky waves from ILR Red
Rose 9-99 (Preston) on 999kHz at 0005UTC.
Reception from Asian Sound (E.Lancashire) on
1377 was extremely clear at 0115. During her
checks she noticed that ILR Sabras Sound

(Leicester) on 1260 was using the ident Sabras
Radio.

The reception of ILR Magic 1161 via Goxhill,
Humberside at 0531 on the 12th was a first for
Brian Keyte in Bookham. Catching BBC
R.Cumbria via Carlisle on 756 at 0624 was
unusual for him. He noticed that Wyvern AM
now refers to "Classic Gold 954 and 1530" on
their Hereford & Worcester outlets.

Short Wave Reports
Until the propagation conditions in the 25MHz
(I I m) band improve, it is unlikely to be used for
broadcasting.

The conditions in the 21 MHz (I 3m) band
vary from day to day but broadcasts from several
countries have often reached the UK. Those
noted came from R.Prague via Litomysl 21.705
(Cz to Australia? 0830-0858), rated 25343 at
0851 by Fred Pallant in Storrington; DW via
Wertachtal? 21.600 (Eng to Asia, Pacific 0900-
0950) 33333 at 0920 by Thomas Williams in
Truro; DW via Julich? 21.680 (Eng to S.E.Asia
0900-0950) 55444 at 0920 in Scalloway; BSKSA
Saudi Arabia 21.670 (In to SE.Asia 1000-1200)
44454 at 1015 by Norman Thompson in
Oadby; R.Portugal Int via Sines? 21.720 (Port to
Africa? 0900-1100) 34333 at 1045 by John
Eaton in Woking; RAI Rome 21.520 (It to Africa
0600-1300) 43333 at 1050 in Stalbridge; UAER,
Dubai 21.605 (Eng to Eur 1030-1055) 25332 at
1053 by Tim Allison in Middlesbrough; Vatican
R, Italy 21.850 (Port, Sp to S.America 1100-
1200) 24332 at 1135 by Rhoderick Illman in
Oxted; BBC via Ascension Is 21.660 (Eng to
W/E/S.Africa 1100-1700) 35543 at 1301 in
Wallsend; RFI via Issoudun 21.620 (Fr to E.Africa
0800-1500) 35433 at 1330 by Simon
Hockenhull in E.Bristol; R.Portugal Int via Sines
21.515 (Eng to M.East, India 1330-1400) 35132 at
1330 by Eddie McKeown in Newry; BBC via
Ascension Is 21.490 (Eng to S.Africa 1400-1430,
Sat/Sun) 34433 at 1425 by Stan Evans in
Herstmonceux; BBC via Cyprus 21.470 (Eng to
E.Africa 1400-1700) 34443 at 1440 by Robert
Connolly in Kilkeel; UAER, Dubai 21.605 (Eng to
Eur 1600-1640) 55545 at 1630 by Vic Prier in
Colyton; WYFR via Okeechobee 21.745 (Eng to
Eur, Africa 1600-?) 25232 at 1654 by Darren
Beasley in Bridgwater; WYFR via Okeechobee
21.525 (Eng to Eur, Africa 1600? -2200?) 33333 at
2042 by Vera Brindley in Woodhall Spa.

The conditions in the I 7MHz (16m) band
have also varied daily. During the morning the
BBC via Mayhe, Seychelles 17.885 (Eng to
E.Africa 0500-1400) was rated 34333 at 0635 in
Herstmonceux; R.Australia via Shepparton
17.750 (Eng to Asia 0000-0400, 0600-0900)
24542 at 0649 in Wallsend; Israel R, Jerusalem
17.545 (Heb [Home Sce rly] to W.Eur,
N.America 0700-1730?) 34344 at 0747 in
Woking; R.Slovakia Int 17.570 (Eng to Australia
0830-0857) 44444 at 0830 by Sheila Hughes in
Morden; R.Prague, Czech Rep 17.485 (Eng to
W.Africa 0900-0925) 53343 at 0908 by Chris
Shorten in Norwich; SRI via Schwarzenburg?
17.515 (It, Eng, Fr, Ger, Port to Australia 0830-
1100) 44333 at 0915 in Truro; DW via Rwanda?
17.800 (Eng to Asia, Australia 0900-0950) 43344
at 0940 by Tony Hall in Freshwater Bay, loW;
AIR via Bangalore 17.387 (Eng to Pacific areas

BRIAN ODDY G3FEX

THREE CORNERS

MERRYFIELD WAY

STORRINGTON

WEST SUSSEX RH2O 4NS

LONG WAVE CHART
Freq Station Country Power Listener
kHz (kW)
153 Bechar Algeria 1000
153 Donebach DU Germany 500 G,J,K
153 Bod Romania 1200 C',J,K
162 Allouis France 2000
171 Nador Medi-1 Morocco 2000
171 B'shakovo etc Russia 1200 C',D',E,J
171 Lvov Ukraine 500
177 Oranienburg. Germany 750
180 Polati Turkey 1200 J"
183 Saarlouis Germany 2000
189 Caltanissetta Italy 10 J.K
198 Droitwich BBC UK 500 C,Q,E,I,J,K
207 Munich DLF Germany 500 Elg*,[1`,E,J
207 Azilal Morocco 800
216 Roumoules RMC S.France 1400
225 Raszyn Resv Poland
234 Beidweiler Luxembourg 2000 A,Q,D',E,G',J
243 Kalundborg Denmark 300
252 Tipaza Algeria 1500 C.E.
252 Atlantic 252 S.Ireland 500 C,D,E,F,G,I,J,K,L
261 Burg(R.Ropal Germany 200
261 Taldom Moscow Russia 2500
270 Topolna Czech Rep 1500 A',C*.D',E,G*.J,K
279 Sasnow Belarus 500

Nate: Entries marked ' were logged during darkness. All other entries
were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners: -
IA) John Eaton, Woking.
1131 Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
(Cl Sheila Hughes, Morden.
ID) Eddie McKeown, Newry.

In George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
(Fl Fred Pallant. Storrington.
(G) Vic Prier, Colyton.
(HI John Slater, Scalloway.
(I) Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.

(J) Tony Stickells. Thornton Heath.
(K) Norman Thompson, Oadby.
IL) Thomas Williams, Truro

1000-1100) 25333 at 1052 in Storrington; Voice
of Russia 17.610 (Eng [VVS]) 35433 at 1104 in
Middlesbrough; SRI via Schwarzenburg? 17.515
(Eng, Fr, Ger, It to Far East 1103-1245) 24232 at
1115 in Bridgwater.

After mid -day the BBC via Skelton, UK
17.705 (Eng to Eur, Africa 1200-1630) was 22421
at 1309 in Oxted; R.Cairo via Abis 17.595 (Eng
to S.Asia 1215-1330) 34222 at 1315 in Scalloway;
RCI via Sackville, Canada 17.820 (Eng to Eur,
Africa 1330-1400 Mon -Sat) 44444 at 1354 in
Woodhall Spa; Africa No.1, Gabon 17.630 (Fr to
VV.Africa 0700-1600) 44444 at 1540 in Kilkeel;
VOA via Morocco 17.895 (Eng to Africa 1600-
1900) 24433 at 1720 in Colyton; R.Nederlands
via Bonaire, Ned Antilles 17.605 (Eng to
S/E/VV.Africa 1830-2025) 35223 at 1834 in
Newry; BBC via Ascension Is 17.830 (Eng to
W/C.Africa 0730-2100) 54554 at 1825 by Bill
Griffith (VV.London) while in Sao Carlos, Brazil;
WYFR via Okeechobee, USA 17.555 (Eng to Eur
1600-2145) 34443 at 2011 by Tom Winzor in
Plymouth; VOFC Taiwan via WYFR 17.750 (Eng
to Eur 2200-2300) 32222 at 2200 by Clare
Pinder in Appleby.

More reliable conditions have been evident in
the 15MHz (19m) band. In the morning the
R.Japan via Moyabi, Gabon 15.230 (Eng 0700-
0800) was 43433 at 0705 in Herstmonceux;
R.Finland via Pori 15.235 (Eng to E.Eur, E.Asia
0800-0830) 54444 at 0800 in Norwich; Voice of
Armenia, Yerevan 15.270 (Fr, Eng to Eur 0800-
0900 Sun) 44434 at 0848 in Freshwater Bay; BBC
via Ascension Is 15.190 (Eng, Sp to S.America
0900-1130) 34433 at 0900 by Ernest Wiles in
Bedford; R.Ulan Bator, Mongolia 15.170 (Eng to
Pacific 0900-0930) 33333 at 0905 in Scalloway;
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AIR via Aligarh? 15.050 (Eng to NE.Asia 1000-
1100) 35433 at 1015 in Bridgwater; R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 15.520 (Eng to Eur 1100-1120) 33333
at 1100 in Stalbridge.

During the afternoon the BBC via Masirah Is,
Oman 15.310 (Eng to S.Asia 0300-0915, 1000-
1400) was rated 510222 at 1259 in Woking &
44444 at 1300 by Bill Griffith while in San
Pedro, Chile; Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi 15.010
(Eng to Asia 1330-1400) 35233 at 1343 in Newry;
R.Sweden via Horby? 15.240 (Eng to Asia, Pacific
1330-1400) 44444 at 1345 in Truro; VOA via
Morocco 15.410 (Eng to Africa 1600-2200)
510222 at 1700 by Tom Smyth in
Co.Fermanagh.

Later, RNB Brazil 15.265 (Port, Eng, Ger to
Eur 1630-2020) was 23232 at 1800 in Oadby;
WYFR via Okeechobee 15.695 (Eng to Eur,
Africa 1600-1900) 54444 at 1808 in Plymouth;
R.Cairo via Abis, Egypt 15.255 (Eng to C/S.Africa
1630-1830) 33433 at 1817 in Woodhall Spa;
\NWCR Nashville, USA 15.685 (Eng to
N.America, Eur 1100-2200) 45544 at 1830 in
Colyton; R.Nederlands via Bonaire I 5.315 (Eng
CO S/E/W.Africa 1830-2025) 34443 at 1955 in
Kilkeel; RCI via Sackville 15.325 (Eng to Eur,
Africa 2000-2129) 44434 at 2107 in Oxted;
VOFC Taiwan via WYFR 15.600 (Eng to Eur
2200-2300) 44444 at 2225 in Morden; RAE
Buenos Aires, Argentina 15.345 (Eng, Fr, Ger, It,
Sp to Eur, N.Africa 1900-2300) 25542 at 2245 in
Wallsend.

Good reception from some areas has been
noted in the 13MHz (22m) band. In the
morning, R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 13.730
(Ger, Eng, Fr, Sp to Eur 0400-1800) was 510444
at 0754 by Francis Hearne in N.Bristol;
R.Finland via Pori 13.645 (Eng to Eur, Australia
0800-0827) 45444 at 0803 in Woodhall Spa;
R.Korea via Kimjae 13.670 (Eng to Eur 0800-
0900) 33333 at 0815 in Scalloway; SRI via
Sottens? 13.685 (It, Eng, Fr, Ger, Port to
Australasia 0830-1100) 44433 at 0900 in Truro;
SRI via Sottens? 13.635 (Eng, Fr, Ger, It to Far
East 1100-1245) 45433 at 1116 in Middlesbrough.

During the afternoon R.Kuwait via Kabd
13.620 (Ar to Eur, N.America 0930-1605) was
43334 at 1257 in Woking; R.Prague, Czech Rep
13.580 (Eng to Eur, E.Africa, N.America 1300-
1327) 45444 at 1310 in Newry; UAER, Dubai
13.675 (Eng to Eur 1330-1355) 44444 at 1330 in
Morden; Vatican R, Italy 13.765 (Eng to Africa?
1345-1405) 34333 at 1350 by Peter Pollard in
Rugby; UAER, Dubai 13.675 (Eng to Eur 1600-
1640) 45554 at 1632 in Wallsend.

Later, R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 13.645 (Eng,
Fr to Africa? 1800-1900?) was 54444 at 1 8 1 5 in

Plymouth; WWCR Nashville, USA I 3 .845 (Eng to
E.USA 1200-0100) 23332 at 1 8 1 5 in Bedford;
Voice of Turkey 13.695 (Eng to Eur, USA 1830-
1925) 44544 at 1830 in Colyton; WHRI South
Bend, USA 13.760 (Eng to E.USA, Eur 1500-
2057) 44433 at 1950 in Kilkeel; RCI via Sackville
13.650 (Fr, Eng to Eur, Africa 1900-2200) 45444
at 2040 in E.Bristol; R.Havana Cuba 13.715 (Eng
to Eur 2030-2130) 24232 at 2100 in Bridgwater;
RCI via Sackville 13.670 (Fr, Eng to Eur, Africa
I 900- 2 200) 24333 at 2107 in Oxted; R.Damascus,
Syria 13.610 (Eng to Eur 2005-2105; to
N.America 2105-2205) 34333 at 2118 in
Freshwater Bay; R.Ukraine Int, Kiev 13.590 (Eng
to Eur 2100-2158) 510323 at 2130 in
Co.Fermanagh.

Broadcasts from several continents can usually
be received in the I 1MHz (25m) band. Those
noted came from the Voice of Greece, Athens
11.645 (Gr, Eng to Eur 0600-0800), rated 55555
at 0708 in Plymouth; Slovak R.Int, via Velke
Kostolany 11.990 (Eng, Slov to Australia 0830-
0927) S10333 at 0834 in N.Bristol; R.Sweden via

LOCAL RADIO CHART
req Station
Hz BBC
170 Swansea 6nd,Swansea

!LB e.m.r.p Listener
(kW)

0.58 E*;J
170 1170AM,High Wycombe 0.25 G',H,L

Freq Station ILA e.m.cp Listener 242 InvictaSG,Maidstone 0.32 E,H,L,M
kHz BBC (kW) 242 loW Radio, Wootton 0.50. D,H,1
558 Spectrum, London 0.80 D,H,I,L,M 251 Amber SG11,Bury StEd 0.76 13,H,J,I.
585 R.Solway 2.00 B 260 Marcher G. Wrexham 0.64 J
603 Cheltenham R. 0.10 8.0,F,H,I,L,M 260 SabrasSnd,Leicester 029 G',M
603 InvictaSG,Litt'brne 0.10 E,H,I,L 260 R.York B oao B
630 R.Bedfordshire13CR) 0.20 B,E,G,H,I,L 2% Radio XL,8irmingham 5.00 A,B,P,G',H,I,J,L,M
630 R.Cornwall 2.00 B,H,I,K 305 Big Easy Magic AM 0.15 B
657 R.Clwyd 2.00 B,H,I,M 305 Premier via ? 0.50 H,I,L
657 R.Cornwall 0.50 H,I,L 305 Touch AM, Newport 0.20 C,I
666 Gemini AM, Exeter 034 B,C,D,H,I,L,M 323 S.Coast R,Southwick aso H,I,L
666 R.York OBO B,H 323 SomersetSndBristol 0.63 B,H
729 BBC Essex 0.20 E,H,I,L 332 Premier, Battersea 1.00 B,H,I,L
738 Hereford/Worcester 0037 C,D,H,L 332 CG 1332,,Peterbor' 0.60 G',M
756 R.Cumbria 1.00 A,H 332 Wiltshire pound 0.30 C,H,I
756 R.Maldwyn, Powys 0.63 D,H,I,L 359 BreezeAM,Chelmsford 0.28 H,L
765 BBC Essex 050 A,B,E,H,I,L 359 CG 1359, Coventry 0.27 H
774 R. Kent 030 E,H,I,L,M 359 R.Solent 0.85 H,I
774 Bleeds 050 A,B,H 359 Touch AM, Cardiff 0.20
774 3 Counties SG, Glos 0.14 B,C,I 368 Southern Counties R B 0.50 E',H,LL
792 Classic Gold 792 0.27 A,H,I,L,M 368 Wiltshire Sound B 0.10 C,I
792 R.Foyle 1.00 B 377 Asian Sd.Manchester F
801 R.Devon & Dorset 2.00
828 Classic Gold 828 0.20

B,D,H,I,L
G,H,L

413 Premier via ? 0.50 F',6',H,I,L
413 Yorkshire Dales R B,J

Magic 828. Leeds 0.12 F'..4 431 Breeze AM, Southend 035 H,I,L
828 2CR CG, Bournemouth 0.27 D,I 431 CI.Gld via Reading 0.14 G',H,I,J,L

.1328 Townland R, Ulster 0.80 B,J 449 R.Peterboto/Cambs B 0.15 B,r
837 R.Cumbria/Furness 1.50
837 Asian Netwk Leics 0.45

A,B,L 458 R. Cumbria B 0.50
458 R.Devon & Dorset B 2.00 ELI

855 R.Devon & Dorset 1.00 H,I 458 1458 Lite AM Manch' 1 500 J
855 R.Lancashire 1.50 A,B 458 Sunrise, London 50.00 F',H,I,L
855 R.Norfolk, Postwick 1.50 H,L 458 Asian Netwk Langley aoo C,G
855 Sunshine 855,Ludlow 0.15 C.F.H.L.M 476 CountySnd,Guildford 0.50 B,C1',F*,G',H,I,L
873 R.Norfolk, W.Lynn 0.30 A,H,I,L,M 485 CI.Gld via Newbury 1.00 D,H,L
936 Brunel CG, W.Wilts 0.18 C,H,I,L 485 R.Merseyside 1.20 B,E*,1,K
936 Yorkshire Dales R 7 A,B,F*,H,J 485 Southem Counties R 1.00 H,I,L
945 Derby (Gem AM) 0.20 A.B,G*.1-1.M 503 R.Stoke-on-Trent 100 B,r,H,1*,L
945 S.Coast R, Bexhill 0.75 H,LL 521 R.1521 Craigavon,NI aso
954 Gemini AM, Torquay 0.32 H,I,L 521 Fame 1521, Reigate

,K

0.64 F',G',H,I,L
954 CI.Gold 954, H'ford 0.16 C,H,L,M 530 R.Essex 0.15 E,H,I,L
963 Asian Sd.Manchester 0.813 A,B 530 CI.Gold West Yorks 0.74 A,B,P,H,J
963 963 Liberty (Viva) 1.00 G,H,I,L,M 530 CI.Gold Worcester 0.52 P.1-1.1,J,L
990 R.Devon & Dorset 100 B,C,H,I,K,L 548 R.Bristol 5.00 H,I,J
990 Big Easy Magic AM 0.25 H 548 Capital G, London 97.50 H,I,L
990 WABC, Wolverhampton 009 H,M 548 Magic 1548 Liverp'l 4.40 B,J
999 Gem AM, Nottingham 0.25 H,L',M 557 R.Lancashire 0.25 B,E*
999 Red Rose 9-99 P'stn 0.80 B,P,J 557 Mellow, Clacton 0.B F',H,L

..999 R.Solent
999 Valleys R. Aberdare

1.00

0.300
H,1,1.

F

557 CG 1557. N'hampton
557 S.Coast R, So'ton

0.76 G,H,J,M
0.50 E',H,1,1

1.017 WABC, Shrewsbury 0.70 H,J,M 584 KC8C, Kettering 0.04 F',G,H,M
1026 Lcambridgeshire
1026 Downtown, Belfast

0.50
1.70

H,M
B,J,K

584 London Turkish R
584 R.Nottingham

0.20 H,I,L

1.00 B,E',H,M
1026 ftdersey 100 BC,H,1 584 R.Shropshire 0.50 H

1035 RTL Country 1035 1.00 H,1,1 602 R.Kent 0.25 E,H,I,L
1035 N.Sound, Aberdeen 0.78 PAH'
1035 W.Sound, Ayr 0.32 J Note: Entries marked  were logged during darkness. All other entries
1107 Moray Fth,Inverness 150 K were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
1116 R.Derby 120 B,V,L,M
1116 R.Guernsey 0.50 B,H,I,L Listeners: -
1116 Valleys R.Ebbw Vale
1152 Amber, Norwich
1152 Clyde 2, Glasgow

0.50
023
3.06

D J
F,G',H

(A) Tim Allison. Middlesbrough.
(B) Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
ICI Francis Hearne. N.Bristol.

1152 LBC 1152 2350 IDI Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
1152 Piely 1152,Manch'r 150 (El Sheila Hughes, Morden.
1152 Xtra-AM, Birmingham
1161 R.Bedfordshire(3CR)
1161 Brunel CG, Swindon

300
0.10
0.16

F',H
H,L

B,C,H,L

IF) Nicola Hutchings. Wellington.
(GI Nicola Hutchings. while in Kettering.
(HI Brian Keyte, Bookham.

1161 Big Easy Magic 1161
1161 Southern Counties R

0.35
1.00

F,H
H,I,L

(I) George Millmore, Wootton. loW.
(J) Chris Ridley, Co.Sligo. Eire.

1161 Tay AM, Dundee
1170 Amber SGR, Ipswich
1170 GNR. Stockton

140
0.28

0.32
H,M

(K) Tom Smyth. Co.Fermanagh.

IL) Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.
(MI Norman Thompson, Oadby.

1170 SCR, Portsmouth 0.50 H,I,L

Horby? 11.650 (Eng to N.America 1130-1200)
54554 at 1150 in Herstmonceux; R.Ukraine Int,
Kiev 12.050 (Eng to Eur 1200-1300) 33222 at
1200 in Appleby; ISBS Reykjavik 11.402 (Ic
[u.s.b.+ p.c] to Eur 1215-1300) 34443 at 1215 in
Scalloway; Vatican R, Italy 11.625 (Eng to Asia,
Pacific I 3 45 - I 403 ) 34333 at 1349 in Appleby;
R.Jordan via Al Karanah 11.690 (Eng to W.Eur,
E.USA 1000-1630) 34333 at 1428 in
Middlesbrough; R.Australia via Shepparton
11.660 (Eng to Asia 1330-1700) 54344 at 1438
by Robert Hughes in Liverpool; R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 11.565 (Eng to M.East 1600-1630)
45433 at 1600 in Bridgwater; Family R (WYFR)
via VOFC Taiwan 11.550 (Eng to S.Asia? 1600? -
1800?) 22232 at 1645 in Colyton.

Later, they were R.Japan via Sri Lanka 11.880
(Eng to M.East, N.Africa 1700-1800) rated
S10433 at 1730 in Co.Fermanagh; R.Kuwait via
Kabd 11.990 (Eng to Eur, N.America 1800-2100)
43333 at 1810 in Stalbridge; R.Romania Int,
Bucharest 11.940 (Eng to Eur 1900-1955) 43333
at 1945 in Morden; HCJB Quito, Ecuador 12.015
(Eng to Eur 1900-2157) 44444 at 1945 in

Bedford; WVVCR Nashville, USA 12.160 (Eng to
N.America, Eur 1400-2300) 44433 at 1945 in
Kilkeel; R.Algiers Int via Bouchaoui 11.715 (Eng
to M.East, Eur 2000-2100) 54444 at 2010 in
Norwich; REE via Noblejas, Spain 11.775 (Eng to
Eur, Africa 2000-2100) 44333 at 2040 in Rugby;
AWR via Slovakia 11.610 (Eng to Africa? 2000-
2100) 44334 at 2041 in Freshwater Bay; AIR via
Bangalore 11.620 (Eng, Hi to Eur 1745-2230)
44444 at 2045 in Storrington; RCI via Sackville
11.690 (Eng to Eur, Africa 2000-2130) 34343 at
2045 in E.Bristol; VOA via Sao Tome? 11.715
(Serb to Eur 2100-?) 54544 at 2100 by Martin
Cowin in Kirkby Stephen; R.Bulgaria, Sofia
11.720 (Eng to W.Eur 2100-2200) 44544 at 2100
by Ross Lockley in Galashiels; R.Australia via
Shepparton 11.695 (Eng to Asia 2130-2300)
32223 at 2130 by Gerald Guest in Dudley; BBC
via Skelton & Woofferton, UK 12.095 (Eng to
Eur. N/W.Africa 0400-2230) 34433 at 2156 in
Woking & 44444 in Sao Carlos, Brazil;
R.Damascus via Adra 12.085 (Eng to America,
Pacific 2105-2205) 34333 at 2144 in Newry; BBC
via Ascension Is 11.750 (Eng to S.America 2000-
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LONG MEDIUM & SHORT

MEDIUM WAVE CHART
Freq Station
kHz

570 Hof/Wurzburg (BR)
526 Vatican R

531 Am Beida

531 Leipzig
531 RNE5 via ?
531 Beromunster
540 Wavre
540 Solt
540 Sidi Bennour
549 Les Trembles
549 Thurnau (DLE)

558 Espoo
558 Tirgu Jiu
558 RNE5 via ?
567 Tullamore(RTE1)
567 Bologna
567 RNE5 via ?
576 Muhlacker(SDR)
576 Riga

576 Barcelona(RNE5)
585 Pans(FIP)

585 Riyadh
585 Madrid(RNE1)
585 Dumfries(BBCScot)
594 Frankfurt(HR)
594 Oujda -1

594 Muge
603 Sevilla(RNE51
603 Newcastle(BBC)
612 Athlone(RTE21

612 Sebaa Aioun
612 RNE1 via ?

621 Wavre
621 Batra
621 RNE1 via?
621 Barcelona(OCR) Spain
630 Vigra Norway
630 Sta. Isabel Portugal
630 Tunis-Djedeida Tunisia

639 PrahalLiblice) Czech

639 RNE1 via? Spain
648 RNE1 via? Spain
648 OrfordnessIBBC) UK
657 Napoli Italy
657 Madrid(FINE5) Spain
657 Wrexham(BBCWales) UK
666 MesskirchRohrd(SWE) Germany
666 Sitkunaidi Vilnius) Lithuania
666 Lisboa Portugal
666 Barcelona(SER) Spain

675 LopicIR10 GOld) Holland
684 SevillalRNE1) Spain
684 Avala(Beograd-1) Yugoslavia
693 Tortosa(RNE I) Spain

693 Dro11wichIBBC5) UK

693 Enniskillen)BBCS) UK

702 Flensburg(NDR) Germany

702 Monte Carlo Monaco
711 Rennes 1 France
711 Heidelberg Germany
711 Laayoune Morocco
711 Murcia(COPE) Spain
720 Tayevad Iran

720 Lisnagarvey(BBC4) Ireland (NI
720 Norte Portugal
720 Lots Rd,LdnIBBC4) UK

729 Cork(RTE1) Ireland (S)
729 RNE1 via? Spain

738 Paris France

738 Poznan Poland
738 Barcelona(RNE1) Spain
747 Elevo(Hilv2) Holland
756 Braunschweig(DLF) Germany
756 Bilbao(Ell Spain
756 Redruth(EIBC) UK

765 Sottens Switzerland
774 Hrvatski R. Croatia
774 Abis Egypt

774 RNE1 via Spain

783 Leipzig(MDR) Germany
783 Miramar(R Porto) Portugal
783 Dammam Saudi Arabia
792 Limoges France

792 Lingen(NDR) Germany

792 Sevilla(SER) Spain

792 Londonderry(BBC) UK

801 Munchen-lsmaning Germany
801 Ailun Jordan
801 RNE1 via? Spain
810 Volgograd Russia

810 Madrid(SER1 Spain

Country Power Listener
(kW)
Germany 0.2 B",K
Italy 5 K
Algeria 600/300 0",K
Germany 100 F',G
Spain ? F',G,K
Switzerland 500 K

Belgium 150/50 F',G,K
Hungary 2000 K 
Morocco 600 F,G,K
Algeria 600 F',G',K
Germany 200 F',G,K
Finland 100 F1
Romania 200
Spain

Ireland IS)
Italy
Spain

Germany
Latvia
Spain

France

Saudi Arabia
Spain
UK

Gerrmany
Morocco
Portugal

Spain
UK

Ireland (S)

Morocco
Spain

Belgium
Egypt

Spain

G*
G'

500 C,D,E,G,J,K,L
20 K

K'
500 F',G,K

500 G
50 F',G*.K
8 G,K

1200 K'
ZOO r.G',K*

2 E,F*,J,K
1000/400 F',G,K

100 G',K
100 F
50 G',K*

2 E,J

100 E,G,J,K

300
10 G',K
80 F',G,K

2000 L

10 V
50 G"

100 F
50 K

600
1500 F',K

7

10 K'
500 G,K.L

120 G',K
20 F'.6*
2 D,E,F-,J,K

150 F*.K-
500 F.
135 F',G*

50 IC
120 B',C.13,F',G.J.K
500

2000
2 F',K*

150 G,I,K,L

1 J

5 K'
40 E*.G',K

300 C.F.G,K
5 K

600 0-,K-
5 K

400 G'
10 L

100 F'
0.5 E,G,J,K

10 E.F',G
F',G* K*

4 G,K

300 F',G
500 F',G',K
400 F',G,K,L
800/200 F',G,K*

5 K*
2 E.F',G

500 F',G*,..1',K*,L
50/10 K'

500 V,L
F',G',K"

100 F',G*,K
100 K"
1W IC
300 G

5 K"
20

1 I

300

2000 G

150 G
20 F*.K*

Freq
kHz
810

819

819

919
819

828

828
837

837

846

855

864
884

864

873
873

882

882

891

891

900
900

900
900
909
918

918
927
936
936

936
945
954

954

963
963
972

981

981

990
990
990

990

990
999
999

008
008
017

017

026

035
044
044

044

053
053

052
062
071

071

071

071

080

080

080
089

098
098
107

107

107

116

t16
125

125

125
125
134

134

143

143

143

143

152

152

161

161

179

179

188

188

188

19/

Station Country Power Listener
(kW)

WesterglenIBBCScot) UK 100 A,C',E,G*,J,K
Barra Egypt 450 G',K'
Toulouse France 50 F',K
Trieste Italy 25 K

Warsaw Poland 300 F',G*,K
Hannove/NDR) Germany 100/5 K'
Rotterdam Holland 20 F*.K
Nancy France 200 K

COPE via? Spain 7 F',G*,K*
Rome Italy 540 G',K'
RNE1 via ? Spain 7 F'.G*.K*
Santah Egypt 500 0',K
Paris France 300 G,K

SocuellamosIFINE11 Spain 2 K'
Frankfurt(AFNI Germany 150 C',BE',G',K*
ZaragozaiSER) Spain 20 F',6',K
COPE via? Spain ? F',G*,K-
Washford(13BCWales) UK 100 A,D,E,G,K,L
Algiers Algeria 600/300 D'.F.G',K
HLisberg Netherlands 20 F',G',K
Brno(CRo2) Czech Rep 25 F',G*
Milan Italy 600 F',V
Qurayyat Saudi Arabia 1000 G',K
COPE via? Spain ? G',K'
0mans P4BBC5) UK 140 G.I,J,K,L
Plesivec(Sloven'nR) Slovenia 600/100 F' G',K
MadridIR.Intl Spain 20 G'.1(
Wolvertem Belgium 300 F',G,K,L
Bremen Germany 100 F*.G',K*
RNE5 via ? _._..Spain 7 F',G,K"
Lvov Ukraine 500 K

Toulouse France 300 F',V,L
Bmo (CRo2) Czech Rep 200 F',6',K
Madrid(CI) Spain 20 F',G',IC
Pon Finland 600 A',F*.G*,1-1*
Tin Chonaill Ireland IS) 10 G"
Hamburg)NDRI Germany 300 F',6',K
Alger Algeria 600/300 D',G*,K
Megara Greece 200 K'
Berlin Germany 300 F',G',K
Potenza Italy 10 K

R.Bilbao(SER) Spain 10 G',K"
RedmossIBBC) UK 1 I'
Tywyn(BBC) UK 1 E

Torino Italy 20 K'
Madrid(COPE) Spain 50 F',K*
SER via ? Canaries/Spain 7 V
Flevo(Hilv-5) Holland 400 F*,C,K,L.

Rheinsender(SWF) Germany 600 F',6'...1,1C.L
,RNE5 via ? Spain ? IC
SER via ? Spain 7 G',K
LisbonlProg3) Portugal 120 F',G*

Germany 250 F',K
Sebaa-Aioun Morocco 300 0'
S SebastanISER) Spain 10 G',K
Zarogoza(COPE) Spain 10 F',K*
Talk R UK via ? UK ? G,1,J,K.L,N

Kalundborg Denmark 250 F',G',K
R Uno via? Italy 7 K

Brest France 20 G*
Riga Latvia 50 F,G*
Bilbao(61) Spain 5 K

Talk Radio UK via ? UK 7 J,K

Katowice Poland 1500 r',G',K
ToledolOCR Spain 5 K'
SER via ? Spain ? G',K
Talk Radio UK via? UK ? G.I.J.K

Nitra(Jarok) Slovakia 1500 F',G*,J',K
FINES via ? Spain ? G',K*
AFN via ? Germany 10 FX
RNE5 via ? Spain ? K'
Talk R.UK via ? UK ? G,I,J.K.L

Bari Italy 150 K

PontevedralSER) Spain 5 K'
La Louviere Belgium 20 F',G*
Deanovec Croatia 100 K,L

ONES via ? Spain ? F',G
Llandrindod Wells UK 1 E

COPE via? Spain 2 F',G
Zadar)Croatian RI Yugoslavia 600/1200 F',G*,K,I.
AFN via ? Germany 1 F',G,K
R.Due via 7 Italy ? K

Bolshakovo(Mayak) Russia 150 V
COPE via 7 Spain 2

Cluj Roumania 950
RNE5 via 7 Spain 10

Strasbourg(FInt) France 200

S Sebastian(Ell Spain 50

SER via ? Spain 7

Solvesborg Sweden 600
Kudrna Belgium 5

Reichenbach)MDR) Germany 5

Szolnok Hungary 135

Munich1VO4) Germany 300

F,G',K

G',L
K*

K'
M

F,G*,K
F',K*
G',K*

Freq Station
kHz

197 Virgin via?
206 Wroclaw
215 COPE via?
215 Virgin via?
224 Lelystad

224 COPE via?

233 Liege
233 Virgin via?
242 Marseille
242 Virgin via ?
251 Marcali
251 Huisberg

260 SER via?

260 Guildford (VI
269 NeumunsterIOLF)
269 COPE via?

278 Dublin/CorkiRTE21

287 RFE via ?

287 LeridalSER)

296 Kardzali
296 Valencia(COPEI

296 OrfordnessIBBGI
305 Rzeszow
314 Kvitsoy
323 Zyyill3BC)

323 Wbrunn (V.RussiaI
332 Rome
341 Lakihegy
341 Lisnagarvey(1313C)

341 TarrasalSERI
350 Pecs

350 Cesvaine/Kuldiga
359 Arganda (RNE-FS)

368 FoxdalelManx RI
377 Lille

386 Athens
386 Bolshakovo
395 Fllake
395 Lopic

404 Brest
413 RNE5 via 7

422 HeuswellerlDLF)
431 Kopani

440 Mamach(RTLI
440 Damman

449 RAI via 7
449 RedmossIBBCI

467 Monte Carlo(IWRI
476 Wen-Bisamberg
485 SEE( via ?

494 Clermont-Ferrand
494 St. Petersburg

503 Ardabil
503 Stargard
503 RNE5 via ?

512 Wolvertem
521 KosiceICizatice)
521 Duba
530 Vatican R

539 Maintlingen(ERF)
539 SER via?
557 Nice
566 Nagpur
566 Sarnen

566 Sfax

575 Genova
575 SER via ?

584 SER via 7

593 Holzkirchen(VOA)

602 SER via ?

602 VitonalEll
611 Vatican R

Country Power
(kW)
UK

Poland 200

Spain
UK

Holland 50

Spain

Belgium 5

UK

France

UK

Hungary
Netherlands
Spain
UK

Germany
Spain

Ireland (S)
Czech Rep
Spain

Bulgaria
Spain

UK

Poland
Norway
Cyprus

Germany
Italy
Hungary
Ireland (N)
Spain
Hungary

Latvia
Spain
I 0 M
France

Greece
Russia

Albania
Netherlands
France

Spain
Germany
Ukraine
Luxembourg

Saudi Arabia
Italy
UK

Monaco
Austria
Spain
France

Russia

Iran
Poland

Spain

Belgium
Slovakia
Saudi Arabia
Italy
Germany
Spain

France
India

Switzerland
Tunisia

Italy
Spain

Spain
Germany
Spain
Spain

Italy

Listener

C,G,I,K

K'
G,I,J,K
F',K

C K

150 F',K
? Kr

500 K,L

10 F',K*
? F',K*
0 5 G.J.K

600 F',G',J,K,L
7 I'

10 E,E',G*,1,J,K*
400 F".G',K,L

10 G',K
150 G*

10 F',K
500 E.J.K.L

100 F',G
1200 F',6',H,K,L
200 K",1"

1000/150 F',K
300 F',G',K
300 Kr
100 CJr,E,G,I,J,K

2 G*.K*
10 K

50 P',V,K
600 F',G-,K*

20 D',F'Q'.1.1
300 F',G,K,L

50 K'
2500 C',F*,6',K,L
1000 F.G

120/40 F',G,K
20 F',G,K

F',K
1200/600 F',G*,K.L
500 F*

1200 C',F',G',J,K,L'
1600 D

7 K

2 F'
1000/400 F',G',K,L

61313 D',F',1-1',K,L*
111',K

20 IC
1000 C',E',G',K

50 L'
300 K'

K'
600 D',F*G1V,K,Nr
600 G'

2000 G 'or
150/450 F*.G',K
350(700) F'.6",J,K

K'
300 .1*.K

1000 K

300 E1',G
1200 V

50 K

5 8",G',K
2 B',G',K

150 F',G',K
7 B',K*

10

15 K

Note Entries marked ' were logged during darkness. All other entries were
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners. -

(4) Tim Allison. Middlesbrough
(B) John Eaton, Woking

IC) Simon Hockenhull, E Bristol.

(D) Sheila Hughes. Madan

(E) Brian Keyte. Bookham
(F) Eddie McKeown. Newry.

(GI George Millmore. Wootton loW

IHI Clare Pinder, while in Appleby
(11 Chris Ridley. Co Sligo. Eire
(J) Tom Smyth, Co Fermanagh

IK) Tony Stickells. Thomton Heath.
ILI Norman Thompson Oadby.

(MI Thomas Williams. Truro.

IN) Tom Winzor. Plymouth

0200) 35553 at 0105 in Wallsend.
The 9MHz (3Im) band may well be the best

one to check if you are hoping to hear R.New
Zealand. Their I 00kW transmission from
Rangitaki, N.Island on 9.795 (Eng to Pacific areas
0459-0816) was rated 25542 at 0700 in Wallsend.
Good reception from R.Australia via Shepparton
on 9.435 (Eng to Pacific areas 1430-2200) has
also been noted here - typically 44444 at 2025.

Many other broadcasters use this band to

reach listeners in areas outside Europe. They
include the Voice of Greece, Athens 9.425 (Gr,
Eng, Tur to Australia 0600-0800), rated 55555 at
0626 in Plymouth; R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium
9.940 (Eng to Australia 0630-0700) S10444 at
0630 in Co.Fermanagh; R.Nederlands via Bonaire,
Ned.Antilles 9.720 (Eng to Pacific 0730-0925)
44333 at 0730 in Morden; KNLS Anchor Point,
Alaska 9.615 (Eng to FEast 0800-0900) 33322 at
0800 in Scalloway; R.Mediterranee Int via Nador,

Morocco 9.575 (Fr, Ar to N.Africa, S.Eur 0500-
0100) 34343 at 1236 in Woking; R.Nederlands via
Flevo 9.895/9.860 (Eng to S/ENV.Africa 1830-
2025) 44434 at 1835 in Colyton; VOA via
Botswana? 9.815 (Hau, Fr to Africa 2030-2130)
34444 at 2038 in Storrington; BBC via Skelton,
UK 9.410 (Eng to S.Eur, N/C.Africa 0200-2230)
43333 at 2045 in Oxted & 44333 at 2205 in Sao
Paulo, Brazil; AIR via Delhi? 9.910 (Eng to
Australasia 2045-2230) 55454 at 2055 in Oadby;
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KVOH Rancho Simi, USA 9.975 (Eng, Sp to
N.America, Carribbean 0000-1600) 23322 at
0005 in Kilkeel; R.Nederlands via Tashkent 9.855
(Eng to S.Asia 0030-0125) 34343 at 0023 in
Middlesbrough.

Quite a few beam their programmes to
Europe too! Mentioned in the reports were HCJB
Quito, Ecuador 9.765 (Eng 0730-0930), rated
44334 at 0730 in Dudley; TVVR Monte Carlo,
Monaco 9.755 (Eng 0655-0850 Sun) 45444 at
0805 in Woodhall Spa; AWR via Slovakia 9.450
(Eng 0900-1000 Sat/Sun) 55455 at 0900 in
Appleby; SRI via Sarnen 9.535 (Eng, Ger, Fr, It
1000-1300) 33333 at 1015 in Truro; RFI via
Allouis? 9.805 (Fr, Eng 0600-1500) 43333 at 1245
in Stalbridge; VOIRI Tehran, Iran 9.022 (Fr, Eng
1830-2027) 44334 at 1835 in Rugby; Voice of

Hope via Tbilisi, Georgia 9.310 (Eng 1755-2000)
54444 at 1845 in Bedford; Voice of Greece,
Athens 9.380 (Eng [News] 2000-2010) 55555 at
2000 in Norwich; Voice of Indonesia, Jakarta
9.525 (Eng 2000-2100) 42333 at 2020 in
Freshwater Bay; Voice of Armenia, Yerevan 9.965
(Eng 2030-2100) 55545 at 2030 in Kirkby
Stephen; R.Tirana, Albania 9.515 (Eng 2100-2130)
43243 at 2100 in Newry; R.Ukraine Int, Kiev
9.550 (Eng 2100-2200) 52422 at 2100 in
Galashiels; R.Bulgaria, Sofia 9.700 (Eng 2100-
2200) 53433 at 2115 in Herstmonceux; China
R.Int via Russia 9.880 (Eng 2200-2300) 44554 at
2235 in Bridgwater; Voice of Turkey 9.655 (Eng
2200-2300, also to USA) 510444 at 2248 in
N.Bristol; R.Yugoslavia 9.580 (Eng 0000-0030,
also to USA) 55545 at 0020 in E.Bristol.

TROPICAL BANDS CHART Freq
MHz

Station Country UTC DXer

4.870 R.Cotonou Benin 2017 C,J,K,0
Freq Station Country UTC DXer 4.885 R.Clube do Para Brazil 0303 B,H,J,0
MHz 4.885 R.Difusora Acreana Brazil 0050 8,0

2.310 ABC Alice Springs Australia 2117 D 4.885 KBC East Sce Nairobi Kenya 1900 0
2.325 ABC Tennant Creek Australia 2117 D 4.890 RFI Paris via Gabon 0358 J,0
2.420 R.Sao Carlos Brazil 2100 E 4.890 RPort Moresby New Guinea 2020 K
2.485 ABC Katherine Australia 2117 D 4.905 R.Nat.N'djamena Chad 1900 A,D,J,K,0
3204 RRI Bandung Indonesia 2205 0 4.905 R. La Oroya Peru 0340 8,0
3.205 R.Ribeirao Brazil 0100 E 4.910 Tennant Creek Australia 2137 D
3.210 Em.Nacional, Maputo Mozambique 2005 0 4.910 R.Zambia, Lusaka Zambia 2112 A,J,0
3.240 TWR Shona Swaziland 0300 B,J,0 4.915 R.Anhanguera Brazil 0200 E

3.250 R.Oollasuyo Juliaca Peru 0300 F 4.915 GBC-1. Accra Ghana 2013 A,B,C,G,H,
3.255 BBC via Meyerton S.Africa 2021 A,B,J,K,N,0 J,K,0
3.260 Guizhou 1 China 2220 0 4,915 KBC Cent Sce Nairobi Kenya 1917 K
3.270 SWABC 1, Namibia S.W.Africa 2029 A,B,K,0 4.915 R.Cora de Peru, Lima Peru 0345 F,0
3.290 Namibian 8C,Windhoek S.W.Africa 2029. B,J,K,0 4,920 R.Quito, Quito Ecuador 0317 19,..1,0
3.300 R. Cultural Guatemala 0057 B,D,0 4.925 R.S.Miguel,Riberalta Bolivia 2224 C
3.306 ZBC Prog 2 Zimbabwe 2028 K,N,0 4.927 FIRI Jambi Indonesia 2215 0
3.315 AIR Bhopal India 1705 B4O 4.935 R.Capixaba. Vitoria Brazil 0325 0
3.316 SLBS Goderich Sierra Leone 2028 K,0 4.935 R,Difusora, Jatai Brazil 0115 E

3.320 SABC IRSGI Meyerton S.Africa 2019 A,B,K,P,0 4.935 KBC Gen Sce Nairobi Kenya 1947 A,B,K,0,0
3.325 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 1959 A,B4O 4.940 AIR Guwahati India 0105 B4O
3.330 Christian Voice Zambia 2014 0 4.945 R.Difusora Brazil 2115 E

3.335 CBS Taipei Taiwan 1850 P 4350 R.Nacional, Mulvenos Angola 2145 0
3.345 AIR Jaipur India 0045 B 4.950 AIR Srinagar India 0100 B4O
3.356 R.Botswana Gabarone 0436 J 4.950 VOA via Sao Tome Sao Tome 1947 A,J.K,L,0
3.365 R.Cult. Araraquara Brazil 0215 E 4.955 R.Nac. de Colombia Colombia 0127 B.C.J,0
3.365 GBC R-2 Ghana 2018 A,C,H,K,0 4.960 VOA via Sao Tome Sao Tome 0301 J,0
3.365 AIR Delhi India 1756 0 4.960 Hanoi 2 Vietnam 2225 0,0
3.375 R.Nacional S.Gabriel Brazil 0105 B 4.975 R.Tupi, Sao Paulo Brazil 1300 E

3.380 R.Chortis Guatemala 0208 J 4.975 R. Uganda, Kampala Uganda 2007 A,B,K,0
3.380 NBC Blantyre Malawi 1941 A,K,M,0 4.980 Ecos del Torbes Venezuela 2340 B,D,H,J,O
3.395 ZBC Gweiu Zimbabwe 2005 B,K,0 4.985 R.Brazil Central Brazil 2234 B,E,0
3.915 BBC via Kranji Singapore 2110 C,G,J,PR 4.990 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 1915
3.950 Qinghai PBS, Xining China 2237 0 4390 R.Ancash, Huaraz Peru 0415 0
3.955 BBC via Skelton England 0400 H,J 5.005 R.Nacional, Bata Eq.Guinea 1922 K

3.955 Nexus, Milan Italy 2020 J,M 5.005 R. Nepal, Kathmandu Nepal 1705 0
3.965 RFI Paris France 1915 P 5.009 R.TV Malagasy Madagascar 1725 A,0
3.970 R.Korea via Skelton England 2100 I,J.L.PR 5.010 AIR Thiru'puram India 0053 B,J
3.975 R.Budapest Hungary 2031 C,I,J,L 5.015 R.Brazil Tropical Brazil 0216 J
3.985 Nexus, Milan Italy 0703 I 5.020 PBS -Jiangxi Nanchang China 2345 B
3.985 China R via SRI Switzerland 2110 G,J,P 5020 Xizang-Tb. Lhasa China 2330 0
3995 OW via Julich Germany 2032 B,C,H,J,P,0 5.020 La V du Sahel,Niamey Niger 2015 A,C,J.K,0,0
3.995 R.Budapest Hungary 1950 P 5325 R Parakou Benin 0440 J
3.995 OW via Meyerton SAfrica 2208 C 5.025 R.Rebelde, Habana Cuba 0410 B,J,0
4.005 Vatican R. Italy 2000 B,C 5.025 R. Uganda. Kampala Uganda 2022 A,0
4.035 Xizang PBS, Lhasa Tibet 2300 B 5.030 AWR Latin America Costa Rica 2335 A,B,H,0
4.500 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China 2305 B 5.030 RTM Kuching Sarawak 2300 0
4.735 Xinjiang, Urumqi China 2301 B,J,0 5.035 R Aparecida Brazil 1000 E

4.750 Xizang BS, Lhasa China 2332 J 5.035 R Bangui C.Africa 2025 B
4.755 R.Educ CP Grande Brazil 0330 E,0 5.640 L.V. de Yopal Colombia 0335 0
4.760 1VVR Manzini Swaziland 0325 J,0 5.040 Voz del Upano, Macas Ecuador 2335 B
4.765 R.Integracao Brazil 0340 B4O 5.040 RRI Pekanbaru Indonesia 0134 C
4.770 FRCN Kaduna Nigeria 1942 A,B,C,H,J,K, 5.045 R.Cultura do Para Brazil 0105 B.0

N,O,R 5.047 R.Togo, Lome Togo 1849 AD,C,J,K,0,0
4.775 AIR Imphal India 1710 0 5.050 Tanzania Tanzania 1950 A,J,K,0
4.777 R.Gabon. Libreville Gabon 1915 A,B,H,J,K,0 5.060 PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi China 0105 8,0
4.783 RIM Bamako Mali 1915 A,B,C,K,0 5075 Caracol Bogata Colombia 0730 B,H,J,N,0
4.790 Azad Kashmir R. Pakistan 0044 B,J,0 5.100 R.Liberia, Totota Liberia 2150 A,C.H,0
4.790 R.Atlantida Peru 0350 0
4.795 R.Douala Cameroon 2000 B DXers:-
4800 AIR Hyderabad India 1714 0 (Al Darren Beasley. Bridgwater.
4800 LNBS Maseru Lesotho 2016 A,B,J,K,0 IB) Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
4.805 R.Nac.Amazonas Brazil 0105 8,0 ICI John Eaton, Woking.
4815 R.Difusora, Londnna Brazil 0115 B,E ID) David Edwardson. Wallsend.
4815 R.diff TV Burkina Ouagadougou 2016 A,B,C,K.0 (El Bill Griffith. while in Sao Carlos. Brazil.
4.820 R.Botswana, Gaberone Botswana 2150 0 IF) Bill Griffith. while in San Pedro, Peru.
4.820 AIR Calcutta India 1714 0 (GI Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol,
4.825 R.Cancao Nova Brazil 0405 0 IH) Sheila Hughes, Morden.
4.828 ZBC R-4 Zimbabwe 2030 0 IR Rhoderick Illman, Oxted.
4.830 R.Bangkok Thailand 2200 0 IJI Eddie McKeown. Newry.
4.830 R.Tachira Venezuela 0045 B,D,H,J,0 (K) Fred Pallant. Storrington.
4.832 R.Reloj Costa Rica 0320 0 ILI Clare Pinder, while in Appleby
4.835 R.Tezulutlan, Coban Guatemala 0055 B Peter Pollard. Rugby.
4.835 RTM Bamako Mali 1943 A,B,C,G,H,J, IN1 Vic Prier, Colyton.

K,O,Q 101 John Slater. Scalloway.
4.840 AIR Bombay India 0047 B,J,0 P1 Norman Thompson. Oadby
4.845 R.Fides, La Paz Bolivia 0242 F

11:21 Ernest Wiles, Bedford.
4.845 ORTM Nouakchott Mauritania 2150 A,B4O IR) Thomas Williams, Truro.
4.850 R.Yaounde Cameroon 2202 A,B,C,J
4.860 AIR Delhi India 0048 J,K,0
4.865 PBS Lanzhou China 2205 B,C,0

Some of the broadcasts in the 7MHz (41m)
band are also intended for European listeners.
They come from R.Japan via Woofferton, UK
7.230 (Jap, Eng 0400-0800) 33433 at 0610 in
Herstmonceux; WYFR via Okeechobee 7.355
(Eng 0600-0800, also to Africa) 43333 at 0625 in
Stalbridge; Voice of Greece 7.450 (Gr, Eng 0600-
0800, also to Australia) 510333 at 0746 in
N.Bristol; BBC via Rampisham, UK 7.325 (Eng
0430-0915, also to M.East, Africa) 44444 at 0815
in Morden; Monitor R.Int via WSHB 7.535 (Eng
[Various Sat/Sun] 0400-0958) 44444 at 0816 in
Woodhall Spa; R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 7.190
(Eng 0900-0925) 35343 at 0905 in Bridgwater;
R.Slovakia Int 7.345 (Eng 1830-1900) 33433 at
1830 in Galashiels; R.Thailand via Udon Thani
7.210 (Eng 1900-1958) 43333 at 1915 in Truro;
Israel R, Jerusalem 7.465 (Eng 1900-1925, also to
USA) 55444 at 1900 in Scalloway; VOIRI Tehran
7.260 (Eng 1930-2028, also to M.East) 54444 at
1930 in Appleby; RAI Rome 7.230 (Eng 1935-
1955) 44444 at 1935 in Kirkby Stephen; DW via
Sines 7.170 (Eng 2000-2050) 54444 at 2021 in
Plymouth; AIR via Aligarh? 7.410 (Hi, Eng 1745-
2230) 23443 at 2050 in Woking; RCI via Skelton,
UK 7.235 (Russ, Fr, Eng 1800-2200, also to
Africa) 33333 at 2107 in Oxted; Voice of Turkey,
Ankara 7.280 (Eng 2200-2300, also to USA)
43433 at 2249 in Middlesbrough.

Among those noted to other areas were RFPI
Costa Rica 7.385 (Eng 24hrs) 510222 at 0630 in
Co.Fermanagh; R.Nederlands via Madagascar
7.120 (Eng to S/E/VV.Africa 1730-2025) 42233 at
1800 in Colyton; Voice of Nigeria, Ikorodu 7.255
(Eng to WAfrica 1900-2100) 43443 at 1900 in
Storrington; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe, Botswana
7.415 (Eng to Africa 1900-2230) 43333 at 2047
in Freshwater Bay; WRNO New Orleans, USA
7.355 (Eng to E.USA 2300-0400) 34433 at 2350
in Kilkeel; Voice of Russia 7.125 (Eng [WS] to
N.America) 44544 at 0030 in E.Bristol.

While broadcasting to Europe in the 6MHz
(49m) band Bayerischer Rundfunk, Germany
6.085 (Ger 24hrs) was 55555 at 0815 in Bedford;
R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 6.035 (Eng 0900-0930)
33333 at 0910 in Truro; Polish R, Warsaw 6.000
(Eng 1700-1800) 44444 at 1730 in Morden;
R.Sweden via Horby? 6.065 (Eng 1730-1800, also
to M.East, Africa) 510444 at 1730 in
Co.Fermanagh; R.Slovakia Int 6.055 (Eng 1830-
1900) 44444 at 1830 in Dudley; R.Yugoslavia
6.100 (Eng 1830-1900, also to Africa) 32223 at
1840 in Stalbridge; R.Estonia, Tallinn 5.925 (Eng
1900-1930, Mon/Thurs only) 32222 at 1900 in
Appleby; SRI via Lenk 6.165 (Fr, It, Ger, Eng
0400-2000) 54444 at 1900 in Kirkby Stephen; RAI
Rome 6.015 (Eng 1935-1955) 44433 at 1935 in
Galashiels; China R.Int via ? 6.950 (Eng 2000-
2157) 44444 at 2126 in Newry; RCI via Skelton,
UK 5.995 (Fr, Eng 1900-2200, also to M.East,
N.Africa) 44544 at 2130 in Oadby; R.Austria Int
via Moosbrunn 5.945 (Fr, Sp, Eng, Ger 1800-
2300) S10444 at 2156 in N.Bristol.

Noted to other areas were the BBC via
Kranji, Singapore 6.195 (Eng to Asia 2100-0200)
rated 510323 at 2316 by Darren Coward in
Haverthwaite; WHRI South Bend, USA 5.745
(Eng to USA 2200-0300?) 43333 at 2320 in
Kilkeel; BBC via Antigua, VV.Indies 5.975 (Eng to
S/C.America 2100-0700) 34333 at 0050 in
E.Bristol; R.Havana Cuba 6.000 (Eng to
N.America 0100-0500?) 43333 at 0340 in
Scalloway; VVVVCR Nashville, USA 5.935 (Eng to
Africa 0100-1400) 33333 at 0721 in Oxted.
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ASK
ELECTRONICS

248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD
Fax: 0171-637 2690 Tel: 0171-637 0590/0171-637 0353

Tel: 0171-643 7583 (accounts)
E-mail address: askinfo@ask2.com Website: http.//www.ask2.com/ask

ALINCO RRP ASK PRICE
DJ -190E VHF handheld inc. nicad & charger £149.95 £135.00
DJ -191E As DJ -190 with keypad £199.00 £150.00

DJ-G5E UHFNHF handheld inc nicad & charger £299.00 £265.00
DJ -511E VHF mini handheld £109.00 £95.00
DJ -541C UHF mini handheld £129.00 £120.00

DR -605E UHFNHF mobile £399.95 £355.00
DR -140E VHF mobile 50 watt £299.95 £230.00
DR -150E VHF mobile 50 watt/w deband Rx £329.95 £260.00

ICOM
IC-T22E VHF handheld £289.95 £240.00
IC-T2E VHF handheld inc 4 watt battery £199.95 £165.00

YAESU
Fr -11R VHF handheld inc 5 watt battery £369.95 £299.95

ANTENNA
DIAMOND DB-770 super rod telescopic antenna £24.95

WATSON GPS-150 mag must antenna for GPS £39.95
MCX-BNC adaptor £15.00

GARMIN GA27 Garmin GPS antenna MCX connector £75.00
GA26 Garmin GPS antenna BNC connector £75.00

GARMIN
GPS-38 (Limited offer) £199.95 £125.00

GPS-45XL Handheld receiver with detachable antenna £290.00 £210.00
GPS-II Plus As GPS-II, 12 channel receiver £290.00 £210.00

GPS-II Vertical/Horizontal display £266.00 £180.00

GPS-12XL New handheld 12 channel receiver £290.00 £210.00
GPS-65 Fixed marine £399.95 £215.00

GPS-75 Fixed/portable handheld £399.95 £255.00

GPS-120 Fixed £42995 £269.95
GPS-175 Handheld plotter £799.95 £615.00

GPS-95 Aviation £799.95 £295.00

GPS-III New with road mapping £POA

EAGLE
EXPLORER 12 channel receiver £299.00 £240.00

SPECIAL OFFERS ON AU SONY RADIOS. WE ALSO STOCA AOR, YAESU, KENWOOD, ICOM AND ROBERTS. Au AT UNBEATABLE PRICES.

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
.Vow published every three to four months con aining 100s of out of print old and collectable
wireless and TV books and magazines and now incorporating "Tbe Vintage Hardware List"
that contains for sale - rintage domestic radios. communications receivers. audio equip-
ment valves vintage components etc. Send six first class stamps for next list or 1-1 for next

four catalogues.

NEW BOOKS

Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950-19'0. A facsimile reprint of the circuit diagrams. general
(iesrnption and some senwc notes for sets from 1960-19-0. 60 pages. 49.75 incl PAP.

Radar, P. S. Hall fetal). An absorbing and informative study by authors from The Royal Military College of Science.

()sees the origin. development and operation of military radar from Chain Hume to Patriot. etc. Numerous photos

and illustration of equipment and as principles of operation. Popp. Published by Brasseys Weapon Technology series

el a 25 1 hit Price 5'.50 PAP i2.50.

Receiver type CR300. Facsimile copy of descnption operating instructions. circuits and note,. Large format
appi 2- pages 19."5 int I ',Image

HE Communications Receiver CR1503. Technical notes. circuits and layout. Facsimile copy. Approx 4Opp.
19."5 in( l pi utage

WW2 German,ltallanjapanese Military Wireless Equipment Manuals. Facsimile reprint of the (anginal man-
uals compiled In the War Dept on raptorial roan, ,sireless equipment Volume 1 contains photos. technical data
weights dimensions and tactical information on German and Italian militao rescuers and transmitters etc. Approx

MO pages. large format Volume 2 covers additional German equipment and contains hard -to -obtain information

and photo military equipment Approx.. ax pages large format. The two volume set 135.00 including
carriage . (Arra,.

RI155 Recc n, r I at.l. coins circuits and technical notes facsimile copy. m Lime format pages. fi11.'5 ',Ow...

PAP

V111111\-
01OS

VAT NTS (NEW AND BOXED).

s.-_, r;

037616/3-1ii P&PSI25pervahc.

CV1".511155Niubaj, .£450

CVbf 004- ,RAC-
EtGOVT HEADPHil \ F s

tVidi lead and :

Suit 8289 an(:

54 .75 per pair pa.; t2 2;

The Ex -Government Surplus Wireless Equipment Handbook. Gives details, information and circuit diagram.
and some photos fur Bntish and American equipment. Also useful vahr information. large format. Over 100 pages
Facsimile reprint. £17.5012 50 postage.

A vintage wireless shop opening in Blackpool
NOW OPEN. Our Nu hall sinq, :n the addrevs below In the sale ur vintage sv cede., equipment
inducting broadcast recovers. salve cummuntcauuKIS receivers. Govt. surplus, salves. compo-
nents. vintage and amateur radio gear. lots of junk and gems Open Tues. Thurs. Fn and Nat

Iffam - 6pm Other days by appointment. so please telephone before visiting on these days. We
also wish to buy receivers and rake associated equipment and at ce,ssorics.

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY12Ell

Tel:(01253) 751858. Fan; 101253) 302979.

Telephone orders accepted.

VISA

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ

Day Tel: 0181-743 0899 Fax: 0181-749 3934
E-mail:  iacomelli colomor. demon .co.uk

VALVES WANTED - NEW AND BOXED
KT66 GEC £40.00 ea ECC83 £3.50 ea
KT88 GEC £60.00 ea EF86 £3.50 ea
EL34 Mullard £15.00 ea GZ34 Mullard £5.00 ea
EL84 Mullard £4.00 ea GZ32 Mullard £5.00 ea
EL37 Mullard £12.00 ea ECC33 Mullard £5.00 ea
DA30 GEC £80.00 ea ECC32 Mullard £5.00 ea
D030 £100.00 ea 6SN7GT £3.00 ea
PT15 £10.00 ea B65 £5.00 ea
DA100 GEC £150.00 ea L63 £3.00 ea
4212E STC £150.00 ea 53KU £5.00 ea
PX25 Globe shaped £100.00 ea GZ37 £2.00 ea
PX4 Globe shaped £60.00 ea

Valves must be W European to achieve price
PLEASE PHONE, POST OF FAX LISTS, FOR PROMPT DECISION AND PAYMENT. LARGE STOCK OF
VALVES AVAILABLE. ALSO AR88 SPARES AND RA17 SPARES. PLEASE SEND SAE FOR USTS.

L61 IGHTD11 CKThe Airband Shop
MANCHESTER'S PREMIER AVIATION STORE

We stock all the enthusiast needs
Scanners, Books, Models, Videos, Charts,

Apparel, Software and more.
Send £1.00 (no coins please) for our illustrated

catalogue or visit our web site at:
www.flightdeck.co.uk

Flightdeck, Dept SW, 192 Wilmslow Road
Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH
Tel: 0161-499 9350. Fax: 0161-499 9349

E-mail: FiightDek@aol.com .1

SSE
Solid State Electronics (UK)

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES

FOR SCANNING, MONITOR RECEIVERS, CB, AMATEUR RADIO

1. JIM PSU-101A Mk5. UK manufactured regulated 230V
AC power supply with ADJUSTABLE radio base holder,
combined. For use with most pocket scanners. (Please
state radio type). 2 DC output sockets, one for radio the
other for accessories. 12 volt DC output. A 9 volt output
version for Tandy, Comtel, Netset etc available. (PSU -
101ATA). PRICE £34.95. CE Approved

2. JIM PSU-101AC Mk5. As above but includes 12" a,
fitted 50ohm coaxial cable assembly with BNC MI

plug and socket for base antenna connection.
PRICE £36.95.

3. JIM BH-A3A. Universal base holder. With
ADJUSTABLE radio base holder, combined.
Convenient, safe support of radio. Adjustable
front stop. Heavy duty chromed base. TWO
models "If you don't need the cable why pay
for it". PRICE ONLY £13.95.

4 JIM BH-A3AC. As above includes 12" fitted 50ohm
coaxial cable assembly with professional BNC
plugs and sockets for base antenna connection
TNC type plug available on request. Ideal RX and TX
up to 4GHz. PRICE ONLY £17.95.

Payment by postal order or cheque. Price includes
postage (UK). Other high quality products available:
Car Holder, S Meter, Notch Filter, Flexi Antenna &
Wire Antenna. For further information on SSE prod-
ucts, send A4 SAE to:

Solid State Electronics IUK)
6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village,
Southampton S016 3NA
Tel: (01703) 769598

PSU-101A Mk5

BH-A3A

The Jim logo is a registered trade mark of 1-114114 (UK)
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COMPUTER QUARTERLY

ShackWare
hanks for all your letters and E -mails
offering help and advice with my NetSet
Pro -2029 base scanner. The consensus is

that this unit is really intended for an overseas
market and has been adapted slightly for UK
listening - more elsewhere in this column.

Oh, and before I continue I'd also like to
apologise to you all. Here I am decrying the
amount of space I have compared with the quantity
of stuff to squeeze into each 'ShackWare'
instalment and yet last time around, 'ShackWare'
was actually short! In fact, it had more or less the
same word count as usual, but the new design
means that more text can be crammed into every
page - I'll try to fill it to the last line this issue.

Your Letters
And so back to those helpful correspondents who
responded to my pleas for PRO -2029 info. Anne
Reed G-20126 of Cheltenham writes "I bought
myself a PRO -2029 about two years ago after
reading an excellent review in my Listeners
Association quarterly book. Tandy head office told
me that the scanner had left the warehouse by
mistake and that it was manufactured for export
only. It reminded me of the old Bearcat of some
years ago and although there's no manual choice of
a.m./f.m. or step sizes it is a very sensitive scanner
- I use it downstairs where I do my ironing as my
main shack is upstairs and there's no room for an
ironing board!"

Mrs Reed reports that the unit is very good on
airband and the 2m amateur band which I can
confirm too. Thanks for that Anne. Her
explanation and sentiments were echoed by a
number of others including Andrew Emmerson.
I thank you all.

And now on to some requests for help. First
up is D. Higson of Manchester who "took your
advice and upgraded from a Vic20 to a 386 PC".
Me and my big mouth! Mr Higson has installed

JVFAX, Hamcomm and others on his new machine
and says "I do not know how to get them running.
Could you please help by sending instructions. I am
a PC novice, and I cab recognise an RTTY signal
but not FAX or SSTV signals".

This I duly did and I sincerely hope my
instructions helped Mr Higson to receive and
decode his first signals. However, while I
thoroughly enjoy all your letters - and those from
beginners are especially welcome - do bear in mind
that Mike Richards' Decode' column offers a
number of guides and frequency lists, some of
which are designed to get decode novices up and
running with the minimum of fuss. I believe they're
priced reasonably too.

The problem of signal identification is always a
tricky one for beginners. After all, no amount of
description can really convey the two -cheese -
graters -rubbed -together sound a FAX signal
makes. When you know them, they're
unmistakable, of course, but getting to that happy
state is fraught with difficulties. The best advice is
to tune to 'easy' frequencies such as Bracknell on
4.610MHz (i.e. approximately 4.608MHz u.s.b.),
Northwood on 3.652, 4.307 or 6.452MHz or
Hamburg on 3.855 or 7.880MHz. Be aware that
you might wait an hour or more before hearing
anything other than a steady tone, but when you
do, it'll begin with a short, but continuous, 'start
tone, then a regular pulse or blip - the phasing

signal - and then you'll get the 'grating' sound that
is the FAX proper. Similarly, tuning to the RTTY
old favourites (such as Bracknell again on
4.489MHz) will almost certainly give you success
with a bit of perseverance.

A few years ago, at least one commercial
advertiser offered tape recordings of signals to
helps novices to recognise those they were
searching for, but I don't think these are available
now. However, there are a number of sites on the
Internet which feature recorded signals for novices
to listen to. Use your favourite search engine with
key words such as 'FAX', 'RTTY' and 'Morse'.

Also do bear in mind that there will almost
inevitably be a certain amount of fiddling about -
sometimes for days - before you'll bag your first
FAX or bit of decoded RTTY. Be patience.

Finally for this issue (there's a lot to get in!)
Mike Huson of Stoke on Trent writes that "I
replaced my Amstrad PPC5I2 and now have a Dell
386 machine with a mono screen and a modest
40Mb drive. I have installed JVFAX 7.0 and with a
home made comparator interface have been using
it to decode FAX".

Mike included a sea surface temperature
analysis chart transmitted by Bracknell and
wonders "what do you think? I've no experience
with this mode and don't know what to expect".
Well Mike, that chart is a corker and far better
than my own results. I've always found Bracknell a
tricky station to receive with any clarity and your
chart is more or less perfect. There's a slight slant
in the picture itself which you can correct using
JVFAX's timing correction tool. With a skewed
picture on screen and APT in the wait state, press
the '/' key. A vertical bar will appear on screen,
which you can skew using the 'Control' and 'left'
and 'right cursor keys. Match the angle of skew of
this vertical bar to the angle at the edge of the
picture, then press return -JVFAX will now
compensate automatically for your timing
deficiencies and future pictures will be received
correctly.

Other than that, continue as you are. Mike's
final questions concern "sources of commercial
and home-brew interfaces which don't cost the
earth!" Well, there are a number of suppliers
advertising excellent devices in SWM (including
commercial versions of the comparator interface),
though not having tried any, I can't recommend
them. A good idea would to be contact the
manufacturers of those which interest you and ask
for specification sheets and sample received FAX
pictures and the like to help you compare.

Now We Are Two
It's a rare event but I have the happy task of
informing you of a second (!) piece of Mac decode
software that is available free from the Internet (or
me if you send a disk and SAE). Mac MuttiMode
works on Macs with 68020 or better processors,
and sound input. The program makes use of the
Mac's built-in A to D conversion and requires no
interface - you simply connect up the output from
a suitable receiver and start decoding!

"I've always been disgusted with the lack of
decent ham/radio software for the Mac - why
should the Windows boys have all the fun?"
explains the program's American author Chris
Smolinski. "I've written other radio -related
software and have often had requests for a

JERRY GLENWRIGHT

23 DOWNIAND AVENUE

SOUTHWICK, WEST SUSSEX

BN42 4RF

E -Mail:

j.glenwright@ndirect.co.uk

CW/RTTY/FAX decoder for the Mac. I've never
had time to write one in the past, but now finally
I've started".

Mac MultiMode decodes c.w., RTTY and FAX
and, while this early version of the program is
certainly 'no frills' - you can't save or print decoded
text and the FAX window doesn't scroll
automatically, it does work, and rather well.

FAX being my favourite mode, I decided to try
that first. I hooked up the line output from my HF-
225 and fed it direct to the Mac's mic input. Unlike
RadFax, the program doesn't yet offer signal
processing of any kind so you'll need to ensure
that the original is clean and tuned correctly. I tried
Northwood on 4.307 u.s.b. - at my QTH, the
quality of Hamburg varies alarmingly and Bracknell
is always tainted with multipath shadows.

So, with Northwood tuned to around 2kHz
below the published frequency I fired up Mac
MultiMode, switched to FAX reception via the
Control menu and waited. You can use the cursor
keys to line up the received FAX and once the
transmission got started, I twiddled with the
cursor keys as quickly as I could then watched the
Northwood schedule fill the RX window. The text
modes worked with equal ease too, and there's a
signal tuning window in these modes to help you
to set your receiver correctly - though noise can
destroy all semblance of sensible decoding. All in all
though, Mac MultiMode looks like it might grow
into an excellent program and one which all Mac -
owning s.w.l.s should seek out soonest.

The most recent version can be found at
http://www.access.digex.ned-cps/sss14.html
or you can reach Chris at cps@access.digex.net
or by writing to him at 4708 Trail Court,
Westminster, MD 21158 USA. No doubt
words of encouragement will help him to refine the
program until it rivals those available for the PC.

Secondly on the software front, I'd like to give a
brief mention to an excellent and truly useful piece
of PC software called Spectrogram, a program which
transforms your PC into a powerful signal analyser.
Spectrogram can source signals directly via the PC's
sound card or work with pre-recorded .WAV files,
and then plot the frequency components of these
'captured' signals as a function of time. And what
that does, is enable you to examine in minute detail
a captured signal's characteristics. As the
documentation puts it: "these spectrograms reveal
the fascinating hidden frequency structure of audio
signals and can be used for analysing and classifying
particular sounds".

As a practical example of using Spectrogram I
needed to examine tape-recorded WXSAT signals
which suffered from so much wow and flutter, they
were impossible to decode. Plotting a spectrogram
of a recorded signal against one which was
captured digitally using the excellent WxSat, I was
able to identify the distorted portions of the signal
and takes steps to put it right.

Latest version is 3.2, works with Windows95
PCs with at least 8Mb of RAM and can be had as
freeware (thank you author Richard S. Horne,
rshorne@mnsinc.com) from several sources on
the Internet - do a search for 'GRAM32.ZIP' or
simply 'Spectrogram' (I prefer not to provide URLs
other than an author's own because they change
so quickly).
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Book Store
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.
They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

Acceis-1

VISA Mos erCard
AMERICAN

EXPRESS

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:

E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

TEL: (01202) 659930 (24 HOURS)

FAX: (01202) 659950 (24 HOURS)

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 99

(please note, no cash accepted)

LISTENING GUIDES

AIRBAND
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition. David J. Smith. 192 pages. £9.99

ABC - AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE (New 3rd Edition). Graham Duke 96 pages. 56.99

ABC - AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (6th Edition). Graham Duke 112 pages 56.99

AIRWAVES 97. 124 pages. £8.95

CALLSIGN 97. 144 pages. 18.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1997. Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams. 140 pages. £6.95

INTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK David J. Smith. 192 pages. £9.99

UNDERSTANDING ACARS

3rd Edition. Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System. Ed Flynn. 80 pages. £9.95

VITF/UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY & CALLSIGN GUIDE 280 pages. £12.50

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
2nd Edition. Robert E. Bans. 260 pages. £19.95

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL HF RADIO HANDBOOK Mamas R. Cooke. 124 pages. 56.95

BROADCAST
GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1997 The Association of International Broadcasting 30 pages. £3.95

DATAMODES
FAX & RITY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell 62 pages. 18.95

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS. 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss. 588 pages. £35.00

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. 16th Edition

Joerg Klingenfuss 436 pages. 525.00

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE. 2nd Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss /22.00
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell 32 pages. £7.50

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss 604 pages. £28.00

DXTV
DXTV FOR BEGINNERS. Simon Hamer. 31 pages 53.95

GUIDE TO DX -TV. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith. 36 pages. £3.95

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS £4.95
THIS IS BBC TV - FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS 1934-1964.
Keith Hamer & Garry Smith 38 pages. £4.95

FREQUENCY GUIDES
1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST. ON CD-ROM. Joerg Klingenfuss. 125.00

FERRELIS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LISTINGS 10th Edition. 386 pages 519.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1998. 528 pages S15.50

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY. 5th Edition. 540 pages. 518.50

VHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE. Bill Laver 192 pages. 512.95

WORLD RADIO 7V HANDBOOK 1997. 608 pages. 117.95

GENERAL
EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. Michael Cannon. 117.50

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 41b Edition
Hank Bennett, Harry Helms & David Hardy. 321 pages. £19.95

POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith Skoes 568 pages. 515.95

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse GUI DKD. IF pages. 51.50

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT, COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 1945-1996.
2nd Edition. Fred Ostermann 350 pages. £23.95

MARINE
MARINE SSB OPERATION. J. Michael Gale. 96 pages. £11.95

MARINE VHF OPERATIONS. Michaelis Gale 48 pages. 57.95

SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS. F.F. O'Brian 152 pages. £ 9.50

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E. Richardson. 195 pages. 516.50

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES Ken Davies 95 pages. £5.99

SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION. Mik Chinery. 96 pages. £10.95

SATELLITE
AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.
F. A. Wilson. 230 pages. £5.95

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition 150 pages. 68.95

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV. Derek Stephenson. 371 pages. £18.95

NEWNES, SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK James Wood 220 pages. £12.99

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite 7V Theory and Practice
John Breeds. 280 pages. 532.00

SATELLITE EXPERLUENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.
Martin Davidoff K2UBC 313 pages. £14.50

SATELLITE pfigNCTS HANDBOOK L Harris 174 pages. £14.99
SATELLITE TELEVISION. A layman's guide. Peter Pearson. 73 pages. £1.00

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE. 5th Edition. John Breeds '6 pages. £15.00

SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK Cohn A. Grellis 120 pages. 518.75

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip. C. Mitchell 32 pages. £6.00

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition. Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT 192 pages. £15.50

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE 1997 Edition. Bart Kuperus 366 pages. £18.95

SCANNING
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311. I. D. Poole. 152 pages. £4.99

SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D.C. Poole. 64 pages. £6.00

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Peter Rouse GU1DKD. 261 pages. £10.95

SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRAC77CE.
4th Revision. Peter Rouse. 271 pages. £10.95

SCANNING SECRETS. Mark Francis 280 pages. £16.95

AMATEUR RADIO

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. E. M. Noll 63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136. E. M. Noll. 50 pages. 11.75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132. E. M. Noll. 63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. E. M. Noll. 54 pages. £1.75

ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS. W. I. Orr W6SA1 & S. D. Cowan 52IX. 192 pages. 58.50

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTS GUIDE (RSGB) New Edition. Peter Dodd G3LDO 115.00

ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING (ARRL) 394 pages.

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred N. Caron 195 pages. £14.50

ANTENNAS FOR LOW BAND DIXVG. John Devoldere ON4UN

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301. I D. Poole. 104 pages. £4.95

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 18th Edition 732 pages. 523.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One. 175 pages. £10.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two. 208 pages. £10.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited by Jerry Hall K1TD. 236 pages. £12.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four.204 pages. £15.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM, Vol 5
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W.I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX. 268 pages. 68.50

BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition. Andrew Yoder. 208 pages. 515.95

BUILDING & USING BALUNS. Jerry Sevick 125 pages. £18.95

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition. William Orr W6SAI and Stuart Cowan \X'21X. 18.50

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H. C. Wright 70 pages. £3.50

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL & T. Nicholson KA9WRVGWOLNQ. 155 pages. 57.25

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). Edited by Erwin David G4LQI. 233 pages. 510.99

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). Les Moxon G6XN. 322 pages. £14.65

MORE OUT OF THIN AIR (PWP). 112 pages. £6.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John Heys G3BDQ. pages.52gess2 S65..30

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph J. Carr. pages.

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. John Heys G3BDQ. 100 pages. 68.95

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W. I. Orr W6SA1 & S. D. Cowan W2LX. 1 pages. £8.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Cam. 1 89 Pages. £17.50

SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK (ARRL). 384 pages. £15.95

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.
W. I. OR W6SAI & S. D. Cowan UDC It: pages. 58.50

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMaw WIFB. 123 pages. £7.50

BEGINNERS (Inc. RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). Victor Brand G3JNB. 65 Pages. £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315.
F. A. Wilson. 122 pages. £4.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)
Clive Smith G4F7.H and George Benhow G3HB. pages. 68.75

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB) John Case GW4HWR 165 pages. 02.50

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS ILEAMINATION HANDBOOK (RP375)
Ian Poole G3111. 150 pages. £4.95

THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Fifth Edition. Ray Petri GOOAT. £13.95

RAE MANUAL (RSGB). G.L.Benhow G3HB. 127 pages. 18.75

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). G.LBenbow G3HB. 92 pages. 55.25

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB). Esde Tyler GOAEC 60 pages. £5.75

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK John Case GW4H \X'R, 124 pages. £5.00

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
Anita Louise McCormick KARKGI. 176 pages. 510.95

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR TILE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)

John Case GW4HWR. 101 pages. 56.75

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL). Doug DeMaw WIFB. 155 pages. 68.95
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CALLBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK AND INFORMATION DIRECTORY (RSGB)
1997 Edition. 529 pages. £13.50

JOINT CD/ROM (INE & N.AMER.). 1997 Edition £35.00
NORTH AMERICAN CAILBOOK. 1997 Edition 420.95

COMPUTING
ACCE.tS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME BP408 HS pages. 55.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BP177.
R. A. Penfold. " '2 pages. £295
HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271
R. A. Penfold. 166 pages S 5.99

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. R. A. Penfold. 86 pages. £4.99

MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A ME (BP402). 77 pages. 15.95

MS WORD 95 EXPLAINED BP406 175 pages. 16.99

MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405 175 pages. 15.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
Michael Tooley. 256 pages. £12.95

PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO 1997 114.99

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition. James L.Tudey. .38 pages. £15.95

PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK (ARRL) £12.50

THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. J. Shelley. 130 pages. 15.95

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400). 175 pages. 15.95

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R. Nelson WA6FQG

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). Robin Page -Jones G3JWI.
'50 pages. £9.50

11- pages. 18.95

HISTORICAL
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited by Hugo Gernsback 260 pages. 511.85

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION (1932) 312 pages. 511.75

HENLEY'S 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS (1924) 271 pages. £9.45
OLD TIME RADIOS RESTORATION & REPAIR. J. Carr.
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockey) 127 pages. /7.95

THE XTAL SET SOaETY NEWSLEIT'ER Volume 1. Phil Anderson WOXI 46.50
ITIE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 2. Phil Anderson WOXI £6.50

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 3 XTAL NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson WOXI £6.50

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXI 16.50

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 5 XTAL NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson WOXI 46.50

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. P. A. Kinzie £6.50

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 + 1934) 94 pages. 16.95

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB). 307 pages. 66.30

VISION BY RADIO (1925) Uenkinl 140 pages. 17.85

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB). 53.75

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART 740 x 520mm. 58.50

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. NEW EDITION 1080 x 680mm. £7.00

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. NEW EDITION 980 x 680mm. 67.00

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB) 13.75

RSGB PREFIX GUIDE 1997 £5.75

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312). F. A. Wilson. 134 pages. £3.95

ARRL CHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Various Authors. 446 pages. £14.50

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL 400 pages. /15.50

RSGB MICROWAVE HANDBOOK VOLs 1, 2.3 (all 3) £34.00

MORSE
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB) 28 pages. 44.25

SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE. Mark Francis 84 pages. £6.95.

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckersley G4Ff3 )49 pages. 512.23

ARRL HANDBOOK 1997 ON CD ROM £30.00

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL 1997 £16.50

BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS

(using the Casio scientific calculator). Ray Petri GOOAT 413.95

COMPLETE DX'ER. Bob Locher. 204 pages. 58.95

HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL). Steve Ford 204 pages. £12.50

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. NEW EDITION
Edited by Charles L. Hutchinson and David Newkirk. 129 pages. £11.50

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL). Jim Kearman KRIS 124 pages £7.50

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB).
6th Edition. Dick Biddulph G8PDS. 750 pages. £21.00

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300. I. D. Poole. 81 pages. 53.95

PACKET
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK
Mike Mansfield G6AWD NEW EDITION. 220 pages. £11.50

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave Comber G8UYZ & Martyn Corft G8NZU 266 pages. 18.95

YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford WB8IMY. 170 pages. £5.95

QRP
Cr-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV. 96 pages. £9.00

INTRODUCING QRP. Dick Pascoe GOBPS 16.95

W1FB's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). 2nd Edition. Doug De Maw WIFB. 175 pages. 57.95

TEST EQUIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239. R. A. Penfold. 102 pages. £2.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Bang Ross. 228 pages. £F.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267.
R. A. Penfold 104 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. R. A. Penfold 102 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R. A. Penfold. 96 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John Case GW 4FIWR. 126 pages. £10.00

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clive Smith GiFZH 170 pages. £10.95

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W. 1.Orr W6SAI 163 pages. £9.50

ELECTRONICS
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287.
F. A. Wilson. 431 pages. £5.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285.
R. A. Penfold. 166 pages. 53.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1- BP321. R.A. Penfold. 182 pages. £4.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322. RA Penfold. 214 pages. £4.95

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop. 198 pages 64.95

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI -Fl ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Tbird Edition.
Vivian Capel. 710 pages. £12.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Keith Brindley. 506 pages. £12.95

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76. R. A. Penfold. 89 pages. £3.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop. 89 pages. £4.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinclair. 439 pages. £13.95
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP393. A. Flind 136 pages. £4.99

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309. R. A. Penfold £395
TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. RAPenfold 104 pages. £3.99

UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL) 416.50

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMAW W1FB. 195 pages. £8.50

DATA
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Doug DeMaw WIFB. 260 pages. 58.95

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK. BP396. R. A. Penfold 242 pages. 55.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.
F. A. Wilson. 119 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Owen Bishop. 327 pages. £5.99

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Steve Money. 2 40 pages. £15.95

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK (RSGB) 6th Edition 252 pages. £10.25

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Norm Dye & Helge Granberg. 735 pages. £19.95

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUff DESIGN. Joseph Can 405 pages. £19.95

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL).
Les Hayward W701 & Doug DeMaw WIFE. 756 pages. 510.50

TRANSMITTER HUNTING - RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.
Joseph D. Mod & Thomas N. Curlee. 325 pages.121 95

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP401). 178 pages. 15.95

PROJECTS
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160. B.B. Babani. 106 pages. £3.95

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121 R. A. Penfokl. 66 pages. 52.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192. R. A. Penfold. 92 pages. 52.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP304. R. A. Penfold. 92 pages. £3.95

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276 RA. Penfold. 80 pages. £2.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275 R. A. Penfold. 88 pages. 53.95

VALVES/TUBES
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H. Fathauer. 350 pages. £21.95

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)
(Original Publishers General Electric) Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona) 475 pages. £10.50

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE

EQUIVALENTS. 60 pages. 52.95.

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1-5 £2.95 each

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL (Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America)

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona) 384 pages. £10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES

(Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America) Re -published by Antique

Electronic Supply (Arizona) 318 pages. 110.50

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK £15.50

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. JG. Lee. 116 pages. £3.95

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO - OPERAM1G A HAM STATION FROM ALMOST
ANYWHERE (ARRL). Jim Kearman KRIS 124 pages. £7.50
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NEW RATES. £4.00 SUBSCRIBERS, £6.00 NON -SUBSCRIBERS

Trading Post
Please write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 30 words plus 12 words for your
address, and send it together with your payment 01E6.00 0.00 subscribers), to Zoe Crabb, Trading
Post, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
If an order form is not provided due to space constraints, a form from a previous issue can be used
as long as the cornerflash or Subscriber Number is attached as proof of purchase of the magazine.
Adverts appear on a first -come -first -served basis. If there is not enough space to feature a Trading
Post ad in the issue you request it is automatically entered into the next one. All queries to Zoe Crabb
on (01202) 659910. We cannot accept advertisements from traders, or for equipment which is illegal
to posses, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK.

For Sale
AOR AR7030 receiver, new, £600. Trio R-
200, £350 o.n.o. Also other items, scanner
and antenna. Tel: (01824) 702902 early
mornings or late evenings.

AR3000A 'Plus', full AOR mods, with
software for computer control, power pack,
cables, boxed as new, £550 o.n.o. Tel:
Warwicks (01926) 854556 after 25th Oct.

AR7030, latest spec. features CPU
upgrade, extra data filter fitted, mint
condition, £495. Icom R7000 with remote
control, excellent condition, £475.
Timewave DSP-599a, mint condition,
£225. Tel: (01356) 624039 anytime.

AR1030, mint condition, boxed, as new,
£450. Tel: Solihull 0121-722 3455.

Communication receiver, Yaesu Musen
FRG -7, in good working order, £100. Mr
Muller on1012831734320

Complete decode package: 486DX-66
SVGA monitor, keyboard, mouse, speakers,
24 -pin printer installed on HD, JVFAX 70,
Hammcomm 3.1, DL4SAWSSTV Radioraft
2.1, PKTMON 1.2 RX demodulator,
excellent condition, bargain, £350, must
collect. Les, W. Yorks. Tel: (01274) 643255.

Drake R8E, boxed, bought new by me, as
new condition with manual, genuine reason
for sale, £500 plus post. Prefer collect, no
'phone. S. Harmer, 9 Park Square East,
Jaywick, Essex C015 2NL.

Eddystone set 358X, p.s.u., 10 coils in
box, £110. 870, 870A, £85 each. EC10, £50.
Scrap 770, £25. All plus carriage, sorry, 750
now sold. Peter, Surrey. Tel: (01372) 454381
or (0374) 128170 anytime.

Fairmate HP -200E scanner radio, 8-
1300MHz, 1000 memory complete with
NiCads, charger, case, £125. Also CB s.w.r.
meter and p.a. speaker, both £10, P&P
extra. Tel: W. Wales (01570) 481076.

FRG -7700 radio + FRV + FRT, manual, good
condition, works very well, £275. Bargain or
swap radio Icom IC -R7000, v.h.f., h.f.,
remote control, manual, boxed, 2 radios
into 1, excellent performance, like new,
very little used, £600. Tel: Middlesex 0181-
813 9193.

Garmin G PS 45 personal navigator, boxed
with manual, in excellent condition, £225
o.n.o. Bob, West Midlands. Tel: (01922)
59402.

Icom IC -74020A, p.s.u., f.m. board, scan
mic., 1kW a.t.u., J -whip, various coils,
workshop manual, mint condition, very little
use, buyer collects, £485 o.v.n.o. Arthur,
Gwent. Tel: (01291)621627 answerphone,
or evenings.

Icom IC -R7000 h.f. + v.h.f. + remote
control, boxed, £600. FRG -7700 + FRV +
FRT, v.g.c., £275. Trio R-1000, v.g.c., £200.

B40 -D, manual, v.g.c., £60. Grundig Yacht
Boy 230, 16 -band, £70. Robert R808 world
band, £70. Sony WA8800 dual conversion
radio + stereo cassette, mint, £70. Swap
above radio. Tel: 0181-813 9193.

Icom IC -R7100 all -mode receiver,
covering 25-2000MHz, 1000 memories, 5
basic scans, built-in power supply or 13.8V
complete with manual and original
packaging, v.g.c., £685 plus carriage. Arthur
on (01600) 716256.

Icom IC -R8500, £975. AOR SDU5000
spectrum display unit, £450. Both boxed as
new, still under warranty. Tel: W. Midlands
(015381372877

Icom R71E h.f. receiver, remote control
and f.m. fitted, little used and in mint
condition, cost £1000, a real bargain at
£500, not to be missed! Tel: Cheshire

(016251426129.

Signal R-535, dedicated v.h.f./u.h.f.
airband receiver, very sensitive radio,
boxed with accessories, £285 o.v.n.o.
AOR SDU-5000 Spectrum Displat Unit,
fitted with EPROM for use with both AOR
and (corn receivers, boxed with leads,
etc., £575. Peter on (01803) 855544.

JRC NRD-525, excellent condition, as new
with manual, £650. Vinc on (01487) 823879.

JRC NRD-525G, as new condition and
unmarked, complete with box, all bits and
pieces, manual, etc., a real gem, £600 will
secure. Tel: Formby (01704) 877234.

JRC NRD-535, Lowe mod. options fitted,
b.w.c., e.c.s.s., excellent condition with

r

keypad detector unit, whip antenna,
manual, excellent condition, £275 o.v.n.o.
Tel: (014821813439 anytime.

Kenwood R-2000 communication
receiver, 150kHz to 30MHz, 30 bands,
a.m., f.m., u.s.b., I.s.b., c.w., 10 memory
channels, internal speaker, plus Kenwood
extension speaker, mint, manual, £350, no
offers. Tel: Horsham (01403)262882.

Kenwood R-5000 with VC -20 v.h.f.
converter, YK88A1 a.m. filter, YK88SN n.s.b.
filter, 'Global' antenna coupler AT1000,
complete with manuals, £600. Will deliver
central Scotland, excellent condition. David,
West Lothian. Tel: (01506) 635513.

Kenwood TS -940S, Yaesu FT -101,
KW1000 linear amp, KW Viceroy, offers.
Tel: Watford (019231260538.

Lowe HF-225, boxed, manual, all extra
options fitted, excellent condition, £250
carriage paid. Icom SP3 exter. speaker,
boxed, £25. ERA Microreader v4.2, £75.
ERA Synoptic decoder, £50. Tel: Hull (01482)
813439 anytime.

MFJ tuneable d.s.p. filter, £190. delivery
by arrangement. G3SQV, QTHR. Tel:
Leicester (015091814762.

PRO -43 scanner, 68-9875MHz inc.
mil./civ., airbands, etc., soft case, NiCads,
manual, boxed, £125. PR026 scanner,
25MHz to 1.3GHz, no gaps, NiCads, p.s.u.,
boxed, manual, £160, both mint condition.
Tel: Blackpool area (01253)727279.

Realistic PRO -2004 and PRO -2005
scanning receivers, 25-520MHz, 760-
1300MHz, 400 memories with manuals,
£150 each o.n.o. John Wilson, London. Tel:
0181-769 0147.

Short Wave Magazines, years in binders,
1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1995, 1996,
£15 each. Tel: Mr Muller 1012831734320.

Skyscan desk top antenna, 526-
1300MHz, also use on car when stationary.
BNC plug and cable, £30 plus P&P or
collect. Tel: Essex (01376) 502901.

Sony 2001D airband, £165, manual.
Philips D -2935D world receiver, b.f.o.,
u.s.b., I.s.b., etc., £75. Buyer collects
(invalid). Mac on (01327) 842285 anytime.

Sony ICF-SW1000T, only used for two
weeks, cost new £429.99, offers, £230. Tel:
(01745) 854389.

Sony SW77 synthesiser tuner, f.m., m.w.,
I.w., s.w., preset 100 stations, autoscan s.s.b.

timer, compact antenna, stereo headphones,
mint, handbook, world receiver, £220, no
offers. Tel: Horsham (01403) 262882.

Wideband antennas, Create log periodic
100-1300MHz, £80. Butternut 30-512MHz,
£50. Maplin rotator, £30. All as new, o.n.o.
Jones, Abingdon. Tel: (01235) 525295 after
7pm.

Yaesu FT -51R 2m/70cm (144/430MHz)
hand-held with extended receive, a.m.,
airband, mint condition, £295. John
G4YDM, QTHR. Tel: 0191-416 2606.

Yupiteru MVT-7100 hand-held scanner,
1000 channel memory, a.m./f.m.,
n.f.m./u.s.b./I.s.b., 100kHz to 1650MHz,
case, NiCads, charger, helical, £180. Tel:
Glasgow (0468)094141.

Yupiteru MVT-9000 scanner, five months
old, as new, NiCads, charger, box and
manual, £250 o.n.o. Tel: Northants (01327)
876847.

Wanted
All early wireless gear, crystal sets,
valves, horn speakers, top prices for items
made by Marconi, Burndept, Pye, BTH,
Gecophone, Ericsson, serious collector, will
pay well and collect any area. Jim Taylor
G4ERU, 5 Luther Road, Winton,
Bournemouth BH9 1LH, Tel/FAX: (01202)
510400.

Racal communications receiver RA -
1792 or RA -1772 or similar, must be in
perfect condition, please write, give details
and price, all letters answered. V. Franc!,
184 Dalton Lane, Rotherham S65 3QJ.

Regency airband base scanner or
Signal 535 or other base station airband
scanner, also DSP filter unit for h.f., also
CX401 4 -way switcher box with PL -259s
noise bridge. Gerry, Plymouth. Tel: (01752)
351975.

VC -20 v.h.f. converter for R-5000. John
63X11, Diss. Tel: (013791652043.

ORDER FORM
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

I enclose Cheque/RO. for £ (£4.00/£6.00)

Made payable to PW Publishing Ltd
Please insert this advertisement IN THE NEXT

AVAILABLE ISSUE OF SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Name

Address

Post Code

Credit Card Details
Card Number

Signature
Expiry date of card
Subscription Number

FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE maximum 30 words

(30)

CONTACT DETAILS maximum 12 words

(12)
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 6 MONTHS

J £16.50

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 1 YEAR

J £30.00 (UK) J £35.00 (Europe)

J £38.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) J £45.00 (Rest of World Airmail)

Please

enquire

for

airmail

rates

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH
PRACTICAL WIRELESS (1 YEAR)
O £50.00 (UK) J £59.00 (Europe Airmail)
O £63.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)
O £74.00 (Rest of World Airmail)

Please start my subscription with the issue.

MONITORING TIMES - 1 Year (12 issues)
J £38 (UK) J £43 (Europe Airmail)
_1E49 (Rest of World Airmail)

SATELLITE TIMES - 1 Year (6 issues)
J£22 (UK) _I £32 (Europe Airmail)
0 £32 (Rest of World Airmail)

BINDERS
 Please send me SWM Binders at £6.50 £
Postal charges: £1 for one, £2 for two or more (overseas surface)
FREE P&P if you order two or more (UK only)

J Please send me the following books

Postal charges.

UK: £1 for one, £2 for two or more

Overseas:

£2.00 per item.

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received before noon) £4.00
GRAND TOTAL

Order Form
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours
your order will be recorded on an answerphone

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

Or
Charge to my MasterCardNisa/Switch/AMEX Card the amount of £

Card No.

41119
MIN

VISA

Valid from to
=El

Signature Tel

Issue No:
Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct
at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling. Cash not accepted.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

STAR BUY
This month we've got a selection of four titles for you to take a look at, giving you the chance to save money,
but hurry and order quickly, as we only have a very limited supply of stock for the two books marked with a *

111'
* North American Call Book - 1997
Was £20.95 - P&P, this month only £18 inc. P&P

Shortwave Maritime Communications
Was £16.50 - P&P, this month only £12.50 inc. P&P

* Passport To World Band Radio 1997
Was £15.50 - P&P, this month only £10 inc. P&P

1996/1997 Guide To Worldwide Weatherfax Services
Was £25 + P&P, this month only £12.50 inc. P&P

1996

GUIDE 10 WOPLONIV:

NIEPINERWL
SERVICs

RADIO AMATEUR

I 9 9 7

To order any of these titles, use the order form above or call
the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote SWM11.
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